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Introduction

In the countless history courses I’ve taught over the years, the one question that
invariably appears at some point (usually from a nonmajor who has to take the
course for some general education requirement) is: ‘‘Why should we study history?’’ This is not an idle question, but an esoteric one that goes to the heart of
what history is and what it can tell us. Usually, the student asking that question
has the notion that history consists of a static set of ‘‘facts,’’ unchanging (or, at
least, it should not change) and ultimately meaningless for modern life. Students often buy into Henry Ford’s famous take on the subject, ‘‘history is more
or less bunk,’’ rather than George Santayana’s maxim, ‘‘those who cannot
remember the past are condemned to repeat it.’’ In the end, neither of these perspectives is especially true or helpful. This is because both writing history and
understanding history are complex activities. They are our attempts to make
sense of the past, usually drawing from incomplete or biased accounts of what
actually happened. Even when the accounts are complete, the interpretations of
history can vary radically depending on the perspective of the person writing.
Perhaps the best explanation of the problem comes from the novelist Aldous
Huxley, who, in his novel The Devils of Loudun, said ‘‘The charm of history
and its enigmatic lesson consist in the fact that, from age to age, nothing
changes and yet everything is completely different.’’
This work proceeds on the assumption that history is not a subject, but
rather an activity. The activity of history engages the capability of students to
use reason. On a purely anecdotal basis, I’ve asked many of my colleagues
which skills they believed were the most important for their students to possess
a high proficiency in when they begin college. Almost invariably, the two top
answers were writing and critical thinking. In Taxonomy of Learning, developed
in 1956 by Benjamin Bloom as an effort to show the evolution of mental skills
in pyramidal form, critical thinking skills are integral to the third and fourth
levels: application and analysis. The students who ask why it is important to
study history are proceeding on the assumption that history is only an activity
that engages the first two levels: knowledge and comprehension. If that were all
there is to history, then Ford may have been right. However, application and
xv
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analysis are also key to understanding, without which one cannot reach the final
two levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy—synthesis and evaluation—which are essential to the creation of history. So, to summarize, critical thinking skills are key
to moving from the first two levels—knowledge and comprehension—to the
highest levels—synthesis and evaluation. In order to understand and, eventually,
to write history, critical thinking is the transitional, indispensable skill.
Judging once again from my unscientific survey of my colleagues, it is one
of the skills with which many students who are entering college struggle. This
realization was the genesis of this project. Popular Controversies in World History takes as its subjects the topics over which there has been considerable historical debate. Some of these topics will not be familiar to students, but many
of them will. Did the Great Flood, described in both the biblical book of Genesis and the Epic of Gilgamesh, actually happen? Is the lost continent of Atlantis
just a myth, or was really such a place? Is the Shroud of Turin the actual burial
cloth of Jesus Christ? Was William Shakespeare the sole author of all of the
plays attributed to him? Who was the ‘‘man in the iron mask’’? Did Franklin D.
Roosevelt allow the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor to happen as a pretext for
the U.S. entrance into World War II? Did Lee Harvey Oswald act alone in
assassinating John F. Kennedy in Dallas? These questions and more reveal that
history is not a static set of facts, but rather a living, expanding set of ideas and
interpretations. To understand those interpretations and formulate those ideas,
critical thinking skills are paramount in importance.
The purpose of this work is to present the varying perspectives on events
like these. These topics, as well as the ability to think critically about them, are
vitally important parts of the social science curriculum at both the secondary
and postsecondary levels. Each chapter takes a particular topic that has generated controversy either within the historical profession or in society as a whole
and offers pro and con points of view, allowing readers to draw their own conclusions. The work covers all eras of human history, both before and after the
advent of the written record. Each chapter in Popular Controversies in World
History is formatted in the style of a historical debate, with a ‘‘pro’’ and a
‘‘con’’ section that presents contrasting perspectives. In most cases, both of
these perspectives are or have been widely held within academia and supported
by scholarship. The readers are then given the opportunity to exercise their critical thinking skills to evaluate the evidence presented by each side, to assess the
validity of the arguments made by the authors, and eventually to determine
which conclusions they accept or reject.
Of course, I could never have presented these arguments, ranging across so
many eras and subdisciplines of history, by myself. This work represents the
efforts of 62 other scholars with whom I have had the privilege to work. In
addition, much of the early work on this project, especially determining the format to be used to accomplish our goals and formulation of the various questions
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to be debated, was done in conjunction with Geoff Golson, to whom I give due
credit. I’d also like to thank the editorial and production staff at ABC-CLIO,
including David Tipton, editorial manager; Barbara Patterson, who administered
the considerable paperwork involved; Kim Kennedy-White, who helped me
refine the manuscript submissions; and Donald Schmidt and his team, who
oversaw the production work to turn the manuscript into a book. Without the
efforts of such a fantastic team, this work would not have been possible.
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1
Tool use is characteristic of hominids and apes,
but not of other animal species.
PRO Talaat Shehata
CON Patrick G. Zander

PRO
If tool use is defined as being a ‘‘means to an end,’’ then the contrary argument
alluded to by the title of this chapter, that ‘‘evidence of tool use among other
species tends to contradict this ‘tool-making’ as the characteristic of prehuman
evolution,’’ might also be entertained. But an investigation of the earliest evidence for the use of tools establishes, without any evidence to the contrary, that
‘‘only apes, hominids, and humans make true tools.’’ To better understand and
internalize this argument within a historical context, the visual senses needed to
sift through the archaeological findings available will not merely suffice. Instead,
by distinguishing what’s been discovered in the material realm and how it was
touched, felt, regularly used, and for what primary purpose by its original ape,
hominid, and human creators will articulate their prehistoric drive for the use of
the specific tools that, over time, they grew comfortable using. With that said,
were there variances in the self-conscious uses of the tools by the apes, hominids, and humans (i.e., how did they differ or exhibit similarities)?
Great apes, with their variations, as evidenced by the existing chimpanzees,
gorillas, orangutans, and bonobos, along with accumulated archaeological
remains of the earliest hominids, provide profound insight into female and male
Homo sapiens that evolved over millions of years. The earliest fossil records
from around 1.9 million years ago identify the earliest of their ancestors, as the
African Homo erectus. A common trait they all possess is the age-old practice
of creating and using tools and passing these learned skills on to their offspring.
Historical and fossil records also revealed that the late Miocene ape, Oreopithecus bamboli, predating most early hominids, discovered in Tuscany, Italy, had
in the constructs of its hands firm pad precision gripping capabilities. This
allowed for a significantly improved grasping ability. Through natural selection
and evolution over tens of thousands of years, Oreopithecus bamboli was able
to create and use tools that earlier apes had not been able to. Thumb and hand
length and large, deep areas of insertion within the tendon of the flexor of the long
thumb were not present in any earlier ape fossils. Precise gripping techniques have
1
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Tool-using Chimpanzees
It has long been held that one of the distinguishing characteristics of humankind is
the ability to create and use tools; however, according to a 2002 report in Science
magazine, chimpanzees might have been using tools for much longer (Mercader
et al., 2002). Archaeologists working in the Ta€ forest of C^
ote d’Ivoire found evidence that chimps transported stones to nut-cracking sites where they used them
as hammers to process their foods. After placing a nut in a place where it could be
immobilized, often in part of a tree stump, the chimpanzees then use granite
stones to break them open. Additionally, a 2007 article in Current Biology reported
that groups of chimps who learned to manipulate various devices in order to
retrieve fruit were able to teach other chimps how to use the devices (Pruetz,
2007). Once a community had mastered a given device—for instance, a simple
vending machine that would dispense fruit when a coin was deposited—and the
device was transported to an unskilled community, the unskilled chimps were able
to learn how to retrieve fruit simply by watching their skilled neighbors. This discovery suggests that chimpanzees made tools and may have passed that knowledge
to new generations some 4,300 years ago, although scientists believe that the practice could have been occurring even earlier.

A chimpanzee uses a twig as a tool to catch termites. (DLILLC/Corbis)
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been performed by great apes, cercopithecine monkeys, and nonhuman primates.
This has included the often referenced ‘‘precision grip,’’ which consisted of the use
of a few finger tips, and most importantly, the thumb tip. Research and experimentation on nonhuman primates and humans has proven that what differentiated the
humans from their near and distant primate cousins was that through evolution they
acquired the unique ability to apply immense force to manipulate, use, and hold all
different average-sized objects in a steady and secure manner between their fingers
and the padded portion of their thumbs. This was a significant leap in evolution for
humans, in their brain, hand, and tool-use coordination. The precision grip–
acquired mode in fossil records, which dates back to over 3.5 million years ago,
also shows that it was a feature that only hominids, as future humans, possessed.
The hominids of that period are classified as the Australopithecus afarensis. There
was no continual evolutionary bond between the Oreopithecus bamboli and the
Australopithecus afarensis. This was proven by the discovery of fossils of the Miocene ape’s hand bones. The epitome of hand-grasping precision had clearly developed over 5 million years earlier than the Australopithecus afarensis hominids.
Gorillas and chimpanzees, on the other hand, despite the clear differences in their
body mass and weight; the length of their hands in relation to each other, hominids,
and humans; and their index finger and thumb ratios, have characteristically always
been smaller, all sharing short thumbs. They did not then nor now possess the ability of the earlier Australopithecus and Oreopithecus hominids, along with later
Homo sapiens’ highly developed manipulative tool-using abilities and increased
bipedal capabilities. These, over millions of years, had experienced selective evolutionary pressures that enhanced and favored those organs in each of these species, which in time (especially with humans) helped in the areas of hunting,
farming, and harvesting. Therefore, regular evolving bipedality among hominids,
and later humans, required the selective evolution of skilled hands. It is with the
freeing of the hands and the strengthening of the hominids’ and humans’ lower
calves, leg tendons, and muscles that these evolving and diverse species, would in
time, be capable of becoming much more mobile in their daily affairs. In time,
prior to the eventual arrival of modem humans, Australopithecus, Oreopithecus,
and later more specifically, Homo erectus, became much more efficient in upright
and sturdy walking. Homo erectus was using fire, manipulating and fine-honing its
diverse collection of stone implements. Also, antler horns and other bone material
were used for scraping and digging, with various boned appendages and objects
used for engraving, sculpting, and stitching clothes. Gradually, they found imaginative and innovative uses for art forms and designs, as found in archaeological
digs, such as ivory animal and human carvings, beads, small and large clay figurines, decorated and notched tools, and a diverse range of music devices. But,
equally important, they left for further discovery in the next 20,000 years, as eminent scholars Louis and Mary Leakey had jubilantly discovered, striking, imposing, and brilliant cave paintings (Leakey, 1965). All that, with ever increasing
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regular periods of physical activity invested for survival needs, moments of
enhanced and often isolated contemplative thinking, social and cultural intra- and
intergroup interactions, led, in time, to a higher individual and group consciousness, with a vivid sense of place, time, and community.
It was the Oldowan (referring to the prehistoric hominids, who had resided in
the Tanzanian Gorge area of Olduvai during the Lower Paleolithic period) who used
stone tools for gradually evolving industrial needs, as discovered by Louis Leakey.
These tools of the period, which have been attributed to the Australopithecus, are
regarded primarily as pebble creations, as a direct consequence of the pebble forms
and shapes that they projected. The styles of these tools were very different from
the tools of the Acheulean, which are regarded as their successors (Gonen, 2009).
In the evolving quest to divide their labors, the Oldowans created scraping, grating,
pounding, and chopping tools used for domestic uses. They were not the big-game
hunting variety that one often equates with early and late Paleolithic hunting parties.
These domestic tools were used for food finishing and processing needs. For over
2.5 million years these tools were meticulously used and have been and continue to
be found by archaeologists, in most of the Olduvai Gorge area, where they had congregated and lived out their individual and collective lives. Approximately 1.5 million years later, and up to 500,000 years ago, Acheulan tools began to accumulate
alongside the Oldowan finds, in some cases replacing them. They have often been
unearthed by archaeologists in their numerous forays to the Olduvai Gorge area,
alongside with many Oldowan tools. There is the possibility that most of these
recent finds might establish much earlier dates for the existence and use of these
tools by both the Oldowans and Acheulans. The gradual global reach of these tools,
especially the Oldowan variety, has been found in Ethiopia, Kenya, South Africa,
East Turkana, Iran, Pakistan, Israel, Spain, England, France, Germany, Italy, Cold
War–era Czechoslovakia, Indonesia, Vietnam, China, and large parts of Asia.
So the argument that only apes, hominids, and humans made true tools,
with the emphasis placed on the word true, can be clearly demonstrated in the
construction of the tools. They fluctuated between rough and fine-grained twosided cutting-edged instruments, often honed down to precise specifications for
their specific use. Tools such as hand axes and various shaped chiseled stone
spears were common instruments used by both the Oldowans and much later
the Acheulans (Davidson and McGrew, 2006). Some scholars have even suggested that the level of both evolution and sophistication with their use of tools
had progressed profoundly, despite the millions of years that separates them, to
where a few of the more innovative had acquired a reasonable mastery of the
art of raft building. This could advance clearer insight as to their migratory patterns and the regular unearthing of multivaried remnants of their tools and
remains, within far-ranging global swathes of land. Of course, as of this writing,
this theory has constructively continued to intrigue a few members of the scientific community, with little resolution in sight.
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Most significantly, with the acquired necessity for true tool use over the
past few million years and each historical event within its own context, modern
and future humans would become the great beneficiaries. The evolution of the
imaginary powers of the mind and intellect would begin to unleash forces and
constructive and artistic beauty that the Oldowans, Acheulans, Homo erectus,
and other animal species had sought and continue to seek. One could conclude
that there is no way to equate ape’s, hominid’s, and human’s true use of tools
in nature’s long historical evolutionary process. It is through this understanding
of the natural evolution of art, instead of merely as cultural evolution, that we
might be able to gain a stronger sense of how art could be studied and comprehended, possibly getting a better grasp of the long multitextured historical
thread that ties the earliest apes and hominids to modern and postmodern
humans.
As many curious and informed readers might already recognize, decades
ago it was established that humans had chimpanzees as their closest relatives.
They share 98–99 percent of identical genetic materials. Rats and mice have
much fewer similarities to humans than humans have with chimpanzees. But,
with minor differences in their genomes, the close cousins have in time
diverged significantly in their evolutionary development. Coded within humans’
genetic system are a few slight variances that determine one species’ taste for
thinking exercises such as philosophy, the arts, acquisition of language, mastery of agriculture, appreciation for music, and a quest for technological vastness. Chimpanzees, despite their close family and social ties, seem, through a
quirk of biological nature, to have been left with much less ‘‘baggage’’ to contend with—whether that is a positive, negative, or neutral matter, that’s left up
to the reader to decide. It is within the amino acids located within the nuclei
of the human cell that biological nature has arranged matters so that humans
developed a much higher set of reflective and thinking skills that chimpanzees
never acquired. Chimpanzees can’t read, write, or speak, in the concentrated,
focused, and persistent standards that humans have taken for granted. Chimpanzees are unable to research molecular biological matters, write symphonies,
dramas, novels, and plays nor paint a profound multilayered art piece that
might address the deepest cosmic, metaphysical, and cultural constructs and
instincts that inform the group or social order they reside within (Sheeran and
Shur, 2002).
For now, modern and postmodern men and women seem to have stolen the
show. But for all the positives nature has bestowed upon them, with more complex linguistic, thinking, and social skills, nature has also endowed them with negative features, such as being more susceptible to diseases, such as Alzheimer’s,
viral hepatitis, malaria, and AIDS, all of which are diseases that do not afflict
chimpanzees. It is also known that modern humans have a molecular form,
through millions of years of evolution, that has been altered. That molecular form,
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in the substance of sialic acid, has been found on the surface of all human cells. A
single damaged gene in humans is the primary cause and code for that precise and
profound change. Pathogens have used sialic acid as a docking system, which in
that event, has allowed influenza and malaria strains to develop aggressively. It
has been determined that chimpanzees and humans have between 10 and 60 genes
separating them, which determine the state, substance, and content of the sialic
acid in their biological systems. In each of these cases, humans lack these genes.
That could possibly explain why chimpanzees are much less prone to acquire
those disease strains than humans are. Being a random process, evolution has often, over the millions of years of ape, hominid, and human history, regularly
reshuffled the biological and genetic decks whereby, with its continuous contact
with the natural world, it allowed for a more ‘‘fit’’ species among its own and
other species to materialize, possibly in time to be replaced by another more select
and fit fellow or strange species.
In humans, FOXP2, a gene that has evolved over the past 200,000 years, has
significantly helped in language and speech development. In comparison with
other apes, the coded protein affected by FOXP2 in humans was discovered
through the regular sequencing of the amino acid in humans in relation to mice
and apes, where the differences were significant in relation to that of chimpanzees (out of 715 locations it differed in only two). Despite being a miniscule difference, that difference allowed the development of speech and language in
humans, but not in their closest cousins the chimpanzees. Also, a final and
equally significant feature that differs between humans and chimpanzees was
that of a mutant gene known as MYH16. This tiny gene mutation, which prevents the channeling or conveyance of a myosin variant, was found in what is
known biologically and medically as chromosome 7. Chromosome 7’s function
impacts the production of myosin, a protein found in apes, chimpanzees, hominids, and humans, which aids in the contraction of muscle tissues. MYH16
impacts the processes of biting and chewing, which would ultimately impact the
functioning capacity of the jaw muscle of humans. Since humans lacked or possessed the slightest evidence of the mutant gene MYH16 2 million years ago,
they were able to develop much smaller jaw muscles than other primates. A
much disputed theory elaborated by Hansell H. Stedman of the University of
Pennsylvania and a few fellow scientists states that humans, because of the lack
of the MYH16 mutant gene, were evolving with smaller jaw muscles and that
the loss in muscle strength only increased the ability of their brains to grow
much larger (Stedman, 2004). Critics contend that it was through natural selection and daily competition for food and the hunt, instead of more space provided
for the brain to ‘‘increase’’ in, that humans were able to overwhelm their competitors, the apes and hominids. It seems clear that through a long, brutal, grueling,
and fascinating process of evolution over millions of years, humans have found
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themselves standing alone, for the time being, to assume the ever-so-fleeting evolutionary helm on this shared Earth (Sayers and Lovejoy, 2008).
With humans, based on their earliest tool use, their cultures have relied on a
more methodical cumulative evolution. This gradual ratcheting process, which their
ape and hominid competitors failed to exhibit, produced over an extensive period of
history the modification of this cumulative evolutionary effect and further allowed
for the creation, innovation, and handing down through successive generations
greater and greater amounts of cultural artifacts. The evolution of material culture,
with humans’ growing grasp of how to create textile pieces and impute it with symbolic art, which would give meaning to their individual, tribal, and group aspirations, channeled their diverse and often limitless skills, energies, and emotions into
a unique individual, tribal, and group representation of the world they had grown to
spiritually and profoundly know. This would also find its unique artistic and symbolic expressions in wood and later metal items and through their diverse music and
dancing rituals. Words, in much of human history, had not acquired the critical role
they would play in the later earliest civilizations that arose in the Middle East, Asia,
and other parts of the world. Later, historically, men and women would begin to
develop a more complex and information-based system of binding their acquired
material objects through the innovative and creative use of images and words.
Humans, since the earliest of times, have always needed material objects to individually and collectively identify and uniquely differentiate themselves by. Artistically,
within the human psyche, it was a means through which they could expand their
mental, material, and spiritual horizons. Throughout time, humans have often felt
oppressively bound to the limited physicality of their bodies, within the space and
time that they had been born in. The central question seems to have been, ‘‘How
might they accommodate themselves to their physical bodies and surrounding world
and yet continue to maintain an untethered, dynamic, and engaging life?’’
Unlike other animal species, humans’ earliest tool use has evolved in a sophisticated manner over thousands of years, including private and public events
where material objects were used to commemorate events that needed to be either forgotten or remembered. Also, death, loss, and absence are objectified
through material objects. That explains why symbolic objects have taken on important and practical significance for weddings, births, secular and religious
occasions, or when a child becomes an adult or a person dies. These are often
very personal, public, and intimate moments for the participants. In other animal
species, questionable tool use does not include fetish practices as seen with some
humans, such as when a child compensates for the absence of a parent by clinging to a favorite soft stuffed toy, blanket, or object, which psychologically keeps
the child close to the absent parent until he or she returns. Some family members
may be fixated on jewelry or family heirlooms left to them by their mother, father, or other relative. These can be very intimate feelings, which other animal
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species would never experience. The differences between species tool use and
humans’ evolutionary development over tens of thousands of years are too stark
to be equated to one another, let alone to be ignored. They occur not only in any
single geographic area, as with animal species, but in humans over tens of thousands of generations unfolded throughout the entire globe. After an extensive migratory pattern that took them to the farthest reaches of the world, these
intelligent cultural, social forming, linguistically developed and developing
beings, with their ever-advancing tool-using technology and abilities, excelled in
very complex ways as to how to survive in their newly settled and resettled natural environments. Animal species, on the other hand, lived out most of their lives
in a single geographic habitat, which they had overtime adapted themselves to.
Once that habitat died or was destroyed, they perished with it. Unlike humans,
all animal species’ level of evolutionary adaptation was quite limited. Therefore,
it is through the study of humans’ material objects and artifacts that we are able
to gain deeper insight into their thoughts and actions over history’s long unfolding periods. As a conscious, self-reflecting, ever contemplative natural creation,
animal species never had, nor ever will have, the deliberative, often profoundly
intelligent thought processes and actions that humans have and continue to bring
to their lives and the natural phenomena that regularly surround them.
Modern and postmodern man and woman have evolved their artistic predilections to include not only the art of objectifying and crafting artifacts but also
infusing it with fragmented representations of each of their diverse groups,
through poetic language, image and picture making, oral fiction and nonfiction
narratives, humor-based oral renditions, and individual, family, and group histories. Their plate has always been full. Their art-making and expressive abilities
would also evolve in the unfolding of scientific research, sports, religious and
secular practices, and politics. In the ability to transcend one’s worldly limitations, humans, through their diverse art forms, have been able to attain certain
moments of rapture, which one doubts most animal species ever will attain. By
being so artistically grounded, humans can regularly summon their art-oriented
tool-using skills and abilities to attain yet other more compelling art pieces that
summon their fellow self-conscious humans’ readiness to be moved by greater,
deeper, and more profound art work. The appreciation of beauty in its complex
and multidimensional art forms has evolved into a human forte. That most
abstract and practical of all notions that have been and are regularly created by
more sophisticated human toolmaking and use is a reality that will never be
experienced by any animal species in their constricted single and limited natural
environments. Humans, through their tool-making and use over thousands of
years, have attained a musical symphony conductor’s virtuoso status among its
fellow primates and diverse animal species. Through the highs and the lows of
artistic evolution, humans have been able to challenge and interact with one
another through their art. That is what has often provided them with the greatest
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pleasure. This has and continues to be the ecstatic pleasure that their most ancient of human ancestors felt tens of thousands of years ago when they etched
and painted their art forms on cave walls. This is also found in the pleasure that
they obtained when they created their sculptures and figurines, beads, clothing,
and tent and dwelling coverings. It is through the creation and appreciation of
art, through the sophisticated manner of their tool-making and using skills and
abilities, that humans were able to experience this most profound aspect of their
existential presence in this world, that is, regularly answering the question posed
about themselves, what is it that allows humans to gain regular and deeper
insight into the window of their shared individual and collective humanity? No
animal species will ever pose or ponder this question.
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CON
In 1965 Drs. Louis and Mary Leakey published their findings from years of
research and excavation at Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania (Leakey, 1965). Among
their findings were skeletal fragments of hominid species dating back 2.5 million
years and a more recent genus that dated to just under 2 million years ago. The
latter appeared to represent the crucial evolutionary branch leading to our own
current species, Homo sapiens sapiens. The older remains came from the genus
known as the Australopithecines, which remains the most ancient of generally
acknowledged hominid branches. But, in addition to the remarkably old Australopithecine fragments, the Leakeys also discovered remains of that more recent
hominid ancestor with decidedly more ‘‘human’’ facial and skull structure. This
was Homo habilis, to date the oldest discovered ancestor of the Homo line, and
its discovery contained another explosive correlation. Although the Australopithecine discoveries had contained no associated material finds, Homos habilis
could be associated with the most ancient identifiable stone tools.
These earliest known forms of stone tools, apparently originating with Homo
habilis, were termed ‘‘Olduwan’’ technology by the Leakeys after the Olduvai
Gorge where they had been found. But, in the decades that followed, more
examples would be found and associated with a successive species of hominid
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that appeared to have descended
directly from Homo habilis. Homo
erectus (there are a few subspecies)
emerged in Africa and eventually left
that continent, radiating into the Middle East, Europe, and Asia. Homo
erectus is the first species generally
acknowledged to be a hunter of live
prey and was remarkably durable,
lasting from approximately 1.5 million years ago until only a few hundred thousand years ago in Asia.
Homo erectus also is responsible for
the first leap in technology, eventually improving techniques from the
simple round choppers and hammers
of Olduwan technology to the finely
sculpted hand axes of the technical
form known now as the Acheulean.
The archaeological record, then,
would seem to confirm what is immedi- A hand-axe from the Acheulean culture
ately visible in our own experiences— from St. Acheul, France. (Goran Burenhult/
that humans use, manufacture, and StockphotoPro)
improve tools while animals do not.
With the accumulation of archaeological evidence of primitive stone technology, it
would seem that human ancestors passed an all-important threshold, with the earliest
iterations of the Homo genus gaining the ability to use and manufacture tools. It has,
therefore, been speculated that tool use is the leading candidate, or one of the leading
candidates, for what distinguishes our species as uniquely human. Further, the argument follows, while technology distinguishes and defines ‘‘man, the tool maker,’’
tools also acted as a crucial trigger for natural selection and directed our evolutionary
path. Expanded mental ability aided our ancestors in conceiving external objects
as useful and helped them to modify objects to maximize their utility. Meanwhile,
refined physiology, especially manual dexterity, allowed hominids to convert
these thoughts into material reality. Finally, the use of specific tools themselves
would emerge as its own selective pressure for evolution, with those born with
better abilities to use butchering tools, for instance, better equipped for survival and
the production of genetically similar offspring. This self-produced evolutionary pressure of tool-to-hominid relationship is sometimes referred to by experts as a ‘‘biofeedback loop.’’
This argument is a highly attractive one—one that appeals to our common
sense and most of our experiences with the natural world and is supported by
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the archaeological record. However, it would now appear that human evolutionary triggers are far more complex than this and that one of the crucial problems
with this view is that tool use is, in fact, not at all unique to humans. Although
tool use is clearly the exception rather than the rule among animal species, there
are multiple examples of basic and even complex tool use in the animal world.
Additionally tool use is not restricted to monkeys and apes; the use of tools for
specific purposes is practiced by species in orders of animals with comparatively
simple nervous systems, such as insects, crustaceans, and birds. By demonstrating the extent of tool use in the animal kingdom, it will become clear that tool
use (and even manufacture) is not uniquely human, has not produced hominidlike evolutionary development in tool using animal species, and thus could not
have been the crucial trigger for our distinctive development and definition.
Tool Use Definition and Study Methodology
Before examining the examples of tool use in other animal species, it is necessary to establish definitions for some of the most important terms. Defining tool
use is notoriously difficult, especially as applied to use among animals. Some
animal species use foreign objects in extremely simple ways that seem to test the
boundaries of what is actually a tool. Some examples that are problematic would
be an ape tossing its own feces as a defensive measure or smashing branches to
fall on to potential predators. It follows that the term tool must itself first be
defined. A tool is an external, or ‘‘foreign,’’ object, not attached to the ground or
‘‘substrate,’’ used for a specific purpose. There are disagreements about whether
a tool can be internally produced by the user (such as in the case of the fecesthrowing ape) and about whether an object could be animate or inanimate. Some
monkeys, for instance, wield their own young to frighten away intruders, while
some crustaceans brandish sea anemones to extend their own hunting ability.
Benjamin B. Beck included both of these characteristics in the definition he published in his authoritative work on the subject, Animal Tool Behavior. For Beck,
a tool could be internally manufactured or animate, but it had to be outside the
user’s body. Tool use then is the handling or manipulation of a tool (according to
Beck’s definition) in such a way as to accomplish a specific task. Tool manufacture is the production of tools for that specific task. It involves any modification
of an existing material in order to adapt it to the purposes of the user.
There are some other important issues for consideration when examining
tool use among animals and its documentation by humans. First, observing tool
use among animal species in the wild is an extremely difficult and costly
endeavor. Generally it requires systematic observation over extended periods of
time in quite remote areas to ensure an undisturbed natural environment. This
usually requires a structured study with staff, funding, and all that goes with
such a project. While a tremendous amount has been done in this area, with the
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enormous number of species in the world, there are a vast number that go unobserved under such conditions. Next there is the issue of corroboration and confirmation. There may be several first-time reports of tool use, but these sometimes
cannot be confirmed by another example. Reports from rangers and hunters are
somewhat common, for example, but these must be confirmed and documented
in order to be considered a behavior genuinely associated with the specific species. Finally, there is the issue of behaviors observed among animals in captivity.
These are understandably among the most common and systematic of behavioral
observations, but there are questions about behaviors in such limited habitat, the
different variety of objects for a species to examine, and also the issue of simple
imitation. It is questionable then if observations in captive environments
are truly relevant to the evolutionary process. Keeping these issues in mind, in
the following list of examples of animal tool use, only confirmed and documented examples will be used of behavior observed in noncaptive habitats.
Examples of Tool Use among Animal Species
The most effective way to undermine the conception that tool use is uniquely
human or is crucial to distinguishing hominids from other species is to list the most
prominent and least-disputed examples. Tool use occurs across several orders,
including insects, invertebrates, birds, and mammals. The variations of usage differ
from the most basic to surprisingly complex, and some species even modify materials to create specialized or compound tools. There are also a multitude of different ways in which animals manipulate their tools. Beck identified 24 of these
different ‘‘use modes.’’ They include: unaimed throwing (such as tossing materials
into the air, knocking off twigs to fall randomly on potential predators), dragging,
slapping, rolling, kicking, aimed throwing (this generally involves throwing projectiles to injure or slow down prey, as well as defending against threats), dropping
(releasing projectiles and using gravity to break or open targets, such as dropping
rocks on to eggshells in order to eat the contents), brandishing or waving (such as
waving away pests, in defense, or in courtship display), prodding or jabbing,
pounding or hammering (most often to break open shelled food like nuts or shellfish), inserting and probing (generally searching for prey and other food sources),
prying or applying leverage, digging, balancing and climbing, propping and climbing, stacking, hanging and swinging, absorbing or sponging (often to soak up nutritive liquids for practical transport and consumption), wiping, draping or affixing,
containing, and baiting (such as placing food sources out to attract prey).
Examples of tool use have been reliably observed and documented since the
19th century, but serious work compiling multiple examples was not attended to
until the work of Hugo van Lawick and Jane Goodall in the early 1970s. Their
work, however, concentrated on primates and included only vertebrates. It was
Beck who, in 1980, assimilated all the existing documented cases into a complete
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catalog of animal tool behaviors. Most of the examples below will come from
Beck’s list and are attributed to him unless otherwise indicated. Some other sources, however, have made contributions, and there are some startling new developments, within the past year, concerning primate tool manufacture.
Invertebrates
Four classes have documented and confirmed cases of tool use: insects, crustaceans, cephalopods, and gastropods.
Neuropteran fly larvae: The neuropteran fly has a short lifespan and does
not demonstrate tool use in its adult insect form. Neuropteran flies, however,
spend up to two years as larvae (known as ‘‘ant-lions’’) and are proficient hunters at this stage, not relying on adults for food. Ant-lions dig funnel-shaped pits
in the earth and then tunnel into the earth at the bottom of the pit to await prey
that strays into the den. When prey arrives, the ant-lion seizes the prey and
attempts to drag in underneath the soil to consume it. However, if the prey is
able to escape the clutches of the ant-lion, as it attempts to scurry up the sides
of the sandy burrow, the ant-lion grabs grains of sand and throws them rapidly
at the escaping victim. These sand particles knock the escaping prey off the
edge of the burrow and back to the bottom for the waiting ant-lion.
Dipteran fly larvae: The larval form of the dipteran fly is known as the
‘‘worm-lion,’’ and although a quite distinct species from the neuropteran fly, it
possesses virtually identical behavior in terms of tool use. The worm-lion also
tosses sand projectiles into approaching or trapped prey, and like the ant-lion, it
accomplishes this by rapid-fire ‘‘dorsiflexion’’ of its mandibles.
Myrmicine ants: Several varieties of ants (Aphaenogaster rudis, A. treatae, A.
tennesseensis, A. fulva, and Pogonomyrmex badius) demonstrate a remarkable
behavior in using natural material to absorb food for transport. After discovering
a deposit of soft or liquid food sources, such as honey, fruit pulp, or the bodily
fluids of prey, these ants will grasp pieces of leaf, bark, or wood and place them
on to the food source. These ‘‘sponges’’ absorb the material, and the ants then
carry the bloated leaf or wood scrap back to the colony, where it can be consumed by other worker ants. The ants consume the leaf or wood that is engorged
with the sticky liquid and can easily ingest a much more nutritive meal. Although
ants can carry pieces of leaf or wood quite proficiently, carrying liquid would be
impossible without the device of using an absorbent for transportation.
Sphecine wasps: Sphecine wasps create burrows in the earth for their larval
offspring and then catch and drop prey into the burrows for the larval wasp to
consume. After provisioning the burrows for the final time before the larva is to
evolve into its pupa form, the adult wasp uses earth to seal up the burrow. To do
this, the adult wasp can use a variety of available tools to pound the soil until it
is firmly packed. The wasp has been observed using bits of twig, bark, seeds,
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and even remains of other insects to accomplish this task. The tools are held in
the wasp’s mandible and are tamped against the earthen wall, but at times the
wasp may use a piece of twig to insert into the wall and probe. This may be to
test the solidity of the packed wall as the process continues.
Hermit crabs: Hermit crabs are a well-known example of a crustacean that
appropriates the empty shell of other deceased crustaceans. Hermit crabs do not
enjoy the same protection of an exoskeleton that so commonly protects other
crab varieties. Hermit crabs therefore seek out appropriate shells and affix
themselves to the inside of the shell with the aid of a hooked leg or pleopod.
Hermit crabs inhabit shells until they outgrow them and then search for another
of more appropriate size.
Melia tessellata crab: This species of crab practices one of the most unusual, and admittedly borderline, uses of tools in the animal kingdom. The crab
clutches anemones in its claws and keeps them there on a daily basis. When the
crab is disturbed, it waves the anemones at the intruder to scare it away. But in
addition to this brandishing behavior for display and intimidation, the crab uses
the anemone to hunt as well. While hunting, the crab will allow the anemone to
seize its prey item and then will reach over with its back appendages and appropriate the catch. When an anemone becomes fragmented or dies, the crab will
discard it and attach another. This use of a living tool, manipulated with its fore
legs, appears to be an adaptation, because its fore claws are not well developed.
Octopus: Octopi have been reported to use pebbles in the process of opening shells and removing the flesh inside. The stones are placed in the wedge
where the shell opens in order to prop it open while the octopus consumes the
animal occupant.
Fishes
Archer fishes: The only reported instance of fish using tools is one that may
be questionable in terms of the definition one uses for a ‘‘tool.’’ Toxotid fishes
are well-documented shooters of water. The most commonly observed variety is
the Toxotes jaculatrix, or the ‘‘archer’’ fish, of Southeast Asia. The archer fish
takes in water through its gills and then shoots it out by compressing its gill
covers. The water is channeled through a groove in the roof of the fish’s mouth,
while the fish presses its tongue against it to form a closed channel. The water
shoots out under high pressure and can knock prey into the water. The archer
fish is known to shoot water at prey resting on branches just above the surface
and also at prey hovering above the water by flying.
Birds
Birds exhibit some of the most striking kinds of tool use and can be extremely
efficient. One variety of bird also exhibits the behavior of modifying materials
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Ravens’ Reasoning
A study reported in the April 2007 Scientific American used tool use as a way to
explore the cognitive abilities of ravens (Heinrich, 2007). Among other discoveries—that ravens can distinguish between and remember individuals (both raven
and human)—researchers determined that ravens were able to reason out the
cause and effect of simple tool use in advance. Older ravens were able to correctly
complete a food–rewarded task on the first attempt, without the need for trial
and error, by studying the arrangement of the task and determining the correct solution. Not only does it appear that tool use is not the exclusive province of primates, but other animals are not even limited to opportunistic tool use, and in
some cases can reason about and remember utility and procedure.

to create a tool of appropriate size, which is an example of tool manufacture,
although in its simplest form.
Egyptian vultures: The Egyptian vulture has been reported in van Lawick
and Goodall’s work as using stones to crack open ostrich eggs. There are two
use modes reported for this. Egyptian vultures are known to select stones and
carry them in their talons during flight, dropping them on to eggs below to
crack the shells. They have also been documented in Christopher Baber’s book
Cognition and Tool Use as picking up stones with their beaks and flinging them
at the eggs through quick neck flexion. Citing the work of other observers,
Baber reports that Egyptian vultures earn approximately a 50 percent success
rate in their rock-flinging efforts. A similar variety, the black-breasted buzzard
of Australia, has also been reported as using the dropping technique, but this is
circumstantial and unconfirmed evidence.
Woodpecker finches: The woodpecker finches of the Galapagos Islands display complex tool-using behavior indeed. Multiple reports have confirmed woodpecker finches securing cactus spines or bits of twig either by picking them off
the ground with their beaks or by detaching them from the branches. The finches
then manipulate the twigs with their beaks and insert them into openings in trees
and bark to locate prey insects. Locating an insect, the finches have been known
to lance and impale the prey, then remove it from the tree on the twig, or also to
frighten the prey enough to force it out of the hole, where it can easily be plucked
with the bird’s beak. These finches have also been reported to modify the twigs
by shortening them or by shaping the twig so that it will fit into small crevices,
though this modification/manufacture behavior was displayed by a captive finch.
Mammals—Nonprimates
Elephants: Both African and Asian elephants have displayed multiple forms of
tool use, generally using their trunks for grasping and manipulating. Observers
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of African elephants in the wild have reported them to detach branches and
limbs with their trunks and then, manipulating the limbs with their trunks, moving the sticks to irritated areas for scratching and to dislodge parasites like
leeches. Others have reported seeing elephants in the wild propel projectiles like
stones and logs with their trunks to repel and intimidate intruders. This has
included the pulling up of fence posts and tossing them. Still others have documented Asian working elephants detaching and waving leafy branches to fan
themselves and to repel unwanted flies.
Sea otters: Sea otters represent the best-documented case of nonprimate
mammalian tool use, with several sources reporting of their tool usage in the
wild, including Beck, Baber, and van Lawick and Goodall as well as Kathy
Schick and Nicholas Toth in Making Silent Stones Speak. Sea otters, van Lawick
and Goodall report, are the only nonprimate mammals to use stone tools habitually in their foraging and predation. Sea otters balance a stone on their abdomens
while floating on their backs, grasp shelled mollusks in their paws, and strike
the mollusk onto the stone until the shell fractures and they can conveniently
consume the flesh. The stone is used as an anvil, but it may certainly be considered tool use because it is being carried and positioned by the user.
Bears: Several varieties of bears have been reported using tools such as
limbs to knock down hanging fruit or pedestals for climbing. Most of these
documented cases, however, are observations of bears in captivity. Baber, however, documents that polar bears especially will use rocks to drop or as projectiles to injure seals or walruses during attack.
Primate Mammals
Primates, including monkeys and apes, show a much wider variety of tool use
and manufacture. In addition to more numerous examples among species, primates exhibit a wider variety of use modes and some clearly more sophisticated
instances of manufacture. Although there are several examples of primate species exhibiting tool use, only the most prominent examples are listed below
(Berthelet and Chavallion, 1993).
Howler and capuchin monkeys: Both howler monkeys and capuchin monkeys have been observed in the wild knocking off branches to fall below on to
intruders, with some reports of this behavior also in spider monkeys and squirrel
monkeys. This can be done by chewing off pieces, knocking them off with hands
or tail, and shaking. Beck writes that capuchins were reported as having the most
‘‘apparent intent and instrumentality’’ in this task. In addition to issues of cognition, this may correspond with the capuchin’s physiology, as they possess the
greatest manual dexterity of the new world monkeys with greater prehensility and
thumb opposability. Capuchins are also the only new world monkeys reported to
jab intruders and competitors with a stick to prod them away and also to engage
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in aimed throwing in their defensive behaviors. Captive capuchins have been
observed positioning branches for climbing and reaching inaccessible areas and
have also been documented as inserting sticks into tubes to probe and retrieve
food items. Some experiments to test the tool-using potential of capuchins, however, suggested that capuchins did not have the cognitive ability or the dexterity
to recognize and use stone technology.
Macaques: Macaque monkeys have been observed engaging in both more
common and bizarre forms of tool use. Like several species of monkeys, macaques also routinely drop or throw objects downward to discourage unwelcome
intruders. They are also reported to engage in aimed throwing of sticks and
stones sometimes as part of courtship, sometimes as part of defensive or aggressive behaviors. The most controversial of their tool behaviors involves macaques
approaching other males. One macaque is likely to pick up a baby and brandish
it or wave it before another, which can have the result of diminishing aggression
between the two adults.
Baboons: Baboons are among the most widely observed primates and display a number of tool-use behaviors. In the wild, baboons routinely use aimed
throwing to fend off intruders. The throwing can involve stones, loose gravel,
sand, and dirt and can be aimed specifically at the eyes of a threatening animal.
Beck notes that this throwing is from a quadrapedal position or from a sitting
position, as their physiology prohibits overhand throwing. Baboons have also
been observed using long sticks to insert into wood to procure food or simply
to extend their reach. Nearer to ape and early hominid tool use, wild chacma
baboons use stones to smash open and hammer the tough-skinned or shelled
fruits. They also use stones as a hunting weapon as when they smash scorpions
to immobilize them before consuming them.
Orangutans: Orangutans also routinely break off and throw down branches
to discourage and frighten away intruders. Although Beck comments that their
aim is poor, this behavior still qualifies as aimed throwing. There have also
been observations of wild and semiwild orangutans using sticks as a weapon to
strike another orangutan or to kill a snake. Wild orangutans have also been
observed to use leaves as a wiping tool to sponge away feces or saliva and even
to cover ant hills to avoid bites. Interestingly, captive orangutans display far
more tool use and ingenuity in captive situations, which possibly extends from
their determination to escape their captive habitat (such as creatively breaking
out of the London Zoo by crashing a potted plant through a skylight). Orangutans have remarkable receptivity to training and intuition, as well as a keen ability to imitate.
Gorillas: Gorillas routinely use unaimed throwing to frighten and intimidate
intruders such as human observers, which includes sticks, branches, and leaves.
They are also known to wave and brandish large sticks or poles in these acts of
display. Gorillas are known to commonly engage in aimed throwing in captivity
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that can include materials such as vegetables, water, and feces. Such powerful
animals throw tremendously hard and project these items with remarkable and
dangerous velocity and accuracy. Gorillas have been reported, but not in confirmed or published reports, using sticks as extenders to reach inaccessible food.
This behavior has been recorded in adults in captivity.
Chimpanzees: The animal displaying, by far, the most examples of tool use
in the widest variety of use modes is the chimpanzee. Chimpanzees have also
enjoyed some of the most intense and outstanding scientific observation in the
wild such as in the famous work of Jane Goodall in Gombe National Park
(Goodall, 1986). Goodall has recorded a significant variety of tool uses and
modes among chimps. First, like gorillas, chimps use tools such as branches
and sticks in display behavior, mostly to intimidate. When display does not
work and chimps fight among themselves, they use a variety of physical techniques like hitting and biting, but tools can also be used as weapons. Up until
recently, this observed tool-use behavior has only included aimed throwing of
stones, loose gravel, sticks, or bits of fruit and vegetation. This could happen in
fights between chimpanzees or if chimps attempted to frighten away potential
predators. Chimpanzees have also been observed in the wild quite dexterously
using long, thin pieces of bark or stiff blades of grass to probe into holes in a
log or into termite or ant dens to remove the insects for food. They insert the
long leaf or bark into the den and allow the insects to crawl on it. Once they
do, the chimp removes the leaf and consumes them. Chimps also, as first documented by Goodall, use stones as both hammers and anvils to open fruits and
nuts and use sticks as hammers as well. Chimpanzees will break off pieces until
they arrive at one of the appropriate size, if possible, which is a basic form of
tool manufacture. But new studies are opening exciting windows into the tool
manufacturing abilities and innovative tool uses of chimpanzees.
A recent study by Jill Pruetz and Paco Bertolani in the journal Current
Biology documents remarkable new dimensions of chimpanzee tool use in
hunting in Senegal. They have observed chimps detaching living branches and
fashioning them into pointed spears, generally with their teeth. The pointed
spears are then used to stab small game as it hides in crevices in trees or dead
logs. Chimps using these spears jab them into the openings forcefully and
withdraw the spear, tasting for blood or in some instances withdrawing small
bushbabies impaled on the spear. The manufacture of these spears, according
to Pruetz and Bertolani, appears to be a skill perfected and passed on to the
young by mothers rather than male chimps. This is a newly documented
behavior, never confirmed before, and the possibility exists that humans have
been able to witness a newly developed skill and stage in the evolutionary
process. Additionally Pruetz and Bertolani see possible implications for the importance of females in the development, transmission, and evolution of early
technology.
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Conclusion
The list of tool-use behaviors above should make clear that there are a great
number of examples of usage in the animal world across a wide spectrum of
animal orders. From our closest animal relatives, the chimpanzees, to animals
as simple as a fly, tools are routinely used by these species in myriad ways.
Explaining the appearance of these tool uses is the next task and is far more difficult. With primates, authors like Baber have been able to determine, for
instance, the extent of cognition in chimps associated with tool use and their
ability to recognize materials as possible tools to be adapted to specific tasks.
In the orders of creatures with very simple nervous systems, however, this will
remain a difficult and elusive pursuit.
One important corollary to the expansion of brain size and cognition among
primates and hominids is the development of the utility and sensitivity of the
hand. In her article on hand structure and tool development, ‘‘Primate Hands and
the Human Hand,’’ Francoise K. Jouffroy suggests not only that increased dexterity among primates contributes to the ability to manipulate tools in more
diverse ways, but also that the shape and function of hominid hands would have
provided the models, themselves, for tool development (Jouffroy, 1993). Observing the functions of the hand cupping to carry water, for example, would have
provided the earliest inspiration for primitive bowls, according to Jouffroy.
It is almost always true that the closer the animal species is to humans, the
more complex the tool behavior it exhibits. Although this is true, it is also true
that tool use exists at many different levels in species other than humans. That
being the case, it cannot be a tenable assertion to suggest that tool use or tool
making are exclusively the province of hominids, that these skills and tendencies
are the chief differentiator of our species, or that tool use was the crucial evolutionary trigger that sent hominids on the path to our own day. Tool use, in fact,
cannot even be seen as a crucial evolutionary determinant in the animal kingdom. It is true that there are several species that demonstrate tool use, but there
are far more that do not, many of which inhabit the same natural environments
as those that have adapted tool use. Why haven’t tool-using animal species come
to dominate their respective environments? Although tool use and manufacture
are clearly quite important in hominid development, they cannot be treated as
‘‘definitively’’ human, and for those that continue to seek such defining characteristics, they will likely have to consider broad combinations of material skills,
physiological attributes, and cognition.
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PRO
The origin and spread of agriculture over the world traditionally remains one of
the most alluring and unequivocal questions in contemporary science. Searches
for logical and reliable answers for questions about spatial and chronological
frames of land cultivation practices and invention and about the time and place
of a certain plant’s domestication constitute an essential part of a series of hot
contemporary discussions, among which one can mention topics of global historical context (such as the Ex Oriente lux concept, the problem of social inequality origin, the role of migrations in early human history, the reliability of
the Bible as a source of historical information) alongside strictly subjective case
studies (i.e., Great Flood hypothesis, the Fertile Crescent and cradle of civilization concept, gene flow theory, and the origin of Indo-Europeans).
The contemporary discussions about the origins of agriculture are also driven
by their broad interdisciplinary context, which inevitably involves specialists in
the large spectrum of social and natural sciences, such as archaeology; history,
cultural studies, biology, and medical anthropology; human genetics; paleobotany and plant selection; geography; marine geology; demography; and many
others. Most of these disciplines have developed independently during the past
decades, with their theoretical achievements and new empirical databases open
to novel perspectives for fresh insight into the problem.
This section will examine the migratory, or diffusive, approach to the problem of agriculture origin and plant domestication. In order to clarify its reliability
and cognitive potential, we first must provide an overview of the history of the
migratory version of the spread of agriculture, sum up theories and concepts proposed by representatives of different sciences, and synthesize the arguments put
forward since W. G. Childe initiated the discussion of this idea. Following this
historiographic approach, it will place the discussion in the context by examining
recent trends, and special attention will be given to the problem of human migration versus the idea’s diffusion, which caused the dissemination of the agricultural
23
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mode of life worldwide. Finally, a synthesis concerning the connection of agricultural diffusion with the dispersal of Indo-European peoples will be made and corrolated with the Black and Mediterranean seas’ level change at the beginning of
Holocene period.
Migration and Diffusion: An Attempt of Identification
Migration could be defined as the total or partial change of location (habitat) or
movement into new areas for certain periods of time or permanently. The term
‘‘migration’’ is widely applied in the social sciences as well as in the frames of
biology, geophysics, astronomy, and computer sciences with reference to plants
and animals, fish and birds, insects and cells, planets, systems, and data.
In contemporary social sciences, migration is interpreted as population displacement (translocation) and is usually viewed as one of the four basic genres of
human activity alongside habitation, storage, and creation. Migration is an integral part of the professional terminology of contemporary archaeologists, ethnologists, sociologists, demographers, cultural anthropologists, geographers, and
representatives of other social sciences. The sphere of its application and meaning
seems to be so clear that some reference encyclopedias and dictionaries consider
it unnecessary to define or interpret this concept. Nevertheless, more careful analysis of the concept of migration’s application or sphere testifies to the fact that it
is often applied to the process, which principally differs in spatial and chronological scale as well as in ecological, livelihood, ethnic, and social consequences.
The migration concept is applied in studies of the displacement of population
(group and individual movements) as well as to the dispersion of the artifacts created by the people and their culture in general. Sometimes anthropological and
other data indicate that culture transmission does not accompany its human substrate displacement; in such a case migration of ideas is assumed.
The possibility of culture migration was widely discussed in cultural anthropology at the beginning of the 20th century in frames of a wide variety and diffusion of schools and theories. The notion of cultural diffusion as a spatial
transference of cultural phenomena was put forward by anthropologists, and this
context of human history was interpreted as a series of cultural clashes, adoptions, and transfers. Long-distance contacts such as international trade and
exchange, conquests, and conscious imitation were regarded as basic ways by
which certain cultural phenomena or artifacts could surmount impressive distances from the point of their primary origin.
Origin and rapid upsurge of genetics during the second half of the 20th century provided a possibility to verify the hypothesis about ideas and artifacts translocation without human displacement on the basis of comparison of gene structure
of population of certain areas. Such DNA spatial distribution studies, initiated at
the turn of the 21st century, were brilliantly developed by Luigi Cavalli-Sforza
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Hunter-Gatherer Food Storage in Jordan
Sometimes technology has to be in place before innovation can proceed. Such
appears to be the case for the Stone Age agricultural revolution in the Middle East.
Archaeologists in Jordan have recently uncovered a very large granary for the storage of the wild grains that were among the staples of the hunter-gatherer diet.
Dating to approximately 9,300 BCE—about 1,000 years before the first signs of
domesticated, settled agriculture—the facility unearthed near the Dead Sea town
of Dhra’ provides evidence that hunter-gatherers were able to establish settled
towns, complete with communal food storage and work patterns, even before the
development of domesticated agriculture. Researchers have speculated that these
wild grains—including barley, lentil, and oats—were the progenitors of the domesticated plants that would flourish during the agricultural revolution.
Source: Bower, Bruce. ‘‘Ancient Granaries Preceded the Agricultural Revolution.’’
Science News 176, 2 (July 18, 2009), 13.

and have resulted in a series of gene flow theories that have brought studies of
human migration into historical retrospection on a principally different level.
Oasis Theory of W. G. Childe
Searches for logical and reliable explanation of agriculture origin can be traced
back as early as the beginning of 20th century, when lengthy discussions about
the historical and cultural background of the transition from a hunter-gathering
economy to land cultivation and cattle breeding had been started in the course
of intensive archaeological explorations and excavations in the Middle East.
From the very outset the stumbling stones have been the definition of time and
place of productive economy origin (with permanent rivalry of monocentric versus polycentric understanding of this cultural and economic phenomenon) along
with the reconstruction of the mechanisms, pace, and ways of spread of agriculture in the world, as well as the chronology of these processes.
One of the earliest versions of the migratory explanation of agriculture origin and dissemination was proposed by William Gordon Childe in connection
with his concept of Neolithic revolution, as early as the mid-1920s. According
to Childe, drought and supply shortage stimulated food production in certain oasis areas characterized by a peculiar set of geographic, environmental, and
social parameters that enabled (or even required) transition to new forms of
livelihood and subsistence strategy.
His localization of this oasis in the Middle East at the beginning of the 20th
century matched the deep and sincere belief that existed among many archaeologists and historians in the priority of this region in cultural and historical evolution.
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According to the Ex Oriente lux concept, which was widely popular at that time,
most cultural innovations, not to mention civilization itself, came from the East, as
the light of the sun does, and historical priority of this region seems to be based
on its centuries of experience of unique cultural development.
Theory of Primary Locuses of Nikolay Vavilov
and the Problem of Domestic Traits
The next step in the development of migratory views on the spread of agriculture is connected with detection of the earliest manifestations of domestic animals and plants with reconstruction of mechanisms of their introduction into
human culture and livelihood practice. During the first half of 20th century,
these studies were the cornerstone of the assumption that domesticated forms
could appear only in the region where their wild ancestors had been distributed;
here the substantial difference between the contemporary and early Holocene
environment caused the noncoincidence of modern and prehistoric areals of floral and faunal species, which should be taken into account. Most researchers
believe that the most favorable areas for domestication are situated on the margins of different geographic zones, characterized by the junction of landscapes
of different sorts. The reason for this belief is that this genre of environment
provides broad variability of wild species by way of wide perspectives for
hybridization and metisation of related forms of plants and animals as well as
for mutation in unstable conditions.
Trying to localize such an environment geographically, Soviet geneticist
Nikolay Vavilov referred to the primary loci of plant domestication with arid
piedmont areas. In the worldwide context he distinguished seven primary loci
of agriculture origin, which he described as rather huge areas where the transition to agricultural mode of life was based on complex cultural plants:
1. East Mediterranean locus, or Fertile Crescent (Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan,
Syria, Turkey): 9000–7000 BCE, wheat, barley, rye;
2. South Asian locus (Southern China, South-Eastern India, and Southeastern
Asia): 7000–5000 BCE, rice, tuberousals;
3. East Asian locus (Mongolia, Amour region, Northern China): 7000–5000
BCE, Chinese millet, beans;
4. Sahara and Sudan: 4000–3000 BCE, pearl millet, sorghum;
5. Guinea and Cameroon: 4000–2000 BCE, yam, beans, oil-bearing palm;
6. Mesoamerican locus (Central and Southern Mexico): 9000–4000
amaranth, string bean, pumpkin, pepper, garden trees;
7. Andean locus (Colombia, Ecuador, Bolivia): 7000–5000
sweet potato, manioc, amaranth.
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These primary loci of domestic plants introduction are characterized also by
introduction of different forms of cattle, most widespread of which were sheep
and goat (sometimes hardly differentiated) and bull, which are known in domestic faunal assemblages of 8000–7000 BCE.
Further studies in this field during the second half of 20th century are connected with detailed elaboration of history of certain plants introduction into
human culture. It should be stressed that today most of the studies (especially
those concerning cereals) disprove Vavilov’s basic assumption about the necessity of direct connection in time and space between wild and domestic sorts. A
brilliant illustration of this retraction could be found in the history of domestication of wheat, one of the most important cereals in human culture and procurement system. Wheat is traditionally regarded as one of the earliest domestic
plants, which was introduced to human culture and productive economy on the
territory of Fertile Crescent as early as 9000–7000 BCE. Paleobotanic assemblages
of the first settlements of Near East farmers indicate that it was cultivated together with barley even on the same plot of land. From the very beginning early
farmers had already explored several types of wheat, most widespread among
which were representative of tetraploid (emmer) and diploid (einkorn) wheat.
Identification of the wild ancestors of wheat is complicated by the genetic
diversity of its domestic forms, which implies that they were introduced into
farming independently. Einkorn (Triticum monococcum) is regarded as a relatively more archaic form in comparison with emmer; nevertheless most paleobotanics believe that it was domesticated in the Tavrus region on the basis of its
widely distributed wild form a little bit later than emmer. Emmer’s wild form,
which nowadays is growing freely in southwest Turkey, western Iran, and Armenia, usually is regarded a cytogenetically nonrelated with domestic emmer (Triticum dicoccum Schrank). The latter is traditionally connected with the southern
coarse-grained race of tetraploid wild emmer, which was primarily domesticated
in Palestine and since distributed as a domestic form in the Near East.
Appearance and dissemination of soft wheat in approximately 6000 BCE traditionally is equated with the process of natural hybridization of wild emmer
and einkorn and with their wild relative Aegilops that occurred in southern Iran
and Transcaucasia. Nanous wheat, which was widely distributed in Caspian
region and Caucasus, most probably resulted from natural hybridization of
emmer Triticum dicoccum Schrank or common (or bread) wheat Triticum aestivum and club Triticum compactum. It is worthy mentioning that soft wheat
would replace emmer only in Roman times. The crucial factor here is the
genetic difference of various sorts of wheat—14 chromosomes for einkorn, or
small spelt, 28 chromosomes for wild and durum wheat, and 42 chromosomes
for soft wheat. The qualitative gap between wild and durum wheat is characterized by an equal number of chromosomes, which could not occur without special genetic changes.
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A similar patchy history of domestication and territorial remoteness of wild
and domestic sorts is also found for other plants whose productivity was important
for prehistoric population all over the ecumene, such as the pea, chick-pea, flax,
carrot, and others. These ideas became the starting point for the theory that in the
course of extensive migrations of early agriculturalists, early domestic forms of
plants were moved away from their wild ancestors within a short period of time.
Spread of Agriculture to Europe: Searches for Sources and Routes
In the light of Nikolay Vavilov’s theory of primary locuses of domestication, a
transition to productive economy could be viewed as a multicentric process of
chronological frames, which are different for different regions and different
sorts of plants and animals. At the same time, in global historical context, the
earliest traits of domestication of plants were referred to in a strictly defined
east Mediterranean zone or the territory of contemporary Iran, Iraq, Israel,
Jordan, Syria, and Turkey. In the mid-1960s, Richard Braidwood called this
zone the Fertile Crescent and defined more exactly its localization on the border
of the Zagros and Tavros mountains with their neighboring steppes.
During the 1960s to 1980s, dissemination of domestic plants and animals
over the world was considered a long-lasting process that began in the Fertile
Crescent zone since ninth millennium BCE (‘‘effective’’ village stage, Jarmo culture of the Middle East). Harvest collecting arose from seeds gathering, which
preceded it. Earliest evidences of plants domestication are traces at Natufian settlements of Palestine, Shanidar, and Ali Kosh in Iran and Iraq and are dated
about 9000–7000 BCE. Paleobotanic assemblages from these settlements indicate
that barley Hordeum distichum L. and wheat Triticul dioccum Schrank were
jointly cultivated there with slight domination of barley.
A detailed historical picture of agriculture dissemination from Fertile Crescent to Aegean and Mediterranean region, its exodus to Balkans, and from there
to Central and Western Europe in the course of dispersion of Sesklo, Karanovo,
Starcevo-Ko†r€
os-Cri+, and Linear Pottery (LBK) culture was reconstructed on
the basis of archaeological data and updated sequences of radiocarbon dates
during the 1970s to 1980s.
At that time it became known that Europe could not be regarded as the
mentioned locus, and it became the motivation to connect origin of land cultivation and cattle breeding in Europe with the impact from neighboring territories,
first of all, from Asia Minor. In the context of European prehistory, transition to
productive economy was developing from its southern regions to the north.
The archaeological context of the starting point of the process of spread of
agriculture into Europe traditionally is equated with the exodus of population
from southwestern Anatolia to the western and northern Aegean region. Settlements on the Cyprus island (Khirokatia), continental Greece (Sesklo), Macedonia
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(Nea Nikomedia), and Crete resulted from this migration are dated by seventh
millennium BCE to the beginning of the sixth millennium BCE. From there, early
agriculturists moved to Trachea and farther to the north up to the middle Danube
region, central Transylvania, and the Balkans, bringing with them the first domestic plants and skills of cattle breeding.
By the first half of sixth millennium BCE, the whole Balkan region was
engaged in the process of early agriculturist dispersion displayed in Karanovo
in Bulgaria, Starcevo-Ko†r€
os-Cri+ in former Yugoslavia, Romania, and Hungary.
Formation and further durable and gradual expansion of this population on vast
territory localized between Phessalia and Tysa basin and between Adriatic and
eastern Carpathians and Dnister basin has caused ambiguous progress. On the
one hand, it has resulted in neolithization of local Late Mesolithic cultures
(such as the case of Lepensky Vir). On the other hand, movements of this population had influenced significantly the process of further agriculture spread into
Central and Eastern Europe due to diffusion and relatively rapid dissemination
of an agricultural set of know-how (ideas, skills, domestic plants and animals,
and techniques of their treatment).
Exodus of Sesklo, Karanovo, and Starcevo-Krish populations from the Balkan region meant overcoming the natural limits of the Mediterranean climatic
zone and is traditionally associated with the origin and dissemination of sites
attributed to linear pottery (Bandkeramik, LBK) culture. Its core is localized in
the Carpathian region, and during the second half of sixth millennium BCE,
transmitters of this culture started their dissemination over broad territories of
Western and Central Europe. Recent studies based on new series of calibrated
radiocarbon data obtained from sites of linear pottery culture show that the duration of spread of the LBK is shorter than the available temporal resolution of
the radiocarbon dating. The rate of spread of the initial pottery making is estimated as 1.6 km per year and is comparable to the average rate of spread of the
Neolithic in Western and Central Europe.
Since the end of sixth millennium BCE, one can trace coexistence of at least
two sorts of secondary locus of productive economy spread over Europe: foreststeppe areal of land cultivation zone and steppe zone of cattle breeding. Population
of these zones differed not only by form of food procurement but also by general
livelihood systems, social organization, and spiritual sphere. The forest-steppe population have an affinity with the Balkan cultures while the steppe pastoralists have
shown their connection with the nomadic populations of the Eurasian steppes.
Early Indo-Europeans as Agriculture Spreaders: Contemporary
Theories and Hypothesis
One of the latest developments in the study of migratory or diffusionistic understandings of the spread of agriculture across the world is connected with searches
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for the primary homeland of Indo-Europeans peoples. Most hypotheses put forward in this context during the second half of 20th century are based on the same
starting point: dissemination of agriculture should be connected with expansion
and migration of Middle East inhabitants, which are viewed as absolute pioneers
in this field. To the north, European hunter-gatherers adopted agriculture together
with appropriate rituals, rites, and spells, which were pronounced using the language of pioneers of land cultivation and ensured through linguistic similarity of
Indo-European peoples.
Most advocates of early Indo-Europeans’ interpretation of early agriculturists believe that the process of their formation should be viewed in broad chronological frames beginning since the Mesolithic period and transitioning to
productive economy. The spread of pre-Indo-European language culture in such
a way is usually connected with the dispersion of farming skills, which implies
the development of terminology, rites, and customs. It implies sharing of oases
or a monocentric theory of transition to land cultivation and cattle breeding,
and searches of time and place of Indo-European origin in such a context mean
searches of time and place of agriculture origin.
One of the most widespread in contemporary historical and archaeological
understandings of pre-Indo-Europeans as early agriculturists was proposed in
the late 1980s by Colin Renfrew. Localizing Indo-Europeans in Central and
Eastern Anatolia as early as the middle of the eighth millennium BCE, he distinguished 10 diffusions of Indo-Europeans to the adjacent and relatively remote
territories (Black Sea steppe region included). Such diffusions caused by necessity ensured facilities for an agricultural mode of life (suitable for farming land)
in the situation of considerable growth of population density (up to 50 times in
his calculations). He doesn’t imply broad human migrations; in Renfrew’s
understanding it was rather a gradual movement of individuals or their small family groups approximately 1 kilometer per year, which caused a series of local
hunter-gatherers population adaptations directed toward acquiring an agricultural
mode of life. As a result, it took approximately 1,500 years for agriculture to spread
from Anatolia first to Greece, than to the Balkans and southern Italy, Central
Europe, and, finally, to Northern Europe as well. No clear archaeological evidence
could be found within such a process; it reflects mainly in demographic, economic,
and social changes caused by ‘‘dominance of agricultural elite.’’
Similar ideas were expressed almost simultaneously by Soviet researcher
Igor Diakonov, who localized Indo-Europeans’ homeland in the Balkan and
Carpathian regions, indicating that their ancestors could have come from Asia
Minor with their domesticated animals and plants. He dated this process to the
fifth to fourth millennium BCE.
Russian archaeologist Gerald Matyushin believed that the only common
traits for all future Indo-Europeans, which could be traced and proven
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archaeologically, are microlithic industry and origin of
productive economy (land
cultivation and cattle breeding). He localized the earliest displays of both these
traits in the Zagros Mountains and Southern Caspian
region, suggesting that agriculture distribution in Europe
should be connected with expansion and migration of Middle East inhabitants to the
north (Matyushin, 1986). Euro- Traces of two chemicals indicating the earliest evipean hunter-gatherers adopted dence of wine were discovered by researchers in this
agriculture together with ap- 7,000-year-old pottery jar, from the Zagros Mountains
propriate rituals, rites, and of Iran. (AP Photo/University of Pennsylvania Museum
spells, which were pronounced of Archaeology and Anthropology)
using the language of pioneers
of land cultivation, ensuring linguistic similarity of Indo-European peoples. His hypothesis is based on mapping of microlithic technology and productive economy,
and temporal and spatial distribution later was proved by linguistic studies of T.
Gamkrelidze and Vyacheslav Ivanov. They suggest that the ancestral home of IndoEuropeans was located in the region of Lake Van and Lake Urmia, from where they
moved to middle Asia, the northern Caspian region, and southern Ural (Gamkrelidze
and Ivanov, 1990).
One more version of so-called agriculturist interpretation of early IndoEuropeans should be mentioned here: the hypothesis about their origin in Central Europe on the territory between Rein, Visla, and the Upper Danube. It
was based on the correlation of Indo-European hydronimy to the distribution
of population connected with linear pottery culture, funnel beaker culture,
globular amphora culture, and corded ware culture. Such understanding of
time and place of Indo-European formation shared by G. Kossina, E. Mayer,
P. Bosch-Gimpera, G. Devoto, and others was actively discussed during the
first half of the 20th century especially by the apologists of Nazi ideas in the
human sciences. This discussion had resulted, in particular, by G. Kossina’s
identification of pre-Germans (or pre-Indo-Germans) with Aryans who were
regarded as transmitters of the highest cultural achievements in ancient civilization. This conclusion was broadly used by fascist propaganda as justification of genocide of non-Aryan population practiced in Europe during World
War II.
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One should confess, nevertheless, that in spite of the existence of fundamental theoretical background and an impressive empirical database that is
constantly being updating, the interpretation of early Indo-Europeans as pure
agriculturists (as well as their understanding as early nomads) has faced serious
objections among archaeologists, cultural anthropologists, and linguists since
the very beginning.
Migration: What for? Adoption: Why?
Empirical studies and historical reconstructions of agricultural dissemination
across the world traditionally were accompanied by searches for reliable and
logical explanations for the causes and backgrounds of this process. In general,
it is possible to distinguish two basic directions of such explanations. Proponents of one are concentrating on studies of mechanisms, which forced early
agriculturists to move from their homeland, and adherents of the second try to
find reasons that make agriculture adoption possible or even indispensable for
populations of territories lying outside the primary locus of agriculture origin.
An overwhelming majority of the studies in this field fall under the rubric of
the first approach, and the basic idea here is that the evictions of groups of population were provoked by disproportion between natural resource availability
and procurement requirements. Two basic groups of theories could be distinguished here. On the one hand, most researchers tend to suppose that local population exodus from Asia Minor was caused by demographic factors, first, by
rapid growth of early farmer populations and natural restrictions of arable land,
which provoked demographic tension and necessity to search for new territories
suitable for plant cultivation (Childe 1958; Binford 1968; Renfrew 1989; Braidwood, 1952; and others). Earlier displays of an analogous demographic situation
at the Pleistocene-Holocene boundary resulted in the origin of productive forms
of economy itself. On the other hand, environmental factors (i.e., changes of
natural environment) are regarded as the basic reason for early agriculturists’
migration from the Fertile Crescent during the eighth to sixth millennium BCE.
In broader context it is viewed as a disruption of equilibrium between nature
and human society, which previously also influenced origin land cultivation and
cattle breeding (Binford, 1968; Harlan, 1977; Zohary, 1969; and others).
It should be stressed, nevertheless, that in contemporary science the essence
of these environmental changes that happened during the 10th to 6th millennium BCE and are understood ambiguously. On the one hand, the population exodus from the Fertile Crescent is explained by general climate aridization in
this region, which happened in the course of Holocene and caused a shortage of
arable land and crops reduction. This point of view is maintained by numerous
palinological and paleobotanic data from archaeological sites of the region
under study that highlight paleoenvironmental situations here during Neolithic,
Eneolithic, and Early Bronze ages.
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On the other hand, recent studies of British and American marine geologists
have given new discussion on hypotheses concerning Great Flood in the Black
and Mediterranean seas. According to this point of view, spread of agriculture
over Europe caused by migrations from the Middle East was provoked by the
sea level rise. It was so rapid (according different calculations, 73,000 square
km were inundated during 34 years, or over 100 square km during 300 days, or
about 60,000 square miles were covered by water, which approached as much
as six inches per day) that it was felt by local population as catastrophic (water
cover 400 m deep into the coast every day). That’s why about 150,000 inhabitants of the Fertile Crescent were forced to displace, and the only suitable place
for their procurement system territories were located in northwestern and northeastern directions. In such a way, early agriculturists appeared on the European
Mediterranean region and also inhabited the northern Black Sea region (territories of contemporary Bulgaria, Romania, and Ukraine), bringing with them their
technology of land cultivation, seeds, and pottery-making skills. In this connection, clarification of reasons that made agriculture adoption possible for populations met with newcomers becomes especially acute. Why didn’t they also try
to practice new forms of procurement activity instead of fighting with invaders?
Why didn’t they, in the permanently complicating demographic local population, make a choice to adapt instead of fight for preservation of their cultural
and economic identity?
Most contemporary research tends to explain this fact by crisis of traditional
hunter-gatherer economy of these territories of and necessity to secure subsistence systems in new ecological situations. This crisis most probably was caused
by the new climatic situation of the Middle Holocene as well as by the anthropogenic impact (new demographic situation and critically changed demographic
pressure on the foraging territory complicated by nonrational utilization and
main hunting species overkills in previous time). In this situation, searches for
principally new forms of economic activity were the only possible way to survive, and newcomers proposed to them an already well-elaborated version suitable for introduction.
Searches for Subject of Migration: Human Movements
versus Migration of Ideas
It should be stressed that in spite of an obviously vast database and rich arsenal
of instrumental techniques, it still remains unclear what the cornerstone of the
migrationist version of agriculture spread is—that is, the subject of migration.
One can trace at least three approaches to understanding of the essence of such
migration. Adherents of the first of them, known now as demic expansion, or
wave of advance model suppose direct colonization of Europe by population
who moved from the Fertile Crescent (Childe 1958; Ammerman and CavalliSforza 1973; and others). Their reconstructions are based on archaeological data
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as well as on scarce but rather illustrative results of paleogenetical studies of
the prehistoric population of Europe.
At the same time, the newest results of DNA analysis show no clear signs
of large-scale waves of migration to Europe Mediterranean or Middle Eastern
groups (Haak et al. 2005). On this basis, a wide variety of ‘‘compromise’’
migrationistic versions were produced. In most cases they imply penetration
(infiltration) of small groups of immigrant farmers who came in contact with
the aboriginal hunter-gatherers (or horticulturists), creating complicated chains
of cultural contacts and conditions for mutual transformations. Highest scientific resonance among such theories of models of elite dominance were proposed by Colin Renfrew (1989), ‘‘leapfrogging colonization’’ by Johao Zilh~ao,
and ‘‘individual frontier mobility’’ by Marec Zvelebil (2000).
Promoters of the third approach to the conceptualization of agriculture spread
into Europe as an adoption of ‘‘agricultural know-how’’ (domestic plants and animals, technique and skills of their treatment, rites and customs as well as lingual
background of these cultural innovations) by indigenous hunter-gatherers through
the diffusion of cultural novelties by means of intermarriages, assimilation, and
borrowing (Thomas (2003; Ch. Tilley; Whittle 1996). At the same time, the current database of archaeology, paleoanthropology, paleolinguistic, and natural
science (first of all, botany and genetics) provides fundamental background for
further development of the relatively balanced point of view expressed in the
early 1970s by Ruth Tringham (1971) who considered spread of agriculture into
Europe a combination of diffusion and local inventions.
The newest trends in the field of spread of agriculture into Europe are connected with integration of database and research methods of archaeology, radiocarbon dating, genetics, linguistic, and mathematically-based population dynamic
modeling. Such studies provided by Pavel Dolukhanov with his colleagues (2005)
indicate the necessity to distinguish two historical and cultural processes: one connected with neolitization of Europe and the other displayed in the spread of agriculture into Europe. For the former, they proved a high probability of waves of
advance that swept westward through Eastern Europe about 1,500 years earlier
than the conventional Near-Eastern one, which resulted in early ceramic sites in
western Europe (e.g., La Hoguette-type in northeastern France and western
Germany, and Roucadour-type, or epicardial, sites in western Mediterranean and
Atlantic France). This earlier wave, dated approximately by 8200 BCE, originated
most probably from a vast steppe area stretching between the Lower Volga and
the Ural River (e.g., early pottery sites of the Yelshanian culture), spreading from
the east via the steppe corridor, resulting in the establishment of the eastern version of the Neolithic in Europe, which implies utilization of ceramics with no
apparent traits of agriculture. Agriculture was brought into Europe in the course
of the already described later wave originating in the Fertile Crescent of the Near
East at about 6700 BCE.
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Conclusion
State-of-the art research in the field of diffusionistic or migratory explanation of
spread of agriculture over the world indicates that there is no common magistral
approach in its understanding in contemporary human, social, and natural sciences. One can trace series of subjects of ambiguous discussions, and most acute
and unequivocal among them are definition of migration subject and causes.
Among existing approaches, theories, and hypothesis, one can distinguish
two main approaches to conceptualization of background essential for the migratory spread of agriculture. Representatives of the first approach suppose that new
forms of human activity, as well as their technological, social, and ritual background alongside with corresponding terminology, have been borrowed by
hunter-gatherers from skilled agriculturists in the course of their direct contacts.
Causes and mechanisms of such contacts in most cases are conceptualized as
migration and as the most probable mechanism of such changes of human lifeways and economy.
Proponents of the second approach believe that the transition to a productive economy could happen only in the case of necessity to change the traditional mode of life, and an insufficient subsistence strategy was comprehended
and put into practice by certain groups of local populations. In such a context,
even the relocation of bearers of new forms of food procurement into disparate
local populations would not inevitably cause the adoption of these forms.
The latest shift of prehistory paradigms toward studies of prehistoric human
society in close connection with its environment opens new perspectives for migratory understanding of the process of the spread of agriculture. It implies durable and gradual transition to land cultivation and cattle breeding, which began at
certain times and places, as determined by a series of factors and agencies.
During the second half of the 20th century this set of circumstances became a
subject of discussion in archaeology, cultural anthropology, and prehistory.
The key point of the discussion on diffusive modes of agriculture dispersion
is the problem of identification of migration subjects (i.e., establishing who—
individuals, local groups, or ethnic groups—or what—ideas, technologies, knowhow—was migrating). The only reliable way to verify arguments pro and con
every idea and hypothesis is through large-scale paleogenetical studies, organization of which is seriously restricted by scarcity or total absence of paleoanthropological data from certain regions. It should be mentioned that methods of such
studies and their reliability are also disputable, so comprehensive observations of
possible gene flows remains an acute task for future research projects.
One more crucial problem that is continually discussed in frames of diffusional approach to spread of early agriculture is the definition of the exact time
and place where and when wild plants became domesticated. Most probably,
this process was durable and was influenced by ancient farmers and cattle
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breeders who tried to select the most suitable from among their traits and features. At the same time, some species (mainly floral) have become background
for formation of several domesticated plants that showed at the same time no
direct genetic connection among them (as was the case of wild and domesticated wheat). It means that mutation mechanisms were equally important in the
course of plant and animal domestication as evolutionary ones.
Farming and cattle breeding were regarded only as an additional source of
food supply; wild and domesticated species were often represented side-by-side
in faunal assemblages and palinological diagrams obtained from cultural layers
of Neolithic settlements of Eurasia. This implies that in the course of durable
and gradual introduction into productive economy, domesticated species (especially animal) and their wild ancestors could crossbreed many times, and this
fact substantially complicates the definition of the domestication process in time
and space.
So, at the beginning of the 21st century, the migratory, or diffusive, mode
of spread of agriculture from the Fertile Crescent zone remains one of the trustworthy scientific approaches to historical and cultural interpretation of complex
process of transition to productive economic forms. Nevertheless, many of its
cornerstones are still awaiting comprehensive interdisciplinary studies.
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CON
For the longest time in their history, modern humans (representatives of the
hominid species Homo sapiens sapiens) were foragers who lived by hunting
and gathering. According to the reconstructions of human genetics, the gene
pool of modern humans originated more than 150,000 years ago. The oldest
finds of crania with modern human anatomy were unearthed in central Ethiopia
in 2003 and are dated to ca. 160,000 years BP (before present). Until about
11,000 years ago, hunting and gathering comprised the only economic system
of subsistence among human beings.
Agriculture, animal husbandry, and nomadism emerged afterward and are,
from the standpoint of human history, relatively ‘‘recent’’ forms of subsistence.
Although, on a global scale, agriculture is nowadays the most widespread economic system, there are still regions of the world where hunting and gathering
have continued as the main sources of food supply. This is true for the Veddah
in eastern Sri Lanka and for many of the Brazilian Indians in the rainforests of
Amazonia.
Agriculture is one of the great achievements of humankind, and its advent
has been described as the ‘‘Neolithic revolution.’’ The expression ‘‘revolution’’
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associates certain connotations in our minds, which are, to a great extent, stereotypes of what revolutions are believed to be. A revolution is readily understood as a sudden event that causes a disruption of older traditions and brings
about innovations.
In this context, we are confronted with two popular assumptions about agriculture: its allegedly revolutionary breakthrough and its unilateral global spread.
Such beliefs are myths of our modern age, and there is good reason to search
for the reality behind these myths. We have to ask ourselves:
• Were the beginnings of plant cultivation and the emergence of agrarian lifeways a true revolution?
• Once agriculture had been introduced, did it spread from one region in the
world to all the other areas where farming has been practiced?
The reconstruction of reality favors a negative answer to both questions.
Many facts relating to the emergence of agriculture are little known outside
the circles of archaeologists and anthropologists, and these need to be discussed
in order to draw an overall picture of what happened in prehistory. The factors
involved in the development and spread of agriculture must be mapped out to
facilitate a substantive answer to the crucial issue of the widespread adoption of
a complex set of new technologies.
Agriculture is a blanket term for several forms of economic subsistence that
are often interconnected. Those who practice agriculture also keep domesticated
animals like pigs, sheep, goats, and cattle. The production of grain as well as
meat requires storage capacities (i.e., vessels to store food for later consumption). Therefore, the making of pottery developed as a special technology parallel to the other technologies. In view of the network of technological skills that
are involved, it becomes evident that agriculture includes an entire package of
diverse activities and technologies.
Experts speak about the ‘‘agrarian (or agricultural) package.’’ In such contexts where the emergence of agriculture is referred to—that is, to the domains
of plant cultivation, animal husbandry, pottery, and related items—the agrarian
package is defined as ‘‘the sum of traits that appear repeatedly in the Neolithic
assemblages of SW Asia, Anatolia and SE Europe’’ (Cilingiroglu

2005: 3).
For many years, it was believed that the combination of technologies in the
agrarian package is a prototype for all agrarian lifeways in the world. This
belief made it easy to think of a spread of this prototype from one region to
others. However, the reality of what happened in the Neolithic age is more
complex and shows regional variants of a transition from foraging by prehistoric hunter-gatherers to various forms of sustained subsistence.
Recent findings in the archaeology of Eastern Europe call for a revision of
the idea of one single package of new technologies. The Neolithic revolution
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Package

Technologies

Lifeways

First Appearance

Agrarian

Plant cultivation +
animal husbandry +
pottery + weaving

Sedentary

Near East

Pastoral

Animal husbandry/
herding + pottery +
weaving; no plant
cultivation

Semisedentary or
nomadic

Eastern Europe
(steppe zone of the
Pontic-Caspian
region, extending
between the Caspian
Sea and the Black
Sea; southern Russia)

produced at least two foundational packages of technological innovations, as
shown in the table above.
What makes these new insights about a second package sensational is the
evidence that this package did not emerge as an offshoot of the agrarian package but as an independent form of subsistence. It was believed earlier that pastoralism and nomadism originated in regions where people had established
agricultural communities, but the cultivation of plants was so scanty that they
gave up their sedentary lifestyle to focus on herding as the main form of
subsistence.
The archaeological record of pastoralist cultures in the steppe zone of
southern Russia shows that herding developed in the region long before smallscale agriculture was introduced. The early variant of pastoralism there did not
originate as an offshoot of agriculture as did nomadism in many parts of the
world in later periods. Nevertheless, the pastoralists of the Russian steppe produced pottery as early as their contemporaries in southeastern Europe. Their
oldest pots date to ca. 7000 BCE.
These insights about the diversity of socioeconomic patterns that resulted
from the transition to sustained subsistence are instructive because they illustrate that the human mind is very versatile when it comes to adjusting to varying ecological conditions and to exploiting available resources in an optimal
way. In the Near East, local resources allowed the domestication of both plants
and animals and the fabrication of pottery, while, in the steppe zone of Eastern
Europe, plant cultivation remained unsuccessful, and herding was rightly promoted as the most suitable form of subsistence for that ecological environment.
The awareness of this flexibility of the human adaptive skills to make alternative choices for optimal solutions has a bearing on the way to approach the
issue of the spread of Neolithic technologies. Whatever answer we seek to the
question of spread we have to specify which package we refer to.
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The Long Trail to Agriculture as a System
of Economic Subsistence
The diet of the people who lived during the maximum glaciation of the last Ice
Age, some 20,000 years ago, already included protein-rich seeds of several wild
plants from the Near East, among them species of wild grass and emmer. Due
to their taste and availability, hunter-gatherers began to experiment with them
at a later period. Although wild seeds played an ever increasing role in nutrition, the annual period of their availability was always limited.
Human inventiveness was certainly spurred and the human mind was challenged to collect seeds in greater quantity once they had ripened and to devise
new means to prolong the span of time for consumption. It can be conjectured
that the early experiments with wild seeds were accompanied by simultaneous
efforts to improve the capacities of their storage.
The emergence of agriculture as sustained subsistence was neither accidental nor was it purely intentional. Instead, it resulted from the dynamic interplay
of various factor, both external (relating to the conditions of environmental
ecology) as well as internal (posing a challenge to human adaptive strategies).
When we speak of agriculture we mean full-scale plant cultivation. The
beginnings of this phase of food production date to ca. 8500 BCE, and the earliest
evidence for it comes from the Near East, from the settlement of Jericho on the
west bank in the valley of the river Jordan. Before that time, human beings had
experimented with the seeds of wild plants. The path to agriculture evolved step
by step over thousands of years. Experimenting with the seeds of wild plants is
a necessary precondition for intentional plant cultivation. It is therefore only natural that, in the oldest settlements of local agrarian populations that were established in different parts of the world, one finds a similar trajectory, leading from
the exploitation of wild seeds to their intentional cultivation.
The span of time from the first experiments with wild seeds to full-scale
agriculture extends over 2.5 thousand years, from ca. 11,000 to ca. 8500 BCE. Is
it reasonable to describe the step-by-step evolution that is involved in terms of
a revolution? No, it is not. The view of the modern observer who looks back
into history tends to condense the proportions of absolute time, and longer periods may look, from the distance, more compacted than they really were.
The experiences of the hunter-gatherers with wild seed plants posed the
challenge to remain in the area of their natural spread to follow the ripening
and to engage in harvesting at the right time. This process of a seasonal presence of bands of hunter-gatherers in areas of optimal food supply furthered a
development that would become a major thrust in human socioeconomic evolution, the trend to become sedentary.
Sedentism is a necessary precondition for the observation of the life cycle of
wild plants and their seed production over a long duration. Therefore, sedentism
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Multi-cell phytolith from the husk of wild emmer wheat (Triticum dicoccoides). Excavated from the Late Natufian site of Raqefet Cave in Israel (12000–9700 BCE). (Arlene
M. Rosen/site excavation by Dani Nadel)

always precedes and predates the socioeconomy of plant cultivation. Sedentary
lifeways enhance the transition to food production, in the form of horticulture,
on a small scale and, as agriculture, on a larger scale.
Plant cultivation was the final stage in a series of developments that
evolved in the following order:
• Introducing the seeds of wild plants into the diet of hunter-gatherers;
• Exploiting wild seeds—where available—as food stuff by collecting them in
larger quantities;
• Relying to a greater extent on wild seeds in refugia where hunter-gatherers
become sedentary;
• Intentional experimenting with wild seeds;
• Domestication of wild plants (i.e., selecting the seeds of particular species for
planting);
• Small-scale plant cultivation (horticulture);
• Full-fledged plant cultivation (agriculture).
On inspection of the activities involved in the evolutionary chain of human
ecology as described above, one recognizes two basic capacities of human beings
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that are operating. One is the network of adaptive skills that enables human
beings to adjust to changing ecological conditions in their natural habitat. The
other is human intentionality, the mental driving force that is a manifestation of
human higher-order consciousness.
Human intentionality furthers the sense of curiosity and spurs the drive to
explore and experiment. The evolutionary chain has been reconstructed from
the archaeological record of early transitions to sedentism and plant cultivation.
Where and when can we find the earliest evidence for ecological conditions furthering such transitions?
Neolithic Transitions
The Emergence of the Agrarian Package in the Near East
The earliest signs of a trend toward sedentism are found in the ancient Near
East, in the context of ecological changes that affected human living conditions.
When the climate became colder during the Younger Dryas phase (in the course
of the 12th millennium BCE), this affected the availability of seeds of wild grass
and other food crops. These food resources had been an important asset of
nutrition for the hunter-gatherers of the region. In response to the ecological
change, humans retreated to areas where wild grass was still available. In the
vegetational refugia, humans adapted to local ecology and exploited the food
resources intensively. The chain reaction of events during that phase of a shift
from mobility to sedentism illustrates that the impulse for that development was
sparked by ecological changes, which, in turn, induced responses of human
intentionality to cope with those changes.
Sedentism is a stable feature in any agrarian society. In order to reach the
stage of full-fledged agriculture, sedentary populations in the ancient Near East
experienced a step-by-step transition:
• Sedentism of the Natufian people in the 12th and 11th millennia BCE (intensive exploitation of seeds of wild plants; beginnings of an intentional planting
of wild seeds; no domesticated animals); Natufian settlements have been
found at sites in Israel, Jordan, and Lebanon;
• Sedentism of the early monument builders (at G€
obekli Tepe, Cay€
 on€
u, Nevali
Cori,

and other sites in eastern Turkey) in the 10th and 9th millennia BCE (intensive exploitation of wild plants; intentional planting of wild seeds; no domesticated animals);
• Sequence of sedentism of the early inhabitants of Jericho (ca. 10,000–8500
BCE: sedentary hunter-gatherers; ca. 8500–7300 BCE: domesticated plants; ca.
7300–6000 BCE: domesticated animals—sheep and goats).
The history of sedentism and plant cultivation during the following millennia is the history of the spread of full-fledged agriculture and animal husbandry
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in the area that has become known as the Fertile Crescent, extending from
Egypt in the south over the Near East to Anatolia in the north and Mesopotamia
in the east. Those populations that founded the early civilizations of the Ancient
Orient in the fourth millennium BCE (i.e., Egypt, the city–states of ancient
Sumer and the kingdom of Elam in the Zagros Mountains) were agrarian
communities.
The Emergence of the Pastoralist Package in the Steppe Zone of Eastern Europe
Toward the end of the Ice Age (about the mid-10th millennium BCE), the zone
north of the Black Sea experienced a stage of progressive desiccation. The second
spike of the water from the melting ice (beginning about 9400 BCE) never reached
the ancient Euxine Lake, the predecessor of the Black Sea, and aridification of
the area north of the freshwater lake proceeded rapidly. The ecological preconditions for the beginnings of pastoralism among the ancient populations on the eastern margins of Europe are found in the forest-steppe zone during that period. The
ongoing process of desiccation in the northern Pontic zone caused an extension of
the steppe zone in the south and a receding of the forest-steppe belt to the north.
These environmental changes had long-term repercussions on human ecology. Gradually, the development in the south shifted economically, culturally,
and linguistically. This was a prolonged process that might have taken more than
a millennium to unfold. The people in the southern steppe zone that have been
identified as Indo-Europeans experienced a socioeconomic transition from foraging to herding. Since the climatic effects of desiccation enhanced the transition
to pastoralism in the Pontic steppe zone, the development there in the communities of Indo-European stock detached itself from the former socioeconomic, cultural, and linguistic basis of convergence with the people farther north, the
Uralians, resulting in the formation of an epicenter of old Indo-European culture.
The linguistic and archaeological evidence speaks in favor of pastoralism as
having developed independently from farming in the steppe zone of southern
Russia. This means that the agrarian package that reached Europe from Asia (see
the next section), spread from southern to central Europe and, later, farther east,
had no part in processes of transition that took place in the steppe zone. The
transition from a foraging to a pastoralist economy was accompanied by changes
in lifestyles. Historical linguistics have reconstructed an old layer of common
lexical roots for the domain of pastoralism in Indo-European languages.
This terminology forms part of the core vocabulary of the Indo-European protolanguage, the reconstructed common basis from which all Indo-European languages derive. The old layer of terms for herding is widespread across the entire
range of Indo-European languages and has been preserved in most of them up to
the present. The wide spread of such terminology is an indication of the general
importance of this vocabulary for the early Indo-Europeans. The persistence of
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the old diagnostic terms of herding, especially in the eastern Indo-European languages, points toward the steppe zone as the area of origin for pastoralism.
The Collision of Worlds—Agriculturalists and Pastoralists
in Conflict in Prehistoric Europe
It is obvious that agriculture spread within the wider region of the Fertile Crescent because the people who populated the areas lived in contact with neighboring communities and shared common socioeconomic knowledge with their
neighbors. It is also obvious that agriculture spread from Anatolia to Europe.
The earliest evidence for plant cultivation is found in southeastern Europe, dating to around 7000 BCE. It is still a matter of dispute whether the agrarian package was brought to Europe by migrants from western Turkey or reached the
indigenous Europeans via idea diffusion. The facts from modern archaeology
point in the direction of idea diffusion and acculturation because there is no evidence for a major migratory movement from Anatolia to the west at the time of
an early appearance of plant cultivation in Europe.
During the seventh and sixth millennia BCE, the indigenous population in
southeastern Europe adopted the agrarian package, and agriculture spread as far
as Ukraine. On the western periphery of the steppe, where the terrain that was
frequented by the pastoralists and their herds bordered the area of the arable
land (i.e., in southern Ukraine), the boundaries between the two economic systems of pastoralism (the eastern tradition) and of agriculture (the western tradition) began to float soon after ca. 5000 BCE. The initial contacts between
pastoralists and agriculturalists may have been peaceful, but things changed
when the socioeconomic sphere of the agriculturalists experienced its expansion
to the east and new agrarian settlements were established in areas formerly frequented by pastoralists.
Direct consequences of this expansion were an infringement of the movements of the pastoralists and a reduction of their resources, the pastures that
turned into fields. And yet there were other consequences that had an even
stronger impact on the sustainability of pastoralism in the contact region. The
sharing of pastures among pastoralists was organized by rigid regulations, and
the prehistoric expansion of agrarian settlements into the steppe zone caused
more disturbance than an areal occupation of former pastures.
The consequences of this expansion culminated in a shakeup of the nomadic socioeconomic system and in a threat to the accessibility of resources.
The magnitude of this threat might have been felt differently in the regional
groups of pastoralists, but, in principle, the world of the agriculturalists exposed
itself to the herders as harmful to their socioeconomic sustainability.
Given these unfavorable conditions, the expansion of the agrarian system of
subsistence to the east caused increased friction between agriculturalists and
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pastoralists, stirring up ever more competition over the exploitation of the terrain. During the first half of the fifth millennium BCE, under the impression of a
growing socioeconomic stress in the local communities, there are signs of
clashes and even warfare between the western agriculturalists and the steppe
people, as evidenced by layers of ashes and an increased number of arrowheads
in the archaeological record of the easternmost settlements.
By the middle of the fifth millennium BCE, ever more settlements on the
eastern periphery were fortified, and the frequency of arrowheads in the
archaeological record increases. Arguably, the migrations of the steppe people
find their ultimate motivation in elementary counterreactions to those scenarios
of unrest. It is reasonable to assert that the early pastoralists in the PonticCaspian zone were challenged by the advance of agricultural practices into the
region and their reactions to this ‘‘intruding’’ factor triggered a chain reaction:
the Kurgan migrations of the fifth and fourth millennia BCE that brought IndoEuropean pastoralists from the steppe zone to the west. Archaeologist Marija
Gimbutas (1974, 1991) coined the overarching term ‘‘Kurgan migrations’’ to
define the movement of the steppe people and to identify the bearers of the earliest recognizable Indo-European culture, that of the people who built huge burial mounds, called kurgan (a word of Turkic origin).
The Kurgan migrations unfolded in three consecutive waves, between ca.
4400 BCE (beginning of the first wave) and ca. 3000 BCE (end of the third wave).
The process of Indo-Europeanization of the northwestern and western Pontic
region was not necessarily the result of massive population movements. The
cultural and linguistic changes most probably resulted from the exertion of control of a ruling elite over people and territory either by intermarriage into families of local dignitaries or by assuming power through conquest.
As a rule, the culture of the elite dominates and its language is more prestigious than that of the local population, eventually resulting in assimilation and
language shift of the latter. In this process, elements of the local language are
absorbed as a substratum by the dominating language. The same holds true for
cultural patterns, like the survival of cults of female divinities among the
ancient Indo-European peoples in southeastern Europe (i.e., Thracians and
Illyrians).
In the northwestern Pontic region, the incursions of the steppe people produced permanent patterns of change. Judging from richly equipped graves, a
new social elite makes its appearance at Durankulak (northeastern Bulgaria)
around 4600 BCE and, a hundred years later, the tradition of burials also changes
at Varna. There, insignia such as a horse-headed scepters and other ceremonial
items of political power provide evidence ‘‘of the spread of steppe tribes from
the east to the west and in the ‘Kurgan’ model of Indo-European origins is seen
to reflect the first wave of Indo-Europeans from their homeland in the steppelands of the Ukraine and south Russia’’ (Mallory and Adams 1997: 557).
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The Indo-European pastoralists might have imposed their language and culture on the local population that they ruled, but they changed their own lifeways, becoming agriculturalists themselves within a few generations.
Varieties of the Agrarian Package in Other Parts the World
The identification of the direction of the spread of agrarian technology from the
Fertile Crescent to Europe to northern Africa to the Iranian Plateau and the Indian subcontinent is conclusive with the sociocultural interconnections between
those regions, and these interconnections show in the archaeological record.
However, assuming spread from the Fertile Crescent beyond those areas mentioned here would be based on pure speculation.
In fact, imagining rice cultivation in eastern and southeastern Asia to have
originated as a result of influence from the west is more than improbable, it must
seem odd. The technology of planting rice in wetlands is very different from cultivating cereals on dry land because the technologies differ greatly. Rice cultivation in eastern Asia (i.e., central China) originated around 7000 BCE upon
foundations of locally specific experiences and experiments with wild rice.
It is more than obvious that plant cultivation in the Americas could not
have been inspired by idea diffusion from western Asia. The domestication of
bottle gourd emerged in central Mexico already around 9000 BCE. This is a local
development as much as the cultivation of beans since ca. 8500 BCE and corn
(maize) since ca. 7500 BCE. Since, in pre-Columbian America, the beginnings of
horticulture are more or less contemporaneous with the transition in the Fertile
Crescent, the possibility of a transfer of technological know-how from western
Asia to the Americas can be reasonably excluded.
There are other criteria that would make Asian-American interactions in
matters of plant cultivation unlikely even if a time lapse were involved. There
is the factor of seclusion of the early epicenters of sedentism and domestication
of plants because ‘‘agriculture in America began in areas like central Mexico
and the western part of South America (mostly Ecuador and Peru), which were
to some extent unique or isolated’’ (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994: 308). Thus, plant
cultivation on the Mexican plateau and in the Andean region had to rely on
local experiences with climatic conditions and with specific qualities of the soil
suitable for certain species.
The Facts Speak in Favor of Local Trajectories
of a Transition to Agriculture
In eastern Asia, agriculture emerges with some time lapse, that is some time
later than its early beginnings in the Fertile Crescent. This has prompted the popular notion that the agrarian package, with its related technology, knowledge,
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Maize Domestication in Ancient Mexico
One of the most convincing pieces of evidence for the argument that agriculture,
the domestication and production of crops, rose at different places around the
world independently is the archaeological discovery of pollens and patterns of agricultural life dating back millennia. A 2001 article in Science magazine presented evidence that agricultural behavior patterns can be detected as far back as 5100
BCE in the Grijalva River delta of Mexico. Along the Gulf of Mexico in the region of
Tabasco, archaeologists have found evidence of forest clearing as well as pollen
from cultivated Zea, which was an early form of domesticated maize. In addition,
pollen from domesticated Manihot has been found dating to 4600 BCE, and evidence that other crops, such as sunflowers and cotton, were being produced dates
back to 2500 BCE.
Source: Pope, Kevin O., et al. ‘‘Origin and Environmental Setting of Ancient Agriculture in the Lowlands of Mesoamerica.’’ Science 292, 5520 (May 18, 2001): 1370–73.

and lifeways, would have been allegedly transferred—either via direct contacts
(e.g., via trade) or via idea diffusion—to all other regions where agriculture
began to be practiced. This notion of a monogenesis, that is, the idea of plant
cultivation as an invention that was made only once in human history, was
coined more than a hundred years ago, at a time when the information available
about the early phases in the development of agriculture was fairly limited and
the pool of data for each region had few specifics. Furthermore, that was a time
when the biology of human social and cultural evolution was still in its infancy
and the dynamics of human adaptive skills had not been studied in more detail.
The notion of the monogenesis (from Greek mono- for only, one only, alone
plus genesis for origin, source, creation) of agriculture as a human invention is a
typical product of the Euro-American way of thinking. In our modern era, the
mind is set to competitive patterns of human inventiveness. Widespread are beliefs
that, once an invention is made and its usefulness is demonstrated, then it is
exported and prone to spread throughout the world. Similar statements regarding
the unilateral expansion of plant cultivation have been made about various economic or cultural innovations in human history, for example, for the tradition of
rock art, the making of pottery, weaving, metal-working, writing, and other skills.
It is well known that many inventions were made several times at different
places and at different times. The skills of how to light a fire unfolded in human
communities around the world without people migrating and taking the knowledge from one region to another. Modern science, archaeology, anthropology,
and culture studies in particular have produced evidence that all these technologies originated spontaneously in various regions of the world independently.
The Native Americans developed their skills of pottery making on their own,
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and they did not need any inspiration from Asia to activate their artistic abilities. The ancient Chinese developed their writing technology without any outside inspiration. Among the criteria that speak for an independent origin of
Chinese characters is the fact that the script was used for purposes (i.e., divination) that were unknown in Mesopotamia with its seminal writing technology
the cuneiform script.
In the past two decades or so, many findings and insights have been produced by various disciplines of the natural sciences and the humanities that
speak in favor of an independent development of agrarian technology in those
parts of the world that were not interconnected by trade and where there is no
indication of migrations of people or cultural exchange.
The historical facts about sedentism and full-fledged agrarian lifeways,
which is the reality of human socioeconomic history of the transition from the
Paleolithic to the Neolithic age, do not favor the idea of a revolutionary advent
of agriculture. Moreover, reality speaks for a spontaneous and independent drive
toward sedentism and plant cultivation in different parts of the world and against
the assumption that the advent of agriculture was a unique innovation that happened only once in human history. The amount of technological know-how and
the variety of technologies by which local agrarian packages distinguish themselves are so diverse that even the theoretical idea of a global diffusion of basic
skills spreading from one single region seems unrealistic.
Besides, human adaptive skills and intentionality have been operating in all
parts of the world. Human beings in western Asia, in eastern Asia, and in the
Americas made their own experiences with ecological conditions, which, independent from one another, culminated in similar drives toward sedentism, the
cultivation of plants, and the domestication of animals. From the early epicenters, the technologies and lifeways of the ‘‘agrarian package’’ spread, in secondary movements, to neighboring regions. Secondary diffusions are, for example,
rice cultivation in Southeast Asia, which was introduced from China, the early
appearance of agriculture in the southwestern United States, which resulted
from the spread of the agrarian package from central Mexico, or the spread of
plant cultivation in western Africa, which was inspired from agriculture practiced in the Nile Valley.
Thus, the reality of secondary spread and diffusion does not stand in contradiction to the concept of multiple origins of agriculture, provided one keeps in
mind how their dynamic phases are related to the frame of absolute chronology.
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The Great Flood referred to in the Book of Noah and
in Gilgamesh resulted from the flooding of the Black
Sea by an influx of higher-level water from the
Mediterranean via the Dardenelles and Bosporus.
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PRO
Stories about great floods are found in many cultures of the world, and there is
growing scientific evidence that such natural catastrophes have happened in various parts of the world at different times. Natural scientists have found proof
that some prehistoric floods may have been caused by volcanic eruptions or
earthquakes that triggered massive landslides in coastal areas, producing tsunamis (i.e., tidal waves) of great magnitude and high destructive potential. For
several regions, the connection between local flood myths and geologic realities
of flood events is well documented.
In the Indian flood myth, written in the Sanskrit epic ‘‘Mahabharata,’’
Manu—the equivalent of Noah—survives the catastrophe. When the flood
account is related to the archaeological record of northwestern India, one finds a
match in the river valleys of the Indus and its tributaries. There, in the urban
environment of the pre-Aryan cities, the ancient Indus civilization (Harappan
civilization, respectively) flourished during the third and early second millennia
BCE. The decline of this civilization is ultimately linked to catastrophic flooding
of the area. ‘‘In time, layer after layer of Indus mud, possibly wind-blown as
well as water-borne, choked the streets, rotted the timbers, and piled high above
the rooftops. . . . On top of the cities, now consigned to oblivion beneath tons of
alluvium, other people grazed their goats, sowed their seeds and spun their
myths. A great civilisation was lost to memory’’ (Keay 2000: 5).
In another region, flood events can be regularly observed and there can be
no wondering why the local people have entertained flood myths for many generations. The landscape of the Amazon region in northern Brazil, with its vast
extension, changes according to the seasons of the year. In spring, many areas
are flooded by the waters of the inundating Amazon and its tributaries. This
river system receives water supply from the Andes, and the flow of water varies
51
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according to the amount of snow that melts toward the end of winter. The water
level of the Amazon River may rise between 3 to 10 meters in spring, resulting
in the massive flooding of areas that lie dry in summer. In the animistic world
of the Amazon Indians, flood events are mystified and associated with the
doings of powerful spirits.
The specific flood of interest here (i.e., the Black Sea flood) has been associated with Noah’s flood in the biblical account and is assumed to have
occurred in the Black Sea Pontic region in prehistoric times. The Black Sea
was not always connected to the Mediterranean. During the Ice Age, Europe
and Asia were connected by a land bridge, a hilly terrain that allowed easy passage of humans and animals in either direction. On the northern side of this land
bridge extended a freshwater lake (i.e., the former Euxine Lake). The land
bridge was broken, the lake and the surrounding areas were flooded by marine
water from the south, and the Black Sea, as we know it today, originated.
How this exactly happened is still a matter of much debate. Was the flood
event catastrophic or did the marine water spill over the once existing land
bridge gradually? Are the shorelines of the Black Sea the result of one major
flood event, or are subsequent sea-level changes also responsible for their profile? How often in the history of the Black Sea did sea-level changes occur?
According to the geologic findings that William Ryan and Walter Pitman
presented in their 1998 study Noah’s Flood, the flood was one catastrophic
event that changed the ecology of the region, once and for all. The information
about the Great Flood that Ryan and Pitman presented has stirred up much criticism, at the same time it stimulated intensified research on phenomena relating
to catastrophic floods in world history.

What’s in a Flood Myth?
The Flood roared like a bull,
Like a wild ass screaming the winds [howled]
Atrahasis III, OBV iii; quoted after Dalley 1998: 31

Of all the stories about the Great Flood, Noah’s flood, as reported in the biblical
account (Genesis 6:9–9:17), is the most widely known of all those tales. When
Charles Leonard Woolley excavated the ancient city of Ur in Mesopotamia in
the 1920s and dug into 10 continuous feet of waterborne silt with no trace of
human artifacts, he thought that he had found evidence testifying to Noah’s
flood. For decades, archaeologists and the wider public alike were convinced of
Woolley’s claim that the traces of a flood he had found in southern Mesopotamia corroborated the biblical report.
Even before the discovery of the Black Sea disaster, experts had become
aware of numerous flaws in Woolley’s hypothesis. The flood at Ur corresponded
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A Businessman Finds Noah’s Ark, or At Least Some Publicity
In April 2004, Daniel McGivern a professed Christian businessman from Honolulu,
made a new claim on an old theme: he said he had located Noah’s Ark on the slopes
of Turkey’s Mount Ararat in satellite photos and was planning an expedition that
summer to the site to take photographs and establish proof of the veracity of the
biblical flood myth found in the book of Genesis. Calling it ‘‘the greatest event since
the resurrection of Christ,’’ McGivern said that he would fund the expedition to
the tune of $900,000, and needed only the Turkish government’s approval to make the
trip. The announcement made such a splash that National Geographic even covered it.
Unfortunately for McGivern, the Turkish approval never came. The mountain is
located in a military zone, and permission to climb is rarely given. Of course, the
involvement of Ahmet Ali Arslan, who was instrumental in the making of CBS’s
sensational 1993 The Incredible Discovery of Noah’s Ark, which turned out to be a
deliberate hoax, did not help matters.
Ark sightings have become commonplace, especially since the advent of satellite
technology, but most serious researchers discount any possibility that wood from
a craft built thousands of years ago would survive to this day. The Turkish government has even claimed that they have evidence of groups scaling the mountain to
place wood there in order to ‘‘discover’’ it later. After centuries of people looking
for the ark, claiming to find it, and being disproven, the only answer that is conclusive is that the story of the ark is what it has always been—a matter of faith.
Sources: Lovgren, Stefan. ‘‘Noah’s Ark Quest Dead in Water—Was It a Stunt?’’
National Geographic News, September 20, 2004. http://news.nationalgeographic.com/
news/2004/09/0920_040920_noahs_ark.html; Mayell, Hillary. ‘‘Noah’s Ark Found?
Turkey Expedition Planned for Summer.’’ National Geographic News, April 27, 2004.
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2004/04/0427_040427_noahsark.html

to a sequence of inundations rather than to one great flood in southern Mesopotamia. Moreover, the archaeological evidence for Noah’s flood was too scanty to
have impressed people’s cultural memory so deeply in such a wide area. In the
absence of more substantial clues, the existence of flood tales in Syria and Palestine was explained as reflecting the import of narratives from a common southern source.
There are also inconsistencies in the mythic tradition relating to the flood. In
the oldest Sumerian myth of Atrahasis (the Sumerian equivalent of the biblical
Noah), the hero is introduced as a citizen of Shuruppak. Evidence for the flood
there is younger and weaker than the strata of silt deposits at Ur. Therefore, a
flood that occurred in the Shuruppak area was minor when compared with the
flood in the region of Ur. If Atrahasis is the hero with a the great flood, why is
his story not related with the old city of the kings at Ur? Why would the flood
in the Sumerian myth be described as ‘‘roaring’’? The seasonal inundations of
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In this illustration of the Mesopotamian flood myth, when the gods punish the wicked city
of Shurripak with a Deluge, they tell Utanapishtim to build a boat and take every kind of
living thing aboard, about 2000 BCE. (Mary Evans Picture Library/The Image Works)

the rivers in southern Mesopotamia were a rather silent event, with the waters
rising slowly.
It is hard to understand why the successive floods in southern Mesopotamia
would have inspired local people to create a myth of one great flood that
destroyed an older world and gave rise to a new world order. In the predeluge
world of the Sumerian flood myths, the gods were near and the effects of their
doing were felt closely, sages acted as culture heroes, and brave men could still
obtain immortality. In the postdeluge world, even the sages became mortal and
there was no longer immortality for any of the living.
In fact, the narrative impact of the ancient flood myths can readily be associated with the long-lasting after-effects of a traumatic experience that shaped the
cultural memory of people. When the land bridge between Europe and Asia broke,
the echoes of the dramatic opening of the Bosporus Strait were perpetuated through
many generations. In view of the migratory thrusts into different directions away
from the inundated shores of the former freshwater lake, myths relating to the Great
Flood emerged spontaneously among the local migrants, and the oral narratives
were conveyed to their offspring. There can be no wonder that flood myths also
persisted among those who later lived along river basins such as the Sumerians.
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Flood myths are found in the narrative traditions of Mesopotamia, the Near
East, and southeastern Europe. The best known Greek flood myth is perhaps the
story of Deucalion, son of Prometheus, and Pyrrha, daughter of Epimetheus,
who survive a flood that devastates Thessaly. The parallelisms found in the stories are striking. Of particular interest is the lake-burst motif that ‘‘could fit several locations both in Greece and Turkey, but the mother of the legend could
have been super floods surging either way between the Black Sea, the Sea of
Marmara and the Aegean’’ (Oppenheimer 1998: 261).
If the European and Mesopotamian traditions of flood myths have common roots, there is a high probability that those roots are linked to the natural
disaster that happened ca. 6700 BCE. This would represent an incredibly long
trajectory of cultural history comprising many millennia in which the story
of the flood was imprinted in people’s memories from one generation to the
next.
The narrative potential of that event has assumed an intercultural magnitude
with repercussions even in regions where there have been no actual floods. An
example of this is the pre-Christian sea-flood motif found in certain carols and
dirges of Romanian folklore. It is noteworthy that, in a seemingly paradoxical
way, the farther from the sea such narratives about the flood are recorded, the
more pregnant is their sea symbolism (Poruciuc 2006).
The basic theme of all flood myths that have been written down stems from
earlier narrative versions. The oral preservation of mythic stories is a collective
process in which items of memory are typified. The memory of concrete events
are also stereotyped in this way. What we find in the flood myths is not an
accurate account of the Great Flood of ca. 6700 BCE, but a typified construct of
the event that lives on in manifold variations. In recent years, folkloristic
research has produced findings that testify to the role of variation as a major arbiter in all thematic issues of the oral and written traditions (Honko 2000).
Variation is relevant not only in an intercultural comparative framework
of thematic settings in myths, but also in the concrete recording of an individual text (oral or written) in the horizon of time. It is practically impossible to
reconstruct, from existing oral versions of a myth to a proto-version dating to
prehistoric times. Therefore, we will never know with any certainty which
were the first thematic and local variations of the flood myth that emerged after
the Great Flood because we have to assume that variations were lost in the
translation from one generation of storytellers to the next, even from one performance to the next. And yet myths originate from stories that assume a typified form.
Stories function as memes, that is, clusters of ideas that remain on people’s
minds. If we take stories as an example, a story that has great emotional
impact, or for any other reason has the effect that you just cannot stop
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thinking about it, will go round and round in your head. This will consolidate
the memory for that story and will also mean that, since you are thinking
about it a lot, you are more likely to pass it on to someone else, who may be
similarly affected. (Blackmore 1999: 40f.)
The Black Sea catastrophe must have had a tremendous impact on people’s
cultural memory and it created a mythic tradition with a wide range. Eventually
the theme of the Great Flood found its thematic representation in the canonic
version of Noah’s flood and, with the biblical tradition, it spread over the whole
world. People in many countries around the world know the flood theme
through their Christian or Judaic education, or they have heard about it through
idea diffusion. The myth of the Great Flood is among the most successful
themes in human history.
The variety of narratives about flood events that have been collected by
scholars of mythology is perceived by some as indicative of the fanciful nature of
flood stories and they dismiss any connection of the contents of a myth with geologic realities. It is true that a flood myth cannot tell you anything about when or
how exactly a real event occurred and how long it lasted. On the other hand, the
value of a myth for science is not limited to such negative features. In the core of
a flood myth may be encapsulated the cultural memory of a real geologic event.
In this perspective, a flood myth may be the culturally modulated manifestation
of a distant echo of what really happened.
The dismissal of flood myths—of the biblical and Sumerian flood myths in
particular—as lacking any real core on grounds of their wide occurrence in the
cultures of the world is a pseudo-argument. Modern investigations of flood
events that are inspired by pertinent allusions in local flood myths defy such
dismissal. Recall that, in the prescientific world of archaic Greek society (eighth
century BCE), the original meaning of myth, Greek muthos, was a mythopoetic
account of what is true, that is distilled knowledge about matters of significance, handed down from one generation to the next.
Then, muthos was not associated with notions of the imaginary or with
entertainment and it was not opposed to logos as the term referring to reason
and logical thinking. In the context of Homeric epic literature, myths (muthoi)
were synonyms of holy ideas (hieroi logoi). Thus, in archaic Greece, muthos
was thought of as referring to the cultural knowledge that had been accumulated
in society.
The connotations that muthos had in archaic Greek society were revitalized
and formed part of the philosophical thought since the times of Plato (ca. 427–
ca. 347 BCE) who restored the original meaning of muthologia as tradition, or the
useful knowledge handed down from the ancestors. Mythology as a modern science investigates the embedding of the traditional knowledge that is transmitted
in an ancient community through the medium of myth.
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Where, When, and How Did the Black Sea Flood Occur?
For a very long time, the origins of the Black Sea were shrouded in mystery. During the past 100 years, the historical conditions of this large water basin have been
studied by natural scientists who made sensational discoveries near the turn of the
21th century. According to these new findings, the most dramatic geologic events
experienced in the Pontic region were two massive inundations that occurred at
different times. These flood events are named after those who discovered them.
The first was an inundation that took place between ca. 15,000–13,000 BCE
(Chepalyga’s flood). The spill water of this early flood was directed from the east
(Caspian depression) via the Manych-Kerch spillway (900 km long, 10–50 km wide)
to the Black Sea depression in the west (Chepalyga 2007). This inundation is evidenced by the remainders of freshwater fauna in the sediments on the shallow shelf
of the Black Sea. The second was the inundation of ca. 6700 BCE (Ryan’s flood) in
which the spillway was directed from the south (Mediterranean Sea) via the Dardanelles and the Marmara Sea north to the Black Sea (Ryan and Pitman 1998).
These massive inundations caused long-term repercussions in the ecology of
the regions around the Black Sea (i.e., in the circum-Pontic area), and the resulting
environmental changes had an impact on the human ecology of the populations that
lived in and near the area where flooding occurred as well as in a larger geographic
region. From the perspective of archaeology and cultural history, the Pontic area
can be divided into a southern and a northern zone. The northern Pontic zone is
the area stretching from the lower Dnieper basin eastward to the northeastern coast
facing the Caucasus. This region includes the Caspian depression and borders on
the basin of the Middle Volga. The southern Pontic zone refers to the cultural area
along the southern coast of the Black Sea extending to the west as far as the lower
Danube basin. The southern Pontic zone includes the Balkan peninsula and Greece
on the European side as well as Anatolia on the Asian side. The eastern part of
Anatolia borders on the Caucasus as its geographic outpost. The easternmost part
of the southern Pontic zone opens to the historical landscape of Mesopotamia.
Within the wider region, there has been cultural interaction, since prehistoric times, between the West (Europe and western Anatolia) and the East
(southern Caucasus region and Mesopotamia). In a simplified way one can say
that Chepalyga’s flood was an arbiter of the formation of Mesolithic cultures in
the northern Pontic zone, while Ryan’s flood contributed to an acceleration of
the process of Neolithicization (that is, to the spread of agrarian lifeways) in the
southern Pontic area.
The geologic discovery in the 1990s of the Black Sea flood—‘‘the event that
changed history’’ (Ryan and Pitman 1998)—has spurred a lively debate about
the changing ecological conditions in the eastern Mediterranean region. These
findings, which continue to accumulate, challenge traditional patterns of research
on Old World civilizations (Haarmann 2002, 2006). How did the flooding of the
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prehistoric freshwater Euxine Lake and the extension of its coastline to the present size affect the surrounding environment, and what was the human response
to the ecological changes that occurred?
Ryan and Pitman (1998) initially dated the catastrophe to ca. 5600 BCE. In
light of new geologic evidence, the date had to be revised to ca. 6700 BCE, and
the new date was first announced by Ryan in a personal communication to me in
June 2002. A crucial issue in connection with the flood hypothesis is the change
in salinity of the waters connecting the Black Sea and the Mediterranean. The
dating of the flood is intrinsically associated with the measurement of changes
from a state of fresh water in the prehistoric Euxine Lake to the diagnostic value
for global sea water in the newly emerged Black Sea (Ryan et al. 2003).
The new time frame corroborates the sensational insight that the process of
Neolithization in the southern Pontic zone, especially in southeastern Europe,
accelerated around the mid-seventh millennium BCE. A period of great ecological change began with the warming of the climate toward the end of the last Ice
Age, eventually causing a sea-level rise from melting ice in the Mediterranean
and, at the same time, a desiccation of the Pontic area. How can these processes, which stood in opposition to each other, be explained?
As a result of the melting of the continental glacier after 11,000 BCE, several
large freshwater lakes emerged, most of them in the north. Lake Ladoga and
Lake Onega are the remnants of these ancient lakes. In the south, the Caspian
Sea, Lake Aral, and the precursor of the Black Sea (New Euxine Lake) were
formed. The water reservoir in these lakes steadily increased with the flow of
water melting from the ice shield. The prehistoric Danube, Dnieper, and the
Don rivers provided most of the water for the great southern lake.
Around 9400 BCE, a second meltwater spike began. The waters that were
then released from the melting ice shield, however, cascaded into the Caspian
Sea, into Lake Aral, and accumulated in the northern great lakes, but did not
reach the Euxine Lake. The waters of the second spike did not flow south
because the level of the Earth’s crust south of the former glacier lay higher than
the land that had been pressed down under the mass of ice. The meltwater
pooled in this depression then flowed west into the North Sea and east into the
Caspian Sea and Lake Aral. As a result, the Euxine Lake steadily evaporated.
Toward the end of the 10th millennium BCE, the level of the Euxine Lake
had dropped below the level of the external ocean. Global warming after the Ice
Age was the decisive factor for the rise of sea level in the great oceans and, particularly, in the Mediterranean Sea. By ca. 6700 BCE, the difference between the
level of the Euxine Lake and that of the Marmara Sea was about 70 m. At that
time, the absolute level of the Euxine Lake was 85 m below the present day sea
level, which itself lay about 15 m lower than it is today (William Ryan, personal
communication). It was only a matter of time before the collected mass of ocean
water would break through the Bosporus Strait.
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The flooding of the Black Sea basin may have been triggered by a major
earthquake combined with volcanic activity in the Aegean (such as the one that
ripped the island of Santorini apart ca. 1625 BCE), or by a series of major earthquakes like the ones that shook northwestern Turkey in the summer and autumn
of 1999. Recall that the passage that links the Mediterranean with the Black
Sea (i.e., the Dardanelles and the Marmara Sea) is the area of the world with
most seismic activity during the past 30 ky (i.e., 30,000 years).
Once the land bridge separating the ancient Sea of Marmara and the Euxine
Lake had broken under the pressure of the high-level water masses in the south,
marine water began to cascade into the freshwater reservoir below ‘‘traveling at
a speed of up to fifty miles per hour through the narrowest constrictions. The
water rushing into the Black Sea would have raised its surface half a foot per
day (Ryan and Pitman 1998: 160). The cascading of marine water through the
Bosporus Strait into the former Euxine Lake continued for years. As a result of
the flooding, the surface of the Euxine Lake widened and its waters became
interconnected with the tides and flows of the ocean waters farther south.
The evidence for the catastrophic event of the flood, for the extensive inundations, and for the birth of the Black Sea comes from different disciplines,
from geology, marine biology, and oceanography. Underwater archaeology,
however, has so far not produced unequivocal results.
1. On a modern maritime map one can easily identify the ancient lake and its
shoreline (Map 1). The former Euxine Lake was contained within a deep
freshwater pit with a depth of more than 2000 meters with steep underwater

Maritime map of the Black Sea. (Courtesy Harald Haarmann)
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slopes. This deep central pit is now surrounded by the post-deluge extension
of shallow marine waters.
2. The shape of the marine passage near the Bosporus Strait is that of a ravine.
In coastal waters, such a geologic profile could have only originated as the
result of a cascading of inflowing water under high pressure.
3. Evidence for the direction of the flood (i.e., through the Dardanelles and the
Marmara Sea northward) has been discovered in the sediments near the Bosporus Strait where the remnants of marine shells are strewn along the ancient
trail of the flood waters.
4. Among the evidence for the thrust of the sea water that covered the former
lake are the remainders of freshwater fauna in Black Sea sediments near the
Bosporus Straits that were buried under the massive influx of sea water.
5. Geologists have discovered the ancient canyon of the River Don from the
predeluge era as the result of electronic sonar monitoring of the sea bed
(Ryan and Pitman 1998: 125). Before the flood, the ancient Don crossed an
alluvial floodplain (now the Sea of Azov), crossed the Kerch Strait, and
formed a delta on the flat shore of the former Euxine Lake.
6. Certain underwater phenomena provide further information about the nature
of the ancient shoreline. Methane gas continues to be released from the
remains of decaying plants. This residue of ancient land vegetation is indicative of the lagoons and swamps that separated the open lake from the low
and fertile marshes of the northern plain (a terrain that is nowadays politically divided between Ukraine and Russia).
7. Proof for the catastrophic nature of the flood event comes from the quality of the
marine water in the Black Sea. The former Euxine Lake was a freshwater reservoir that was literally buried under the inflowing masses of salt water. Where
fresh water and salt water are in constant contact (e.g., the offshore waters of the
deltas of big rivers that flow into the ocean), they gradually mix. No such mixing
took place when the Black Sea originated. The salt water of the flood covered
the freshwater reservoir of the Euxine Lake rapidly and cut it off from supply
with fresh oxygen, resulting in the extinction of the fauna and flora in the ancient
lake. The water in the deep central pit of the Black Sea is highly toxic.
The Black Sea is the world’s biggest single reservoir of hydrogen sulphide.
Below a fluctuating depth of between 150 and 200 metres, there is no life.
The water is anoxic, without dissolved oxygen, and impregnated with H2S;
because much of the Black Sea is deep, this means that some 90 percent of
the Sea’s volume is sterile. (Ascherson 1996: 4f.)
Sometimes when storms disturb the upper level of the marine waters, it
may happen that water from deeper levels spills to the surface. When this water
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comes in contact with the hulk of a vessel, the surface of it (whether wood or
metal) turns black. This phenomenon is the source from which this sea got its
name. It was called Mare Nigrum (Latin for Black Sea) by the Romans and,
later, the people living around the Black Sea continued this name-giving tradition (e.g., Russian Chernoe More, Turkish Kara Deniz).
A detailed picture of the loss of land caused by the Great Flood does not
provide an estimate of the size of population that may have occupied the fertile
coastal area of the Euxine Lake in the predeluge era. Underwater archaeology
may one day discover some of the settlements that had to be abandoned
ca. 6700 BCE. The search for remainders of predeluge settlements and human
remains has been ongoing for several years. Looking for such remains is like
trying to find a needle in a haystack. In many areas, underwater currents have
reworked the profile of the marine landscape so that traces of human settlements or artifacts may be buried deep in the sand and mud, hard to discover.
For the time being, not even the most modern technological equipment has
brought to light any solid evidence for predeluge artifacts or settlements. Perhaps
the oceanographer with the greatest reputation for lucky discoveries is Robert
Ballard who has enjoyed publicity ever since his discovery of the Titanic in the
1980s. Ballard carried out underwater investigations in the shallow waters of the
Black Sea in September 2000. Off the shore of Turkey his team identified remnants of stone buildings and wooden structures. The dating of the wooden
pieces, however, brought disappointment because the radiocarbon date did not
match the early time frame of Ryan’s flood. The underwater site that Ballard
discovered had been flooded as the result of sea level change at a later period.
Numerous conferences have been organized to bring experts from different
fields together to discuss crucial issues relating to the Black Sea flood. The biggest enterprise so far is the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) –sponsored International Geoscience Programme
‘‘Black Sea-Mediterranean corridor during the last 30 ky: Sea level change and
human adaptation (2005–2009),’’ with experts convening at annual conferences.
These conferences provide a forum for exchanging views on the pros and cons.
There is consensus about the basic fact that, at a certain point in prehistory, marine waters from the Mediterranean spilled over and filled a former freshwater
lake, thus linking the Black Sea to the Mediterranean. And yet, many details of
this general scenario continue to be debated.
Human Response to the Black Sea Flood and How Cultural
Evolution in the Postdeluge Era Was Affected
The flood had an impact on the climatic situation. A greatly expanded Black
Sea water body had more surface area for evaporation and temperature modulation that led eventually to climatic changes, which, in turn, directly influenced
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vegetation. Colder periods produced boreal forests, and in such a landscape the
spread of farming was moderate. As the climate grew warmer after 5800 BCE,
grasslands became more prevalent, which facilitated the spread of farming. The
sudden increase in the number of new settlements around 5500 BCE resulted
from environmental changes caused by the rapid warming of the climate.
Agriculture, the technology of plant cultivation, and agrarian lifeways had
been adopted by the indigenous inhabitants of southeastern Europe already ca.
7000 BCE, that is before the occurrence of the flood. The turmoil caused by the
large-scale inundations of arable land, especially in the northwestern and northern part of the Black Sea, must have triggered displacement of sedentary communities and local migration movements. How did humans respond to the flood
event and its after-effects? How did they reorganize their community life, and
what effects did the flood have on cultural evolution? These problems have been
addressed by scholars from different scientific disciplines of the humanities who
gathered at the first conference on the interdisciplinary significance of the Black
Sea flood, sponsored by the Bogliasco Foundation and the Institute of Archaeomythology (Sebastopol, USA), which was held in Bogliasco (Italy) in 2002.
When investigating the after-effects of the Black Sea flood within a wider perspective, one has to be aware that the flood is but one event among others that changed
the ecology in the circum-Pontic area. The decisive effects on the geology and the climate of the Pontic region stem from a series of events that changed the ecological balance of the region: the Great Flood of ca. 6700 BCE; a mini Ice Age that lasted from ca.
6200 until ca. 5800 BCE; and a radical warming which began ca. 5800 BCE.
This sequence of events, dated by absolute chronology, provides a temporal
frame for a reconstruction of human response to radical climatic transformations
that had manifold consequences, ranging from the reshuffling of local economies to the improvement of various technologies. In its totality, this sequence
of events and their repercussions in human ecology constitute something like a
‘‘big bang’’ in cultural evolution, induced by environmental changes, which, in
turn, affected changes in human ecology:

oy€
uk),
• ca. 7000 BCE Settlements with agrarian population in Anatolia (Catalh€
in Southeastern Europe (Knossos in Crete; Nea Nikomedeia in Macedonia)
—Settlements on the shores of the former Euxine Lake
• ca. 6700 BCE The Great Flood (the Black Sea catastrophe); flooding of the
former Euxine Lake
• ca. 6500 BCE New settlements emerge in Southeastern Europe (Sesklo, Achilleion, Starcevo)
—Increase of cultural activity in the area
• ca. 6200 BCE Beginning of a mini Ice Age
—Stagnation of regional settlements
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• ca. 6000–5500 BCE Dry weather in Anatolia; arable land dries out
—Settlements such as Catalh€

oy€
uk and Hacilar are abandoned
• ca. 5800 BCE Beginning of a radical warming of the climate
—Rapid expansion of agrarian settlements in southeastern Europe
• ca. 5500–5000 BCE The early stage of civilization in southeastern Europe (the
Danube civilization as a trade-oriented commonwealth, with advanced technologies and institutions)
—The beginnings of sacral architecture, metal-working, writing; technical specialization of crafts such as pottery-making and weaving; proliferation of artistic expression (e.g., production of figurines in different types and styles)
In the course of the seventh millennium BCE, human ecology was characterized by changes that suggest a marked distinction between the predeluge and
postdeluge eras. Commenting on developments in southeastern Europe, Bailey
writes: ‘‘What is common across the regions, however, is that the changes mark
off the post-6500 BCE period from the preceding millennia’’ (2000: 39). It is
noteworthy that, also in the northern Pontic region (in areas north of the Black
and Azov seas), the mid-seventh millennium BCE marks a fundamental change,
the transition from the Mesolithic to the Neolithic period (Telegin 2002: 37ff.).
Cultural life in Europe drifted away from that in Anatolia because of its own
rapid pace. The areal sociodemography of settlements and the role of the midseventh to mid-sixth millennia BCE were turning points in cultural chronology.
What developed during this period can be considered civilization in terms of
high culture.
In Anatolia, the climatic changes of the seventh millennium BCE (the mini
Ice Age) and of the sixth millennium BCE (the rapid warming) lead to the abandonment of major settlements, while, in southeastern Europe, ecological conditions favored the extension of the area of settlement. The earliest urban
settlement in Anatolia, Catalh€

oy€
uk, inhabited by an agrarian population, was
abandoned ca. 6000 BCE. This was the time when, in the western part of the
southern Pontic zone, the settlement of Karanovo (east central Bulgaria) was
founded. This site would become a major cultural center and is name-giving to
one of the main regional cultures within the Danube civilization. Around 5500
BCE, Hacilar in western Anatolia was deserted by its inhabitants, possibly due to
increasing aridity of the area, which made farming exceedingly difficult. On
the European side of the Pontic zone, the settlement of Vinca near Belgrade
(Serbia) was founded on the southern bank of the Danube at about the same
time (ca. 5500 BCE). Vinca would become the most important center of trade
relations and cultural development in the central Balkans, and this site is namegiving for the western major regional culture within the Danube civilization
(Gimbutas 1991: 62ff.).
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CON
Throughout the world, the story of Noah and the Great Deluge has reappeared and
spread across the world in various cultures and myths. This story of a man, who
responds to the warning of a universal flood, builds a rescue vehicle, and survives
the flood, repeats itself in many cultures and civilizations. This myth raises many
questions concerning the possibility of putting many animals in one ark, the cleaning of the ark, and feeding of the animals on the ark. Some theorists believe that
the myths are remnants of a vast universal flood that has covered the world at a
certain time. It might have been a worldwide tsunami that flooded across the
world. They have offered fossil evidence of a widespread flood that covered large
territories of land with water. Others have assumed that there might be archaeological evidence of the ark’s existence on Mount Ararat. Other theorists like Joseph
Campbell believe the universal flood to be representative of psychological themes
that surface from the subconscious mind in the stories of mankind. There are other
Noah theorists who discount the improbability of the flood and the building of the
ark. They posit that it would be impossible to house all these animals and plants in
the ark, challenge that the ark would be seaworthy, and question whether Noah
could have been too old, because it took 120 years to build the ark. It is these
themes that we will explore in this section of the chapter and the psychological
interpretations of them representing the deep urges of man’s psyche to survive and
integrate disasters in primitive people’s thoughts and ideas of the world.
The Western version of the myth has numerous forms where a righteous
man, Noah, preaches against the sins of the world and warns of a future universal flood that will wipe out mankind. He preaches for 120 years to give mankind time to repent of their crimes. Noah exclaims of God’s wrath against the
sexual sins, crime, and inhumanity of the human race. Meanwhile, Noah persuades his family to build an ark to house the animals and his righteous family.
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When the flood arrives,
the ark survives through
the storm for 40 days and
nights. Then Noah releases a dove to discover
dry land at least three
times and he is finally
relieved to find an olive
branch in the dove’s mouth. Noah sacrifices to his
God a lamb for allowing
him to survive the flood.
The story of Noah further
goes into Noah getting
drunk and being discovA depiction of the animals leaving Noah’s Ark after the ered naked by Ham. Noah
Great Flood, from the Bedford Book of Hours, about 1423. is regarded as the discov(British Library/StockphotoPro)
erer of wine and wine
drinking by the Jews.
In the eyes of religion, Judaism regarded Noah as a righteous prophet and
through its traditions believe that he was born spiritual with white hair on his body.
The Catholic Church interpreted the myth to mean that the ark is the church that is
escaping the flood that represents the world of sin. Saint Augustine of Hippo (500
CE) symbolized the church in the Noah’s flood story. He actually measured the
dimensions of the body and compared it to the ark to see that it represented the
body of the church. The Mormons believe Noah to be the angel Gabriel, who
would announce repentance to the world. These are the various religious interpretation of the original myth. Many churches who believe in the literal interpretation
of the myth have attempted to prove it as an archaeological fact.
Others viewed myths as actual reflections of natural events or occurrences.
The school of catastrophism believed that myths reflected natural disasters and
floods. Immanuel Velikovsky (1895–1975), psychologist and explorer, wrote in
Worlds in Collision that Earth suffered impact from a Saturn ejection of planetary matter onto Earth when there was a flood. He believes that myths are oral
histories that reflected cosmic events such as a star explosion or a planetary
explosion in outer space. Earth was influenced by electromagnetic events in
outer space (Velikovsky, 1950).
Historical Proofs of the Debate
Many psychologists and anthropologists have attempted to pose the issue of
why the myth has so many widespread versions around the world. This myth
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has been discovered in various other cultures and belies the originality of the
biblical version of the myth. According to some authors, there are as many as
600 stories of the flood around the world. They may prove the dispersion theory
that the flood myth originated in one place and diffused around the world to
various cultures in the world. The other is the local or regional theories that
state the flood originated locally especially around the Black Sea. The Old Testament story has originated in various other mythological stories in earlier versions. The original Sumerian myth (third millennium) of Ziusudra tells how the
god Enki warns Ziusudra that the gods will destroy mankind and Enki tells Ziusudra to build a large boat that allows him to survive for seven days. Ziusudra
makes sacrifices to Enki and Ann and is given eternal life by them. In the Mesopotamian myth of The Epic of Gilgamesh, Utnapshtim builds a vessel to
escape the vengeful Enlil, who sends a flood to destroy mankind. In the Babylonian myth, the gods destroyed the world three times with plague, famine, and
then a flood. Enki received a warning from Ea and built a boat to escape the
flood. The Akkadian myths are found in the Atrahasis Epic (1700 BCE) where
Atrahasis is warned of a flood, because of human overpopulation. Enlil is disturbed by the noise of the humans and he sends the floods. Every 1,200 years,
the gods send the flood, but Enki tells Atrahasis, who escapes the flood. Enki
proposes to the gods to cause mankind to have miscarriages, to increase infant
mortality, and to allow barrenness as solutions for overpopulation.
In Europe, the Greeks, Romans, Celtics, Lithuanians, and Volga had their
myths. Even the neighbors of the Hebrews had flood myths. The Chaldeans had
the 10th king, Xisuthrus, who was ordered by Chronos to build a vessel and sail
during the flood. He sent a bird out twice and then he ran his ship aground on the
Corycean Mountains (Frazer 1919: 108–10; Smith 1873: 42–43). Then in GrecoRoman mythology (1529 BCE), Deucalion and Pyrrha escape in a box-shaped boat
to escape a flood. The Celts had a myth about heaven and earth, who were giants
that crowded humans between them. One of the sons of man led his brothers to
cut heaven into many pieces and spilled blood that created the floods. One of the
Titans saved a pair of humans by building a ship (Gaster 1969: 93).
In Central America, the Tarascan, Yaqui, Totanac, and Maya have several
myths. The Puzob dwarf people were destroyed by god because they neglected
their offerings. They put some stones in a pond that saved some people. Four
angels came down and became doves. Some angels ate dead animals and
became buzzards (Dundes 1988: 194).
In South America, New Guinea, Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Chile,
tip of Argentina and Brazil as well as the Aztecs have many myths of the flood.
The Aztec Calendar Stone describes a flood of 52 years after four stages of mankind civilization. In the nation of Ecuador, two brothers escaped a flood and
went down the mountain Huaca ynana. In order to survive, they trapped two
birds in a cave, which had cooked food for them in their hut. They captured
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them and one of them married the brother to perpetuate the species (Frazer
1919: 268–69).
Then by the will of Hurakan, the Heart of Heaven, the waters were swollen
and a great flood came upon the manikins of wood. They were drowned and
a thick resin fell from heaven. Because they had not thought on Hurakan,
therefore the face of the earth grew dark, and a pouring rain commenced,
raining by day and by night. Then ran the manikins hither and thither in despair. They climbed to the roofs of the houses, but the houses crumbled
under their feet; they tried to mount to accomplish the ruin of this race, destined to be overthrown. (Spence, 1908)
In the continent of Asia, China, Korea, Mongolia, India, Burma, Philippines,
New Guinea, and Malay Peninsula all have flood myths. Then in the Chinese
Book of Documents, the Emperor Yu (2250 BCE), one of the prehistoric emperors, battles flood waters to save mankind from the devastation. The Indian myth
of Vishnu’s incarnation as the Matysa fish, who rescues Manu from a worldwide
flood, repeats the same theme. Across the world, there are various myths with
the same motif of a general flood of waters and the last man to escape the devastation of this problem. In Thailand, there was a mouse that started a flood and
the human race was warned by other gods. They built a ship that survived the
flood and they founded the human race.
In the Polynesian culture, the natives of Papua New Guinea believe that a
worldwide deluge will rise, with Mount Teluga being the haven of safety. The
Polynesian islands have several myths of the flood. In Tahiti, the sea god was
angered by fishermen’s hooks being entangled in his hair and he sent a flood to
wipe them out. The Samoan fire and water gods flooded the world in their war
between themselves.
In the American continent, the Indian tribes have many different types of
myths. In the United States many tribes have myths such as the Netsilik Eskimo,
Tlingit, Hareskin, Tinneh, Haida, Squamish, Skagit, Skokomish, Shasta, Nisqually, Warm Springs (Oregon), Joshua, Northern California Coast, Salinan, Luiseno (Southern California), Yakima (Washington), and the Spokana. The
Blackfoot Indians of North America recount an Old Man in boats of water, who
sends three animals that dig mud from the bottom of the ocean to rebuild the
earth. The Navajo people had their gods expel the Insect people from a lower
world through a wall of water. The Insect people flew up to the second world.
Then in the fourth world, the Insect people’s children were likewise punished
and they went to the fifth world where people live today. In the Hopi tradition,
the human race alienated them from Sotuknang, who had tried to destroy the
world by fire and by cold. The world became evil again and so Sotuknang
flooded the world, but helped several groups build a reed ship to escape the
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deluge. They were guided by receiving wisdom from the top of their heads to
find other places of habitation.
Australia has several myths of the great flood. Grumuduk, a medicine man,
brought rain down from power of medicine. A plains tribe kidnapped him to get
his powers, but he escaped and said water would rise in his footsteps that
flooded on the enemies (Flood 1983: 17).
In opposition to the archaeological side of the debate, many believe that the
myths of flooding are common to many regions and result from a deep-seated
common human psychological source. This theory believes that the flood
occurred at various times and in various regions, which shows that a universal
flood could not have happened at one time. These theorists believe that the myth
of the flood originated from the instinctual and subconscious needs of the minds
of the mythmakers. They believe that when the shaman goes into a trance, a
prophet sees a vision, or priests have inspirations, their source of beliefs and stories arises from their subconscious needs and motivations that are express in
these psychic experiences. The needs and motivations are expressed in various
symbols, designs, and patterns in their religions and superstitions. As a result,
the myths of mankind originate from the subconscious needs of mankind as
expressed in various patterns in the stories of the myths as well as the symbols
used in the myths. Some of them believe that we all share a universal subconscious that derives from the racial memories of our ancestors and they are contained in the minds of men. These memories may take the form of dreams,
visions, and inspiration that are common to all stories, literature, and poems.
When men explored the various cultures of the world, they uncovered various
similarities between cultures that could not be explained as coincidences, so they
sought to discover the origins of these similarities in the common cultural consciousness of mankind. We all share similar cultural needs and challenges, so
these have imprinted themselves on men’s minds. As a result, these cultures
have symbolized and written them in their myths and literature.
Historical Interpretations
Since the early 18th, and into the 19th, century, mythology and comparative mythology became important fields of studies. Many scholars noted similarities of
myths and gods across the human spectrum and they attempted to find patterns.
These schools posited distribution patterns that show how myths could be spread
across the world. The first pattern was one of diffusion from a central location
like Mesopotamia and the other was one of local spots of diffusion that spread
to several areas. The myth and ritual school became established during the
1800s, representing myth as a part of the ritual system that united societies. This
school consisted of people such as William Robinson Smith, James Frazier, Jane
Ellen Harrison, and S. H. Hooke. It began with the 1894 publication of James
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Frazier’s The Golden Bough, which analyzed myths to find various functions in
outlining taboos and cultural norms for the primitive people. Myths served various needs of the people from justifying their various institutions to justifying
their history, religions, and customs with heroes such as Noah (Frazier, 1894).
Frazier’s theory is that man attempted to understand natural law and utilized
magic to understand or control these natural laws. Because of the growth of
magic, religion and myth embodied man’s search for magic and spells to affect
other people and the universe. The study of myth exploded after this with the
publications of books comparing religions and myths throughout the world.
In the 1930s, the Soviet school developed, which derived myth as representing the traditions of folklore and worldview of the culture. Recently, there is a
dispute on the issue of whether myth was primary or whether there were parallel paradigms between myth and ritual.
There also grew a psychoanalytic school that proposed that myths originated from the human subconscious mind due to fears and anxieties of the
human bodily system. These myths were supposed to teach people about how
to live and escape danger. Carl Jung (1875–1961), German psychologist, theorized in his studies that men had a universal subconscious that represented the
instinctual reaction to the world. He believed that all men had these themes,
motifs, or symbols that repeated itself in the cultures of the world. They could
be seen in the dreams and nightmares of men as well as the spiritual traditions

An Alternative Scientific Theory on the Deluge
One scientific alternative to the idea of the Black Sea deluge has its basis in an
associated theory called ‘‘crustal displacement,’’ which was proposed in 1958 by
U.S. scholar Charles Hapgood, whose ideas on the causes of early historical geologic cataclysms (such as great floods and volcanic activity) gained the support of
Albert Einstein, who wrote the foreword to Hapgood’s book Earth’s Shifting Crust:
A Key to Some Basic Problems of Earth Science. Essentially, crustal displacement
theory holds that the Earth’s crust moves rapidly in one piece, thus causing a large
number of cataclysmic events to occur over a very short period of time. According
to Hapgood, such a crust shift occurred around 9600 BCE, during which he suggests
that a large part of the lithosphere that supports the tectonic plates shifted violently over a period of just days or weeks. Such shifts, Hapgood argued, cause the
locations of various features to move dramatically. This type of phenomenon
would inevitably cause a large displacement of seawater, leading to a great deluge
that ancient peoples might consider to have come from on high.
Sources: Hapgood, Charles H. Earth’s Shifting Crust: A Key to Some Basic Problems of
Earth Science. New York: Pantheon Books, 1958; Hancock, Graham. Fingerprints of the
Gods. New York: Crown Publishers, 1995; Flem-Ath, Rand, and Rose Flem-Ath. When
the Sky Fell: In Search of Atlantis. New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1995.
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of the world. Carl Jung believed that these archetypes symbolized the conflicts,
instincts, and responses to the energies of the body. He also believed that
through analysis you could give meaning to a person’s psychological life and
therefore balance his or her conflicts as well as psychological disturbances.
In Jung’s (1964) famous book Man and His Symbols, he discusses the historical analysis of various symbols in the myths of mankind. He cites various
archetypes such as the nurturing Mother, the Hero, the Trickster, and other tales
of the subconscious mind. Jung shows that his psychiatric patients drew pictures
that represented these archetypes in their representations of their conflicts and
desires. These representations have also been found in the Noah myth as being
symbolic of people overcoming their dark urges from the subconscious. This
he believes is a reflection of the psyche’s need to express itself into the
subconscious.
Mircae Eliade (1907–1986), famous comparative religionist, has also
attempted to compare myths and religions as expression of man’s need for sacredness and peacefulness. He has attempted to show that men have tried to find sacred space, sacred time, and sacred resolution of trials. Eliade interprets the Noah
myth in the context of Christian symbolism as representing the meaning of water
as formlessness and thus represents creation and birth. On the other hand, it also
represents the loss of form or rebirth, a state prior to birth. The man is returned to
his origins in water. So when Christianity absorbed this as a baptism motif, Noah
became symbolic of mankind’s baptism and return to a sacred situation before his
creation. In Eliade’s (1963) Myth and Reality, he explores how Noah has been
symbolic of man’s search for sacredness amidst trials and tribulations.
One of the most famous analyzer of the psychological roots of the Noah
myth is Joseph Campbell (1904–1987). Campbell, a comparative mythologist,
has written several books on comparative mythology utilizing Jungian analysis,
comparative mythology techniques, and ritual processes to analyze myths around
the world. Throughout his analysis, Campbell believes that there is a monomyth,
a general mythical pattern, which applies to all the religions and mythologies in
the world. In his explorations through myth, a central theme is reiterated through
his writings, which are that myth is the reflection of the subconscious in dreams,
visions, and whisperings of the spirit of man. He believes they are structured
spiritual messages that reflect the energies of the psyche in the mind. They are
messages that become symbols or archetypes in the hidden mind of the shaman,
the spiritual leader, or the saint. Myths are representations of the universe itself
in its various powers as described by religions as Melanese mana, Hindu as
shakti, Chinese as the chi, and Christians as the power of God. Thus, the myths
are representative of the Jungian idea of a universal subconscious that is shared
by all mankind. This is a Jungian concept that hypothesizes that we all share a
universal energy that manifests itself in unconscious urges and through archetypes in dreams of various patterns (i.e., mother, axis mundi, and hero myth). As
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a result, all myths and religious stories are just representatives of these innate
ideas that come from a universal source.
In the description of myth, Campbell shows the psychological interpretation
of myths as symbols of the unconscious energy in our bodies as expressed in
the forms of dreams and visions. We as embodied expressions of the universe’s
energy encapsulate these energies into the dream archetypes in our subconscious minds. These dream archetypes are common patterns, symbols, or motifs
that repeat themselves in the myths and religions of the world as well as in individual dreams. Jung hypothesized that we all have a universal subconscious that
we share as beings of nature, so we express the same cultural archetypes. As a
result, our common subconscious energies are the same and have expressed
themselves in the cultural structures of our society, namely in mythological
storytelling, religious scriptures, and poetic forms that embody our dreams and
inspiration. The muses, goddesses of art and music, of the creative life derive
from the bodily energies in our subconscious that cry for expression and embodiment in the artistic forms of life. Finally, these bodily energies inform the
cultural values and wisdom of every civilization on Earth through these literary
and artistic forms created from the inspiration of the subconscious mind.
In his Hero with a Thousand Faces, Campbell analyzes the archetype of the
hero in the world’s religions and applies this archetype to the myth of Noah and
world dissolution (1989: 50). In the archetype of the hero, the hero starts his
journey by initiation into the call, trials, meeting with the goddess, reconciliation with the father, return to the world, refusal to return, and the bestowal of
the boon. In the initiation stage, Campbell sees that hero is called to his quest
by unrest in his society or the universe. He begins his quest, but some hero
refuses the quest’s call only to be called to a greater purpose by the universe.
Then the hero finds a boon or gift of knowledge where he gains enlightenment
about the universe. His self-consciousness is destroyed by the insight of the universal consciousness or his duty to a higher purpose. The hero is also tested by
a series of intense trials and obstacles before he receives the boon. The boon is
a gift of knowledge or spiritual insight. After receiving this enlightenment or
boon of knowledge of the archetypes, the hero is then called to return to the real
world and confronts the reentry into the world of forms. Afterward, he returns
to teach or give that boon back after many trials and challenges. His return is
met with skepticism until he gains students, who recognize archetypes in him.
In this journey, Noah represents a negative hero who is called to face the trials
of the deluge and who survives to bring life again to a cleansed world after
being washed by the flood.
In his explorations in 1989, and other writings, Joseph Campbell criticizes
the actual fact that the flood was a universal event. Joseph Campbell takes issue
on the hypothesis that the flood was a geologic event. He states that the record
of the flood in some city–states contain evidence of floods occurring at different
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time periods. Campbell explains that those floods of Shuruppak and Uruk were
written during the Shamir-Jasmiz period, 3000 BCE, the ones at Ur occurred during the Obed period, a millennium before, and that Kish occurred a third generation before. Thus, Campbell interprets these floods not to support a general
flood hypothesis occurring at one time, because it would be challenged by the
occurrences at these different times.
Campbell also discovers three types of myths about the Great Flood. The first
type of mythological type is the planting of culture in different ages—ages of
gold, silver, bronze, iron, where the moral condition is destroyed. The flood eradicates the old and brings a new start. The second mythology type is that God created the human race, some who misbehave. This God evolves from one who
creates to one who becomes involved in the lives of the people. This God regrets
what he has done in creating such a sinful race, and then he destroys them in a
great flood. The mythic imagination shows the gulf between a previous prehistoric past and its transition into the present age (Campbell 2001: 43–44).
Joseph Campbell also states that it might have been a psychological or spiritual symbolism that involved the hero being overwhelmed or the city–state
being overwhelmed by chaos and then being renewed in the flood of emotions
and loss of balance. Campbell explains that there was no universal flood, but he
challenges us that there is a spiritual interpretation of the story. If we attempt to
read them as facts, they become dry and stale. What is the significance of the
flood? Campbell says that it is the arrival of chaotic circumstances, the imbalance of nature, or the final curtain of an age. It is an end of a psychological
stance or position that changes the person’s character (Campbell 1990: 67–68).
Campbell applies psychological terms to the meaning of the monomyth. He
shows that the universal flood symbolizes a disturbance of normal society, world
existence, or even world meaning. Campbell describes the flood as representing
the psyche, which is overwhelmed by lust, anger, or some emotional imbalance
and then obtains control or management of these unconscious urges. Then the
chaos or confusion occurs in the myth that represents conflicts in the person’s
life. In addition, he states that it is an end of a stage of life in the person. Finally,
it renews itself into another expansion of consciousness. The subconscious is
integrated with the superconscious by the myths of the hero and Noah.
Then Campbell offers another interpretation of the monomyth that the deluge motif is the annihilation of the ego system and that it is overwhelmed by
his own nature. He explains that this flood pattern represents the destruction of
the ego structure in the human psyche. The hero’s conscious habits and realities
are being destroyed. His human nature overwhelms the limits that are imposed
by the disciplined society. His self is overwhelmed by the primitive urges of his
subconscious mind, but he emerges as a hero who has conquered the limitations
of his ego structures, and he becomes conscious (Campbell 1989: 36). The hero
represents the overcoming of obstacles and challenges.
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In conclusion, Campbell states that the myth of the flood represents the overcoming of obstacles either by the hero or by the society itself. It might have originated from local floods, but it was taken as a symbol of chaos and insecurity as
well as the indomitable survival of the human species. The type of hero represents
the renewal of human society and its survival from challenges and problems.
Therefore, the Noah myth represents the subconscious energies of the human soul
that pervade the universal religious spirituality of man and not an actual archaeological fact. These myths have affected the development of literature, movies, and
fantasy stories in the modern era. It has also been used to analyze and help
patients in the development of depth psychology and transcendental psychotherapies that utilize dreams and symbols to interpret their psychic depths.
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Much of what is now considered to be Classic culture
actually has Afroasiatic roots.
PRO Talaat Shehata
CON Harald Haarmann

PRO
Creating a firestorm in academic circles in the late 1980s and early 1990s, Martin Bernal’s first two volumes of Black Athena questioned the authenticity and
motives of European and American archaeological and academic research. The
first volume, published in 1987, was titled, Black Athena: Afroasiatic Roots of
Classical Civilization: The Fabrication of Ancient Greece 1785–1985. The second volume was published in 1991 and was titled Black Athena: Afroasiatic
Roots of Classical Civilization: The Archaeological and Documentary Evidence.
In 2006, a third volume was published to apply linguistic measures to support
the arguments put forth by the first two volumes. The volume was titled Black
Athena: The Afroasiatic Roots of Classical Civilization: The Linguistic Evidence.
Instead of using the usual references and attributing his view to an Afrocentric worldview versus a Eurocentric worldview, the informed reader could
decide that the wisest path one needs to pursue during the 21st century and
beyond is to adopt a world-centrist perspective. The tribal factors that often
have a way of bleeding into such profound issues retard the intellectual development of the participants to the discourse instead of allowing for a constructive process of empathy and, ultimately, in some cases, enlightenment. Simply
stated, Martin Bernal, an academician who just happens to be white, through
rigorous research, found that his conclusions support the evidence that the wellknown black African intellectual Cheik Anta Diop promulgated in the early
1960s, in his equally highly debated books The African Origin of Civilization:
Myth or Reality (1974) and Civilization or Barbarism: An Authentic Anthropology (1991). In them, Diop sought to establish that the foundation of ancient
Greece, and later the West, was significantly based on ancient Egypt’s prototype. The only ‘‘twist,’’ at least according to a few of Bernal’s and Diop’s
detractors, is that both writers had no qualms about attributing ancient Egypt’s
rulers and populations to being Negroid. This ultimately gets to the heart of the
debate, between the Afro-centrists and Euro-centrists. If Bernal and Diop are
accurate in their independent assessments, then Western civilization owes its
75
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colorful past to black Africans, and not the Greek and Roman civilizations, as
proven racist scholars and intellectuals at the height of global imperialism in
the late 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries, sought to impose their individual, collective, and national agendas on the conquered, less-fortunate majority of the
world. According to Bernal and Diop (who would later be joined in their assessments by G. M. James George in his Stolen Legacy [2001]), the Greeks and
Romans were mere conduits between an African past and a multiethnic present
and future. George takes it even further and claims that the West’s African past,
some of which is contained in the teachings of Egypt’s mysteries, took a circuitous path and found its way over many centuries to other societies, influencing
their development prior to ever reaching Greece.
To refute Bernal’s, Diop’s, and George’s assertions, many traditional classicists supported Mary Lefkowitz, at Wellesley College, and her colleague Guy
Maclean Rogers in their attempt to provide a suitable rebuttal in Black Athena
Revisited (1996). They were the editors of this volume, which contained 20
essays written by fellow colleagues, with the sole purpose of stripping Bernal’s
Black Athena of all its core arguments. A few of the essays succeeded, but as a
whole, the book failed in its overall attempt and in some cases bolstered many
of the important points made by Bernal. Lefkowitz, the primary editor of Black
Athena Revisited, along with another book that she solely authored in 1996, Not
Out of Africa: How Afrocentrism Became an Excuse to Teach Myth as History,

The Kingdom of Kush and Ancient Egypt
Lying just south of the first cataract of the Nile River was the Kingdom of Kush, a
black African kingdom that exerted a large influence at a formative time in the history of the Egypt, before the emergence of what would become known as the New
Kingdom. During 2006–2007, archaeologists staged a frenzied excavation of Kushite
sites along the Nile in northern Sudan, sites that were soon to be submerged when
the Merowe Dam was completed. The results of the expeditions showed that Kush
had a much wider influence in the northern Africa region than was previously
thought. The excavation of literally thousands of sites has revealed that Kush was
much wealthier and more influential than previously thought; during approximately
2000 BCE to 1500 BCE, Kush developed a politically and culturally powerful kingdom
and grew wealthy through gold refining and a powerful, centralized government despite the absence of a written language. Although it is difficult to argue that direct
ties exist between the Kushite culture and later Egyptian culture, the indirect influence is easy to see, as the ancient Egyptians were well aware of Kush’s power, since
most of the written records on Kush come from Egyptian sources.
Source: Wilford, John Noble. ‘‘Scholars Race to Recover a Lost Kingdom on the
Nile.’’ New York Times, June 19, 2007.
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The largest site of Kush civilization’s burial pyramids is at Mero€e, Sudan. (Uros Ravbar/
Dreamstime.com)

adopted a shrill approach in her attack against the Afro-centrists. This was evident not only in the deep urgency she felt that other scholars and lay readers
needed to disregard in toto what was written by Bernal, Diop, George, and their
ilk, but that they ‘‘distorted’’ the initial assumption that European culture was the
ultimate be all and end all final destination for all other developing societies.
Afro-centrists, according to Lefkowitz and her fellow collaborators, kept their
sole focus on African civilizations, with no appreciation for what other civilizations offered and continue to offer the world. Lefkowitz not only felt that Afrocentrism was an attack on the central tenets of scholarship, she went as far in
Not Out of Africa to demand that university administrations, throughout the
nation and by extension the world, recognize the ‘‘truth’’ (a clear red flag and
misnomer to most conscientious practicing historians, to say the least) in her
research. According to Lefkowitz, administrations needed to set academic standards and rein in aberrant types as Bernal, Diop, and George, for they and others
like them would ultimately contribute to the demise of democracy.
Besides her later emotional appeal to all academic administrations, Lefkowitz,
in Not Out of Africa, solidly refuted Bernal’s and Diop’s contentions that Socrates
and Cleopatra were black Africans and that the Egyptians and North Africans
were not of Ethiopian lineage. She also stated that Egypt and their earlier conquerors, the Hyksos, never invaded, let alone conquered, Greece. Her argument
begins to falter as she attempts to unconvincingly, without the requisite archaeological works, documents, and facts, have her readers believe that the Hyksos could
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not have conquered Greece from Egypt, since they initially came from Greece.
Obviously she forgot to keep her focus close to the till. It’s a given among all
classicists that the Hyksos were most likely of Syrian-Palestinian origin. Also,
prior to the Thera eruption, that early Minoan civilization was actually Greek.
Many scholars continue to debate that important point.
Lefkowitz also takes on George’s teachings of Egypt’s mysteries. She
claimed that most of the purported Egyptian mysteries, with their philosophical
and mystical bent, which Bernal and George claimed in each of their works as
being ultimately adopted by the early ancient Greek sources, had no element of
truth to them. Her flimsy response was that ancient Greeks often exaggerated in
their writings; and for lack of confidence in their innate talents and history, they
emulated and invented Egyptian sources as a means to legitimize their crafts to a
widespread audience. According to Lefkowitz, by falling under the spell of
Egypt’s more stable and impressive history and culture, many of those Greek
thinkers and writers would in time develop their own unique societal path, which
would spew forth the artistic, philosophical, and political institutions that
Europe, and later the United States, would identify the early Greeks with and
adopt within their own political institutions and cultures. But, that was exactly
the point that Bernal and George had made. Greek thoughts and ideas, the sort
we associate with Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, and Pericles, to mention a few, got
their origin from Egypt and North Africa. Most, if not all, of these well-regarded
and recognized Greek individuals, at one time or another, spent some time in
Egypt and other North African locales in their travels and endless quests for
knowledge. With Alexander’s conquest of Egypt and establishment of the city to
be named after him (he would often send to his teacher, mentor, and original
naturalist, Aristotle, numerous specimens to engage his entomologic interests),
the city of Alexandria emerged as the most prosperous Greek community outside
of Greece. The Greek community in Alexandria became for much of Greek history, up until the mid-20th century, the fountainhead and the most influential
community in internal Greek politics and affairs. To most Greeks on the mainland and throughout the archipelago of islands and on Cyprus, the Greeks in
Alexandria, with their wealth, culture, and fashion, remained the ideal to which
they continued to strive.
In her raging rebuttal, Lefkowitz addressed the well-established Masonic
traditions in Europe and the United States. Such traditions were always
accepted by scholars and its devotees, throughout the ages, as organically linked
to a system that could only have deep roots in the Egyptian mysteries. By a
subtle and often not so subtle slight-of-hand, without any solid evidence to the
contrary, she dismissed Egypt and ancient Egyptians’ critical and central role in
the continuing existence of such traditions in European and American Masonic
orders. Her idea was that the sources and existing literature, which were Hermetic, and the initiation methods used by the Orders, which were shrouded in
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secrecy, were derived completely from the Greeks. Quite an astounding claim,
when you see that numerous well-respected Egyptologists, such as S. Morenz
and T. G. H. James, despite their separate claims that there was nothing mystical or uniform about the religion of the ancient Egyptians, strongly held to the
existence of an extensive body of knowledge that was passed down from one
generation to the next. This knowledge, and its ultimate acquisition by Order
members, Morenz and James believed, caused representatives within these
Masonic Orders to adopt strict rules over the centuries for their initiation rites.
Finally, Lefkowitz brushed aside the significance of Egyptian hieroglyphs as
being primarily letters that had no other significance. A totally absurd notion,
since from all archaeological and documented evidence from the Late Egyptian
period, it’s quite clear that the ancient Egyptians used hieroglyphs, not merely
as writing tools, but, most inscriptions found throughout the temples were
infused with an enigmatic nature. This was the common practice instituted in
the Egyptian temples for millennia prior to the Late Egyptian period.
This, therefore, brings the reader to the reality of what resides at the center
of the ongoing conflict between the Afro-centrists and Euro-centrists. Simply
put, it is racism. Racism has reared its ugly head and will continue to rear its insidious face within academia’s noble mission. This mission is to seek knowledge with no preconceived or stereotypical notions, with the duty to follow the
evidence and facts to wherever they might lead. With that said, then, it could
provide one the requisite liberty to investigate the intrusive and destructive patterns of racism, which as free thinkers we need to avoid, that’s if, as scholars
and serious thinkers, we wish to get on with our work. It should be quite clear
to most readers that racism has even penetrated archaeological and documented
historical evidence that initially was retrieved in a neutral manner at their sites.
This has sadly, especially in archaeology, been its existential state as an exact
school of inquiry since its inception.
As earlier mentioned, at the height of European imperialism and colonialism
in the late 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries, the concept and later institution of race
in the religious, political, social, and cultural spheres took hold. It was used to
legitimize white European supremacy over all conquered people throughout the
world. Its insidious nature would force it to justify its presence by attempting to
skew the biological facts available to most, if not all, academic practitioners. By
doing so, classified variations between the conquered people and other races were
created; all, of course, for the ‘‘greater’’ good. Categories, subgroups, and subgroups to the subgroups were diligently created. They created and classified types
of hair, skin, skull shapes, blood, eye, nose, and so forth. In time, variations were
not only limited to those hair-splitting details, but they began to cast negative dispersions on the intellectual and moral basis and skills of the subordinate minorities within the European powers borders, but, more specifically, on the
conquered natives within the borders of their extensive empires. This ‘‘scientific
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racism’’ of the mid- to late-19th century categorized different races, such as the
Caucasian race, the Australoid race, the African or Negroid race, and the Mongoloid race, into cozy and neat terms. The primary motive behind this method of
classification was, once again, to prove beyond a shadow of a doubt the superiority of the Caucasian brain size and mind over those of all the other listed races. It
would insidiously remain, despite unanimous rejection of its tenets by future generations of scholars in the humanities and social sciences in the 20th and 21st centuries (with positive scientific proof that it was impossible to isolate humans
solely by biological traits and characteristics, which would predetermine their
individual or collective responses), lurking at the subterranean mental and emotional levels with in the academic community and the extended informed and
uninformed citizenry alike within the larger society. As most television, radio,
Internet, and iPod users witnessed during the heated Democratic Party primary
race between Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton in 2008, her campaign managers
knew that if they were to blow on that inaudible ‘‘dog whistle’’ of white workingclass fears of a black man, or other ethnic type, to win the coveted office of the
U.S. presidency, then some members of that class, or even a few from the middle
and upper classes, would respond to that sinister appeal by either voting against
the black candidate or by not giving in to their party’s requests or demands that
they help the designated Democratic Party’s candidate win the general election.
Why would Lefkowitz title her book Not Out of Africa? Was that the inaudible
‘‘dog whistle’’ that she also knew could get a fearful and usually informed Caucasian audience to sit up straight and take notice? After all, many of her arguments,
as earlier demonstrated, had no viable scholarly legs to stand on, except to appeal
to the instinctual and emotional nature of a captive reading audience, who could
see their own classical roots and history were being questioned. In time, if the
archaeological evidence being gleaned supported a different version of history
(instead of endowing it with the accurate assessment that the history being investigated was theirs and not some ‘‘foreign’’ body of work), then the one they had
grown accustomed to and comfortable with would be discarded. That recipe for
historical investigation, instead of becoming a groundswell for solid scientific
archaeological inquiry, became a debased ground for the creation of mush.
In time, with the advent of the 1980s (a few short years prior to Bernal’s
published first Black Athena in 1987 and Lefkowitz’s Not Out of Africa in
1996), a new form of cultural racism replaced the old. This new racism based
its premise on essentialist and cultural grounds. Much more subtle than the earlier 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries variety, it manifested itself by placing much
more emphasis on the ‘‘differences’’ in cultural heritage and traditions, with emphasis on the distinct nature of each of the groups being studied, measured, and
discussed. This could be associated with the rise of nationalism and the strong
presence of nationalist and ethnic group identity issues, especially after a volatile period of independence and anticolonialism in the preceding three decades
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throughout the world. That was especially the case in a newly independent and
struggling Africa. This could cast a clearer light on the modern inclination of
many natives of Western societies to be less accepting of new immigrants
within their borders, aside from some of the economic realities that also contributed to such an assessment—whether within America and some of the usual
xenophobia expressed toward nonregistered illegal aliens, or French intolerance
toward their newly arrived immigrants from the Arab world, North Africa, and
West Africa. This, of course, would include some Dutch negative responses, as
with the French, to their local minority populations, as evidenced with Arabs,
Muslims, and South Asians, or in Great Britain and Germany, toward first-, second-, and third-generation Muslims of Turkish, Arab, Pakistani, Indian, and
African heritage. Later, during George W. Bush’s ‘‘War on Terror’’ era, it was
easy for these European societies and the United States to use the broad brush
stroke of cultural exclusion, which in many cases, unsuspectingly by those
nations leaders, helped stoke the nationalist movements within these diverse
societies: nations such as Iraq, later Afghanistan, and to a lesser degree, in Pakistan. Ethnic politics would also make a decisive resurgence in most of those
regions of the world. That can currently be witnessed in Nigeria, Rwanda,
Sudan, Zimbabwe, and Kenya. It’s within these diverse religious, political, economic, social, and cultural settings that a sense of ‘‘superiority’’ arose, which
was based on racial factors and not perpetrated solely by the West against those
countries and their populations. Rather, it was a racism from within these disadvantaged regions of the world, which was not only directed to the West and outside world, but, more tragically, to the other races and ethnic groups within
each nation identified with their respective regions. To say the least, it was and
continues to be quite a sorry state. Exacting revenge and innate pride in the historical and cultural values of one’s defined tribal group politicized archaeological sites; instead of weaving them into a professional and intellectual
undertaking, it wove them into a symbolic and charged cultural setting. That
was what we witnessed to a certain extent with the volley of accusations and
counteraccusations emanating from Martin Bernal, Cheik Diop, G. M. James
George, and Mary Lefkowitz and Guy Maclean Rogers. With the culturally
charged academic settings, neither side felt the need to reconcile its strongly
held beliefs. Sadly, it continues to be so.
In conclusion, perhaps the last word on the matter as to whether Classic
culture has Afroasiatic roots (not that that’s ever intellectually viable in most
research and academic related matters) could be found in those whose ancestors
are at the very center of the storm—the Egyptians themselves. With the backdrop of the recent discovery of pharaonic temples from 1512 BCE, from the
reign of Thutmosis II, in the Sinai Peninsula in early April 2009 on many Egyptians’ minds, many were asked their opinions of the theory, including colleagues and scholars, white-collar and working-class men and women, farmers,
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along with the usual sample of random responses by the average Egyptian man
and woman in public gatherings. The general consensus, after a very long
hearty laugh, was ‘‘Who cares?’’ One elderly man wisely said: ‘‘If my greatgreat grandfather and mother were black, and they achieved these wonderful
things, I’d be just as proud of them, as I would be if they were white, or any
other color. It’s a human thing.’’ A chorus of fellow Egyptians stood by and
nodded their complete approval. Instead of Afro-centrism and Euro-centrism,
the Egyptians captured the essence of world-centrism—‘‘It’s a human thing.’’
It was a very practical response by a homogeneous people to some members of
the heterogeneous societies who continue to seemingly be beating a dead horse.
In that typical Egyptian response, possibly ‘‘M’isr, ’Umm al-D’unya’’ (colloquial variation often used by Egyptians when they refer to their society’s role in
history and the world, always with a chuckle and smile, meaning ‘‘Egypt, the
Mother of the World’’), there were a few more lessons for the Bernals, Diops,
and Lefkowitzes of the world. That message, in a hopefully more postracial
world, is ‘‘Lighten up. Use your common sense. Do good research.’’
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CON
The main thrust of Martin Bernal’s culture theory, that much of early Classic
Western culture has its origins in Africa and Asia, is ideologically motivated,
with factual evidence in short currency. From the contents of his works, it
becomes clear that the attribute ‘‘black’’ in the main title (i.e., Black Athena) is
synonymous with ‘‘ancient Egyptian’’ rather than referring to black in the meaning of African black.
Undoubtedly, the roots of various Egyptian institutions and cultural traditions (e.g., the worldview of the ruler of divine descent, the pharaoh, as a reflection of African sacred kingship) are to be sought in the prehistory of the black
African populations. On the other hand, perhaps more cultural patterns are of
local Egyptian coinage and developed without influence from the heritage of
black African cultures (e.g., writing technology, monumental architecture, the
creation of new gods and goddesses). It is noteworthy that the black Nubians
who lived in the south of Egypt learned the crafts of writing and of pyramid
building from the Egyptians, and not vice versa.
A significant marker of distinction, and separation, of the ancient Egyptians
from the black populations of Africa is language. Ancient Egyptian is affiliated
with the Afroasian (Afroasiatic) phylum and unrelated to the languages of the
black populations that belong to other language families (i.e., Niger-Congo,
Nilo-Saharan). Since language is a prominent vehicle from which to construct
culture and knowledge, ancient Egyptian civilization created its own specific
blend of cultural heritage.
Bernal intentionally chose a provocative title for his work to stir up the Europeans who, in their Euro-centric bias, had created a fanciful image of Greek antiquity and the origins of its civilization. In the zeitgeist of nationalism of the
19th century, the concept of ‘‘national culture’’ was idealized as an independent
entity, and high esteem was given to those cultures with a long history, along the
lines of ‘‘the older and purer, the more precious.’’ National cultures in Europe
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were categorized accordingly and, when it came to the evaluation of Greek civilization, a fabric of idealized Hellenism emerged, glorifying Greek ingenuity and
hailing the purity and originality of Greek cultural traditions.
This construct of pure and original Greek civilization was more a reflection
of intellectual preoccupations of the national cultures of Europe rather than a
factual reconstruction of life in antiquity. In fact, this fabric was so attractive
that many writers, poets, and philosophers preferred to live with their fanciful
dreams rather than get acquainted with the reality of Greek traditions (Lambropoulos 1993: 57).
Bernal’s attack is directed against the self-contained way in which the image
of ancient Greek civilization was distorted by European cultural chauvinism.
Calling those who advocated Euro-centrism ‘‘racists’’—as Bernal (1987: 201ff.)
does—means barking up the wrong tree. The Euro-centrics who hailed the purity
of Greek civilization applied the same categories to the cultures of other ‘‘old
nations’’ like the Germans, French, English, or Russians. Since Bernal’s intention is to provoke, he applies the recipe to fight the devil with Satan, and he
advocates the opposite extreme of what he stands up against. According to this
logic anyone who is not an Afro-centric is a racist. With this distortion as a
guideline Bernal crosses the line that divides serious scholarship from ideology.
As Guy MacLean Rogers argued:
Bernal’s main strategy . . . has invited, and perhaps even insures, however,
the opposite of his intended effect of lessening European cultural arrogance.
He pays attention and gives stature to Egypt and Phoenicia only in relation
to a later and different Western culture. Thus Black Athena succumbs to
exactly the Eurocentrism it was written to combat. (1996: 452)
The enlightened scholars of classical antiquity, starting with Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz in the early 18th century, have never negated Near Eastern and
Egyptian influences on Greek culture and language, but critical scholarship has
always known to make a distinction between cultural exchange among equal partners and the foundational impact of one culture on the formation of another. That
means that critical scholarship has kept a balance and avoided extreme positions
because neither the purely Euro-centric nor Bernal’s Afro-centric doctrine can
serve as a viable orientation for explaining the fabric of Greek civilization.
Arguably, most students of Greek antiquity of the 19th century were caught
in the Euro-centric zeitgeist. Speaking of zeitgeist, this holds true for the position of Bernal himself. The elaboration of his Afro-centric theory of classical
culture falls in a period (i.e., the late 1970s and early 1980s) when fundamental
changes in the academic world of archaeology and culture studies were under
way. One major innovation in archaeology was the application of dendro-chronological dating methods (i.e., tree-ring dating) to calibrate older radiocarbon
(i.e., C 14) dates for reaching reliable connections with absolute time. The new
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cultural chronology for European prehistory was something of a revolution.
What had been thought of as spanning a time of some hundreds of years turned
out to have lasted several thousand years. The new chronology opened the view
into the depth of prehistory that had previously been blurred.
Archaeologists learned that agriculture spread to southeastern Europe from
western Asia already around 7000 BCE, some two thousand years earlier than the
beginnings of food production in the Nile Valley. Marija Gimbutas (1982, 1991)
deserves the credit for mapping out the civilization of the early (pre-Greek) agriculturalists of Europe, for whose regional cultures she used the blanket term ‘‘Old
Europe.’’ Old Europe (or the Danube civilization, as this complex is referred to in
recent studies on archaeology) developed the foundational institutions of high culture at a time when Egyptian civilization as we know it did not yet exist.
Among the markers of the Danube civilization that flourished from ca. 5500
BCE to ca. 3500 BCE were an extended network of trade relations, a sophisticated
belief system (with refined religious concepts and practices centering on a
supreme female divinity), and advanced technologies such as pottery making,
weaving, and metal working (copper since the sixth millennium BCE and gold
since the fifth millennium BCE). The web of communication systems was highly
varified, with vivid cultural symbolism and notational systems. One system
served for rendering numbers; the other was an archaic form of writing, referred
to as ‘‘Old European script’’ (Haarmann 1995) and also as ‘‘Danube script’’ in
recent scholarly literature (Marler 2008).
This pre-Greek (pre-Indo-European) civilization declined under the impact
of Indo-European culture whose bearers came from the steppes of southern Russia and intruded into southeastern Europe in the fourth millennium BCE
(Anthony 2007). Old European traditions were gradually overformed on the
mainland, but they reached the islands in the Aegean Sea in a cultural drift, giving rise to the Minoan civilization of ancient Crete (of the third and second millennia BCE), which, in turn, decisively shaped the profile of Mycenaean-Greek
culture of the second millennium BCE.
From the standpoint of the newly established cultural chronology of southeastern Europe, the foundational institutions of which classical Greek civilization is
comprised find their origins in cultural layers that predate the rise of civilizations
in ancient Egypt and in Mesopotamia. Giving emphasis to the indigenous (European) roots of pre-Greek civilization does not stand in opposition to considerations
about Afroasiatic influences in Greek culture. What is crucial for any assessment
of such influences is the proper correlation of the phases of Egyptian and Mesopotamian influence with the cultural chronology of Europe. Bernal fails to establish
such a correlation, and he does not use the pertinent scholarly literature that
informs about Old Europe and the achievements of the pre-Greek population.
Already early in the 19th century there was an awareness among openminded academic people in Europe that there had been a constant seepage of
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Egyptian and Near Eastern influence into Greek culture. The evidence for such
influence dates to the second millennium BCE. The knowledge of such influences
appears in a new light when assigned its proper place in the cultural chronology.
Since the times of the New Kingdom in Egypt’s dynastic history (ca. 1550–
1295 BCE), Egyptian cultural influence radiates far from the heartland into other
Mediterranean civilizations. Wherever and in whatever form the Egyptian influence is manifested in the Greek world, it is received by a culture that had grown
from ancient roots already at a time before the diffusion of Egyptian cultural
impulses. This is true for the Minoan culture in Crete and for the MycenaeanGreek culture on the mainland. Greek civilization of the archaic and classical
period (eighth to fourth centuries BCE) is an offspring of traditions that reach
back in time—via the ancient Aegean cultures—to the Danube civilization,
which makes Greek civilization the grandchild of Old Europe. Its fabric is that
of a true conglomerate or mosaic, with a fusion of indigenous and ‘‘imported’’
constituents.
The scenario of how this mosaic culture came into being will be highlighted
in a variational approach by illustrating the infrastructure of classical Greek culture and its various constituents rather than by reflecting exclusively on the single concept ‘‘roots.’’
Language as an Identifier of Pre-Greek Civilization
The pre-Indo-European population that inhabited the areas around the Aegean Sea
and its islands in pre-Greek times left a genetic ‘‘footprint.’’ Geneticists call the
genomic profile of that ancient population the ‘‘Mediterranean outlier’’ because it
differs markedly from genetic configurations in surrounding areas (see Budja
[2005] and Haarmann [2007] for a reconciliation of data from human genetics
and archaeology). The ancient population of Crete, the Minoans, also formed part
of this area. In some speculative approaches, the Minoans are seen as descendants
from traders who allegedly came to Crete from North Africa in prehistoric times.
However, human genetics cannot verify such claims. There is no genetic linkage
between the ancient Cretans and North Africa.
The Old Europeans, bearers of the Danube civilization, left other traces,
and these are the linguistic remnants of their language that survive in Greek as
a substratum (i.e., an underlying layer) in word formation and in the vocabulary, and from the structure of the linguistic material it is clear that the preGreek language was unrelated to any African phylum.
The pre-Greek elements can be identified in the names of places, rivers, and
formations of the natural environment. Characteristic of the roots of names of
pre-Indo-European origin are certain formatives (i.e., -ss-, -nd-, -nth-) of which ss- is the most frequent in this group of names: for example, Assa, Larissa, and
Passa in the Balkan region, Bubassos, Sardessos, and Termessos in western Asia
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(Asia Minor). In the Aegean archipelago and in the Balkans we find altogether
181 names in contrast to 175 names in Asia Minor.
It is noteworthy that the pre-Greek names include many designations for
towns and cities.
From this fact can be concluded that the speakers of Greek found at their arrival the Aegean urbanization already in full development. This observation
fits well with the inference from archaeological evidence according to which
the first peak of urban life in the Aegean World was reached already in the
Early Bronze Age, whereas Greek-speaking tribes invaded the area only at
the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age. (Katicic 1976: 55)
The pre-Indo-European language left traces, in manifold transformations, in the
lexical layers of ancient Greek. Hundreds of terms in various domains of the vocabulary were adopted as elements of the pre-Greek substratum. Some examples of
pre-Greek loan words are listed here, focusing in particular on those elements that
document the high level of cultural development among the pre-Greek population:
Names for plants: ampelos ‘‘vine,’’ aroma ‘‘aromatic plant,’’ daphne ‘‘laurel,’’
elaia ‘‘olive tree,’’ ion ‘‘violet,’’ minthe/minthos ‘‘mint,’’ narkissos ‘‘narcissus’’
Textiles, clothing: beudos ‘‘precious female dress,’’ eanos ‘‘long female dress,’’
tebenna ‘‘cloak-like aristocratic dress’’
Structures, living space: gefura ‘‘bridge,’’ ikrion ‘‘board, plank,’’ klibanos ‘‘breadoven,’’ asaminthos ‘‘bathing-tub’’
Handicraft: keramos ‘‘clay (for producing pottery), pot,’’ skiros ‘‘gypsum,’’
elakate ‘‘spindle’’
Food, dishes: eia ‘‘flour, clump of grain,’’ thargelos ‘‘bread which is baked
from the first grain of the harvest,’’ itrion ‘‘bread with sesame’’
Religious symbolism and practices, mythology: bretas ‘‘effigy made of wood,’’
thiasos ‘‘procession in a religious ceremony,’’ thriambos ‘‘ritual accompanied
by chanting and dancing,’’ megaron ‘‘sacrificial pit; holy precinct’’
Social relations: anassa ‘‘mistress (female ruler),’’ karbanos ‘‘barbarian, stranger,’’
thes ‘‘hired worker’’
Adjectives: afanros ‘‘fragile, weak,’’ katharos ‘‘pure,’’ khalepos ‘‘difficult,’’
kednos ‘‘venerated’’
Verbs: blepo ‘‘gaze, see,’’ brizo ‘‘sleep,’’ dunamai ‘‘be mighty, potent,’’ iapto
‘‘throw, sling’’
The occurrence of verbs and adjectives in the repertory of borrowings points
at the fact that the contacts between Greeks and the pre-Greek autochthonous
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populations were intense. The quality of pre-Indo-European borrowings differs
markedly from hunter-gatherer vocabulary. In fact, the substratum in ancient
Greek stems from the language of a sedentary population with agrarian lifestyles
and advanced technological skills. Among the borrowed names for plants are
those for cultivated plants (e.g., ampelos or elaia). Some borrowed terms for textiles that became popular in Greek society (e.g., tebenna) point at special fabrics.
In the domain of handicraft and technology, the Greeks learned many things
from their skilled predecessors, namely how to build bridges (e.g., gefura), to
use bread-ovens (e.g., klibanos), and to practice weaving (e.g., elakate).
Traces of the ancient terminology of pyrotechnology and metallurgy have
been preserved in the vocabulary of ancient Greek. Pre-Greek origin is assumed
for the following key terms: kaminos ‘‘furnace,’’ kibdos ‘‘metal slag,’’ kassiteros
‘‘tin,’’ metallon ‘‘metal,’’ khalkos ‘‘copper.’’ The latter term is associated with
khalke/kalkhe ‘‘purple snail,’’ which is also a pre-Greek borrowing. The name
for copper in Greek, thus, is derived from the reddish color of the metal.
The religious traditions of the pre-Indo-European communities in southeastern Europe must have impressed the Indo-European intruders because a number
of key concepts of their religious life entered the ancient Greek lexicon (e.g., bretas, megaron, thiasos). If the indigenous population in the Balkanic region had
been simply replaced by the Indo-European migrants, then hardly any such
expressions would have been adopted. Moreover, terms such as thiasos and especially megaron not only retained their original (pre-Greek) importance but their
significance for Greek religious life even expanded during the classical period.
Bernal dedicates the third volume of Black Athena (2006) to the discussion of
the linguistic impact of Egyptian on the Greek language, which, according to the
Afro-centric view, is allegedly massive. The extensive survey of reconstructed
Egyptian roots for Greek expressions, however, lacks an ‘‘anchor.’’ Bernal cannot
explain how hundreds of borrowings would have entered the Greek vocabulary
without any well-established interaction between the people who spoke the languages in contact. While the presence of the elements of the pre-Greek substratum
in the Greek lexicon can be explained through social interaction and cultural
exchange between the Greeks and the local agrarian population living in the
region that was to become their homeland, the alleged flow of Egyptian terms is
not anchored for the simple reason that there was no intensive interaction between
Egyptians and the populations of Europe in the third millennium BCE, which,
according to Bernal’s claims, is the decisive time frame for massive borrowing.
Serious scholarship does not negate the presence of Semitic and Egyptian
loanwords in Greek. However, less than 30 words are widely acknowledged to
have been adopted from Semitic sources, and the transfer of Egyptian borrowings into Greek is of a relatively late date. As Jasanoff and Nussbaum put it:
‘‘The Egyptian words in Greek are on the whole fewer and later than the Semitic words. A high percentage are confined to the Greek spoken in Egypt in
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Hellenistic and Roman times; others are merely quoted as foreign words by late
Greek authors’’ (1996: 188). Most of these late borrowings are elements that
enriched the cultural vocabulary of the Greek language (e.g., Greek papuros
‘‘papyrus,’’ ibis ‘‘ibis bird,’’ kommi ‘‘gum’’), but they do not form part of the basic vocabulary that would be a precondition for demonstrating the validity of
the Afro-centric theory.
The Prominent Women of Greek Mythology
and Their Pre-Greek Ancestresses
Since Bernal associates his Afro-centric speculations with the figure of Athena,
some reflections on this goddess are called for. According to Bernal’s claim,
the Greek goddess Athena is a figure that was coined on an Egyptian model,
and he gives several potential ‘‘candidates’’ of Egyptian goddesses that allegedly inspired the creation of the Greek Athena:
• The goddess Nephthys (Bernal 1991: 99f.). This juxtaposition is difficult to perceive since a comparison of the two goddesses reveals quite differing functions
for each. The Egyptian goddess was married and had a child with Osiris, while
Athena was venerated as the eternal virgin who sought the company of men
but never got involved with them. Nephthys is the goddess of the realm of the
dead and the patron of birth giving, both functions that Athena never had.
• The goddess Neit (Bernal 2006: 563f.). Neit was the local patron of Sais in
the Nile Delta. She was venerated as a goddess of the river and the sea. As a
primordial goddess, Neit is the mother of the sun god Ra. As a goddess of the
underworld Neit shares important functions with Nephthys. In the late phase
of pharaonic Egypt, Neit becomes the patron of kingship who bestows the regalia upon the pharaoh. All these functions lack resemblance with Athena and
her role in Greek mythology.
Athena is neither of Egyptian nor of black African origin and, being the
daughter of the prehistoric goddess of the Old Europeans, she is as old as any
of the Egyptian goddesses. In order to understand Athena’s role in the web of
mythological relations, it is necessary to illustrate the position of Greek goddesses in the Greek pantheon (‘‘circle of divinities’’). A closer inspection reveals
that female divinities are the most ancient figures of Greek mythology and date
to pre-Greek times. A goddess is even at the very heart of the Greek myth of
origin. The functional prominence that female divinities enjoy in Greek mythology is unknown to the Egyptian tradition, which, therefore, cannot be seen as
the source of the former.
The mainstream Greek cosmogonic myths (i.e., myths of origin) are collected in the epic work ‘‘Theogony,’’ composed by the Greek poet Hesiod
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around 700 BCE, although there are other cosmogonies categorized as ‘‘deviant.’’
Among the ‘‘deviant’’ cosmogonies is the so-called Pelasgian myth of pre-Greek
origin that is of high age. According to this version, the first divinity to emerge
from the primordial chaos is Eurynome (‘‘wide wandering’’), the goddess of all
things, whose first task is to divide heaven from the eternal waters. She cannot
find a place to rest, so she wanders south on the waves.
Eurynome is followed by the north wind, Boreas, who takes the form of a
snake. His longing for a female companion culminates in a sexual union with
the goddess who becomes pregnant. Eurynome experiences a metamorphosis,
turns into a waterfowl, and places an egg on a patch of land. From this egg
emerge all the things of this world, living and nonliving. In this version, the central position of the goddess as creator of the world is indicative of the pre-Greek
origin of the cosmogonic myth. Moreover, Eurynome originally presided over
Olympus before she was dethroned by Zeus and the other Greek Olympians.
With respect to the cultures of the Aegean islands, the pre-Indo-European
heritage of the goddess cult is best known from ancient Crete with its Minoan
civilization that flourished in the second millennium BCE. The opinions of scholars are divided over the fabric of Minoan religion. Some assume the presence
of one mighty female divinity, while others reconstruct a pantheon of gods and
goddesses. Even if Minoan religion knew various divinities, the prominence of
female deities among them remains striking. ‘‘That a powerful goddess of nature was the chief deity of the Minoans . . . has never been seriously questioned’’ (Marinatos 1993: 147).
The heritage of the ‘‘strong women’’ in pre-Greek mythology is reflected in
the goddess cults of ancient Greece. All major achievements of Greek civilization are associated with goddesses (Haarmann and Marler 2008: 48f.):
• Demeter—the patron of agriculture (the Grain Mother);
• Hestia—the guardian of the hearth and the household;
• Artemis—the patron of nature and of wildlife;
• Athena—the supergoddess, the patron of technologies such as pottery (the
potter’s icon was Athena’s owl), shipbuilding and weaving, the patron of justice, of the arts and science. As a protectress, Athena watched over the safety
of Athens and the well-being of its citizens. The main temple on the acropolis
in Athens, the Parthenon, was dedicated to her.
Evidence for the fact that Athena is of old age and that this figure originated
in pre-Greek times can be found in the name itself. The formative element -n- (as
in the last syllable -na) is not typical of Greek word formation, and this element—
as part of the name—was adopted by the Greeks from the language of the Old
Europeans, together with the figure of the goddess and her cult. The information
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that is available about the functions of Athena and the history of her cult practices
makes any claim about Afroasiatic origins void.
Basic conceptualizations about fertility in a spirited world, related to the
soil that produces crops to animals that were raised as cattle and to women as
givers of life, persisted in many agrarian communities into the times of classical
antiquity. In some religious traditions, the mindset of early sedentarists still echoes. This is true for the cult of the Greek goddess Demeter, the Grain Mother,
and her festivities.
A clear reference to Demeter in her association with the cultivation of grain
is given by the poet Homer in his epic Iliad (XIII 322, XXI 76, V 500), which
was compiled in the eighth century BCE. In the cult practices of Demeter, the pig
(particularly the suckling pig) played a prominent role. When the crops were
sown in autumn, the festival of Thesmophoria was held in honor of Demeter.
The Thesmophoria ‘‘give an impression of extraordinary antiquity’’ (Burkert
1985: 13). During this festival, which was performed and attended by women
only, young pigs, among other votive gifts, were offered to the goddess.
Another festival, called Skirophoria, was also associated with Demeter. Virgins received figurines of suckling pigs (Greek skira), and these were left after
the ceremonies in the shrine dedicated to Demeter. In the rites of the Eleusinian
mysteries, the pig was the basic symbol of purification.
The traditions of these strong women of Greek mythology lived on and later
fused with the cult of the Virgin Mary, who absorbed the authority of the ancient
goddesses and attracted their worshipers. Among those Greek divinities whose
features were absorbed by Mary, Athena may be the most revered. ‘‘By the time
the Parthenon of Athens was dedicated to Mary as Mother of God in the sixth
century, she had taken on many of the images and honours of the ancient goddesses as well as moving into many of their temples’’ (Shearer 1996: 118). Of all
the female deities that were once venerated in antiquity, the prominent women of
Greek mythology live on in our cultural memory—often in their Roman equivalents (Demeter as Ceres, Athena as Minerva or Iustitia, Aphrodite as Venus,
etc.)—as ingredients of Western civilization, with many allusions to them in the
visual arts and in literature.
The Question of Continuity: From Minoan and Mycenaean-Greek
Culture into Later Periods
The pre-Indo-European civilization did not disintegrate under the Indo-European overlay, but patterns of a selective continuity are successively derived
from the ancient foundations. In fact, ‘‘the Old European sacred images and
symbols were never totally uprooted; these most persistent features in human
history were too deeply implanted in the psyche’’ (Gimbutas 1989: 318). The
vivid continuity of Old European features in later periods has given rise to the
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Mary Lefkowitz
Mary Lefkowitz emerged as one of the most formidable critics of Black Athena.
Born on April 30, 1935, in New York City, she studied at Wellesley College and
then Radcliffe College (now a part of Harvard University), where she completed
her AM in 1959, and her doctorate in 1961, her thesis being on ‘‘A Study of First
Personal Statements in Pindar.’’ From 1969 until 1975 she was assistant professor
of Greek and Latin, and for the next four years was professor of Greek and Latin
before becoming the Andrew W. Mellon Professor in the Humanities at Wellesley
College, until her retirement in 2005.
Much of Lefkowitz’s initial work was on the role of women and heroines in
Greek society, and she wrote Heroines and Hysterics (1981), followed by The Lives
of the Greek Poets (1981), and then edited Women’s Life in Greece and Rome
(1982)—the latter book going into three editions. Many other books followed,
with Lefkowitz arguing that storytelling in major literature throughout the ancient
world handled the gods in a similar manner.

idea that the Minoan civilization of ancient Crete (third and second millennia
BCE) and the Mycenaean-Greek civilization (second millennium BCE) were
daughters of the Old European mother culture.
The Cultural Drift from the Mainland into the Aegean
The selective transformation of Old European traditions into Aegean patterns
was a process of a repetitive continuity of pertinent features of the pre-Indo-European culture, rather than a fragmentization of the original entity. The continuity was repetitive in the sense that, after a time of disrupture and after a period
of cultural instability, the pre-Indo-European canon repeated itself in the Aegean civilizations, and several of its major characteristics continued to be significant as constitutive elements of Cycladic, ancient Cretan (i.e., Minoan), and
(Mycenaean-) Greek culture.
Among them are the prominent role of female deities, their practices and
associated items (figurines); foundational motifs of cultural symbolism such as
the snake, spiral, meander, swastika, the horns of consecration (bucrania); systems of visual communication (i.e., the notation of numbers and prealphabetic
writing). For these constitutive elements of the ancient Aegean society, a preIndo-European heritage can be postulated and, in the horizon of time, they are
perpetuated into the civilization of classical Greece (Haarmann 1995: 57ff.).
A more ‘‘visible’’ Old European tradition inspired the cultures of the ancient
Aegean where writing emerged as resulting from idea diffusion in the BalkanicAegean cultural drift. The sign inventory of Minoan Linear A owes about half of
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its signs to symbols of the older Danube script. The Minoans in turn inspired the
Mycenaean Greeks to write their language in a variety of their script, Linear B.
Most probably, Minoan literacy also influenced the Greek genres of literature.
Scholars have always wondered why the Greeks would choose such a complex
form as the hexameter (i.e., the six-footed verse) for their early epic poems, Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey in particular. The epic poems reflect the language of oral
tradition, and the Greek hexameter ‘‘transcends in its length, variability and its
capacity for articulation all other known verse forms of oral poetry’’ (Dihle 1994:
9). It has been argued that the reason for this may lie in the pre-Greek origin of
this text structure. Some scholars believe that the Mycenaean Greeks adopted the
hexameter from the Minoans and used it for their own language. Blok argued that
‘‘The Minoan origin of the hexameter could explain why epic diction is such an
artificial combination of dialects and linguistic stages: since Minoan is not Greek,
the Mykenaian (i.e. Greek) development of the epic . . . implies that the language
had to be adapted to an external metrical structure’’ (1995: 188).
Greek Culture throughout the ‘‘Dark Ages’’
The political supremacy of the Mycenaean city–states declined in the 12th century BCE. On the Greek mainland, a period of cultural disorientation seems to
have begun, and literacy in Linear B was abandoned. During those times of
social unrest and political instability, many Greeks migrated from the mainland
to Cyprus, taking with them urban lifeways and their cultural traditions. The
lack of literary sources and the scarcity of archaeological artifacts between the
eleventh and ninth centuries BCE produced the puzzle of what modern scholars
use to call the ‘‘dark ages.’’ Even on the mainland, however, the decline of
Mycenaean rule was not followed by a total disruption in cultural tradition. In
the visual arts of archaic Greece (eighth century BCE), in their form, style, and
motifs, the legacy of the Mycenaean era can be clearly perceived.
There were no ‘‘dark ages’’ in Cyprus, and cultural development there is characterized by a continuity of cultural forms, including writing. Contacts between
Cyprus and the Greek mainland continued even after the decline of Mycenaean
power. The contacts of the eleventh century BCE were of mutual advantage, with
the transfer of Mycenaean traditions to the island (e.g., decoration of Cyprian pottery with motifs of the Late Helladic IIIC period such as pictures of warriors and
Mycenaean-style weaponry) and with Cyprian stimulations of a mainland iron
industry and the import of a Cyprian innovation, ‘‘something of a revolution in
pottery, the formation of a very distinct style known as protogeometric’’ (Osborne
1996: 28). In the cultural environment of Cyprus, Mycenaean patterns did not
cease to exist, persisting instead until well into the first millennium BCE. The
remainders of Mycenaean cultural persistence in Cyprus can be traced for several
centuries, and ‘‘it becomes evident that during the first millennium B.C. the
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Cypriotes cherished their Mycenaean ancestry and tradition and preserved or
revived elements of Mycenaean culture even at times of foreign-oriental domination in the island’’ (Karageorghis 1962: 77).
In the bilingual milieu of ancient Cyprian and Greek cultural interference,
literacy in the Cypriot-Syllabic script evolved from the 11th century BCE
onward, until it was challenged by the Greek alphabet in the sixth century BCE,
eventually being replaced by it in the third century BCE. Cyprus was not only a
striking exception to the stereotyping notion of the ‘‘dark ages’’ in the Mycenaean-Greek hemisphere, it also played an active part in the perpetuation of the
old Aegean heritage and its proliferation in the Mediterranean world into the archaic period of the eighth to sixth centuries BCE.
The Tradition of the Bull Cult in the Mediterranean and the
Originality of the Minoan Bull Games
The strings of cultural continuity that Gimbutas and other scholars have identified for European cultural history from the Neolithic to the Bronze Age and
beyond seem to have been ignored by Bernal. His discussion of the role of the
bull as a mythical animal in Mediterranean cultures reflects this lack of information. Bernal claims that, during the period between the documentation of bull
horns in sanctuaries of Catalh€

oy€
uk in Anatolia of the seventh millennium BCE
and the appearance of the bull motif in Minoan art (second millennium BCE),
there is no evidence for continuity in the region (Bernal 1991: 166). In fact,
there is ample evidence in the imagery of Old Europe (e.g., bull figurines, the
picture of a bull’s head carved on a bone plate, the motif of the horns of consecration). Bernal’s evaluation of this imagined lacuna of visual evidence is that,
during that time, Egyptian influence comes to bear and, ultimately, inspires the
Cretan tradition of the bull games.
These bull games are documented in the famous bull-leaping fresco in a
courtyard of the Minoan palace of Knossos. For over a hundred years, the scene
depicted in this fresco has puzzled experts and laypersons alike. Some see the
leaping as the act of an individual actor, separate from the other actors. In fact,
few have thought of a choreography involving several actors, three to be precise
as they are depicted in the fresco. If the actor who clings to the horns had the
intention to perform a salto mortale and land on the bull’s back, an accurate
landing would hardly be possible, given the unpredictable and accidental
motion of the bull’s head.
It is important to keep in mind that the scene does not depict the action in a
realistic manner. Instead, ‘‘the artistic depictions concentrate on the essence of
the feat, which consists of outwitting the bull, rendering him almost ridiculous
by turning his potency into a vehicle for display of human skill’’ (Marinatos
1993: 218f.). The participation of three human figures in the scene speaks for a
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Fresco of a bull-leaping competition, from the ancient Minoan city of Knossos on the
island of Crete. At the turn of the 20th century, British archaeologist Arthur Evans
excavated Knossos, uncovering spectacular frescoes in the Bronze Age palace. (Corel)

reconstruction of bull leaping as a coordinated choreography, with several
actors performing. The depiction of three acrobats (i.e., A, B, C) corresponds to
a staged choreography. Acrobat A is the first to approach the bull, trying to
hold its head down by clinging to its horns. (Such a motion is still typical of
the Portuguese tradition of an unbloody bull fight.) Pressing down the bull’s
head is an important precautionary action, the purpose of which is to keep the
dangerous sharp ends of the horns out of reach of the level where they could
harm acrobat B who is the next to act. He waits for the right moment to leap
over the bull’s head while this is held down by acrobat A. Acrobat B performs
an extended leap, lands on the back of the bull, and uses the thrust of the
motion to jump over the animal to land on his feet. Acrobat C will assist him to
land safely. (Leaping over a bull [or a cow] is a ceremonial action still performed during festivities in southern France.)
Once the leap has been successfully performed, acrobat A loosens his grip
on the bull’s horns so that the animal can run freely. The acrobats then gather
in a slightly changed order. Acrobat B remains behind the bull while acrobat C
takes the role of the one to cling to the bull’s horns. Acrobat A, for her part,
waits for a favorable moment to leap over the bull. Depending on the physical
resources and skills of the acrobats, or on the requirements of the ritual, a choreography of this type could be performed in repetitive sequences for a shorter
or longer duration of time.
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In whatever way one may interpret the bull-leaping performance, this action
that formed part of religious rituals was a Minoan invention, and there is nothing comparable in the mythological tradition of the bull and its sacrifice in ancient Egypt. The find of the picture of a leaping bull at Avaris in the eastern
delta region, the capital of the Hyksos who ruled over Egypt during the second
intermediate period (ca. 1650–1550 BCE), which shows resemblance with the
Cretan fresco, cannot be overrated in its significance as a possible source for
the Minoan tradition, as Bernal has it. Rather, this parallel documents to the
vivid trade relations and cultural exchange between two civilizations, each with
its own indigenous roots, capable of absorbing additional and manifold impulses
from its neighbors.
Trade Relations versus Colonization in the Mediterranean Region
Trade goods of Egyptian origin are literally strewn in the areas around the Mediterranean Sea. In the archaeological record, one finds Egyptian miniature sculptures, among them the popular motif of the scarabee, the dung-rolling bug,
which was considered a sacred symbol of eternity by the Egyptians. His obsession with Egyptian grandeur makes Bernal forcefully argue for Egyptian political
power in the regions with Egyptian trade goods, or even for colonization. It is
hazardous to exclusively interpret trade relations as an indicator of colonial
power. Some examples may illustrate such a misconception. The archaeological
record of the settlements near the southern coast of the Baltic Sea—in what is
nowadays Polish and Lithuanian territory and dating to the early centuries of our
era—shows an abundance of Roman coins. It would be absurd to interpret this
concentration of wealth as an indicator of Roman colonial presence in the area.
The coins stem from the vivid trade relations that the Romans entertained along
the amber route across central Europe to obtain the highly valued raw material.
Another case of the wide spread of items of value without any connection to
a colonial history is the abundance of Arabic silver coins found in the medieval
settlements of northwestern Russia and in Scandinavia. These regions were never
colonized by Arabs. The coins were brought to northern Europe by Viking traders. The connection with the Arab-controlled markets was established along the
River Volga, which was called the ‘‘route to the Arabs’’ by the Vikings. Trade
goods are indeed a measure of exchange, but not forcefully an indicator of colonization. Trade relations emerge when there are articles to be exchanged, and
there has to be a consensus about their value, among providers of such articles
and those who are interested in obtaining them. The ancient Egyptians could
extend their trade network under two conditions: (1) they possessed the resources and the know-how to offer goods of value for people outside Egypt, and (2)
there existed cultures outside Egypt that were advanced enough to offer goods
for exchange themselves. The reason for the wide spread of Egyptian trade
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goods throughout the Mediterranean region is the presence of advanced civilizations that had quality goods to offer in exchange for Egyptian goods.
Among the prominent trading partners of Egypt in the second millennium
BCE was Keftiu, which is the Egyptian name for ancient Crete. Keftiu is mentioned in Egyptian texts, which made Bernal jump to the conclusion that Minoan
Crete must have been an Egyptian colony. Except for an abundance of Egyptian
trade goods there are no signs of any colonization in Crete. The patterns of
Egyptian colonialism outside the Egyptian heartland can be studied in the south,
in Nubia, where Egyptian political supremacy was established in the mid-second
millennium BCE. Visible markers of the former Egyptian presence in Nubia are,
still today, the ruins of temples that were erected for the divinities of Egypt.
Wherever an Egyptian community existed in antiquity, there was a temple.
An Egyptian temple was more than an architectural complex, it was a
marker of Egyptian identity. The ancient Egyptians believed that, in the presence of a sanctuary for an Egyptian deity, it was possible for them to ‘‘breathe’’
the spirit of the Egyptian way of life, infused with a sense for righteousness and
proper social conduct. The guardian of this process of unfolding Egyptian identity was the goddess Ma’at who is sometimes shown with a feather crown and
sometimes with wings, allusions to the light medium ‘‘air’’ as the vehicle for
the Egyptian spirit. In this view, an Egyptian temple was an anchor of spiritual
as much as cultural identity. Given this foundational property of the Egyptian
way of life, it is conclusive that archaeologists have unearthed the ruins of
numerous temples in areas of a former Egyptian political presence outside the
heartland. That is true for Nubia and also for certain areas in the Near East
(e.g., in Palestine) where Egyptian political influence was felt as far north as
Syria. However, there are no remainders of Egyptian temples neither in Crete
nor in all of the regions with Greek settlements, the Greek oecumene (living
space). This is a clear indicator that Egyptian communities were absent from
the Greek oecumene and, thus, there was no basis for Egyptian colonial rule.
The claim, made by Bernal (2006: 564), that Athens was allegedly founded as
‘‘the daughter city of Sais,’’ the important trading port in the western area of the
Nile Delta, lacks any archaeological evidence.
On the contrary, there is evidence for the presence of foreigners from the
Aegean islands, from Crete in particular, in Egypt. They might have come as
traders or artisans who offered their professional skills to Sesostris II (19th century BCE), king of the 12th dynasty. There is another clue to the understanding
of what kind of relationship existed between Egypt and ancient Crete: Minoan
pottery (especially Kamares ware) dating to the 19th to 17th centuries BCE.
Kamares ware would appear to have two major sources in Crete—the palaces
at Knossos and Phaistos. However, the route and method of entry for this
pottery into Egypt has given occasion for much discussion, and several
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possible routes have been suggested. These include the journey from Crete to
a Delta port and then on to Memphis or another centre by an inland river
route; from Crete to Cyrene and thence along the North African coast to the
Nile Delta; or from Crete to the Syrian coast, sometimes passing via Cyprus,
and following the coasts of Anatolia and Palestine to the Nile Delta. (David
1986: 181)
There is something intriguing about the Minoan pottery in Egypt—it was obviously so fashionable that its style was imitated by Egyptian potters using local
clay. This says something about the nature of the trade relations between Egypt
and Minoan Crete as equal partners.

Key Technologies in the Greek World as Achievements without
Egyptian Patronage
The rulers of Egypt waged many wars with their southern neighbors, the
Nubians, over political supremacy in the region, and, eventually, they conquered Nubia and established colonial rule (contribution on the pyramid builders). The Egyptian presence in Nubia brought key technologies to the country,
among them Egyptian-style architecture and ceramic ware. The Nubians later
adopted the hieroglyphic script for writing their local language, Meroitic. The
Egyptians never attempted to occupy Minoan or Greek territory, they never
established colonial rule there, and, consequently, there is no evidence for the
transfer of Egyptian technologies (i.e., architectural techniques and styles, writing) as the typical markers of foundational influence.

Architecture
Basic architectural forms were developed, independently, in Egypt and in the
Minoan-Mycenaean world, and, later, the two regions experienced an exchange
of inspiring influences moving in either direction. There is no echo of a oneway irradiation of Egyptian technical know-how into the Aegean. On the contrary, the idea has been entertained that perhaps the most typical Minoan type
of architecture, the layout of a labyrinth, might have been imitated in Egypt. As
David argued:
In architectural and artistic terms, the Middle Minoan and Middle Kingdom
Periods saw a perhaps constant exchange of ideas and techniques. It has been
suggested that some architectural connections existed during this period, and
that these were perhaps evidenced in buildings such as the Labyrinth built by
Amenemmes III [18th century BCE] at Hawara, which later visitors compared
to the Labyrinth of Minos at Knossos. (David 1986: 182)
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Writing Technology
The ancient Aegean scripts (i.e., Cretan hieroglyphics, Linear A, Linear B) and
their derivations (i.e., Cypro-Minoan, Cypriot-Syllabic) find their inspiration
in the much older tradition of the Danube script, and these scripts are unrelated
to the writing systems that were in use in ancient Egypt (i.e., hieroglyphs, Hieratic, Demotic). The name ‘‘hieroglyphics’’ for one of the Cretan scripts refers to
the use of picture symbols as signs of writing and to the religious function of
this kind of writing, but the Cretan hieroglyphs are not historically related to
the Egyptian type of hieroglyphics. The alphabetic script was not transferred to
the Greek world from Egypt either, but this specialized technology was elaborated in the Near East and reached Crete with Phoenician trade goods in the
10th century BCE. The Greeks had known literacy before adopting the Phoenician script, which was a more precise tool for rendering the sound structure of
language in comparison to the older Aegean forms of syllabic writing. The
Greek alphabet emerged in the eighth century BCE, and, in the aftermath of the
conquests of Alexander the Great in the fourth century BCE, this script became
known in the Near East and in Egypt.
With the expansion of Greek culture and language during the Hellenistic
era, the Greek script eventually was adopted to write the Egyptian language (in
its late phase of development). The alphabet that was elaborated for the local
language in Egypt at the time when Christianity spread in the Nile Valley is
known as the Coptic script, with its signs derived from Greek letters. The name
‘‘Coptic’’ reflects the Greek name for the Egyptians, Aiguptioi. The Coptic
alphabet was used in Egypt to write religious texts in the Christian tradition until
the advent of Arabic language and alphabet in the seventh century CE. As a spoken language, Coptic declined in the late Middle Ages. As a sacred language of
the Coptic church, it continues to be used for reading religious literature.
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China’s head start in technological innovation was
retarded by its efficient and centralized imperial
government.
PRO Talaat Shehata
CON John Lee

PRO
To empathically state, as Jared Diamond alluded to in his heralded 1999 book
Guns, Germs, and Steel, that China’s early technological innovations were significantly retarded by an efficient and centralized government is to merely grasp
one important factor in the entire argument put forth by Diamond. He clearly
understood the multivaried reasons as to why China failed to attain that take-off
moment, as later occurred in Europe. He also understood the important impact
that the centralized and efficient imperial government, throughout a large
swathe of China’s history, had in China’s dynamic society. Diamond states:
[B]ecause of geographic factors—such as China’s relatively smooth coastline, its lack of major peninsulas as large as Italy and Spain/Portugal, its lack
of major islands as large as Britain and Ireland, and its parallel-flowing
major rivers—China’s geographic core was unified already in 221 BCE and
has remained unified for most of the time since then, whereas geographically
fragmented Europe has never been unified politically. (2005: 374)
He further elaborates that ‘‘that unity enabled China’s rulers to command changes
over a larger area than any European could ever command—both changes for the
better, and changes for the worse, often in rapid alternation (hence, ‘lurching’—
the term is used in its neutral strict sense of ‘swaying suddenly from side to side,’
not in its pejorative sense of the gait of a drunk person).’’ Diamond concludes that
‘‘China’s unity and decisions by emperors may contribute to explaining why
China, at the time of Renaissance in Europe, developed the world’s best and largest ships, sent fleets to India and Africa, and then dismantled those fleets and left
overseas colonization to much smaller European states; and why China began,
and then did not pursue, its own incipient industrial revolution’’ (Diamond 2005:
374). An important factor to always remember whenever one attempts to better
understand early China’s development, which should cast a much clearer light on
103
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Yali
Jared Diamond starts his book Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies
(1999) with mention of his talks with a Papua New Guinea politician Yali. A community leader, Yali was active in the cargo cult in the Madang area, being long recognized as the local leader of it. He was president of the council at the opening of
the Local Government Council House in 1965 and contested the 1968 House of
Assembly elections for the Rai Coast electorate, with his supporters viewing a victory by him as one of the signs of the cargo millennium—their disappointment at
the results led to many local disturbances.
Diamond found that Yali, although he had never been to university nor ever left
Papua New Guinea, had an insatiable desire to learn, posing the question on why
there were such major differences between the lives of people in New Guinea
compared with those in Europe or the Americas. This became the inspiration for
Diamond’s book.

modern China’s recent and future development, is that the rulers had worked out
a unique formula in creating stability and maintaining control over their large
swathe of territory. Social control and moral regulations were able to very
strongly bind the local powers within the country to the core or central administrative power of the state. A wide and expansive network was created, which had
at its core a meticulously constructed social, moral, and ritual set of relations
throughout the society. In times of crisis, which were regular, during China’s rich
and long history, these social, moral, and ritual relations kept China’s elites and
subjects powerfully bonded, even into the late days of their withering empire from
the mid-18th, the entire 19th, and the early 20th centuries. It had more efficiently
deeply saturated and penetrated the individual and family behaviors of all of China’s diverse and ethnic subjects; even much more than the influence the county
governments had in each of these regions and its ever-miniscule affairs, which in
itself, was quite significant.
Therefore, the primary core and glue that held it all together for the Chinese, with much of the turmoil that often surrounded them and caused them to
learn to adapt and coexist with numerous contradictions within the fabric of
their society, was the population’s consistent reliance on the efficient and centralized nature of their imperial government. That struggling and ‘‘lurching’’
quality to the dual nature of their national character ultimately caused them to
gradually fall behind the increasing European expansion from the 16th to the
late 20th centuries, in the political, economic, social, and scientific realms.
What had evolved then with that retarded factor could also evolve into China’s
near and distant future in the 21st and 22nd centuries, especially with the allinclusive role that the post-1949 communist state has sought to continue and
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aggressively monopolize and propagate, especially 20 years after the crushing
of liberal democratic dissent in Beijing at Tiananmen Square.
If one were to return to the earliest seeds of the Industrial Revolution in
Europe, it would deductively and easily be surmised that the inventions of the
time all came from China. Examples would be the compass, gunpowder, and
the printing press. That being the case, the puzzling question to a few scholars in
the area then was why didn’t China, with its scientific innovations, not experience its take-off historical ‘‘moment’’ into the Industrial Revolution prior to
Europe? Prior to Europe’s take-off moment, China was the unrivaled global
leader in science and technology. All these great accomplishments were perceived by the Chinese authorities as important yet uneventful. Europe, on the
other hand, enamored by these new scientific developments and technologies,
would gradually eclipse China, be completely transformed, and forced to take a
new path in its history. The printing press allowed for more precise and errorfree old tracts to be reprinted and disseminated on a much wider scale. It also
made it much less expensive for the growing literate consumers to acquire a
larger volume of written works than they had ever had access to, or for that matter, were permitted to own, in their earlier history. Then, with the advent of the
Renaissance, a more classical humanist literary revolution would emerge, which
in time led to the Protestant Reformation. With the advent of the Reformation,
individual members of society were encouraged, if not implored, to base their
ultimate religious salvation on their private readings of the Bible—a very transformative European historical moment, indeed. It would be followed by the
Enlightenment period, then the age of revolution, with its sister 18th-century revolutions—the American Revolution of 1776 and the French Revolution of 1789.
Earlier, the acquisition of gunpowder made castles’ large fortress walls obsolete.
Those who had access to these new explosive means could level any fortress
within a few seconds. The aristocratic classes stood on very shaky grounds, to
say the least. The winds of a new social order appeared to pick up speed in the
distant new horizon, as the thick dense smoke above the demolished fortress
walls began to slowly recede. Finally, the mastery of the compass would allow
European powers to extend their individual and collective reach to other lands
for their raw materials and expanding markets.
All that Europe was about to partake of the Chinese, as was often their manner, had kept a tight lid on for centuries. The potential of the compass was never
much elaborated, nor was that of the use of gunpowder. As for the art and revolutionary nature of printing, despite it being downplayed by the Chinese authorities, it would, as in Europe prior to the third century, influence the Confucian
and later the neo-Confucian classics. As would occur in Europe centuries later,
printing in China brought to fruition new literary prose and writings, along with
humanistic art forms, which had remained neglected for almost 1,000 years.
Neo-Confucianism, as with Protestant Reformation and its primary attacks
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against the Vatican and Catholicism, would have its drawn-out battle with earlier
Confucian traditions and Buddhism. When the dust settled, neo-Confucianism,
with the earlier teachings of Mencius (370 to 290 BCE), had found its voice. It
completely individualized the faith, traditions, and practices of the ancestors and
embraced Mencius’s ideas that humans were born tabula rasa and, therefore,
were basically good. For neo-Confucianists and most of the Song Dynasties
inhabitants, it was a clear green light for anyone in society to mix her or his
beliefs with the daily affairs of the community. Buddhist monks were not
bestowed with any more heavenly qualities, as were their counterparts in the
priesthood in the Catholic church centuries later, and they found their influence
and power diminished within the Protestant Reformation. A ‘‘studious,’’ monkish, single, and reflective life didn’t accord any of them in their separate faiths
and societies an exceptional standard by which the dedicated faithful needed to
measure up to regularly in their daily lives. In life’s daily struggles, they all
shared in the common human bonds. Finally, the neo-Confucian system, with
the advent of the print revolution and its regular dissemination of an eclectic
inexpensive supply of information throughout China’s urban and rural sectors,
allowed for all highly motivated and qualified Chinese who resided in these
widespread sectors to compete for prized bureaucratic positions.
But, on the whole, the imperial government of China persisted in the traditional policy of constructing a silent wall, which surrounded many of these and
other similar innovations. China had possessed most of these innovations during
the Tang Dynasty (618–906), at least 600 to 800 years prior to Europe’s acquisition of them, in the late 14th and early 15th centuries. But, with the arrival of
the Song Dynasties (960–1279), China experienced the foundational changes
that England would later experience in the late 18th and early 19th centuries,
immediately prior to its economy’s take-off phase in the earliest period of the
Industrial Revolution. Even in the early 19th century, the ecological pressures
that China faced around the Pearl and Yangtze rivers delta were not very different from those that other European countries found themselves contending with.
The level of relative parity was quite evident in the areas of population growth,
increased income, and overall consumption. But in these diverse historical periods within China and Europe, one could also accurately conclude that they both
underwent their unique technological and commercial revolutions. How it
impacted each of them within their political, economic, ecological, social, and
cultural realms, as the reader shall see, was quite different.
To best understand China’s and Europe’s separate historical evolutions, one
needs to view them within a separate distinct process. As ridiculous as it may
seem to a European and Western reader to view most, if not all, historical
developments in Europe as being impacted by China, it is equally ludicrous to
view most, if not all, historical developments in China as being primarily
effected by Europe. Their early histories did not show a strong symbiotic
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relationship. As a matter of fact, it was very weak. By 1000 CE in the northern
and then shortly thereafter in the southern Song Dynasties, what is often attributed as one of the prime prerequisites in describing a society as undergoing the
earliest stages of an Industrial Revolution, as later was witnessed in Great
Britain in the early 1800s, the processes of mechanization and mass production
thrived in China. There has been archaeological and historical evidence to support that argument. Over 16 million exactly shaped and produced arrowheads
were discovered in an age-old arsenal manufacturing plant. Other innovations
were also discovered in the northern region of the country. There were remnants
of machines that were operated by the use of belt transmissions. These belts
were often created by using a waterwheel contraption that created the finest of
yarns by twisting large, rough, and thick volumes of hemp rope fibers. The
technique used often included 32 identically structured spinning heads that
rotated together in identical motion, as can be found in most early and late
industrial textile factories in Britain and Europe. The important factor here is
that instead of using a burdensome amount of human labor to create the yarn
produced by these machines, it was reduced to the most basic of early industrialization’s components (i.e., inanimate metal, steel, and wooden devices, with a
human supervisor or two, to oversee the entire operation).
Also, during the Song Dynasties, the most sophisticated and technological
sea-faring global fleets were in existence. By the beginning of the 16th century,
with their centuries-old mastery of compass use, the Chinese merchant marine
and naval ships had established total dominance over the north Pacific Ocean
lanes and much of the Indian Ocean lanes, which circumnavigated the Indian
subcontinent and reached as far as Africa’s eastern shores. It was seamless. They
didn’t need a Vasco de Gama to circumnavigate the Cape of Good Hope to
reach the East and many of the Indonesian islands, where Europe would clamor
to acquire its fine silks and spices. The Chinese were already there. They were
the ‘‘East’’ that all future West European navigators, including the Milanese
Christopher Columbus, often stumbled over themselves to find new ways to get
to their natural resources and finished goods. Most of the goods acquired by the
Chinese in their eastern waters and lanes were much less expensive for the average Chinese merchant and mainland consumer than if they had traveled to Spanish, Portuguese, or Venetian ports to acquire the goods they needed. Why should
they have bothered? They wisely didn’t. The ‘‘fire-sales’’ were regularly taking
place closer to their shores. All the imperial government needed to do for China
to maintain its reach, as they did with well-known Ming Dynasty Admiral
Zheng-He, was project Chinese naval might, as occurred in 1405, with gigantic
displays of newly constructed armadas and ships as they slowly traveled out of
the Yangzi River and into the East China Sea. The imperial government continued to regularly build, upgrade, and reinforce these naval and merchant marine
vessels to make certain that the North Pacific region, the seemingly never-ending
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The world’s earliest surviving printed book is this version of the Buddhism scripture
known as the Diamond Sutra produced with wood-block printing. The Tang Dynasty-era
sutra consists of individual sheets of printed text and a frontispiece illustrating the Buddha surrounded by acolytes and disciples. (The British Library/StockphotoPro)

archipelagos and islands in the area, the Indian Ocean, and the East African
coasts, remained stable and secure for continued profitable commercial acquisitions and gains for their nationals.
China’s economy, therefore, during this early preindustrial period, remained
strong until the mid-18th century. Throughout that period, Europe’s economy
was in constant flux, ever expanding and contracting. But it was never to be
measured within the solid stable parameters within which China’s economy sustained itself. It appears that among other important factors, the slow demise of
China’s economy vis-a-vis Europe began once China tied its finances to the silver trade. The Europeans, especially the Spanish, after their expansion into the
New World, acquired obscene sums of silver from Mexico and Central America.
Used as the common currency of trade on the American continent, Spanish and
European powers, through their combined global explorations and conquests,
began to trade with the most stable and dependable global economy at the time
in much larger volumes—that of China. After the passage of close to 300 years,
from the 1500s to the mid-1800s, Europe’s economies had significantly developed beyond the backwater and periphery status it had occupied and resigned
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itself to, for much of the past 1.5 millennia, in relation to that of China’s solid
core economy.
Throughout that period, especially during the early to mid-18th century, the
silver trade grew, with China acquiring over 48 percent of the world’s silver
through its sale of its finished goods, such as silk, tea, and porcelain, to the
Europeans who would then sell these goods at a significant profit to their subjects
in Europe and throughout their conquered colonies. Eighty-five percent of the
world’s silver was mined and produced in Mexico, Peru, and Bolivia. This alone
should be an excellent indication as to the dynamic nature of China’s economy on
a global scale. But, also, between 1527–1821, by allowing their fiscal system and
economy to operate through the adoption of the silver standard, China’s different
imperial governments were able to double the currency’s value in their economy
and in their relations with the outside world. There was an attractive profit to be
gained by local Chinese merchants through the exchange of gold in the country
for the tons of silver arriving at their shores. This policy by China caused a pronounced surge in silver production in Central and Latin America and with its geographic neighbor Japan. Silver shipments to China’s population began to increase.
This was a consequence of the other more perishable trading that continued
between China and Spain. The Spaniards were bringing to Chinese shores highyielding crops, such as sweet potatoes, peanuts, regular white potatoes, and Native
American corn. The Chinese population of 150 million in the mid-1700s, within
the short span of 100 years, had tripled to 450 million by the mid-17th century.
Within this ongoing monetary and commercial linkage with global markets,
from the early 16th to early 18th centuries, China’s fortunes began to experience a serious setback by 1810. It was during that year that the world’s silver
supplies, as a result of the Napoleonic Wars and Latin American revolutions
and independence movements, began to critically decline. By being so closely
tied to the global silver market, China’s economy nosedived into a depression.
It would take almost another 200 years for it show any measure of recovery,
during the Great Recession of 2007 that significantly afflicted the United States
and other former European powers. By 1775, as mentioned earlier, Japan had
stopped exporting silver. Silver from Burma and Annam were not at the requisite level, that the Chinese imperial government had grown accustomed to.
Latin America, with the silver mines in Mexico, Bolivia, Peru, Chile, and
Argentine, to mention a few, became China’s only haven for its much needed
silver. The silver that it found itself relying on was in the form of ingots. It also
found itself having to depend on Mexican dollars, which kept a bimetallic system of currency functional. For payment purposes, this system required that all
the mined silver be exchanged into copper cash. So, even though the imperial
Qing government had total control over the coinage of copper, it was a factor
that was completely out of their control, as were the merchants who established
and sustained the price of silver in the market. This monopoly by these private
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merchants over such an all-important metal and its market and exchange rate in
the local, regional, and global economy set the pattern for the rate of exchange
between silver and copper coinage. The imperial government found itself,
against its deepest intentions and wishes, sitting idly by as China’s silver supplies from Mexico, Bolivia, Argentina, and Chile began to significantly shrink.
The tax burden on China’s subjects and economy, as a result, increased. This
caused prices for all goods to increase. As a direct consequence, the manufacturing sector significantly declined. This, of course, was cause for a significant
spike in unemployment. To add insult to injury, established Chinese staples as
silk, ceramics, porcelain, and tea, which were the engines of China’s economy
over the past two centuries, fell victim to a fickle global market. For a few brief
decades, in the 19th century, from 1857 to 1886, China was able to turn its fortunes around by stabilizing its net trade balance (or what in hindsight appears
as the imperial government’s last effort to grab for straws to tread water and
stay alive) with the doubling of the volume of opium being imported. But that
should in no way be regarded, as has often been done by many scholars in Chinese economic history, as being the main contributor to China’s economic collapse by the late 19th century. The failure in take-off of China’s economy and
the collapse of the state, as evidenced, had been unfolding since the early 18th
century. Opium in the late 19th century became a very late symptom of the
main problem in China’s economy, which was maintaining its solid financial liquidity instead of itself being the main problem.
Having to tread and cope with these serious financial misfortunes, China’s
imperial government had other devastating problems to contend with, such as
the 1810 climate changes and serious drought conditions, which significantly
contributed to the famines of 1810, 1811, 1846, and 1849. It is estimated that
close to 60 million Chinese perished within these four famines. With the Taiping
Rebellion as a reaction to these catastrophic events, and most importantly, the
fast shrinking clout of the silver trade affecting China’s daily economic affairs,
the decades of the 1850s, 1860s, and early first three years of the 1870s proved
to be equally cataclysmic for China and its imperial government. It is estimated
during those three decades of turmoil that China lost close to yet another 60 million Chinese. This should also factor in Japan’s growing strength after the modernization it had undergone during the Meiji restoration. Along with other
European powers, it was beginning to pose a threat to China’s hegemony in her
traditional outposts in the Pacific. But the final straw for the imperial government, which guaranteed them and their society a free-fall that lasted until the
Communist Revolution in 1949, was when the seriously tested and stressed imperial government decided to ‘‘momentarily’’ shift its economy from its usual
state directives regarding grain’s direct shipment to many of its starving populace and instead allowed a few of the monetary charities to assume that responsibility. This guaranteed the complete collapse of the system. Chaos ensued, with
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vast numbers of the population setting out to debark the forests, stripping houses
and fields along their raging and desperate paths in order to find something to
eat. All that ensued as a direct result of the grains being distributed by charities
running out way too soon and the imperial government’s gross negligence and
mind-boggling mismanagement. To put it all in context, it was the late 19thcentury’s Chinese version of the former Bush administration’s pathetic and tragic
handling of the Hurricane Katrina disaster. For the next 70 years, it would guarantee that no take-off historical moment would ever occur for China’s economy, as it
had earlier for Britain, or any of the European powers. The imperial government
became too overwhelmed with the myriad factors just referenced, which as a whole
created that perfect storm from which they would find it totally impossible, over
the immediate short term, to recover from. As a direct result of that perfect storm,
Diamond’s ‘‘efficient and centralized Imperial government’’ ceased to function.
Diamond’s view, therefore, should be viewed in that light. That is, if that take-off
historical moment failed, it was not so much that the imperial government, over
the century, had lacked efficiency or was even centralized. His point is that the imperial government had instilled in the Chinese population and different ethnic
groups the strongly held and secure idea that they always had the imperial government to reach out to for all their needs, especially during periods of crisis and peril.
But that rule, as the centuries unfolded, always had a double-edged side to it. When
it worked, it was vibrant, refreshing, and challenging to the average Chinese subject. But when it didn’t, the unraveling process was simply excruciating and often
catastrophic and cataclysmic—as witnessed from the early 18th century, through
the 19th and 20th centuries.
As Diamond would have his readers understand, it was ultimately that total
lack of efficiency and centralization by the imperial government, which most
Chinese were not usually accustomed to, that created that very deep sense of dissonance. With the failure of the imperial government, order under the heavens,
as the average Chinese elite and subject knew it, ceased completely to exist.
With the last imperial government’s failure in the late 19th century, it had not
allowed for any political, economic, or social safety net of which the majority of
the population could make solid use. Instead, it created the most nightmarish
scenario that most Chinese women and men have ever experienced throughout
most of their richly shared and textured history. And that is an abysmal vacuum
that would continue to inflict further agony, pain, and tragedy on China for
much of the next century and a half, even after Chairman Mao Tse-Tung’s
Marxist-Leninist Revolution in 1949. China would have to wait out those long
grueling years until the first glimpse of an opportunity presented itself, with the
Great Recession of 2007.
With modern China’s growing financial and economic role, once again, as a
direct result of the ongoing woes experienced by the United States and Western
Europe since December 2007, many shrewd economic analysts believe that
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China will overtake the United States as the sole economic superpower by the
year 2027. As has been shown in its rich and textured history, if China’s ‘‘imperial’’ elites and government can’t find a way to stop functioning according to
Diamond’s eloquent ‘‘lurching’’ description, then the past might sadly prove to
be a prologue. Modern China and its imperial government remains uncertain as
to whether it should proceed forcefully as a capitalist economic superpower or
rein in its successful capitalist ‘‘urges,’’ with its political and often repressive
Marxist-Leninist state. The state has lurched from one moment, allowing its
modern citizenry more freedoms in their domestic and international economic
activities, but, in the same breath, crushing any form of liberal and democratic
political forms of dissent, as it so successfully did at Tiananmen Square in 1989.
Adopting a consistent policy of ideological intransigence, the Chinese imperial
Marxist state used that form of intimidation to maintain control of its domestic
realities. This policy has been regularly implemented to also keep at bay any
pressures brought to bear on them by any foreign powers. As a result, the elites
in the state have convinced themselves that both domestic and foreign policies
have grown into a seamless unit as they’ve continued to lurch along. At an annual growth rate of 7 to 8 percent a year, and retail sales rising in the first quarter of 2009 to 15 percent, China’s imperial state has seen no reason to seriously
reconsider its domestic and foreign policies. Quite aware that they hold at least
$2.3 trillion of U.S. debt, it’s not unusual to hear statements such as that of the
governor of the People’s Bank of China, that the International Monetary Fund
might one day reconsider the displacement of the U.S. dollar. The primary reason for such a statement was that Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao had expressed
his and fellow imperial government officials’ concerns that China’s vast reserves
were held as dollars. They had hoped that by issuing such a public statement,
the U.S. government would issue more TIPS (Treasury Inflation Protected Securities). These TIPS would perform a different function than most conventional
bonds, in that in the event of a significant spike in inflation, the owners of the
bonds would be shielded. Despite their knowledge of the bigger role others are
expecting them to play and that they themselves find themselves playing, they
could not imagine, at the present time at least, ever being able to throw overboard the U.S. dollar or replace the dominant U.S. role in the military or economic global context. Russia sought in the first BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India,
China) summit meeting to have these four fast-growing economies reduce the
world’s and each of these country’s collective reliance on U.S. government
bonds. The idea floated by the Russian delegation was that the Chinese yuan
would replace the U.S. dollar as the primary reserve currency. But, wisely, and
possibly a subterfuge to buy more time, an official at the China Institute of Contemporary International Relations in Beijing summarized China’s reticence on
that very sensitive matter. He was quoted as saying, ‘‘American economic dominance has been badly wounded, but its economic strength and overall national
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strength will remain far in the lead for the next 10 to 20 years’’ (Buckley and
Rabinovitch, 2009).
With that thought in mind, China’s imperial government has continued to
lurch. With the global financial turmoil and drama playing itself out, China has
allowed numerous loans-for-oil deals and endless large currency swaps. One currency swap was with South Korea. By the end of March 2009, for a total of 650
billion yuan or $95 billion, it had swapped currencies with Argentina, Indonesia,
and five other nations. China also gave $45 billion in credit as loans-for-oil deals
to Brazil, Venezuela, Angola, and Russia. This guaranteed China long-term
crude supplies. With the former Chinese diplomat in Washington, Zhen Bingxi,
writing in the Chinese Journal, International Studies, stated that ‘‘China can
now apply its (foreign) reserves while Western economies are weak and helpless
to extend aid to other countries in dire straits and thereby win partners’’; political
sway by China’s imperial government through the use of its reserves in trade
matters seems to be the order of the day. But, with a more balanced participation
in the international monetary market and a realistically valued yuan, China has
come to the gradual realization that it must play a much more forceful role
(Buckley and Rabinovitch, 2009).
Despite such positive monetary gains for China’s imperial government, it
found itself constricted by its lurching habits. Recently the modern imperial
government has found its sound economic policies undermined by its self-destructive political actions. It announced that all of China’s new personal computers sold in China had to have software preinstalled that would restrict
access to Internet sites that the government deemed ‘‘malicious’’ or ‘‘undesirable.’’ If it is successful in such a policy, it could undermine many of China’s
hard-fought economic gains over the past three decades and make it totally
uncompetitive with the other advanced global economic powers. Then, a few
short weeks later, it lurched back to a policy that made the installation of
such software and filters ‘‘optional.’’ Then, continuing to add insult to injury,
China’s government, during the public’s commemoration of the 20th anniversary of the Tiananmen protests, had its censors block any of its citizens access
to Microsoft’s Live.com, Flickr, Hotmail, or Twitter sites. With such continued
old ingrained habits of lurching, China’s current imperial government might
find its lack of fit between its economic and political policies, in the long term,
undermining all the hard work that its dedicated citizenry and the leadership
had put into that long march forward, after the collapse of the last imperial
government at the end of the 19th century. If modern China is unable to have
its political liberties catch up with its economic liberties, then, in time, its citizens, and the world, might be witness to yet another catastrophic collapse from
which the Chinese state will not be easily able to recover from in a much
fiercer and more competitive postmodern world. In such a very probable set of
events, it won’t be only the Chinese, through their incessant lurching, that
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would lose a very rich history and heritage that could have been shared with
the rest of the world as a revived and dynamic Middle Kingdom, vigorously
projecting it to future generations. Just as importantly, it would become the rest
of humanity’s tragic loss. For those precise reasons, the modern Chinese imperial government needs to step back, take a serious and conscientious inventory
of its domestic policies, then take a deep breath, gain a strong grip, and permanently stop the lurching.
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CON
With the Olympics recently completed in Beijing, China, this section of the
chapter is appropriate for explaining China’s recent growth and push into the
world’s consciousness. As Europe took advantage of resources, social structure,
and trade relations, so too modern China has taken advantage of these same elements to pull ahead of world competition. The period of Great Disparity
exposes the roots of European advancement and the causes of Chinese backwardness during the 16th century. The section will explore the history of this
disparate growth and progress between the two continents.
In the process of world history, the great nations of the Eurasian continent
grew into large empires; while on the European continent they continued to
exist as nation–states in competition with one another. Within the past 500
years, these European states would outstrip and dominate the large empires of
China and Japan through advanced technology, resources, and political systems.
China had advance between 1000–1600 into an empire that was technologically
advanced, culturally superior, and politically more organized than the European
nations. However, the Europeans outcompeted them in all three areas between
1600–2000. Jared Diamond, a historian and writer of Guns, Germs, and Steel,
proposed his argument that it was due to geographic factors that China stagnated and Europe progressed. It was an interaction of opportunity and necessity
due to the environment. Eurasia’s large land spaces allowed for the domestication of many more animal species than other continents (Diamond 2005: 5). Diamond explains that the east-west orientation of land, the availability of animal
species, and the climatic similarities of the continent allowed for the growth of
Eurasian civilizations (Diamond 2005: 6). He states that the large plains and
vast territories that created the large empires and ponderous bureaucracies of
China allowed them to stop advances because they had no external pressures to
force them to adopt these advances (Diamond 2005: 432). Mountains, rivers,
and oceans that forced countries to compete with one another, however, divided
up Europe, and they could not survive as nation–states without keeping ahead
of the other nations in technology, culture, and political system (Diamond 2005:
430). In addition, Europe took advantage of the availability of resources by creating divisions of labor—merchant class, craftsman, and a specialized writing
class—that allowed the economic revolution to occur in Europe. My position is
that Diamond ignores other cultural, political, and geographic elements that
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Jared Diamond: Historian and Much More
Jared Diamond was born in 1937 in Boston, from a Polish Jewish family, the son of
a pediatric hematologist. He initially planned to follow his father into medicine and
completed his doctoral thesis on physiology. Then Diamond became interested in
ornithology, which in turn led him to visit Papua New Guinea, writing several
books on birdlife there. It was on one of these trips that he came up with some of
the ideas behind his book Guns, Germs, and Steel. He is now professor of geography
and physiology at the University of California, Los Angeles.
The advantage of Diamond’s varied background was that he has been able to
write about natural history, science, and modern history with ease. As well as English, he is able to read Finnish, French, German, Greek, Indonesian, Italian, Latin,
Russian, and Spanish, as well as neo-Melanesian and Fore, spoken in the Eastern
Highlands of Papua New Guinea.

slow China’s advancement and help to increase Europe’s advance into the modern era.
The Historical Background: The Renaissance of Chinese Inventions
The important question is why did China lag behind during the 16th and 17th
centuries? It had developed into an advanced civilization with the development
of much progress in the scientific and technological fields. In science, it had created inventions such as gunpowder, iron smelting, the spinning wheel, the plow,
and the harness before the Europeans (Temple 1986: 215). The Chinese also had
created silk spinning, cotton weaving, and other textiles (Temple 1986: 94). Furthermore, the Chinese had invented paper, paper money, books, and other forms
of written communications (Temple 1986: 81, 99, 116). In mathematics, the Chinese had developed the decimal system (1400 BCE); invented the concept of zero
that helped with computations; invented the idea of negative numbers, square
roots, and decimal fractions (100 BCE); algebra (300 BCE); a refined value of pi;
and the inventions of Pascal’s triangle (1100 CE) (Temple 1986: 139–46). In
physics, they developed the first compass dial (300 CE), magnetic induction
(1100 CE), as well as the first law of motion (400 CE) before Isaac Newton had
(Temple 1986: 156–70). Cheng Heng, astronomer royal, created the seismograph
in 132 CE to detect earthquakes in China. In terms of transportation, China created the kite (380 BCE), manned flight using kites (283 CE) by Ko Hung, a taoist,
the parachute created by Emperor Shun (1192 CE), paddle wheeled boat (500
CE), and canal building. In astronomy, the Chinese discovered sunspots, cartography (map making), solar wind, and astronomical instruments (Temple 1986: 29–
30). In engineering, they created spouting bowls, belt drive, waterpower, chain
drive, and salvage procedures. In domestic technology, they invented the fishing
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reel, porcelain, matches, chess, and permanent lamps. In medicine, they discovered circulation of the blood, circadian rhythms, endocrinology, thyroid hormone, and immunology (Temple 1986: 123–35). Musically, they created the
tuned bell, tuned drums, and timber. They discovered warfare techniques of poison gas, tear gas, crossbow, flamethrower, land mines, grenades, guns, motors,
and repeating guns. These inventions show that more than half of the modern
inventions derived from Chinese ingenuity, but this seems to have been forgotten
more than several centuries later. The modern world was a combination of Chinese ingenuity and European improvements on these inventions.
Yet somehow, the Chinese lost their edge in the 14th and 15th centuries
when the Europeans pulled ahead with the advent of the agricultural and scientific revolution where the Europeans took these inventions and applied them in
ways that would lead to the Industrial Revolution of the 17th century. They took
the inventions of the steam engine, the loom, and the agricultural techniques to
form the foundation of industry that produced textiles and cotton in the factories
of England and Germany. The foundation of this advancement was the European
creation of objective science and capitalism that provided the framework for the
interchange of ideas and the necessary investigation of natural phenomena.
Objective science allowed the Renaissance scientists to create anatomy, chemistry, and other mechanical inventions. Capitalism created the merchant class that
allowed the interchange of goods to raise the standard of living as well as
allowed the competition of ideas between nations. Accordingly, the Europeans
developed maritime inventions such as the compass and the astrolabe, which
allowed for the international trade and imperialism of European ideas. As a
result, the Europeans pulled ahead of China, which was struggling in the throes
of corruption and a stagnant nation.
Critique of Diamond’s Eurocentric Perspective
Many historians have created general arguments against the overall thesis of
Diamond’s book. The first argument criticizes the Euro-centrism of the book,
which means it places too much emphasis on the dominance of European geographic factors. The historians criticized that he adapted too many of the theories from other historians and that the thesis is not original. Several historians
have complimented Diamond’s thesis, but attack specific arguments that Diamond proposes. The thesis that Eurasia dominated the scene because of its geography was challenged by Andrew Walton, who stated that Diamond refused
to acknowledge that the population was very large compared to other continents, so by chance it would come to dominate the world (Walton 2006: 6).
Walton also noted that it is not clear whether it was technological superiority or
disease that allowed the Dutch and English to conquer Asia (Walton 2006: 6).
It might have been diplomacy and cultural integration during the 19th century
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as well as Chinese corruption. In addition, Diamond fails to account for the current studies in colonialism, imperialism, and world systems, which explain the
differences in progress between the Chinese and Europeans.
It might have been diplomacy during the 19th century as well as Chinese
corruption. James M. Blaut wrote a critique of Euro-centric historians called
Eight Eurocentric Historians that discusses the weaknesses of famous historians
such as Max Weber, Eric Jones, and David Landes, but he especially criticizes
Diamond’s book for unsupported generalizations (Blaut 1999: 301–99). One
generalization is that the east-west axis theory as proposed by Diamond is wrong
because there was mobility, and the distance is the same between the continents.
The mobility allowed for trade communication necessary for competition. He
also dismisses Diamond’s idea of domestication of animals because only some
animals were domesticated in the centuries later. These arguments were just
attempts to denounce Diamond for laying too much emphasis on Europe as a
causal factor for the advancement of Europe in the world.
The Political and Social Criticisms of Diamond
The political arguments are based on the exceptions to the rule about how geography created political systems. Certain exceptions exist, such as Africa and
Latin America, that were subdivided into many different countries but did not
develop the competitive governments and the capitalistic systems of Europe. As
with all general theories, these examples do not fit the rule. Many different
countries had different states and nations that competed within the continent.
For example, Africa was divided into many states and so was Latin America,
but they did not formulate or create the culture necessary for technological
advancements (McNeill 1963: 363). Both of them had rivers and coal supplies
that could provide the basis for an Industrial Revolution, but they did not
exploit these resources. Other historians such as Victor Davis Harrison agree
with Diamond to a point, but they state that Diamond ignores factors such as
capitalism, individualism, rational debate, and political freedom as the seeds for
the advancement of the European Industrial Revolution.
In addition to these particular theses, historians have criticized Diamond’s
lack of concern about internal events, trade, and other factors in his historical
analysis. William H. McNeill wrote in The Rise of the West: A History of the
Human Community, a book that describes the rise and influence of Europe in
the past 500 years using a cultural, artistic, and social approach, how Europe
contributed to the Westernizing of the world. He was criticized for being
Euro-centric too. McNeill argues that Diamond fails to account for the Chinese
population’s reaction toward opium, which gave rise to peasant rebellions and
finally to the Taiping Rebellion that sought to undermine the authority of the
imperial court (McNeill 1963: 363–65). This threat affected the court’s outlook
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on foreign intrusion as well as adopting foreign inventions of the British. It also
lowered the economic prosperity of the court that did not allow the Ming
Dynasty to explore countries or maintain ties with the British. McNeill also
explains that interconnections between countries were important in the backwardness of the Chinese. The Chinese wanted to maintain the image that the
imperial court did not want to connect with other countries because China was
morally, politically, and culturally superior over the Europeans (McNeill 1963:
363–65). These were cultural factors that influenced the fear and isolationism
of the Chinese, which created an unwillingness to accept other inventions from
the Europeans. Whereas the Europeans had no pretense, they would accept
inventions and adapt them to their own usefulness.
R. B. Wong emphasizes the social structure and the convergence of capitalism as well as technology in his China Transformed: Historical Change and the
Limits of European Experience. He said that too many historians try to make European development a norm and China’s development a deviation from the
norm. In an objective approach, he discusses state formation and economic development (Wong 1997: 265). He believes that the economies of 17th-century
Europe and China did not differ very much until the Ming Dynasty. Wong also
attempts to analyze the reactions of the various states to the problems of internal
rebellion and intrusion of the foreigners. Wong says that the Chinese stratified
social structure and prevented the adoption of capitalism as well as technology
(Wong 1997: 265). The unity of Chinese society was not flexible enough to link
the capitalist economy and the technological development. It also did not emphasize the individualism that was needed to create the competition and markets
needed for industry. Thus the social structure and Chinese unity prohibited the
expanse of capitalism necessary for the advancement of the society.
Kenneth Pomeranz wrote in his book Great Divergence another theory for
the economic causes of the disparity. Pomeranz claims that the Europeans and
Chinese had similar ecological situations that withdrew the geographic explanations for the divergence. He also emphasized that the economic trade was important for the European expansion, allowing them to explore markets (Pomeranz
2000: 207). He also states that Europe was able to use coal deposits that allowed
the Europeans to sustain an industrial economy. It allowed the Europeans to put
more effort into the energy-intensive industry. Furthermore, Europe had an input
of trade and products from the Americas that helped to provide prosperity for the
Europeans. As a result, the Europeans could use less labor-intensive economies
than the Chinese because of these resources. The Chinese, however, were
stopped by several factors. The outer reaches of Chinese land had an economic
boom in the 1750s, but they could not transport this boom to the central Chinese
economy, which stagnated and could not expand. They had no access to trade
products like the Europeans. As a result, Pomeranz uses an economic and network argument that defies Diamond’s geographic explanation for the divergence.
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The Cultural Criticism of Diamond’s Thesis
Diamond’s cultural arguments are based on the theory that the overall Chinese
culture contributed greatly to the divergence technologically. The Chinese emphasis on neo-Confucian thought’s tradition, scholarship, and social position created
a country that would not accept new ideas or create new ideas from the people.
The Confucian ideal of a man was based on this man’s obedience to others
and to the authoritative structure of China, especially in the ideal of filial piety.
China was able to create a harmonious society that emphasized the group and
connected the individual with the state. Obedience, harmony, and respect allowed
the Chinese to create the vast society that slowed down the dissemination of
ideas. With this authoritarian structure and emphasis on tradition, the need
for new ideas was squashed at its inception (Needham 2004: 84). In contrast, the
European emphasis on intellectual advancement and reason allowed for the
advancement and acceptance of technology and creation of inventions. Capitalism was a European invention that vitalized European discovery and invention,
while feudalism slowed China down. In another vein, the philosophical viewpoints of both countries differed in their view on the self and object relationship.
Taoism viewed the subject or person as part of the universe or the objective
world (Needham 2004: 226). They were united as one, and the person was subsumed into the greater whole of the culture and society as well as with nature.
This viewpoint retarded the acceptance of new inventions as means to dominate
nature and produce things to advance the Chinese society. The manipulation of
nature was considered antagonistic to the harmony of man and the world, so the
Chinese did not exploit the new inventions.
European thought was based on the separation of man from nature and the
domination of nature as part of the Christian heritage. This division allowed the
Europeans to analyze, manipulate, and innovate tools to work elements out of
nature instead of working in harmony with nature. Most environmentalists will
agree that the Christian concept of Adam’s rule of nature and tending the Garden of Eden was a permission to exploit and dominate the elements and nature.
As a result, the domination of Protestant thought and the revolutionary worldview of Christianity allowed for the growth of inventions and technological
advancements in the world. Protestantism emphasized the exclusion of other
gods as well as an individual approach to religion that allowed for the freedom
of thought needed for science (Needham 2000: 224). However, because of the
freedom of thought, European science lead to viewing things outside of nature,
namely laws and principles. The Chinese never thought about anything outside
of nature. In addition, the atomism of the Greek divided the spiritual and material world into particles and elements. However, the Chinese always thought of
matter as a continuum with the philosophical theories of yin and yang and the
‘‘five elements.’’ This conflict also is seen in the Western approach to medicine
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and anatomy, where the body is classified and divided, and the spirit is separate
from matter (Needham 2000: 81–82). However, the Chinese regarded the body
as a microcosm of nature and a container of fluid energy. As a result of these
attitudes, the climate necessary for the rise of science was never created. These
ideas were squashed by Diamond because he thought they were proximate
causes of Chinese cultural backwardness. In some sense, Diamond exhibits this
emphasis toward science as an explanation of all things.
Another argument is that Diamond does such a short analysis of the elements
that contributed to the major changes in modern history that he does a disservice
to other historians, who have studied them in greater details. There is a broad
criticism that takes this into account that says he dismisses the centuries of work
of previous historians in imperialism, society, and the interaction of world histories with a few broad-brush strokes. He believed that the bureaucratic structure
hindered the development of science during the Ming Dynasty. However, some
historians have noted that previous dynasties had similar bureaucratic structures
that foster scientific investigation even when looking to feed the poor peasants of
China. Also, another criticism is that he forgets to account for the impact of
minor events in their effect on world history. In line with this criticism is the fact
that the Ming Dynasty stopped exploration of the world when a lightning ball
invaded the emperor’s Forbidden City, which the emperor interpreted to be a sign
that he was losing the Mandate of Heaven in his projects. So superstition stopped
the bureaucracy from exploring and developing their naval power and communicating with the outside through Tseng He’s fleets. As a result of the lightning
ball, China became isolationistic and rejected all exploration of the ocean. This
isolationistic tendency was carried over to future dynasties that disallowed conquest and the introduction of new ideas into China. Other minor details were the
fact that rebels who invaded the territory of the Chinese during the Ming Dynasty
overwhelmed the Chinese state. It stopped inventiveness and created an insecure
social climate. In other areas, especially proximate factors, Diamond does not
acknowledge the immediate economic factors of the demise of the Ming
Dynasty. The Ming had an insufficiency of silver because of the Silk Road trade,
which led to inflation and destroyed the economy before the British arrived (Gernet 1982: 533). Furthermore, the Ming had to deal with piracy and barbarians
during this period, which further increased the demise of the Ming Dynasty.
There are many historians who believe that the Europeans could not advance
without the contribution of the Chinese. The Chinese gave the West their technological inventions, but did not see the great possibilities in them, nor were the
conditions correct for the use of these inventions. Before the 15th century,
Europe was a backward continent that did not have technological competence.
There are several inventions that helped to create the Industrial Revolution of
Europe in the 17th century that China shared with Europe: the plow, the horse
harness, and the multiple seed drill, which made agriculture and farming more
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efficient and faster. These three inventions helped to revolutionize European
agriculture and increase crop output. In some history books, these inventions
also helped to create the agricultural revolution that laid the foundation for the
Industrial Revolution, because it improved health conditions, food production,
and the quality of life that allowed the Industrial Revolution to take place in
Europe. In other words, China gave Europe the seeds that would later allow
Europe to advance and surpass the Chinese in inventions and technology. China
also assisted in the development of modern chemistry through its advance studies in alchemy. China gave the Europeans ideas that would be expanded into the
New World. In addition, the Chinese influenced the Enlightenment with their
philosophy and political ideas. Voltaire and other philosophers admired Confucius and his ideals of the political state. They also admired and adopted the
Chinese idea of civil service into the democratic government that took shape in
the Enlightenment. Because of European expansion into the world and the use of
smallpox-infested blankets as weapons, they were able to exploit the world for
their own ends. In other words, the Chinese gave us the foundations and the
roots to our modern civilization in the cultural exchange that was going on in
the 16th and 17th centuries. Some historians believe that the Europeans stole
Chinese advancements and used germs to advance their civilizations in imperialistic ventures around the world.
A Special Critique: The Wall Mentality Critique of Diamond
The Chinese built the Great Wall as a result of repeated attacks across its frontier, and Europeans did not have a history with a wall like the Chinese. This
theory was adopted from Julia Lovell’s The Great Wall: China against the
World, 1,000 BC–AD 2000. The history was that the Mongolians attacked China
many times during the advancement of Chinese civilization, which provoked
China to build an indestructible structure to defend the country. However, the
wall became a symbol of China’s defensive and offensive attitude against foreigners. The wall became a symbol of Chinese imperialism—when they crossed
the wall to attack the Hsing-nu and the wall became an outpost of invading
armies. The wall also became a symbol of fear of outside invaders as well a symbol of strength. It represented the Chinese fear of the outside world coming into
invade the unifying culture of the Chinese people as well as geographic invasion
(Lovell 2006: 6–10). The forces threatened to destroy the structure of the Chinese
society and Chinese stability, so the Chinese undertook reactions that suppressed
new ideas from these foreign forces. Even more serious is the fact that China
never actually achieved unity in the nation because of the incursions of the Mongolians and the Chinese reaction to them. The Chinese imperial government
wanted to stop the spread of ideas with political suppression as well as military
defensive measure. As a result, the wall became symbolic of the attitude that
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Considered one of the world’s greatest manmade structures, the Great Wall of China
extends about 4,500 miles, from Shanghai Pass to Chia-yu Pass. Large parts of the wall
date from the seventh through the fourth centuries BCE, and much of the wall was built
during the Ming Dynasty. On July 7, 2007, China’s Great Wall was added to the list of
New Seven Wonders of the World. (Corel)

would exclude Western science and technology as well as pull China from
advancing into the modern era.
The wall was built during the reign of Huang-Di, the Yellow Emperor of
the Chin Dynasty. In an attempt to control the incursion of the steppe people of
Mongolia or to expand his territorial power, the Yellow Emperor built the wall
with the conscripted labor of his people (Lovell 2006: 47). He utilized the various resources around the countryside and used hundreds of thousands of his
people to build the brick walls. Furthermore, he garrisoned the walls with thousands of soldiers who would protect the wall from invading Mongolian
invaders. Some say it was to expand his empire into the northern reaches of
China. As a result of this project, Huang-Di demanded taxes and money from
his people, which in turn created a centralized nation to support the demands of
building the wall. In the end, the empire broke into many pieces because of inheritance issues. The Han Dynasty continued the relationship with the wall by
building it as far as Chinese Turkistan as a protection against the Hsing-nu.
They built outpost and signal towers to defend the western borders against their
opponent. However, they also attacked the Hsing-nu, which resulted in a defeat
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at Longmenan and required them to send tribute to the steppe people in the
form of princesses, booty, and riches. As a result, the wall became the pride of
Chinese nationalism, but it also was a burden of unbearable sacrifice in men,
money, and emotional security (Lovell 2006: 66).
During the Wei and Yan Dynasties, leaders, who were descendant from the
steppe people, dominated the Chinese. Also, they created walls to protect their coming to power in Luoyang and they adopted Chinese culture. Later in the Sui Dynasty,
the emperor exacted a tribute system that suppressed the intrusions of the people
of the steppes. Then in their building projects, the Sui attempted to build more walls
in their capital cities and also built canals that would help with transportation and
connecting the vast empire. Later the men and the money that they put into the wall
caused the collapse of the empire. The next dynasty, the Tang, decided not to build
walls and they flourished in a Chinese renaissance that opened up China to the
world. Persian horses, polo, and various religions flourished in the newly created
empire. Even the wall creates a new genre of poetry known as the Western frontier
poetry, which expressed the loneliness of the outposts around the wall as well as the
cost of building the wall in human lives (Lovell 2006: 150–57). However, the rebels
fought against the Ming, which would close the walls again during the Jin Dynasty.
Then the Chinese had their worst nightmare come true, which was the invasion of the Mongolians from the steppes of Mongolia in 1200. This is the invasion of Genghis Khan that overthrew all of the defenses that were put up by the
Jin. The invasion is due to three factors. First, the Mongol tended to pillage and
destroy entire populations of Chinese because they wanted the booty, not the
people, to sustain their lives. Second, the allies that manned the walls decided
to desert the defenses. Third, the Jin defenders had a false sense of security
because of the walls (Lovell 2006: 159). Kublai Khan, however, fell to the
temptation of Chinese culture and adopted the richness of China. Finally, the
rebellions of the Red Turbans overthrew the Mongolians.
During the Ming Dynasty, the Chinese took pride in their country by proclaiming that China was the Middle Kingdom, the center of the world. Emperor Yongle
built the capital Beiping in the north to observe and take care of the Mongolian
threat. He built the Forbidden City, Imperial Palace, and made walls to isolate the
emperor from his people. Then he connected all the walls on the northern borders
once again using Chinese labor to build this wall. Between 1547–1550, Altan, a
Mongol, attacked Peking, Shanxi, and Hebei, from which there were many casualties among the Chinese. The emperor reacted by building 1,200 towers and nine
border garrisons, adding 6,000 kilometers to the immense structure (Lovell 2006:
262). The purpose of this wall was to identify, surround, and ostracize foreigners.
The social and economic consequences were large for the Ming Dynasty. The
Ming Dynasty fell, once again because of the fear of foreigners.
The Qing Dynasty inherited the same attitudes as their predecessor, that is
that they were the rulers of all lands and they were inheritors of Genghis Khan’s
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empire. Their emperorship dominated and they did not accept the small island of
Europeans that came to their empire to lift trade restrictions in 1793. They still
refused when European gunboats traveled up their rivers, because they felt that
China had military superiority, and they persuaded the barbarians to accept their
civilization as well as their tributary system. However, they forced their country
to into isolation from Western imperialism, because they felt they had no need
for Western science. As a result the wall mentality stopped the advancement of
Chinese science. The Chinese became vulnerable to the might of arms that
finally resulted in the Treaty of Nanking and destroyed the Ching Dynasty and
allowed modernity to come in. Thus, they built a wall that prevented the capitalism, science, and technology from coming in. It is a xenophobic fear of new
ideas that would undermine the historical traditions of the Chinese people. These
attitudes still pervade today in the Chinese stance toward the Internet. They have
tried to prevent the invasion of the world by enabling a ‘‘Chinese firewall’’ and
‘‘packet sniffers’’ that prevent and protect the Chinese world from outside intrusion and dissemination of revolutionary ideas into China (Lovell 2006: 296).
In conclusion, the theory of geographic causation has been criticized by
many historians, especially Diamond’s theory in the Guns, Germs, and Steel.
Many valid criticisms come from the analysis that the geographic factors such
as the east-west axis, the mobility of products, and the domestication of animals
have been criticized by several historians. Furthermore, the second group of
criticism has focused on the cultural factors, such as Confucian hegemony,
social structure, and the Chinese antiforeign feelings, which have bought about
serious questions concerning Diamond’s thesis. Also, there are several historians who explain that the Europeans exploited the introduction of silver and coal
sources, opening markets and trade and increasing the likelihood of capitalism
occurring. Finally, my thesis that the building of the Great Wall of China and
the interactions with the Mongolians led to an antiforeign attitude as well as the
indoctrination of Chinese cultural superiority, leading to the delay in Chinese
advancement versus European advancements, was another factor that Diamond
did not advance in his discussion. The Great Wall leads to psychological walls
that would isolate and still isolate China today, as we can see with communist
attitudes toward foreigners. We can only hope that some historian will write a
more objective analysis of the progress and advancement of civilizations than
Diamond’s in the future.
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PRO
The village of Catalh€

oy€
uk (or Catal

H€
uy€
uk) in Turkey is close to the city of
Konya and south of the Turkish capital of Ankara. There, archaeologists found
some 14 layers of mud-brick dwellings, and these are regarded as clear evidence
of the oldest known human community, with the earliest remains variously dated
to 6000 BCE. Little was known about the early human life in the region until the
British archaeologist James Mellaart started excavations there between 1961 and
1965, and the information discovered at Catalh€

oy€
uk was dramatic. The archaeological reports were detailed in a large number of journal articles, many in Anatolian Studies: Journal of the British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara (an annual
journal that recorded in great detail the archaeological work at Catalh€

oy€
uk) and a
number of books. However, it was not long before Mellaart found himself banned
from excavations in Turkey. Indeed he had earlier been expelled from the country
due to suspicion of his involvement in the antiquities black market. From an historical angle, Mellaart also became involved in an academic dispute over his
ideas concerning a Mother Goddess, and his four-volume The Goddess from Anatolia, written in collaboration with Udo Hirsch and Belkis Balpinar, which was
published in 1989, probably in Italy, highlights the details of the Neolithic drawings at Catalh€

oy€
uk and their link to his new ideas.
In spite of many people working at the site, James Mellaart remains the
man most identified with the finds at Catalh€

oy€
uk, and he is the author of much
of the material about them as well as the source of the majority of the controversy. He was born on November 14, 1925, at the family home in Oxford
Street, London, the son of Jacob Herman Jan Mellaart and his wife Apollonia
Dingena ‘‘Linn’’ Van Der Beek, both from Hillegom, the Netherlands. Jacob
Mellaart was himself a scholar, writing an important booklet Dutch Drawings
of the Seventeenth Century, which was published by Ernest Benn in London in
1926, and he also collected Chinese antiquities. James’s younger sister Helen,
127
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The Mother Goddess
Mellaart’s findings at Çatalh€
oy€uk have been among those used to support various
theories about matriarchal or goddess-worshiping Neolithic cultures. The frequent
discovery of feminine figurines, often heavy-set, large-breasted, and wide-hipped,
has persuaded some researchers that the earliest European cultures revered the
feminine more than the masculine. Archaeologist Marija Gimbutas has controversially described an ‘‘Old Europe’’ of matrilineal, peaceful, cooperative, goddessworshiping communities that were later overtaken by the warring patrilineal tribes
of the Indo-European cultures and the Kurgan invasion. There is little firm evidence
one way or the other and no way to know whether the figurines are meant to represent a goddess, or even whether their apparent outnumbering of male deity representations really indicates a superiority of one gender over the other.

born in 1930, also in London, later moved to the Netherlands where she became
an important author.
James Mellaart studied at University College, London, gaining his bachelor
of arts with honors in ancient history and Egyptology in 1951. He then went to
Turkey, where he was involved in archaeological fieldwork and conducted field
surveys with the British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara until 1956. It was
his work in 1954 on the ‘‘champagne glass’’ pottery of Western Anatolia during

Aerial view of the archaeological site at Çatalh€
oy€uk, a Neolithic farming settlement. Discovered in the 1950s, the ruins are in present-day Turkey on the Konya Plain. (Yann
Arthus-Bertrand/Corbis)
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the Late Bronze Age that led to the discovery of the site of Beycesultan. However, at the start of the dig, Seton Lloyd, the director of the British Institute, was
injured in a car accident when traveling to the site, leaving Mellaart to start the
work that helped clarify the nature of life at the time of the Trojan War. However, Mellaart’s early conclusions came under attack from Ronald A. Crossland
of King’s College at the University of Durham, an expert in Hittite philology.
In 1957 Mellaart started work on the site at Hacilar. His first major controversy came in 1958 following his work on a site at Dorak. He reported on some
finds, and the details of them appeared in the Illustrated London News. The Turkish authorities were concerned as they did not know about these ‘‘finds,’’ and
Mellaart said he had been able to draw them after seeing them at the house of a
young woman named Anna Papastrati, a Greek who lived in the port city of Izmir
(formerly Smyrna). The police were unable to find any woman of that name, and
Mellaart was immediately suspected of smuggling antiquities and expelled from
the country. At the height of the controversy, the Turkish press accused Mellaart
of taking the ‘‘royal treasure of Dorak’’ out of the country and selling it for a
reported $48 million. This would later lead to the Sunday Times reporters Kenneth Pearson and Patricia Connor writing The Dorak Affair, in 1967, much like
an Eric Ambler spy story, in which they concluded that there was no evidence
against Mellaart, although they did unmask much smuggling of antiquities from
Turkey, often through a U.S. airbase in the country.
However, Mellaart was able to return and at the end of 1960 he became
interested by the newly discovered site at Catalh€

oy€
uk, where he worked from
1961 until 1963—while also lecturing at Istanbul University—returning in 1965.
In 1964 he was appointed as lecturer in Anatolian (or western Asiatic) archaeology at the Institute of Archaeology at the University of London, a position he
held until his retirement in 1991.
The author of many books, James Mellaart’s first was Anatolia before
c. 4000 B.C. and c. 2300–1750 B.C., published in 1964 as part of Cambridge University’s history of the ancient world. He then wrote Earliest Civilizations of
the Near East (1965), with French and Dutch editions in 1969 and a Portuguese
edition in 1971. This was followed by The Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Ages
in the Near East and Anatolia (1966); C
 atal H€
oy€
uk: A Neolithic Town in Anatolia (1967; German edition also in 1967; French edition in 1971); Excavations at
Hacilar (1970); The Neolithic of the Near East (1975); The Archaeology of Ancient Turkey (1978); and C
 atal H€
oy€
uk and Anatolian Kilims, which was the second volume of the controversial, The Goddess from Anatolia (1989).
When work started on Catalh€

oy€
uk in 1961, it became clear that the site was
very extensive—covering some 32 acres—making it the largest Neolithic site
yet uncovered in what was then known as the Near East. The work there
quickly took over from his earlier time at Hacilar. Catalh€

oy€
uk was quite clearly
the most important town in the region at that time, as all the other known
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settlements are the size of villages. Volcanic stone dominates much of the geology of the region, and Catalh€

oy€
uk is in one of the most fertile positions in the
region, almost certainly contributing to its location and size in Neolithic times.
Even by the end of the first archaeological excavations that took place from
May 17, until June 29, 1961, it was quite clear the enormity of the Neolithic settlement with which the archaeologists were dealing. Further work was carried
out in the autumn, and it was during this time that the drawings were discovered.
By the time work was completed in 1965, it was found that there were 14 layers
of buildings, with the real possibility of further prehistoric sites beneath them.
The wealth of artifacts found meant that it was one of the most important
archaeological excavations in the region.
There is no doubt about the importance of the finds at Catalh€

oy€
uk. The
chipped stone industry was clearly well advanced and one of the best developed
in Neolithic Anatolia. Farming implements as well as weapons (for hunting and
for war) were found, which clearly shows that this was a flourishing local
industry. There were also tools and jewelry made from bone and extensive finds
of pottery, including coil pots. Some of the terracotta pots also had geometric
designs stamped on them, and it has been suggested that this might show a level
of private ownership. There were also many figurines, both of humans and of
animals, the latter with some ‘‘stab marks,’’ suggesting the possibility of magic
hunting rites. However, much attention has been focused on the paintings at
Catalh€

oy€
uk, and these have been controversial in both whether or not some of
them are genuine and, if they are genuine, whether or not they might have been
incorrectly ‘‘reconstructed.’’ There was much controversy during the mid-1960s,
and as a result, the Turkish government closed work on the site at Catalh€

oy€
uk
and banned Mellaart from returning to the country, although a press report in
The Times on July 31, 1971, indicated that the ban had been lifted as their
Ankara correspondent was able to contact Mellaart by telephone in Istanbul. It
was at that time that a Turkish peasant was arrested for forged antiquities. He
had worked on the Hacilar dig with Mellaart, but there was never any suggestion that the two had connived on anything. Indeed Mellaart had his suspicions
over the peasant; but it reopened a number of controversies involving Mellaart.
It was not until 1993 that the site was reopened for archaeological work, which
was carried out by Ian Hodder of the University of Cambridge.
The wall paintings around the site of Catalh€

oy€
uk are limited to a relatively
small number of buildings. These were found after the end of the main excavation period that summer, but this was not entirely suspicious. They had not been
visible after the initial ‘‘dig.’’ This was because the walls of many of the buildings in Catalh€

oy€
uk were covered with a cream-colored plaster. In normal
archaeological work, the existing plasterwork would not have been touched, or
would have been treated rather than removed. However Catalh€

oy€
uk was not like
any normal site. The aim for the archaeologists was to dig down below the first
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level of buildings they found to find traces of earlier sites there. Thus after one
level was excavated and mapped, it was removed for work to begin on the lower
level. This, therefore, involved removal of most of the earlier finds. In doing
this, some of the plaster was removed from the walls, and, according to the published accounts of the excavation, it was only then that some of the paintings
were found. In 1962 these paintings were hailed as being the earliest that had
been found on man-made walls, yet their presence on two buildings in Level III
and Level IV, and also in two private houses in Level VI, has provoked some
intense scholarly debate.
The paint used on them varies. In some places it is just red paint, in other
areas the pictures are in a number of different colors. The first major query was
why the paintings were only found in such a small number of places. There were
also queries as to whether there might have been paintings on other walls that
did not survive and whether there was a special reason for these walls to have
paintings on them. The latter seemed to point to the idea that a small number of
the rooms that were excavated might have been prayer rooms or the location of
shrines. Mellaart was quick to conclude that the paintings were not done solely
for artistic reasons, but there was clearly some other reason for them. The style
of the paintings also varies, and this seems to back his explanation. Some of the
paintings appear to have a narrative style approach, with scenes replete with
humans and animals, while others have geometric patterns. In the latter, there are
images of spirals, chevrons, dots, spheres, and honeycombs, some quatrefoils,
and other designs. There are also representations of handprints on them.
Mellaart also revealed that there were a few places where there were successive layers of paintings, separated by white plaster. And it was clear that all
the paintings were subsequently covered in white plaster at some stage before
the settlement was abandoned. It is easily possible that there were other paintings that did not survive or were not found. Paint samples were also sent to the
Courtauld Institute in London to report on the pigments being used. Mellaart
was later quoted as stating that the paints were made from minerals or vegetables, and some of the people may have been originally pink in color, but over
time the paint had turned brown or black.
The paintings were first uncovered in November 1961 by Mellaart, but the
initial problem was that the images had not only been covered by centuries of
grime but also with plaster from later use of the rooms. As a result, Mellaart
recorded that he had to clean the walls with help of Anne Louise Stockdale,
who, Mellaart notes in his 1962 article in Anatolian Studies, then copied the
paintings. Mellaart and Stockdale received help from Perry Bialor, an American
anthropologist, and Mellaart’s Turkish-born wife, Arlette Meryem (nee Cenani).
Bialor, born in 1931, had completed his graduate work at the Graduate
School of Arts and Science at Harvard University in 1957–1958, and then graduated with an AM from the University of Chicago in 1958. In 1973 he completed
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his PhD thesis at the University of Chicago, titled ‘‘A Century and a Half of
Change: Transformations of a Greek Farming Community in the Northwestern
Peloponessos, Greece,’’ and moved to live in Astoria, New York. By contrast,
Stockdale, born in 1938, was the only daughter of Sir Edmund Villiers Minshull
Stockdale, 1st Baronet, former assistant principal at the Bank of England, and his
wife, Hon. Louise Fermor-Hesketh, elder daughter of Lord Hesketh. Just after she
completed many of the drawings, in 1963, she married Charles Marcus Edwards,
a British diplomat who had just finished a posting in South Africa and was to
serve in Laos before retiring from the British Foreign Office to practice law and
become a judge; she died in 1970.
According to the published material in Anatolian Studies, Mellaart’s wife and
Stockdale were involved in removing the paintings from the wall, preserving
them, and then taking them to the Archaeological Museum at Ankara. This was
important because, as mentioned before, many of the houses had to be taken
down in order to reveal information about the lower levels of the settlement.
Much of the site was photographed prior to this, but due to the cost of photography in those days, not everything was photographed, although they were sketched,
and extensive drawings were published in various issues of the journal Anatolian
Studies as well as in The Times on February 16, 1966.
Because some of the wall paintings did not survive the excavations and the
move, it was not long before skeptics were starting to query their existence,
especially the ones for which no photographs seem to have survived. Some
claimed that the paintings were entirely faked, but others suggested that although
there might have been images and paint marks on the walls, the drawings were
sometimes a little too well done, and it was possible that the artists might have
interpreted a little more than was actually present, possibly even being too influenced by work that might have been found on other sites. It seemed fairly certain that some of the paintings were genuine (a number have survived and are
held in the Archaeological Museum), but what happened to the others?
This led some critics to ask to inspect the actual sketches made at the
archaeological site in the early 1960s. Although drawings were published in
Anatolian Studies, these were clearly done in a studio, and skeptics tried to
locate the original sketches, tracings, or indeed photographs that would show
what actually been found and what was interpretation or extrapolation from what
was found. That reconstruction was carried out was quite clear when comparing
the original drawings in Anatolian Studies with Mellaart’s 1989 book The Goddess from Anatolia.
On the face of it, the drawings found are quite spectacular. This is not because
of their artistic merit but rather because of what they show. There are only a few
color photographs of the drawings and a number of black and white ones. However, most of the illustrations, which were published in Anatolian Studies in 1962,
have a caption including the phrase ‘‘tracing with reconstruction by A. L.
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Stockdale’’ or ‘‘after preliminary copies by A. L. Stockdale.’’ Certainly Stockdale is
an accomplished artist. That has never been in doubt, and Mellaart noted that the
reconstructions were done in the Bosphorus or in England. However, the phrase
‘‘after preliminary copies by’’ is in itself curious. Anne Louise Edwards, as she was
then, was still alive, and the phrase was obviously chosen carefully, seemingly to
state that the process involved was the location of the painting. Stockdale later
traced the image and turned them into a painting or reconstruction either in Turkey
or after her return to England, and then a later painting was made of the work by
Stockdale, and this was what was being published. The published drawings are
clearly much easier for historians to extrapolate information from than the few surviving photographs of the actual paintings themselves. This has led to suggestions
that the published drawings show, at best, far too much ‘‘reconstruction.’’ The three
color photographs in Anatolian Studies in 1962 show the outline of what has been
surmised to have been a deer hunt (plate 17), but opposite it the reconstruction
shows far more detail showing that the published reconstruction had had some elements in the picture surmised. This is quite easy because the two were published
opposite each other. Yet for many of the other paintings, color photographs do not
exist, and in many other instances, no photographs were published, and probably
no photographs were taken. Indeed Mellaart noted that for the earliest wall paintings ‘‘it was impossible to detach them from vitrified walls they were covered up
after recording’’ (Mellaart 1962). Stockdale died in 1970 just after the controversy
had reached epic proportions in the academic community, but also before the publication, during the 1980s, of the most controversial ‘‘reconstructions.’’
Therefore, a number of archaeologists, historians, and commentators have
challenged the nature of these reconstructions. To understand them, it was necessary to discuss the paintings one by one. The paintings from Level VI come from
three panels in a private house. All these are geometric designs and are in a
number of colors. Unfortunately only copies of drawings survive. None of them
are complete, showing that the images found were not complete either. This may
have been because they did not survive the rigors of time, or it might have been
that some parts were removed before plaster was placed over them in prehistoric
times—of course, they were genuine. However, there have been subsequent suggestions that what was found was even more fragmentary than what was shown
in the reconstructions. On plate 13, published in Anatolian Studies in 1962, from
a different building, it is clear that the method used to copy the image included a
tracing of it, so there is every likelihood that this is what took place here.
The local people used geometric patterns on pots, so the idea of them doing
so on wall paintings is not surprising. To many casual observers, it may seem as
though the patterns are not that dissimilar to some modern wallpaper and served
to lighten the room. However whether the patterns owe something to symbolism,
and their covering up with later plaster was just a change in fashion, can only be
surmised.
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The real controversy about these paintings from Level VI is whether they
show representations of an Anatolian kilim, or tapestry. This was suggested by
Mellaart but is hotly criticized by his detractors. Marla Mallett, in her article in
Oriental Rug Review in 1990, claims that this is not the case. In particular she
casts doubt on whether the painting shows a particular system of weaving using
overlapping forms. Mellaart felt that the patterns were essentially evidence of
particular ways of weaving cloth at the time whereas Mallett disagrees. However, her main dispute is not with the reconstructions for which photographs
have been published, but on those where it has not.
With no figurative paintings found on Level V, in a Level IV shrine some
paintings survived, albeit damaged by the roots of plants and the burrowing of
ground squirrels and jerboas. It was on this level, under layers of plaster, that
drawings of human figures were found, with women in red and men in white, a
convention that was also found in Egypt. Mellaart wrote that women were
shown as plump, whereas men were shown as thin. It is possible that this was
because the large female figure is associated with Mother Earth, and certainly
the image is not that dissimilar to the surviving part of a Neolithic statue at Tarxien in Malta. Again this picture is one in which a photograph of the original
wall painting and the reconstruction have been published side-by-side. However, the only images known of the other paintings come solely from reconstructions, and these are so fragmentary that it is impossible to surmise exactly
what the scene depicted. Prior to reconstruction, the actual images might have
been even harder to ascertain.
This problem about the lack of published photographs of the actual wall
paintings is even more important for those in building Level III. Given that
many of the reconstructions were done away from the site (a number in England), it is clear that there must have been tracings or photographs unless the
images themselves were reconstructions based on only small fragments. The
image that is claimed to be of a bearded man is quite clearly open to different
interpretations, especially because it is so different from the rest of the paintings’ style, which shows narrow figures. Even Mellaart notes that one scene,
possibly of a bird or bear trapped in a net, ‘‘defies interpretation.’’
Mellaart noted that the largest number of paintings was from Level III,
where a room was found that had paintings on three of its four walls. There are
scenes of the hunting of a herd of red deer—some with antlers—that are known
to have lived in the region at the time. Another scene shows the hunting of a
bull. Again much of this is based on reconstructions, which may or may not
accurately record the scenes uncovered.
Mallett’s particular criticism is reserved for a number of reconstructions that
have appeared many years after the original archaeological work. This was particularly true for some of the images of the ‘‘Mother Goddess,’’ and Mellaart’s
championing of this idea evoked protests from many archaeologists who wanted
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to see any surviving photographs of the Neolithic paintings in situ. Mallett wrote,
many years later, that she was also unable to locate any of the original tracings
and was critical of the reliance, on trust, of reconstructions. For instance, in Early
Turkish Tapestries, published in 1984, the ‘‘bird carriers’’ and ‘‘elibelinde figures’’
appeared for the first time as reconstructions. Her argument is that these appeared
some 20 years after they were said to have been found (and destroyed), but supportive photographs are needed if one is to believe that these did exist.
To illustrate her point, Mallett studied the technology used in the production of textiles at Catalh€

oy€
uk versus the conclusions drawn by James Mellaart.
Certainly the few surviving fragments of cloth recovered show that an elementary loom was used. However, Mellaart claims that a warp-weighted loom was
also used, and this can be seen in the paintings in Level VI. Mallett feels that
there is no evidence that warp-weighted looms were used until much later, and
that in a 1962 report by Hans Helbaek, cited by Mellaart, there was no reference to this. Furthermore, some geometric patterns were interpreted by Mellaart
as clearly showing the weaving of cloth, whereas Mallett believed that the overlapping pictures were geometric patterns, which she suggested could be inspired
by ‘‘simple basket or rush mat interlacings’’ (Mallett 1990).
In conclusion, it can be seen that there has long been controversy about the
career of James Mellaart as an archaeologist. Some of these controversies have
been used to portray him in a bad light, but others have resulted in him being
associated with incidents with which he was not really connected. However,
the Turkish government did think so poorly of him that he was banned from the
country for a period, perhaps unfairly. There is no doubt that Mellaart did locate
tremendous finds at Catalh€

oy€
uk, that they did depict the early domestication of
animals, and that some of the wall paintings do show hunting scenes.
However, the problem has been that a large number of details on many of
the wall paintings seem to have only been published in reconstructed form, and
it has therefore been impossible to determine whether the resultant paintings are
accurate representations, or whether they contain more information and interpretation than were actually found. Marla Mallett’s comparison of his early work
with the pictures in The Goddess from Anatolia certainly highlights discrepancies. And the artist who drew the early reconstructions died in 1970. In The Goddess from Anatolia, much more detail is included in updated reconstructions, and
this has led to criticism over Mallaart’s ideas over a ‘‘Mother Goddess’’ because
he has only published one photograph of the original wall painting that has been
published and it is not very clear. James Mellaart has long had opportunities to
publish some of the tracings that were made of the discovered wall paintings as
well as any surviving photographs, but in spite of a long (and distinguished) series of publications to his name, he has declined so to do. For that reason many
academicians doubt the authenticity and accuracy of the reconstructions, some
going as far as alleging that they are, in fact, fraudulent.
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CON
The case of the wall paintings at Catal

H€
uy€
uk is special because their authenticity has been debated not only in expert circles of archaeologists and culture historians but also among a broad public, mainly because the sensational finds of
the 1960s raised much public interest from the earliest excavations of the site.
The controversy over the works of mural art is not a matter of a simple pro and
con of whether they are all reality or all a hoax. Some paintings undoubtedly
are authentic because the originals have been preserved, photographed, and
documented, and others are controversial because no originals are available and
the nature of their narratives differs markedly from those of the authentic
category.
The images of the authentic category will always retain their value, while
the others may always remain controversial. The crucial issue of this controversy
is how to make a distinction between the two categories of paintings. The
Romans had a saying: Nomen est omen (‘‘fate or fortune is in a name’’). Catal

H€uy€uk literally means ‘‘forked mound’’ (there are Catal

H€
uy€
uk East and Catal

H€uy€uk West). The dichotomy of authentic and controversial wall paintings may
be seen as a reflection of a metaphorical bifurcation of the archaeological recording of antiquities at this site.
The debate about the wall paintings is frustrating because the outsider finds
him- or herself in a jungle of contradicting opinions. The history of the discoveries at Catal

H€
uy€uk is an adventure story that is saturated with many mysteries
in the biography of the protagonist, British archaeologist James Mellaart, with
whose name this Neolithic town is intrinsically associated. His colorful personality and his mysterious encounters have made him a controversial figure. Many
appreciate him as an impeccable explorer of humankind’s prehistory, while
others doubt his credibility as a scientist and even accuse him of fraud.
To find valid answers, the pieces of a puzzle must be put together, and
these pieces are quite different in nature. The controversy over the wall paintings has to do with facts and evidence, but also with the image and the reputation of the persons involved in the discoveries. This discussion is an exercise in
the psychological undercurrents of the world of excavators and their work.
Çatal H€
uy€
uk Site and Mellaart’s Discovery
Catal

H€
uy€
uk, situated in the Konya Plain of southern Anatolia (Turkey), was
discovered in 1958 by a group of archaeologists led by Mellaart. The most
recent calibrated dating indicates that the site was inhabited between ca. 7400
and 6000 BCE. During four seasons of excavation, between 1961 and 1965 (with
an interruption in 1964), Mellaart’s team uncovered over 300 rooms, many of
which contained not only well-built domestic features and skillfully produced
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crafts and tools, but also dozens of polychrome wall paintings, clay and plaster
bas reliefs, ritual installations, and sculptures, indicating a pervasive and sophisticated ritual life that extended throughout the duration of the Neolithic occupation. The people of Catal

H€
uy€
uk were described by Mellaart in C
 atal H€
uy€
uk and
Anatolian Kilims as being skilled in agriculture, architecture, painting, weaving,
and mortuary arts (Mellaart 1963).
The discovery of Catal

H€
uy€
uk was undoubtedly the highlight of Mellaart’s
career. With his narrative skills, he succeeded in spreading the sensational news
about the oldest large agricultural settlement of the world, which had the size of
a small town and an estimated population of 6,000 to 8,000 inhabitants. Mellaart and his team unearthed treasures of world cultural heritage. As the leading
excavator, he earned a worldwide reputation as a great discoverer. And yet at
the height of his professional career, Mellaart stumbled over his own feet and
collided with the Turkish authorities who had granted him the permission to dig
at Catal

H€uy€
uk.
What made Mellaart stumble and lose his authority as head of the excavation team was not one incident—the suspicion of looting artifacts and smuggling them from the site. It was a series of controversial events in which
Mellaart was rumored to have been involved. The image of Mellaart’s controversial personality was formed several years before the breakthrough discovery
of Catal

H€
uy€
uk. At the beginning of the chain of events that finally discredited
Mellaart in the eyes of the Turkish authorities was the so-called Dorak affair.
When it all started has never been clarified, and Mellaart himself reported various versions of a story that, to many, seems too unusual to be true.
The Dorak Treasure
It was as if Mellaart, when making his career in archaeology, had carried Pandora’s box, which he accidentally opened one day when he was traveling by train
to Izmir on the Aegean coast. In the train, the British archaeologist met a young
attractive woman, Anna Papastrati, who promised to show Mellaart pieces of a
lost treasure. Pandora’s box released its poisonous contents some time later:
doubt and suspicion, scorn and scandal, humiliation and delayed exoneration.
Nobody except Mellaart himself knows the true story, and he has not produced any consistent version of what happened and when it happened. There are
certain elements in this mysterious encounter that are uniform in all the narratives and reports about it. Mellaart followed Anna’s invitation to her home in
Izmir (located in Karsiyaka, a suburb). There he spent an entire week with the
young woman. Anna showed him artifacts, and Mellaart made drawings of them.
In his accounts, Mellaart gave different dates for his stay in Izmir. Sometimes he
said this was in 1958; on another occasion, he mentioned that it took place years
earlier, in 1952.
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Neolithic Revolution
Çatal H€uy€uk dates from the first agricultural ‘‘revolution,’’ when hunter-gatherer
groups began to settle down in large numbers and form sedentary societies with significantly greater population density, based around agriculture and permanent dwellings. Doing so by turns required and enabled a number of significant developments in
human prehistory: pottery (including the Çatal H€uy€
uk figurines), barter and trade
(such as between a shell-collecting community and a community with access to obsidian), and communal defenses such as village walls. Social developments alone
included marriage, property, and the inheritance by children of their parents’ belongings, all things that made more sense than they had in a nomadic lifestyle.

When asked why he would have kept such an important encounter and discovery of artifacts a secret for many years, Mellaart gave different reasons. One
was holding back information as a protection of the treasure. Another reason
given was more personal: Mellaart did not want to stir up any resentment on
the part of his wife, Arlette Cenani, whom he had married in 1954.
The exact date of the encounter in Izmir has no bearing on the event that
triggered the public scandal. Mellaart published his collected drawings and a
detailed, four-page description of what he called a Bronze Age treasure in the
Illustrated London News in 1959. This publication of extraordinary finds that
were hitherto unknown certainly raised great attention in expert circles and
among Turkish authorities, who were eager to inspect the original artifacts.
According to Mellaart’s reports, Papastrati did not disclose the source from
which her family had obtained the Dorak treasure, but she had promised to send
photographs and her written permission to publish the drawings. Mellaart claimed
that he had received a letter from Papastrati granting him permission to publish
pictures of the finds. However, the envisaged photographs never arrived. Something else weighed even heavier and cast doubts on Mellaart’s credibility: the
original artifacts never showed up and could not be located by the Turkish authorities. This raised suspicions that the Dorak treasure might have been smuggled
out of the country.
Mellaart had his reputation at stake. With his successful excavation of the site
of Hacilar, which started in 1957, Mellaart had made a name for himself, not
only among archaeologists but also among a broader public in Turkey. It was the
scandal-hungry Turkish media that stirred up positions pro and con. Mellaart’s
image of an impeccable scientist suffered because there were many people, especially in Turkey, who suspected the British archaeologist was involved in the
alleged ‘‘disappearance’’ of the Dorak treasure. It also became known that some
of the artifacts that were auctioned at Sotheby’s in London in the late 1950s
belonged to the finds retrieved at Hacilar. Here, again, Mellaart’s reputation as
the leading excavator was at stake.
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Although no evidence for Mellaart’s possible involvement in the ‘‘disappearance’’ of the Dorak treasure (whether or not it ever existed) and in the
smuggling of Hacilar artifacts to Britain was ever presented, the mere uncertainty and suspicion left a shadow that continued to grow. The file of the Dorak
affair was finally closed—at least in the eyes of a broader public—when two
investigative reporters, Kenneth Pearson and Patricia Connor, affiliated with the
Sunday Times, published their detailed two-part report in November 1966. They
concluded that Mellaart was not intentionally involved in any illegal action
relating to Turkish antiquities. The same conclusion was repeated in a book by
Pearson and Connor in 1967 in their book The Dorak Affair.
These publications on the Dorak affair meant an exoneration of Mellaart’s
reputation. But the earlier suspicions had already taken their toll. Mellaart had
been barred from archaeological excavations in Turkey, and this decision of the
Turkish authorities was not reversed. Although the two reporters excluded any
possibility of Mellaart’s active involvement, they nevertheless brought up
another idea that was not favorable either: Had Mellaart perhaps become an
unwilling victim of smugglers who wanted to have an expert’s opinion on their
looted finds? Had Papastrati, the mysterious woman in the train, been an accomplice of the smugglers who was sent to capture Mellaart’s attention? Had Mellaart, unaware of Anna’s involvement with smugglers and in his scientific
perfectionism, elaborated a testimony for the smugglers in his newspaper article?
As things are, there will never be any definite answers to those questions.
Sensational Finds Overshadowed by Scandal
Mellaart was a visionary, and this capacity granted him success with his diggings at Catal

H€
uy€
uk right from the beginning. The excavation team that
explored the site under Mellaart’s direction had great expectations. These had
been sparked by the first sensational find of clay figurines at Hacilar in the late
summer of 1960. In early 1961, Mellaart had published a report and the photos
that his wife, Arlette, had taken of the artifacts in Anatolian Studies. Mellaart’s
interpretation of the figurines as representations of the ‘‘Mother Goddess’’ were
readily accepted by the British press and became seminal. In his report, Mellaart
expressed his hopes that an even older civilization than that of Hacilar might be
found one day that would harbor the early stage of the figurines as a genre of
Neolithic art. Mellaart was to become the prophet of his own words.
What he would soon find at Catal

H€
uy€
uk was indeed older. The figurines
from Hacilar were a sensation. But nobody had any idea that the discoveries of
antiquities at Catal

H€
uy€
uk that were immanent would surpass the finds of Hacilar in their sensational value. Excavation work at Catal

H€
uy€
uk started in May
1961, and it did not take long before an invaluable treasure of world cultural
heritage was discovered: wall paintings. The personal credit for the successful
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discovery of the first finds of painted images on the walls of the houses at Catal

H€uy€uk goes undisputedly to Mellaart. The tell of Catal

H€
uy€
uk covers a large
area (some 32 acres), and only a man guided by his intuition would know where
to best start the archaeological explorations. Mellaart had decided to dig into
the tell in its southwestern section.
It was on the second day of excavation work that Mellaart’s sensitive eye
was caught by something unusual in the rubble and the innumerable pieces of
plaster that were removed by the spades of the workmen. What might have been
overlooked by the untuned eyes of most observers as a formless blotch of red
paint on a layer of plaster assumed the contours of an animal in Mellaart’s perception: a stag. He started to remove pieces of a layer of cream-colored plaster
to uncover what was underneath. The more Mellaart cleared the hidden surface
with a small knife the more pictures emerged. After hours of painstaking clearing, a whole scenery appeared, with pictures of hunters chasing deer.
When Mellaart made this discovery that was to become a world sensation,
he was not alone. Some 40 pairs of eyes followed his action to separate the
layers of plaster at the digging site. There could be no better testimony for the
authenticity of what came to light than the presence of the entire excavation
team. Arlette’s photographs of the images provided solid documentation of
these earliest wall paintings in cultural history.
Between 1961 and 1965, several dozen wall paintings were found and photographed, and drawings of them were made. During the first discoveries in
1961, Mellaart noticed that sunlight had a damaging effect on the quality of the
colors, on the consistency of the plaster that soon started to crack, and on the
overall stability of the unearthed surfaces with paintings. Although conservation
work was started immediately and sophisticated measures were taken to have
the finds transported to the archaeological museum in Ankara (Museum of Anatolian Civilizations), many paintings disintegrated and only some could be put
on display as exhibits. Thus, despite genuine efforts to conserve the precious
finds, only a small number of the original paintings could be saved. Conversely,
documentation even of the paintings that were lost was secured by the scrutinizing photographs and the drawings of motifs and scenes.
It seems as if Mellaart not only enjoyed the success of the discoveries of
wall paintings that his team continually uncovered, but he also somehow became
obsessed to unearth ever more paintings. Mellaart was driven by his enthusiasm
to find more substantive evidence to prove his hypothesis of goddess worship at
Catal

H€uy€
uk. He also had a growing fear of losing permission to continue his
excavations. This uncertainty about the attitude of the Turkish authorities caused
immense psychological pressure that was to become so typical of Mellaart’s last
years of digging in Turkey. He suffered growing suspicion of smuggling antiquities (like the imaginary Dorak treasure) or of looting them from their original
sites (like some of the figurines from Hacilar).
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Mellaart’s position as the chief excavator of Catal

H€
uy€
uk had been questioned from the beginning. Regardless of his expertise, his intuition, and his
good fortune that led him to make sensational finds, his actions always stood in
the twilight of old and new suspicions that continually eroded Mellaart’s credibility as a charismatic scientist. In the public opinion, suspicions of a personal
involvement in the looting of artifacts mingled with blame of a lack of authority
on Mellaart’s side in his responsibility as the head of the excavation team. From
a strictly formal standpoint, Mellaart could be held responsible for any wrong
action done by anyone under his direction. And it was a breach of such a formal
responsibility that finally brought Mellaart to his knees.
Rumor has it that in the course of 1964—the year Mellaart was refused permission to dig—he had become a liability to the BIAA (British Institute of
Archaeology at Ankara) and to the Turkish authorities, mainly because of
the bad publicity in connection with the press coverage of the Dorak affair. A
lawsuit filed against Mellaart in 1965 was dismissed for formal reasons
because—according to an amnesty declared in 1960—he could not be prosecuted for possible illegal actions before that date. Nevertheless, this made
Mellaart’s position as director of the excavations untenable. He was allowed to
continue his work for the campaign of 1965 only as a team member, under
the formal direction of Oliver Gurney (the editor of Anatolian Studies). This situation was somehow odd, because everybody knew that, in practice, it was
Mellaart who was conducting the digging.
In 1961 the excavations had begun with the sensational find of a wall painting, and in 1965 they ended with another such sensation. Mellaart’s team
retrieved a mural with the biggest picture that has ever been found at Catal

H€uy€uk, the image of a wild bull in red. The picture of this animal measures
some 2 meters (6 feet) in length, within a scene of ceremonial dancing covering
a space that extends over almost 6 meters. This scene with the red bull in focus
is the most widely known of all the wall paintings at Catal

H€
uy€
uk.
Regardless of the fact that the season of 1965 was perhaps the most successful of Mellaart’s archaeological campaigns, the joy about the finds was ultimately dimmed by yet another scandal that was disclosed toward the end of the
digging season. Instead of the regular representative of the Turkish authorities
who was always present at Catal

H€
uy€
uk at the time of digging, during the excavations of 1965, two representatives were present for the whole duration of the
campaign. In September 1965 one of them detected artifacts from Catal

H€
uy€
uk
in an antiques dealer’s shop in the nearby town of Konya.
The dealer identified the workmen who had smuggled the artifacts out of
Catal

H€
uy€
uk who then left the site. Although Mellaart was no longer formally
in charge, the blame for the smugglers’ action was laid on him. This latest scandal meant the end of Mellaart’s digging activities in Turkey. He was barred
from Catal

H€
uy€
uk and was allowed to return only many years later, and only
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Wall painting from Çatal H€uy€uk, sixth millenium
Works)

BCE.

(Archiv Gerstenberg/The Image

then as a visitor, not a responsible excavator. The site was closed for decades
and reopened for excavations as late as 1993, this time under the direction of
the British archaeologist Ian Hodder.
Hodder opposes many of Mellaart’s interpretations of the symbolism of
female figurines, reliefs, and of communal life at Catal

H€
uy€
uk. Hodder, nevertheless, acknowledges the authenticity of the finds that Mellaart made, which
are documented in the reports published in the 1960s. Among the pieces of
world cultural heritage that continue to be studied as objects of indisputable
value are the wall paintings available through photographs and drawings.
Arlette took photographs, whereas the drawings were made by Mellaart himself
and by some professional artists.
Authentic Record of the 1960s, 1990s, and 2000s
Before the first digging campaign of 1961 had ended, the British press—above
all the Daily Telegraph—lavishly reported about Mellaart’s finds, and the
media continued to follow the discoveries that were made by Mellaart and his
team during the following years. Among the highlights of the newspaper coverage is the two-part essay, illustrated with color photos, that was published by
Mellaart in the Illustrated London News in January and February 1963.
As for the scientific discipline of archaeology, the documentary material was
presented by Mellaart in articles that appeared in Archaeology and Anatolian
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Studies. These became the preferred forums for Mellaart’s early reports on Catal

H€uy€uk. The sum of his experiences from the four successive excavations
between 1961 and 1965 was presented in the first book publication about Catal

H€uy€uk, C
 atal H€
uy€
uk: A Neolithic Town in Anatolia (1967). Although Mellaart
had taken to calling the Neolithic settlement a ‘‘city’’ because of its sheer size already during the first season and in his article in Scientific American, he nevertheless decided to use the term ‘‘town’’ in his book.
Mortimer Wheeler, the gray eminence of British archaeology, praised the
achievements of the Neolithic settlers in his introduction to Mellaart’s C
 atal
H€
uy€
uk and assigned Catal

H€
uy€
uk a key position in archaeological studies:
‘‘[Catal

H€uy€
uk] represents an outstanding human accomplishment in the upward
grade of social development, and may be expected therefore to be of general interest even to a modern age which may have lost something of the easy Victorian certainty of Progress’’ (in Mellaart 1967:33). What Wheeler referred to as
‘‘Victorian’’ was the traditional view of civilization (high culture) having originated in ancient Mesopotamia. Until the discovery of Hacilar and Catal

H€
uy€
uk,
Anatolia had been considered a backwater of prehistory.
Mellaart’s 1967 monograph on Catal

H€
uy€
uk became seminal as a basis for
numerous scientific studies on the Neolithic community and its material and
spiritual culture. There is a consensus among archaeologists and culture historians that Mellaart’s book is a reliable source for the study of the material culture
at Catal

H€
uy€
uk, and this consensus also extends to include the motifs and
scenes of the wall paintings that are documented in this publication.
A further acknowledgment of the original drawings of wall paintings from
the excavations between 1961 and 1965 is their inclusion in the exhibition
‘‘From Earth to Eternity: Catal

H€
uy€
uk,’’ held between May 26 and August 20,
2006, at Yapi Kredi Vedat Nedim T€
or Museum in Istanbul. Mellaart’s sketches
and restitution drawings are appreciated as ‘‘historical archives and a collection
on its own.’’
The finds of wall paintings did not remain limited to the excavations that
were conducted by James Mellaart in the 1960s. New discoveries of mural art
were made after the archaeological site of Catal

H€
uy€
uk had been reopened in
1993 and excavations had continued under the direction of Ian Hodder.
Although not comparable in the magnitude of their sensational value with Mellaart’s finds, the fragmented wall paintings that have been retrieved since 1993
nevertheless add to the rich repertory of the visual arts at Catal

H€
uy€
uk. In addition to their documentation in excavation reports, collections of the newly
discovered mural paintings can be found in such recent books as David LewisWilliams and David Pearce’s Inside the Neolithic Mind (2005) and Ian Hodder’s The Leopard’s Tale (2006).
The wall paintings from Catal

H€
uy€
uk are polychrome, and individual motifs
are depicted in a variety of colors, including white, black, red, pink, orange,
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brown, and yellow. The individual motifs found in the paintings belong to the
following categories:
• wild animals (i.e., leopard, deer, bull, boar, vulture, crane),
• human beings (i.e., hunters with bows, dancing male figures dressed in animal
skin),
• geometric forms (i.e., triangle, square, v-sign, cross, dot, line, grid),
• wild plants (of rare occurrence, e.g., a tree).
As Hodder points out in The Leopard’s Tale, wild animals, including bulls,
deer, and goats, is the main theme in the painting (2006).
Most motifs appear in scenic assemblages as to form narrative compositions. These may be categorized as follows:
• scenes of hunting (involving human figures of hunters and animals),
• scenes of ceremonial dancing (probably in connection with hunting rituals),
• scenes with vultures and headless human figures,
• groupings of animals (e.g., two leopards or cranes facing each other),
• schematized landscape with the layout of the town and a volcano in the distance, and
• compositions of purely geometric motifs.
In the largest image, the red bull in the center of a scene is surrounded by
figures that appear to be dancing, some holding bows. One human figure is
depicted as kneeling on the back of the bull, while a headless female figure
stands in a central position under the great bull. Other allusions to dancing are
found in other scenes, like the images of two cranes (in black color) facing each
other in graceful postures. Cranes are known for their elaborate mating dances.
Among the exceptional paintings is an assemblage of rectangular shapes
with subdivisions marking the interior spaces that give the impression of the
layout of the ancient city. In another scene, two leopards face each other. The
design on the animals’ skin is painted in black rectangular forms filled with a
white cross-like motif.
Evidently related to the mythical world of the inhabitants of Catal

H€
uy€
uk
and, presumably, to their burial customs are scenes with stylized vultures in
close association with headless human figures. These settings might reflect the
custom of open-air burials, with the defleshing of the corpses by vultures.
In addition to the abundance of naturalistic images, there is a variety of
abstract motifs, some with geometrical shapes (i.e., triangles, rhombic forms, zigzag lines) recurring as ornamental friezes. These motifs may not have functioned
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simply as elements of decorative design but may have carried symbolic meanings. This idea is supported by the presence of hand stencils in association with
abstract motifs.
The abundance of wall paintings suggests that the narratives had special
significance for the inhabitants of Catal

H€
uy€
uk. Together with other genres of
visual art (i.e., bas reliefs, figurines, figurative images on seals), the wall paintings testify to the vivid cultural symbolism in the community life of the early
agrarian settlers and to their spirited worldview.
In the scientific community, there is consensus about the distinctiveness of
the wall paintings at Catal

H€
uy€
uk and their fabric: there is nothing comparable
in Anatolia or the Near East during the seventh millennium BCE; the number of
wall paintings found in so many buildings within the same community is unique
among all Neolithic settlements; the authenticity of the finds of wall paintings
documented for 1961 to 1965 and since the reopening of the site in 1993
remains undisputed.
Controversy over Drawings Published in the 1980s
The excitement about Catal

H€
uy€
uk as a Neolithic settlement would have
remained untainted with speculations about the authenticity of its distinctive visual art had not an entirely new, hitherto unpublished series of drawings of allegedly original wall paintings appeared in the late 1980s. In a richly illustrated fourvolume publication, The Goddess from Anatolia, visual motifs from Catal

H€
uy€
uk
are compared with motifs in Anatolian kilim carpets. Many of the drawings
included in that volume had been unknown to circles of experts and to the public.
In these illustrations, referred to here as the controversial series (CS), new
motifs appear in a divergent narrative style that is absent from the authentic series (AS)—that is, from the set of indisputably authentic wall paintings documented in the 1960s. For example what strikes the eye of the observer in the
images of the AS is the dominance of wild animals. In the CS, domesticated
animals (e.g., cattle, sheep, goat) abound. This is strange, because the authentic
scenes with wild animals come from the same stratigraphic layers of the settlement as the controversial scenes.
The images and scenes of the CS differ from those of the AS in many
respects. The most striking differences are the following:
Thematic focus
AS: hunting scenes; ceremonial dancing; ritualistic juxtaposition (e.g., animals
facing each other in pairs).
CS: depiction of domestic activities such as plant cultivation or transport of
goods; appearance of the goddess as agent; detailed depiction of cultic
assemblages.
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Dimensions
AS: the motifs appear seemingly dimensionless in the scenes (e.g., hunters are
positioned around animals in a scene as if viewed from the air although
depicted from the side); ground and vegetation are not shown; images
focus on essential features with many details missing.
CS: all motifs are rigidly bound to three dimensions with an accurate depiction
of details.
Mode of visualization
AS: symbolic meanings are expressed by means of allusions and the overall
symbolism is implicit in the visual motifs; scenes remain enigmatic.
CS: a marked trend toward explicitness in the arrangement of motifs; scenes
have explicitly expressed meaning (e.g., the goddess supervises the
offering of a bull; inhabitants of the town are engaged in the sowing of
seeds on a field).
The drawings of the controversial series published by Mellaart in 1989 and
1999 stirred up extensive criticism. The criticism was directed toward two targets. First, Mellaart’s interpretations of goddess worship at Catal

H€
uy€
uk that
were (and are) disputed by many. Second, the lack of original documentation of
the pictures that Mellaart uses to support his interpretations. The criticism coagulated in some longer articles, the most substantive published in 1990 in the
journals Oriental Rug Review and Hali.
A particular facet of the criticism is the articulated skepticism as to the authenticity of the wall paintings whose compositions the drawings supposedly
render. No documentation of original paintings has been produced for any of
the drawings of the controversial series. There are those who openly accuse
Mellaart of fraud. Others, such as Marija Gimbutas (1990) in ‘‘Wall Paintings
of Catal

H€
uy€uk,’’ accept the paintings as authentic or think it is improbable that
the drawings are a hoax because Mellaart was not aware of the meaning of the
cultic symbolism surrounding the figure of the goddess and her attributes.
Mellaart reacted to the criticism in several media, among them Hali. He
stresses the fact that the originals of many wall paintings that were allegedly
documented in drawings that disintegrated soon after having been unearthed, or
their pieces were scattered, which made it impossible to photograph them as
whole pictures. The question arises: If the state of many wall paintings was that
desolate, how could such accurate and detailed scenes be drawn in the sketched
reconstructions as they appeared in 1989? Mellaart refers to the fire, in 1976, of
the country house (of his father-in-law) where much of the documentary material (photographs and drawings) had been stored. So, the veil of mystery in
which the controversial series is shrouded may never be lifted, and suspicions
about their authenticity will remain.
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Of the drawings of the controversial series, several were republished on different occasions in the 1990s. Among those sources is a longer article by Mellaart that appeared in the Turkish magazine Cornucopia in 1999. Here the
drawings were presented—without any critical reservation—as visual documents of everyday life in Catal

H€
uy€
uk. The controversial drawings have not
been accepted for the canon of scientific documentation of architecture, visual
art, and community life of the Neolithic settlement at Catal

H€
uy€
uk.
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According to many, Atlantis existed in the form of a lost civilization or a vast
island empire, which was destroyed suddenly by the end of the last Ice Age,
apparently due to geologic factors, namely earthquake and a subsequent tidal
wave or tsunami. The cause of these catastrophic events is unclear. In Plato’s
accounts, there are no mentions of any volcanic eruption that might have been
lost in the chain of oral passage of knowledge, but could invariably be the main
cause of the cataclysm. The ancient Greek philosopher Plato (427–347 BCE)
gives accounts about the empire and its sudden disappearance in his dialogue
books Timeos and Critias (or Atlantic speech) written ca. 360–350 BCE. There
he mentions that lying in front of Hercules’s columns or ‘‘beyond the Pillars of
Hercules’’ (most probably meaning the Straits of Gibraltar, also acknowledged
as such by Herodotus) there was a big island with many small islands around,
which could have been considered a continent, which may have been called
Atlantis. In this view, Atlantis was a confederation of kingdoms and was a naval power that conquered many parts of western Europe up to Tyrrhenia and
also parts of Africa 9,000 years before the time of Solon, or by ca. 9500 BCE.
It is worth noting that Plato, in turn, had relied on Egyptian historical accounts
that were many thousands of years old, preserved mainly through oral tradition.
Plato got the information about Atlantis from Critias, who had obtained those
from his grandfather, who had obtained them from the Athenian lawmaker Solon
(639–559 BCE), who had been in Egypt in the sixth century BCE. There, the priests
of Saida (Sais), the ancient religious capital of Egypt, revealed to him the ancient
secrets of Atlantis, written in hieroglyphic symbols on papyrus, by translating
them into Greek as accounted for by the ancient historian Plutarch in his account
of Solon’s life. The most learned of all Egyptian priests had told Solon that the
Aegean islands, Crete, and almost all the coastal areas of the Mediterranean countries from north to south reaching up to the Persian Gulf had been conquered by
the Atlantes, coming from the big ocean in the west. Proclus, an indirect secondgeneration student of Plato, reported that Crantor traveled to Egypt and actually
found columns with the history of Atlantis written in hieroglyphs at the temple of
149
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Niith, which told him that ‘‘during the very old times there was a huge island in
the Atlantic Ocean’’ that was much bigger than Libya and Asia together. It must
be mentioned that in antiquity the term Libya encompassed all of North Africa
outside Egypt, and stretched west as far as to Mauritania, while Asia, in the
Greek view, had meant the Asian empires of Persia, India, and China. It is
worth noting that the Phoenicians had reportedly sailed west that far, and possibly also reached South Africa and the Bahamas. On the other hand, the Vikings
probably reached North America through their voyage via Iceland and Greenland, so the physical connections between the Americas and the Old World, like
the Mediterranean, cannot be ruled out prior to the discovery of Columbus,
rather than the knowledge of these voyages being lost. It must be mentioned
that the large time periods between the creation of these different accounts
makes them susceptible to alteration and misinterpretation, and major translation errors cannot be ruled out as well.
It should be mentioned that the claims of the existence of Atlantis may also
refer to other civilizations or lost continents that had disappeared, such as Mu
and Lemuria, and there are many who consider it also as embodying the upperlevel knowledge that had somehow vanished before the modern civilization
started to emerge. Some even consider the Atlanteans extraterrestrial in origin,
and others as the ancestors of the master or root race or ‘‘Nordic-Atlantean’’ or
‘‘Aryan-Nordic’’ supermen.
But Plato’s account may also be considered a political manifesto, which
claims the superiority of the Athenian democracy that won over the tyranny
represented by the antagonistic society of the Atlantidian Empire. According to
Plato, the Atlantes were unable to conquer Attiki because their troops had been
defeated by the Athenians. Then, according to the story, Atlantis disappeared
suddenly but, interestingly, after a failed attempt to invade the allegorical perfect society of ancient Athens, so it is considered by the historian as the punishment of the gods. Atlantis sank into the ocean in a single day and night of
misfortune. Although the fact that the function of the story was to convey Plato’s political theories seems clear to many scholars, there is vivid research and
much dispute over the veracity of the accounts and their possible basis and the
possibility of inclusion of memories of major past political or geological events.
A great number of scholars were or are admitting the past existence of Atlantis,
and many are actively searching for its possible locations. Many theories have
been produced and in order to support the claims for its existence, they use etymological, mythological, geological, and archaeological evidences.
Etymology of Atlantis and Linguistic Considerations
Atlantis is Greek for the ‘‘islands of Atlas,’’ and their location seems in concordance with other facts: south of the strait lies the mountains of Atlas or anti-Atlas
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in northern Africa, mainly in Morocco and Algeria, which were named for the
Greek god Atlas. However this is not the only possible etymology of Atlantis.
‘‘Atl’’ means water in Aztec dialects, Atlaua signifies the water god, which is
the same as Atlas in Greek mythology. Atlatonan (or Atlatonin) represents the
goddess of the coast, which is the closest match to Atlantis and the Atlantic
Ocean, showing clearly the logic of denomination. Derived from Atla comes
also Atlacamani, the goddess of oceanic storms, and Atlacoya, the goddess of
drought, showing that Atla(s) is not a loan word of the Nahuatl language. Tlaloc, the Aztec god of rain and fertility, may also be a derivative of Atla(ua).
Other gods’ names like Quetzalcoatl, the feathered flying serpent or Mixcoatl
also contain the ‘‘atl’’ root. Historical accounts also mention the tribes of the Aztlans as being the ancestors of Aztecs and Toltecs. Donnelly (1882) claims that the
Aztecs pointed east to the Caribbean as the former location of Aztlan, and this may
also assert a connection between their ancestral home and Atlantis.
Other Mesoamerican gods’ names also contain -atl or even more, like the
Mayan word Atitlan from Guatemala, which represents similar mythology. In the
local Mayan dialect the word Atitlan translates as ‘‘the place where the rainbow
gets its colors.’’ Atitlan, in reality, represents a 600-meter-deep, beautiful volcanic
lake, and also a volcano, both geologic formations suitable for the myth. The lake
is situated 1,500 meters above sea level, surrounded by three majestic volcanoes,
one of which is the 3,535-meter (11,598 feet) high Atitlan. Etla, Tlakopan, Tenochitlan, and Mitla are all derivatives of Atla, itla, etla, depending on the deciphering of the writing and its transcription in the languages of the historical accounts.
Mixcoatl and Tlaloc and, interestingly, their traditional giants, Atlan and Teitani
(Titan), are known from the very ancient times around the Mediterranean as well.
Many linguists claim that Europe was inhabited by pre-Basque peoples prior
to the arrival of the Indo-Europeans, who squeezed out these agglutinative languages, their survivors being the Basques, Hungarians, Finns, Estonians, and
Turks in Europe, but most of the extinct languages were of this type like the
proto- or Volga-Bulgarian, Hun, Petcheneg, Cuman, and Etruscan, among others.
These languages, along with the other Ural-Altaic languages like the Kazakh,
Turkmen, Azeri, Uzbek, Uyghur, Mongolian, Korean, and Japanese, are all
agglutinative type of languages like the Quechua and Aymara (the main languages spoken by the descendants of the Incas in South America) having a similar type of logic and word formation.
It is a fact that many cultures around the world, from India, Sumer, Egypt,
Peru, the Indians of North and Central America, the Inca and the Maya, and the
Szekler Hungarians or Kazakhs, call themselves the ‘‘children of the sun’’ or the
‘‘children of the light.’’ Anthropological and genetic evidence suggests that many
speakers of these languages are related to one another; for instance, the descendants of the Maya, the isolated community of the Lacandon Indians in Chiapas,
Mexico, show a surprising similarity to the Basque and Berber peoples.
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Mythological Parallels between the Old World and the New World
(Americas)
Atlas was the name of the Greek god, a primordial Titan who supported the
heavens in the form of a celestial globe, rather than the Earth, as it is considered
incorrectly. Atlas was the son of the Titan Iapetus and the Oceanid Asia, one of
the daughters of the ocean. In Greek and Roman mythology, the Oceanids were
the 3,000 daughters (nymphs), or other accounts also include the 3,000 sons, of
the Titans Oceanus and Tethys, each of them being the patroness of a particular
spring, river, ocean, lake, pond, pasture, flower, or cloud, and the boys were the
river gods Potamoi. The placing of the Atlas near the world ocean or ocean-sea,
which was represented by the Atlantic Ocean, was unknown to a large extent to
the ancient Greeks; it symbolizes that the Atlantic Ocean ruled by Oceanus,
which was linked to Atlantis, when the inner body of water, the Mediterranean,
was considered a sea and assigned for Poseidon to rule. Oceanus was the father
of the rivers and streams, thus the progenitor of river gods. According to Critias,
the Hellenic gods divided the land, and Poseidon was given the island of Atlantis. As Poseidon had five pairs of male twins with his lover with whom he built
a fortress encircled with three rings of moat, the eldest of these twins, Atlas,
inherited the whole main island (or continent) of Atlantis and also the mountain
of his birth and the surrounding area as his fiefdom, which lie in Morocco, and
are called Atlas, representing clear proof for this ancient denomination.
On the other side of the ocean, named presumably in Atlas’s honor ‘‘the Atlantic,’’ was situated the legendary ancestral home of the Nahua peoples, or
Aztecs, called Aztlan, or Aztl
an in Nahuatl (or Aztec) language, which means the
land of the white saint. ‘‘Azteca’’ is the Nahuatl word meaning ‘‘the people from
Aztlan.’’ The similarity of the meaning of the denominations for other relevant
Aztec gods mentioned in the etymological part is striking. More recently Aztlan
is considered by some as the mythic ancestral home of the Mexican people, which
in some sources is placed in the southwestern part of the United States. The mestizo activists of the Chicano movement even defined the nation of Aztlan, which
they believe have legal and historical rights to the Mexican lands occupied by the
United States during its 1846–1848 war with Mexico. While some legends
describe Aztlan as a paradise, the Aubin Codex, one of the Aztec codices, says
that the Aztecs were ruled by a tyrannical elite from which they fled, guided by
their priest, a story similar to that of the fleeing of Jews from Egypt. The term
Tlalocan, signifying the first paradise, could be a derivative of Atlaloc.
As Atlas or Atlaua or Atlatonan was representing at the same time significant Greek, Roman, and Aztec gods, the similar denomination could have been
explained only by accepting the existence of Atlantis, which made a connection
between these two worlds, exactly coming from the Atlantic or even from central America and conquering the Mediterranean, as accounted for by Plato.
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The New Atlantis
Fictional societies are a common device employed by authors to illustrate political
or social points, from George Orwell’s 1984 and Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World
to Thomas More’s Utopia and Francis Bacon’s New Atlantis. Bacon’s utopia of Bensalem was described as a scientific society where invention and experimentation
were highly prized. Though religion plays a part in the story, Bensalem is unique as
a New World civilization portrayed as more sophisticated than the Old World,
more scientific rather than ‘‘savage,’’ and the implication is that while Christianity
may well be compatible with this sophistication, it is not a prerequisite for it—and
therefore, outside the fictional realm of Bensalem, there may be reason and morality without appeal to supernatural sources.

Donnelly stated that all major ancient cultures are linked in one way or other
with Atlantis’s culture; others proposed that Atlantis was somehow related to
the Mayan and Aztec culture.
Archaeological Evidences
Pyramids have so far only been found in Egypt and in Mesoamerica, and evidence was missing only from Europe to link the Atlantis hypothesis. The existence of the pyramids on both shores of the Atlantic near the same latitude is
striking evidence of a common cultural legacy, since it represents a type of building unknown in other parts of the world. The recent but disputed discovery of
ancient pyramids in Visoko, Bosnia, presumably dating to the period from
the seventh to ninth millennia BCE, could explain the conquest of Europe by the
Atlantidians, coming from the west, since they show some similarities with the
pyramids of Teotihuacan and Tenochtitlan. Teotihuacan, meaning the ‘‘birthplace
of the gods,’’ is an impressive settlement and place of worship located just north
of Mexico City, encompassing more American cultures and peoples including
the Mayas, Aztecs, and possibly the Toltecs. Tenochtitlan was a 212,000 to
350,000 strong Nahua altepetl or city–state and was the Aztec capital by the time
of the Spanish conquest in 1521. It is located on an island in a shallow lake,
called Texcoco, in the valley of Mexico; its location resembles Atlantis, with
water encircling it, pointing out to a probably preserved tradition of fortifications
around the world. The style of building on islands cut off from the mainland by
shallow straits of water is present worldwide and may have surfaced in Venice,
in the region where the Bosnian pyramids are located.
Archaeologist and discoverer Semir Osmanagic (2005) maintains that these
pyramids resemble the 1,800-year-old ones at Teotihuacanthe; the largest of
them is bigger than the pyramid of Kh’ufu at Giza, Egypt, and they date to
12,000 BCE. This finding is disputed by Curtis Runnels, a specialist in the
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prehistory of the Balkans, who claims that between 27,000 and 12,000 BCE the
Balkans were locked in the last glacial maximum, a period of very cold and dry
climate with glaciers in some of the mountain ranges, and that the only occupants were Upper Paleolithic hunter-gatherers who left behind open-air camp
sites and traces of dwelling in caves (Runnels 2004).
In the archipelago of Bahamas, just off North Bimini Island, there is a submerged rock formation of large rectangular stones, called the Bimini Road,
which has been claimed by some to be the evidence of the lost civilization of
Atlantis. The road is localized in a depth of 6–30 meters, just off the coast of
Bimini, and it consists of a row of huge rocks perfectly cut that continue on the
sandy bottom for several hundreds meters. The Bimini Road is a 1,900-foot-long
J-shaped formation of two parallel stone walls or docks in the shallow water off
Bimini. The edifice was coined as an extensive underwater megalithic complex
forming ‘‘an extensive pavement of rectangular and polygonal flat stones of
varying size and thickness obviously shaped and accurately aligned to form
a convincingly artifactual pattern’’ (Valentine 1976). The weight of only one
5-meter wide square or rectangular stone is about 15–25 tons, and some researchers accepted it as ruins from Atlantis. It was found that the massive stone blocks
were not connected directly to the sea floor but were resting on the bedrock, and
some claimed that the site was identical to numerous ancient man-made harbors
discovered throughout the Mediterranean. Some were even held up by short columns. Similar large stones were found by Jacques Cousteau in the small island
Dias of Crete in 1976. These walls could be the remnants of Poseidonia, the capital of Atlantis, or a festive road of a Maya town; however, some conclude that
they were made ca. 10,000–7000 BCE, being older than the Mayan pyramids.
Andros is the largest island in the Bahamas, its name probably coming from
the Greek word for ‘‘man.’’ Near the island of Andros there is a large platform of
massive, rectangular limestone blocks similar to those for the Bimini Road, which
may represent a sunken temple 60 by 100 feet in size, square in form, having 3foot thick walls, laid out in near-perfect 90 degree angles, extending 9 feet down
into the sand, resembling stone stairways similar to Mayan sites. The Andros
Platform closely resembles the Bimini Road, and one suggestion is that the structures built of beach rock could have been building platforms, but were probably
breakwaters enclosing harbors with a quay nearby. The newly crystallized theory
is that both structures were at harbors, probably elevated building platforms similar to some associated with 8,000-year-old or more ancient Mediterranean harbors. The location of the Andros Temple some 60 miles in the distance supports
the idea that the deep channel running next to Andros was a shipping lane in ancient times. The Bimini Road and the Andros Platform would have been ideal
stopping points for ships making the journey from the Atlantic to Cuba.
If the melting of Ice Age glaciers is responsible for the present depth of
the ruins, they should date back roughly 7,500 years. The temple’s size fits
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extremely close to the Golden Section—used extensively by the Mayan engineers of Mexico and Central America in their buildings—this is clearly an edifice of importance built by a mathematically sophisticated civilization. The
Andros Temple is partitioned into three separate rooms, identical in plan to the
Temple of the Turtles at the ancient Mayan city of Uxmal in Yucatan. The edifice is a 100-foot-tall limestone outcrop, located at Nicholls Town. On Andros
other edifices were found too near the temple site, like a pile of large rocks with
a diameter of roughly 3 feet that continued 12 feet straight down with a wall of
stones at the bottom where a 40-foot-long horizontal cave or tunnel started, suggesting that it was a lookout point over the ocean.
Sonar finds revealed rectangular formations lying in 100 feet of water off
Bimini Island, several unusual stone formations approximately 20 miles out on
the Great Bahaman Bank, and an underwater ‘‘mass’’ of fully dressed marble
beams, an exquisite apex, columns, and numerous huge, rectangular flat slabs of
white marble. In 2007 an underwater, partially intact wall, built from three to
five layers of huge slabs of limestone, was discovered off a small, uninhabited
island north off Andros. All of this evidence points toward a developed maritime
civilization located in this region, which might be the remnants of Atlantis itself.
Islands reportedly covered in ruins and an ancient underwater harbor off the
Yucatan are other signs of ancient civilizations. In the summer of 1927, at a
Mayan site in British Honduras in Central America, a perfect skull made of one
single transparent quartz crystal with a movable jaw was found in the jungle.
The skull couldn’t have been made by any modern method, not even by laser,
and the lack of scratches suggests that no metallic tools were used. A carved
3.8-by-2.2-meter gravestone, presumably representing a pilot, was found in the
temple of the signs of Palenque, Mexico, near the temple of Atlantis. The slab
resting on a sarcophagus probably is the image of a pilot of an aircraft who is
working in the cabin using different equipment among which levers, pistons,
pipes, conductors, and cylinders can be distinguished, all these pointing to a
very sophisticated earlier civilization.
Yonaguni, the westernmost island of Japan, lies 125 km (78 miles) from the
east coast of Taiwan at the end of the Ryukyu Islands chain and is home of the
Yonaguni monument, an impressive underwater structure. The monument seems
to be a pyramid, 120 meters in length, 40 meters wide, and 20–25 meters high,
claimed to be 8,000 years old. Parts of the monument are two closely spaced pillars that rise to within 8 feet of the surface, thought to be some 10,000 years
old. The island would have been much larger when the ocean was 39 meters
(100 feet) shallower at around 10,000 BCE. Submarine earthquakes are frequent,
the last one from 1998 destroyed part of the island, which during the Ice Age
composed a land bridge between Taiwan, Japan, and mainland Asia. As evidenced, the seabed contains what appears to be ruins of terrestrial flora, fauna,
and stalactites, which form only on land. In Plato’s account: ‘‘the Atlanteans
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then built bridges northward from the mountain, making a route to the rest of
the island. They dug a great canal to the sea, and alongside the bridges carved
tunnels into the rings of rock so that ships could pass into the city around the
mountain; they carved docks from the rock walls of the moats. Every passage to
the city was guarded by gates and towers, and a wall surrounded each of the
city’s rings’’ (Plato, Critias).
The Possible Locations of Atlantis
Since the renewed interest for the location of Atlantis, there have been at least
30 locations proposed for Atlantis, but many proposed sites are not within the
Atlantic or Mediterranean range. Many of the proposed sites share some of the
characteristics of the Atlantis story, but none has been yet proven conclusively
to be the true historical Atlantis. Though many location sites were proposed,
stretching down from Sweden to Antarctica, the two most likely locations are
the one in the Atlantic Ocean at the same latitude as the Mediterranean and the
Mediterranean region that was home to Plato, the Egyptians, and to all the relevant classical authors.
Atlantis Located in the Atlantic Ocean
Evidently Plato’s accounts place Atlantis in the Atlantic Ocean, which might
have been named exactly because of that, for this we have to admit that the Pillars of Hercules had meant the Straits of Gibraltar. There are two great rocks on
both the African and European sides, the European one is called the Rock of
Gibraltar (Calpe in ancient times), which rises to 426 meters (1,396 feet) high,
with impressive vertical walls unmatched and two big pillar like end rocks. Its
modern name is deriving from the Arabic Gib al Tarik, meaning the rock of
Tarik, or Jebel Tariq, meaning the mountain of Tariq. The straits were known
as the Straits of Gades in antiquity (Pliny the Elder).
The location of Atlantis in the Atlantic is the most widespread and accepted
version in popular culture and also which perpetuates the original Platonic ideal.
The Pillars of Hercules means the Strait of Gibraltar as Pliny the Elder
accounted for, known as such because Hercules the god ‘‘dug through’’ the once
original mountain, leaving a 300-meter deep strait with cliffs aside from which
the sea gained admission. The water indeed flows into the Mediterranean, causing up to 100-meter-high internal tidal waves since the inland sea evaporates a
much larger quantity of water than the amount flowing into it from the Mediterranean basin’s rivers.
The first candidate for Atlantis may be the Spartel Bank or Majuan Bank,
which is a submerged former island located in the Straits of Gibraltar at
3555’N 55’W near Cape Spartel. Its top currently lies 56 meters below the
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surface, and it vanished under the surface around 12,000 years ago due to rising
ocean levels from melting ice caps after the last glacial maximum. Spartel sunk
slowly under the rising sea levels starting 20,000 years ago. During the most
recent glacial maximum, the sea level was 135 meters below its current height,
narrowing the Straits of Gibraltar and creating a small half-enclosed sea measuring 70 by 20 km between the Mediterranean and the Atlantic Ocean.
The Spartel Bank formed an archipelago in this small sea with the largest
island measuring about 10 to 12 km across. With rising ocean levels, the island
began to slowly shrink, but then at around 9400 BCE (11,400 years ago), there
was an accelerated sea level rise of 4 meters per century, known as Meltwater
Pulse 1A, which drowned the top of the main island. He proposes that the disappearance of this island was recorded in prehistoric Egyptian oral tradition for
5,000 years until it was written down by the first Egyptian scribes around
3000–4000 BCE, and subsequently inspired Plato to write a fictionalized version
interpreted to illustrate his own principles.
Marine geologist Gutscher (2005) made a high-resolution map with sonar
that indicated that the island was even smaller, meaning it would have been
uninhabitable as long as 14,000 years ago, but the sediments gathered tell a different story, testifying to an earthquake of a magnitude 9 on the Richter scale,
appearing to have rocked the region around the believed time of Atlantis’s
doom. By that time, the island would have been big enough to have been inhabited. He also found evidence of subsequent earthquakes and tsunamis—apparently every 2,000 years—that may have whittled the rest of the island away.
The candidates for the remnants of Atlantis are also the volcanic Canary
Islands, which lie southwest of the Straits of Gibraltar but in close proximity to
the Mediterranean Sea. The archipelago consists of seven major islands, one
minor island, and several small islets. The name Islas Canarias is likely derived
from the Latin term Insula Canaria, meaning island of the dogs, pointing at a
dense population of an endemic breed of large and fierce dogs, which may have
survived from the time of Atlantis, with the dogs as the main characteristic
remembered most by the few ancient Romans who established contact with these
islands by the sea. The connection to dogs is retained in these animals’ depictions on the islands’ coat-of-arms. The islands were known also to the Phoenicians and Greeks and are mentioned in a number of classical sources, like Pliny
the Elder’s seminal encyclopedic work of 37 volumes Naturalis Historia (Latin
for ‘‘natural history’’) written at around 77 CE.
The islands could be one of the Fortunate Isles, or the Islands of the
Blessed, of other classical writers, which were thought to lie to the west of the
Straits of Gibraltar. These islands are referred to today as Macaronesia, along
the ancient lines, continue to play the role of defining the prime meridian
through the Middle Ages, and most probably have referred to the Azores, Madeira, the Canary Islands, and Cape Verde. They are all of volcanic origin and
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are thought to be the product of several geologic hotspots. Ptolemy used these
islands as the reference for the measurement of longitude, and Plutarch also
locates them firmly in the Atlantic. The climate of the Macaronesian islands
ranges from subtropical to tropical, and therefore these islands appear as a paradise, existing also in Greek and Celtic mythology. Philostratus said: ‘‘And they
also say that the Islands of the Blessed are to be fixed by the limits of Libya
where they rise towards the uninhabited promontory.’’ In this geography Libya
was considered to extend westward through Mauretania ‘‘as far as the mouth of
the river Salex, some nine hundred stadia, and beyond that point a further distance which no one can compute, because when you have passed this river,
Libya is a desert which no longer supports a population’’ (Philostratus 2009).
The Azores and other islands in this region of the Atlantic, like Madeira,
are also candidates and fit into this theory. The theory holds that the Azores
islands and in their extent Madera and the Canary Islands, are the emerged summits of a big undersea volcanic mountain range, where earthquakes and explosions often happen. The Canary Islands, Madeiras, and Cape Verde were
identified by Spence (2003) as what was left of the easterly part of Atlantis
when it broke up. They could have been the peaks of a submerged continent as
the rocks from the ‘‘Telegraph square,’’ situated at a depth of 2,800 meters, had
been created by glassy basalt lava on the mainland and not by an undersea volcano, since they were solidified in the air. These rocks originated from an island
that existed 15,000 years ago, created by a mainland volcano. Its sharp form
suggests that it had not been corroded significantly yet by water. Later undersea
findings confirmed that the same type of rocks existed in a huge area of that
depth of the Atlantic. The initial finding from 1898 was estimated to be 15,000
years old, which confirms the age of destruction of Atlantis at 11,500 years ago
or in approximately 9500 BCE.
The Caribbean Region
Geologists admit that between the Big and the Small Antilles there was land,
which had sunken, reaching from Central America to the Big and the Small
Antilles and up to the Bahamas, covering the Sargasso Sea, at its largest extent.
This mass of land, or continent, was also surrounded by many small islands.
This led some scientists to assert that Atlantis was located in the Caribbean and
represented a highly evolved civilization that possessed ships and aircraft powered by a mysterious form of energy. The Sargasso Sea itself may be the proof
of Plato’s account as ‘‘also the ocean at that spot has now become impassable
and unsearchable, being blocked up by the shoal mud which the island created
as it settled down’’ (Plato, Timaeus).
The Bahamas are a large system of some seven hundred islands spread
across the Bahaman shelf. During the last Ice Age, nearly 12,000 years ago,
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much of the Bahaman shelf was above sea level. Rainfall during that period
formed erosional-type gullies or small canyons as rainwater flowed off the shelf
into the tongue of the ocean. The Bahaman shelf may be the flooded continent
Atlantis, and the tongue of the ocean may have been the channel leading to the
city of Atlantis. Plato describes Atlantis as being long and narrow from east to
west, and that it could be crossed on foot in 18 days and nights. Afterward, by
sailing from some other islands, one could reach the continent, which was situated just opposite.
For instance, the biggest part of it was once one island with its middle submerged. Its rims were formed by what are now the Crooked and Acklins
Islands. The New Providence and Eleuthera Islands show a similar picture,
while the greatest part of Andros Island is also submerged slightly, but it is still
of considerable size: 167 km long and 64 km wide at its widest point. The same
holds for the Grand Bahama Island, which is still 96 miles (154 km) long and
17 miles (27 km) wide at its widest point, as a clear remnant of a sunken continent. Interestingly the island of Andros has its identical named counterpart in
the upper Cyclades, north of Athens in the Aegean. The water-filled caves of
the otherwise flat island, like that of the Guardian Blue Hole, contain stalagmites at 100–200 feet below sea level, proving that the whole island had submerged substantially.
Cuba is also a possible location for Atlantis. Physicists determined that
ca. 10,500 BCE a fragmenting comet broke into two large pieces before it struck
the Atlantic (known as the Carolina Bays event). As a consequence, millions of
smaller fragments hit the eastern coast of America as well as the islands in the
Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean. Massive flash fires instantaneously burned
through the islands and minutes later a series of massive tidal waves swept the
islands clean of structures and human life. Thus the maritime culture of Atlantis
would have extended from Spartel Island at Gibraltar, through the Azores, to
the much-larger Bahama Islands and on to Cuba. In 2001 at the extreme western tip of Cuba at Zapata, ruins of buildings were discovered and located
through side-scan sonar at a depth of 2,200 feet (700 meters). The location may
conceal the capital city of Atlantis.
Atlantis Located in or Near the Mediterranean Sea
Most of the historically proposed locations are in or near the Mediterranean
Sea. The most popular is Santorini or Thera, where the eruption of the volcano
located under the island occurred around the 17th or 16th century BCE, causing
a massive tsunami that probably hit the shores of Crete and devastated the Minoan civilization developed on the island.
The elements of Plato’s story correspond to this location on many accounts:
the possible existence of circular mots, the size of the main city–island roughly
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corresponds with the one given in Critias: ‘‘the central island itself was of a stade’s
breadth or 607 feet long’’ (Plato, Critias), and the island is made of white, red,
and black stones. The earthquake followed the eruption of the volcano, which
blasted the center of the island, with the surroundings being sunken immediately,
so it could have happened overnight. The actual island (or parts of the island) are
the remnants of the outer rim of the original island and therefore a popular and
well-publicized tourist destination. However, Plato didn’t say anything about a
volcanic eruption, but only about an earthquake and the following tsunami, and
also the size of the island is far from being a continent or a large island of hundreds of kilometers or miles in width. This size rather fits a large island such as
Crete, Sardinia, Sicily, or Cyprus. Angelos Galanopoulos and Edward Bacon
argued that the time scale has been distorted by an error in translation, probably
from Egyptian into Greek, which produced ‘‘thousands’’ instead of ‘‘hundreds’’;
this same error would rescale Plato’s kingdom of Atlantis to the size of Crete,
while leaving the city the size of the crater on Thera, and dating to 900 years
before Solon, which would be the 15th century BCE (Galanopoulos and Bacon
1969).
Crete was home to the advanced Minoan civilization, a naval power that presumably was peaceful, based on gender equality, with males being represented
as having red skin while the females had white. This may correspond to the
description of Atlantis castle as having ‘‘walls constructed of red, white and
black rock quarried from the moats, and covered with brass, tin and orichalcum’’
(Plato, Critias). The latter means mountain copper, which covered the interior of
the whole citadel, which ‘‘flashed with the red light of orichalcum.’’ This material was the legendary precious metal, an alloy, or simply red copper. The outposts of the Minoans were scattered on many neighboring islands, including
Santorini, situated at around 70 miles (110 km) distant. The existence of this Aegean archipelago is evidence of a once larger island and many islets. The Minoan civilization on the northern and eastern shores of Crete was destroyed by the
tsunami following the Santorini eruption around 1600 BCE, which destroyed first
Akrotiri, the Minoan town on Thera. The Thera volcano periodically experienced
violent eruptions, then eventually collapsed into a roughly circular seawaterfilled caldera, with numerous small islands forming the rim of the caldera. The
caldera could slowly refill with magma, building a new volcano, which erupted
and then collapsed in an ongoing cyclical process, as it could have been
observed in the case of Krakatoa in Indonesia. The physical consequences of the
eruption—a tsunami from 35–150 meters (115–492 feet) high swept across the
region, reaching even 250 meters (820 feet) on the island of Anafi, situated 27
km (17 miles) to the east, weakened the Minoan civilization, and allowed the
Greek Mycenaeans to conquer it.
Troy (Greek: Troa, or Ilion, Turkish: Truva) is a legendary city whose
probable location is the archaeological site in Hisarlik in Anatolia. Troy is now
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5 km from the seacoast, southwest of the Dardanelles under Mount Ida, but in
3000 BCE, a natural bay reached up to the city’s walls. The ancient mouths of
alleged Scamander River had since been filled with alluvial material, and recent
findings confirm the accuracy of the Homeric geography of Troy. The capital of
Atlantis had a castle. ‘‘Fifty stadia (10 kilometers; 6 miles) from the coast was a
mountain that was low on all sides . . . broke it off all round about’’ (Plato, Critias). The layers of the ruins at Hisarlik date back to 3000–2600 BCE, so if the
Platonic account is downscaled by using hundreds instead of thousands, it is theoretically possible to be the site of the Atlantic capital, so in this case Anatolia
or today’s Turkey would have been Atlantis. A small minority of contemporary
writers argue that Homeric Troy was not in Anatolia, but located elsewhere—in
England, Croatia, Transylvania, or Scandinavia—although these theories have
not been accepted by the mainstream. Troy’s legends were transmitted to the ancient Greeks through Homer’s Iliad and also mentioned in the Odyssey and in
the Aeneid, by the Roman Vergilius Maro. According to Greek mythology, the
Trojans were the citizens of the ancient municipality of Troy, as if it were part
of the Greek culture of city–states, whose people understood Greek, but this is
uncertain. In fact, anyone from its jurisdiction, which was mainly the Troad
region, might be called a ‘‘Trojan.’’ Troy was known for its riches gained from
international trade and metallurgy and for its massive defensive walls. According
to the Greeks, the parents of Dardanus, the founder of Troy, and of Dardania,
were gods. The kingdom passed to his grandson Tros, who called the people
Trojans, and Ilus, son of Tros, founded the city of Ilium (Troy). Poseidon and
Apollo built the walls and fortifications around Troy for Laomedon, son of Ilus
the Younger, but when Laomedon refused to pay, Poseidon flooded the land and
demanded sacrifice to a sea monster. As a consequence, pestilence followed and
the sea monster snatched away the people of the plain.
This doom, which might correspond to the flooding of Atlantis, was prophesied by Cassandra, who was granted this gift by the god Apollo, in order to
return his love. When she failed to do this, Apollo placed a curse on her so that
no one would ever believe her predictions. Cassandra or Alexandra, meaning
‘‘the she who entangles men,’’ was the daughter of King Priam and had told
about the Trojan horse, but according to some, she was considered mad and
incarcerated, therefore driving her truly insane in the end. In moderate versions,
she was not considered mad and her prophecy was simply misunderstood. The
Heracleid dynasty’s founding myth asserts that one generation before the Trojan
War, Heracles captured Troy and killed Laomedon and his sons, excepting the
young Priam. During Priam’s reign, the Mycenaean Greeks invaded and captured Troy in the legendary Trojan War fought between 1193–1183 BCE.
Antcomah, or ‘‘a place to meet in wartime’’ in Greek, is mentioned in the
Iliad and refers to two possible sites: a Greek village in Kos (or Turkish:
_
Istank€
oy) Island in the Aegean Sea, called Antimþweia, or a now abandoned
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ancient Greek town near Trabzon, also in Turkey, where an archaic Greek dialect persisted until recently since the seventh century BCE. According to the
legend it was a very rich city before the Bosporus appeared, but lost its importance as the seashores had withdrawn. Supposedly the site is still very rich in
iron and the small lake of about 30 meters wide hides a fortune under the
water.
In the Black Sea area, the straits of Bosporus are also a possible location
for Atlantis, being the site of a submerged part of the continental shelf. The
exact cause for the formation of the Bosporus remains a subject of vigorous
debate among geologists. Thousands of years ago, the Black Sea became disconnected from the Aegean Sea. One recent theory contends that the Bosporus
was formed about 5600 BCE, when the rising waters of the Mediterranean/Sea of
Marmara breached through to the Black Sea, which at that time was a low-lying
body of fresh water. Others argue that it was the result of massive flooding of
the northern shores of the Black Sea, which is now shallow and uninhabited,
but could have destroyed a developed civilization such as Atlantis. Many have
argued that this flood may be the historic basis for the flood stories found in the
Epic of Gilgamesh and in the Bible. An opposite direction flood, caused by the
inflowing rivers and heavy rainfall, might have led to an inflow into the Sea of
Marmara ca. 7000 or 8000 BCE and destroyed such city–states as Troy.
Another location in the Black Sea region is the nearby Sea of Azov or
Azak, meaning ‘‘low’’ in Turkish, being the shallowest sea in the world, with an
average depth of 5–13 meters (43 feet) and a maximum depth of 15.3 meters
(50.2 feet), and only 1 meter in the bay of Taganrog, which is fed by four rivers. The large bay, 140 km in length and 31 km in width at the mouth of the
Don, also abounds in sandy spits that partly enclose shallow bays. The bay contains the Sandy Isles (Gecxayse jcnpjda), and the sea itself is also the freshest, where salinity can be 30 to 40 times lower than in other seas and where
enormous quantities of silt are deposited by the inflowing rivers Don and Kurban. Such a body of land of this size (343 by 231 km) with a surface of 37,605
square km resembles the remnants of Atlantis, which might have been flooded
by the inflowing sea when the strait of Kerch has opened. In Plato’s account,
Atlantis was ‘‘a haven having a narrow entrance; but that yonder is a real ocean,
and the land surrounding it may most rightly be called, in the fullest and truest
sense, a continent’’ (Plato, Critias).
The Black Sea deluge theory states that the sea of Azov, as well as all the
large northern shallow coastal bay areas, was flooded by the ocean coming
through the straits of Bosporus, an event that occurred ca. 5600 BCE. During the
Ice Age, the Black and the Caspian seas became vast freshwater lakes, due to the
inflow of great rivers (Danube, Volga, Don, Dniester). As the glaciers retreated,
rivers emptying into the Black Sea reduced their volume and changed their outflow in the direction of the Baltic and North seas, while increased temperatures
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lowered water levels through evaporation in the Black Sea, and meltwater
increased it in the Mediterranean. Then, the rising Mediterranean finally spilled
over a rocky sill at the Bosporus, flooding around 60,000 square miles (155,000
square km) of land. The theory is disputed but also confirmed by marine archaeologist R. Ballard’s series of expeditions, during which he identified seemingly ancient shorelines, drowned river valleys, tool-worked timbers, and man-made
structures in roughly 300 feet (100 meters) of water, off the southern coast of the
Black Sea (Ballard 2001). Radiocarbon dating of freshwater mollusk remains indicated an age of about 7,000 years, which may not be the ‘‘accepted’’ timeline for
Atlantis’s disappearance, but there are strong arguments for the theory. The theory
was confirmed by a cooperative European Union project called ASSEMBLAGE
and completed by the Noah Project led by the Bulgarian Institute of Oceanology.
Accounts of a lost ancient civilization are to be found also on Malta (Melita
or ‘‘honey’’ in Greek, Maleth or ‘‘heaven’’ in Phoenician), a group of seven
islands with the island of Malta in the center. Malta’s location is also perfect for
conquering Libya and the Tyrrhenian Sea region. The Maltese Islands were first
settled ca. 5000 BCE by Stone Age farmers from the larger nearby island of
Sicily, but these dates may be erroneous. At ca. 3500 BCE these people built the
oldest surviving freestanding structures and oldest surviving religious structures
– gar
_
_ Qim, and Mnajdra
in the world, in the form of the megalithic Ggantija,
Ha
_
temples. Ggantija is believed to be built by giants; its walls in places are still
standing to a height of 7 meters. The location of the prehistoric megalithic temple complex Mnajdra corresponds with Plato’s account, being close to the shore
in the south of Malta, surrounded by a circular wall and situated very close
– gar
_ Qim megalithic structure; thus together
(approximately 500 meters) to the Ha
they may form the two parts of the capital city. Mnajdra was build around the
third millennium BCE, and therefore it is one of the oldest freestanding buildings
in the world, predating the Egyptian pyramids and Stonehenge. It is made of
white limestone. Traces of an ancient and suddenly disappeared civilization are
also the Hal Saflieni Hypogeum (‘‘underground’’ in Greek), an enormous subterranean necropolis of more than 500 square meters, the only prehistoric underground temple devoted to worship and burial, where the bones of over 7,000
people have been found. The system of caves, passages, and cubicles perhaps
had a steep drop opening to the sea according to mysterious accounts and disappearances. White limestone is accompanied by red ochre, which is the building
material for spiral mosaics and wall designs, and the cult of the bull can be also
discovered by admiring the outline of a bull and the shape of a black hand.
Sicily is the largest island in the Mediterranean and with its smaller surrounding islands was a separate kingdom and civilization for thousands of
years, its first inhabitants being the Sicani, who, according to Thucydides,
arrived from the Iberian Peninsula, perhaps from Catalonia, so this fact fulfills
the Atlantis criteria. Since important historical evidence has been discovered in
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The megalithic temple complex of Mnajdra on the island of Malta is one of the oldest
and most striking examples of neolithic construction. (Shutterstock)

the form of cave drawings by the Sicani, dated to the end of the Pleistocene
epoch, around 8000 BCE, this can be counted as a proof of the existence of more
ancient civilizations, founded by Atlantidians. The painter outlived the destruction of the core area in presumably 9000 BCE. The island is dominated by volcanoes, Etna being the most prominent, from the triangle composed of Europe,
northern Africa, and western Asia. In the region there are volcanic islands such
as Stromboli that might have been sunken in prehistoric times.
Other Locations
In and around the Mediterranean, up to the North Sea and down to the Indian
Ocean and Pacific, other islands or once existed land regions were proposed,
where traces of megalithic cultures can also be found. These include Sardinia,
Cyprus, and the British Archipelago, the latter being disconnected from the European mainland by the meltwater of the end period of the last Ice Age, in a period approximately corresponding to Plato’s account, the islands being home to
Neolithic civilizations. Smaller islands or submerged areas, such as the Sole
Bank or the islands of Scilly (not to be confused with Sicily), may also be
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considered. The Sole Bank is a relatively shallow area in the Atlantic, 100 miles
off England’s Land’s End. The area surrounding Land’s End abounds in possible locations, such as midway between it and the Isles of Scilly, which is the
supposed location of the mythical lost land of Lyonesse, referred to in the
legends of Brythonic peoples.
The islands of Scilly, inhabited since the Stone Age, were known in the antiquity to the Phoenicians as the Cassiterides (Tin Isles) and indirectly to the
Greeks. It is likely that until relatively recently the isles were much larger, with
many of them joined into one island, and that the land has subsided, as an ancient
description from the time of the Roman Empire describes it as ‘‘Scillonia insula’’
in the singular. At certain low tides the sea becomes shallow enough for people
to walk between some of the islands. Ancient field walls are visible below the
high tide line off some of the islands, and remains of prehistoric farms have been
found on a small rocky skerry far too small for farming. Seven of the islands of
Scilly are or have been inhabited until recently and another 49 belong to the archipelago, where subtropical vegetation is present on the southern shores of those
islands, which have a protective morphology against the Nordic winds. Proclus in
his fifth-century commentary on Timeus, wrote that Atlantis ‘‘was comprised of
seven islands in that sea in their time, and also three others of enormous size’’
(this might correspond to Britain, Ireland and the Dogger Bank) (Proclus 1820).
On the other side of Britain, about 100 km off the coast the Dogger Bank,
is a moraine formed at the southern extent of glaciation during the last Ice Age
which seems to be a good candidate. The bank was land during the last Ice
Age, part of a larger landmass known as Doggerland, which connected Britain
to the European mainland. As evidence, a large amount of great mammal bones
and some Paleolithic hunting artifacts were found on it. Its maximum dimensions were about 260 km (160 miles) from north to south and 95 km (60 miles)
from east to west, covering a size of approximately 17,600 square km (6,800
square miles). Therefore, it corresponds to a certain extent to the Egyptian
description for Atlantis as cited in Critias: about 555 km (345 miles) long and
about 370 km (230 miles) wide. The water depth ranges from 15–36 meters,
and 23 kilometers beneath the bank was the epicenter of the largest earthquake
ever recorded in the United Kingdom, which happened in 1931 and was felt in
all countries around the North Sea. The German island of Helgoland and mainland based cities or states such as Tartessos, at the western end of Andalusia
and at the mouth of the Quadalquivir, which had disappeared suddenly in the
sixth century BCE, are also mentioned as candidates. This may correspond to the
mouth of the river once forming the lake of Ligustinus. The location of the
Aztec capital may fit Plato’s story as well: ‘‘Poseidon carved the mountain
where his love dwelt into a palace and enclosed it with three circular moats of
increasing width, varying from one to three stadia and separated by rings of
land proportional in size (Critias 116 BCE)’’ (Plato, Critias).
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Other more exotic locations include Indonesia, Malaysia, or both, especially
the Sundaland, which is a partially sunken biogeographic region located on the
Sunda shelf and forming the boundary of the Indomalaya and Australasia ecozones. Genetic research carried out by Oppenheimer (1999) indicates that the
remnants of Sundaland were likely populated 50,000 years ago, contrary to a previous hypothesis that population migrated there during the last Ice Age from Taiwan. This fits the Egyptian reference for an island–continent larger than ancient
Libya and Asia Minor combined. He also claims that it was the world’s leader in
the Neolithic revolution of starting agriculture, as early as 24,000 ago, more than
10,000 years older than Egyptian civilization. Before and especially during the
gradual flooding of their lowland, after the last Ice Age which was the biggest
migration trigger in human history, the Sundalanders spread out to neighboring
lands: the Asian mainland including China, India, and Mesopotamia, the island
world from Madagascar to the Philippines, and New Guinea, where they later
colonized Polynesia. Another lost continent is located in the same region, off the
southern shores of India’s Tamilnadu, which encompassed Sri Lanka and the
Maldives as well, which was called Kumari Kandam. Recent linguistic research
shows a similarity between the Indo-European and Austronesian languages such
as Malay, Tagalog, or Maori, suggesting that the Aryan invasion into India was
taking place from the southeast rather than from the northwest. Location suggestions for Antarctica remain unlikely however, since geologic evidence shows that
it has never been habitable in the past 100,000 years. Australia as well as many
islands may fit for a location somehow in the sense as the Egyptians described
Atlantis as an island comprising mostly mountains in the northern portions and
along the shore, and encompassing a great plain of an oblong shape in the south.
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CON
Scholars, novelists, and romantics exist who hope to find some tangible proof
of the existence of Atlantis, but Plato’s story of Atlantis is a fable inspired by
a significant number of cultures and events in Greek memory. Critias, the
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student of Socrates, spins a yarn aimed to support Socrates’s view of the perfect state. In doing so, his Atlantis is as mighty and aggressive as the Minoans,
the Persians, and perhaps, the Athenian Empire. His Athens—the Athens of
old, that is—is the ideal state, a just state. Athens earns glory for stopping the
aggressive Atlantis by organizing all of Greece and deploying her extraordinary army of warrior guardians, an army that reminds us much of the Spartans.
We have all forgotten this epic event and the great state Athens once was. The
philosophers will remind us, they say, because only they have the ability to
relate such a story properly. Plato’s aim is to teach us of the perfect republic.
If we learn it well, perhaps we can restore it to its former glory. So while
many may read the story of Atlantis and go searching for her remains, the legendary island is merely a foil, a ruse for the real aim of the exercise: the glorification and rehabilitation of Athens at a time when the classical era was
coming to an end.
The Source
Plato records the so-called history of Atlantis in two of his dialogues: the
Timaeus and the Critias, and for these this section will rely on the Benjamin
Jowett (1952) translation found in the Robert Maynard Hutchins edition of The
Dialogues of Plato. We should note that Plato is the only source for the story of
Atlantis, and he mentions the story in only these two dialogues. Both dialogues
represent an attempt by Socrates’s students, Timaeus and Critias, to entertain
their teacher with ‘‘a feast of discourse.’’ In the tradition of the Greek symposium, the students hope to impress their teacher with a fine story and finer arguments to show their mastery of the material and methods that Socrates has
taught them in an earlier discussion. There also is a competitive bent to the students’ performances: both wish to impress their master and both wish to outdo
one another.
Socrates’s subject in the previous meeting was the nature of the perfect
state; his students were to present stories of how their own state, Athens, had
waged war in a ‘‘becoming manner,’’ showing ‘‘greatness’’ and ‘‘magnanimity’’
worthy of their city–state’s tradition and education. The subject of Atlantis is
mentioned briefly by Critias as an introduction to the creation epic that dominates the Timaeus. Here Critias explains how the story of Atlantis came from
an Egyptian priest who claimed his culture was superior and older than that of
the young Greeks. The creation account presented by Timaeus brings in references to other creation epics known to the Greeks, adding Socratic logic for support, along with a lesson on human anatomy. In this, Timaeus aims to present a
‘‘scientific’’ account of the beginning of all things to counteract the charges of
Athens’s immaturity made by Critias’s Egyptian priest. There are undercurrents
to the creation epic that challenge the notion that the Greeks were as immature
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as the Egyptian priest maintained. There is also a theme of duality: of the perfect and the image of the perfect; of the heavens and the image of the heavens
found in creation. This duality, this image of reality as compared to perfection,
is directly related to the utopian Atlantis and her comparison to Athens’s and
Socrates’s ideal state.
The dialogue attributed to Critias is wholly concerned with the topic of
Atlantis. When Critias discusses Atlantis in both dialogues, it is worth noting
that he is worried about his memory. He first heard the story as a child. He
begged his grandfather to tell it to him again and again. There was once a written version, but that disappeared long ago. When he begins the story, he calls
on the goddess Mnemosyne, ‘‘memory,’’ to aid his recollection. He has
rehearsed the story for his friends before relating it to Socrates so that he can
get it right. He is astonished to note, as he remembers more of the story, how
much the story of Atlantis reminds him of the lessons learned from Socrates.
How much indeed! A further fault of Critias’s story is not the survival of his
memory but the survival of our manuscript: the Critias is fragmentary, breaking
off just as Zeus enters the narrative to deliver a judgment against Atlantis.
Finally, the creation epic and story of Atlantis presented in the Timaeus and
Critias must be told by philosophers, because according to Plato, philosophers
are superior to poets and sophists in education and in knowledge of a city–state.
Poets only imitate, sophists are too itinerate in their search for clients who will
pay for their services to have full understanding of how a community deals with
its day-to-day problems, let alone statecraft. Thus only Socratic philosophers,
by their nature, their education, and practical political experience, are qualified
to relate such epic stuff.
The Story
Drawing from both Dialogues, the story is as follows, as related by Sarah B.
Pomeroy and colleagues in Ancient Greece: A Political Social and Cultural History. Critias has it on good authority that his great-grandfather, Dropides, heard
the story from his colleague and friend, the legendary lawgiver Solon, that the
island civilization of Atlantis was an ‘‘actual fact’’ not ‘‘mere legend.’’ Solon,
noted for his far-flung travels, heard the story from an Egyptian priest he met at
the city of Sais in the Nile Delta. Solon had a written Egyptian version he had
translated into Greek. Critias saw the manuscript as a child. His grandfather—
also named Critias—once possessed the manuscript, but it was lost long ago.
The Egyptian priest was not surprised that Solon did not know the story,
because the Athenians were ‘‘young’’ in their understanding of world history,
unlike the Egyptians. The Athenians gained and lost the ability to write and record history many times over as a result of natural and military disasters. Additionally most of the players involved in their ancient past died in some of the
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great events. Even the oral tradition was lost. The priest would now relate the
story of Atlantis and Athens for several reasons. First Sais and Athens shared a
patron goddess in Athena. Both cities had traditions of wisdom and education
and both had well-organized states. Finally the priest now had an Athenian of
great wisdom—namely Solon—with whom he could share this history.
The Egyptian priest related how 9,000 years before the time of Solon (who
flourished in the 500s BCE) there existed a great island just west of the Pillars of
Heracles (the Straits of Gibraltar) in the Atlantic Ocean. The island was so large
that it was larger than Libya and Asia combined. (Libya was a portion of North
Africa, and the Greeks deemed modern day Turkey as ‘‘Asia.) It was, in effect,
an island continent. When Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades divided creation among
themselves, Poseidon won Atlantis. He created the island civilization by fathering children with Cleito, a mortal woman, orphaned on the island. To protect the
fledgling community, Poseidon made the center of the island an island itself, surrounding it with rivers. He and Cleito were the parents of five sets of twin boys.
The first born twins would become kings, with the eldest of that pair having
pride of place and giving his name, Atlas, to the civilization. The remaining sons
were princes and became the ruling, hereditary aristocracy. Their descendants
ruled the island civilization with a divine law code provided by Poseidon. They
came together as a council every fifth and sixth year to render judgments and
deal with problems of the island and between one another.
Atlantis had great success. With two growing seasons a year, the island
enjoyed abundant natural resources. As great engineers, the people of Atlantis
fashioned canals for communication, as well as aqueducts, roads, great palaces,
and temples. The military capabilities of Atlantis were no less impressive.
Atlantis maintained a large fleet and a large land army. The leaders of each
region provided chariots, archers, slingers, and other military personnel when
called upon. A great wall surrounded the island for protection.
The population grew under the patronage of Poseidon and his many sons.
Atlantis came to control the western Mediterranean, including the western part
of North Africa and modern-day Spain and France. The power, wealth, and stability of Atlantis were so great that the ambition of the king and princes grew
as well. They planned to take over all the civilizations ringing the Mediterranean and thus waged war on Europe and Asia.
By comparison, Athens also enjoyed a golden age. The soil, Critias explained,
was much more productive than in his own day. The climate was fine and education flourished. The political order divided Athens’s population into classes
according to nature and ability. There were herdsmen and artisans and, most important, the warrior guardians. Much like the guardians advocated in Plato’s
Republic, Athens’s guardians maintained strength of mind and body through education and exercise. They lived in common, eschewing gold and silver and other
luxuries. Their only aim in life was the defense and stability of their country.
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When Atlantis became aggressive, Greece, under the leadership of Athens and
her 20,000 guardians, defeated the mighty Atlantic powerhouse. Zeus followed
the military defeat with a great earthquake and flood. The king of the gods had
grown weary of the leaders of Atlantis, who had lost their brilliance. Through succeeding generations, that ‘‘divine portion’’ of them had begun ‘‘to fade away,’’ as
their baser, ‘‘human nature got the upper hand.’’
Atlantis Story as Rhetorical Exercise
With all due respect to those scholars, novelists, and romantics who hope to find
some tangible proof of the existence of Atlantis, this pretty story of the greatness
of Athens told by Socratic philosophers hoping to prove the superiority of their
nature and education as the best of all thinkers and artists is simply a rhetorical
exercise. The whole of the story includes references to a recent history more
than 9,000 years before Solon’s legendary excursion to Egypt. Through a close
reading of the Dialogues, one can see connections to several great civilizations
known to the Greeks: the Minoan civilization of the Aegean, the Persian
Empire—an entity so vast that it touched three continents, the Spartans, and the
Athenians themselves.
Essentially the Peloponnesian War ended the classical era of fifth-century
Athens. Sparta won the war with the help of the Persian Empire and the poor
leadership of Athens by several of Socrates’s former pupils. The story of Atlantis is an effort to recapture some of the former glory of Athens in her time of
defeat and confusion. Through the story, Plato can also favorably compare the
antiquity of the Greeks to the older civilization of Egypt. Further, the defeat of
a vast empire through the effective leadership of Athens is a pretty ‘‘pick me
up’’ at a time of devastation and loss, when Athens’s leadership was questionable. Atlantis was a well-organized state, richly endowed. She was a worthy adversary for the Athens of long ago: the greater the adversary, the more glorious
the victory. After all, so effectively was Atlantis defeated by both man and god
that she literally disappeared from the face of the earth. Finally, the political organization of Athens of old mirrors that of the utopian Republic of Plato. If
Atlantis actually existed, and the brilliant Athens of 9,000 years ago actually
existed, might Plato’s Republic be more than a utopia one day?
Minoan Crete and Thera
Inspiration for Plato’s Atlantis can be found in Minoan civilization. Much of
Athenian mythmaking includes references to the older Minoan culture of the
Aegean. Centered on the island of Crete, according to Arthur J. Evans (1964) in
The Palace of Minos at Knossos, legend maintained what archaeology supports,
namely that Crete was a large, wealthy, and productive island that may have
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A rendition of the legendary island of Atlantis. Atlantis was first described by Plato and
was said to lie just beyond the Pillars of Hercules (Gibraltar and Mount Hacho). This
engraving of Atlantis represents the way that German Jesuit scientist Athanasius Kircher
(1602–1680) envisioned the island. (Jupiterimages)

controlled a number of Aegean islands in a thalassocracy. Artifacts from Crete
show a wealthy civilization with a palace economy. The Minoans traded with
Africa, Asia, and Europe. Like the island of Atlantis, Crete had more than one
growing season a year. The island power, ruled by a legendary king named
Minos, was a special favorite of Poseidon, much like the island of Atlantis.
The well-known story of Theseus and the Minotaur, as related in Walter
Burkett’s Greek Religion (1985), shows a great connection in lore between the
mainland Greeks and the island Minoans. In that story, a young prince takes up
the challenge to end Minoan rule of Athens and other Greeks. According to the
myth, King Minos, leader of the great sea empire of Crete, demanded a grisly
tribute from his subjects: human sacrifice. The Minotaur, half man–half bull, ate
only human flesh. The monster was the unlikely offspring of a prized bull given
to Minos by Poseidon, and Pasiphae, the wife of Minos. Poor Minos not only
had the problem of an adulterous wife with a penchant for bestiality, but also the
monstrous offspring of that unholy coupling with a sacred bull of Poseidon.
What to do? Minos placed the Minotaur in a great labyrinth and tossed in human
sacrifices from among his subjects. The Athenian hero, Theseus, armed with a
sword and ball of twine, killed the Minotaur, thus ending Minos’s terrible reign.
The island of Thera (modern Santorini) to the north of Crete seems to have
been a part of that culture, given analysis of the archaeological remains first
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begun there by Spyridon Marinatos (1939). In the 1500s BCE, Thera suffered a
devastating natural disaster. Thera (modern day Santorini) was an active volcano. In the 16th century BCE, that volcano imploded with such force that much
of the island was destroyed. The extraordinary underwater caldera, created over
successive eruptions, attracted many ancient tourists, as it still attracts tourists
today. Scholars, like Marinatos in ‘‘The Volcanic Destruction of Minoan Crete,’’
have speculated that the massive tsunami that would have followed such an implosion might have crippled, if not destroyed, a fleet of Crete. Regardless of the
speculation regarding the relationship of Thera’s implosion and the decline of
Minoan civilization, the archaeological record shows that Greek writing overtook Minoan writing on Crete as early as 1400 BCE.
Plato writes that after Athens defeated Atlantis, violent earthquakes and
floods followed, and ‘‘in a single day and night of misfortune’’ all the warriors
of Athens sank into the earth and the island of Atlantis disappeared into the
depths of the sea. Thus a combination of warfare and natural disaster ended the
power of Atlantis and wiped out Athens’s memory of the engagement. The myth
of Theseus suggests that an Athenian hero put an end to a monstrous Minoan hegemony. The archaeological record demonstrates that Crete was a wealthy state,
engaged in extensive trade. Greek writing replaced Minoan writing at one point,
indicating that Greek culture came to dominate the island in the Bronze Age,
confirming some aspect of the Theseus myth. The natural disaster that obliterated a significant portion of Thera could easily have inspired the idea of a natural disaster that sank a hubristic Atlantis. Minoan civilization and the devastation
of Thera were known events in the fourth century BCE when Plato wrote.
Persia
The description of the vast resources, palaces, and roadways of Atlantis recall
Herodotus’s description of the assets of the Persian Empire, also borne out by
archaeology. The Persian Empire, established by Cyrus the Great in the sixth
century BCE, covered over 1 million square miles of territory, including holdings
in Africa, Europe, and most of western Asia. The Persian kings developed a vast
roadway system to facilitate troop movement and communication between the
cities of western Asia. The Behistun inscription lists the immense resources controlled by the Persian king, along with the great number of cultures subject to
his rule. Cyrus and Xerxes were both known for their attempts to build canals
for military purposes. Herodotus, the father of history and the father of lies, is
our main source for the history of the wars between the Persians and the Greeks.
He was a fifth-century Athenian whose work was well read.
Atlantis, according to Plato, was a mighty power, vast like the Persian
Empire. Atlantis had every resource available: animal, vegetable, and mineral.
They even had elephants, an exotic animal to the Greeks, used extensively by the
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Persians in war. Just as the kings of Atlantis expected various regions of their
empire to support their military, so too did the Persian king, who established
troop levies for every satrapy. The well-organized Persian Empire collected taxes
in produce, labor, horses, coin, and even mud bricks. The great palaces of Atlantis remind us of the several palaces maintained by the Persian kings throughout
Asia at Susa, Babylon, and Persepolis. In Atlantis, the palaces included temples,
fountains of hot and cold water, and delightful gardens. Impressively built and
richly furnished, the palaces of both Atlantis and Persia defied description.
According to Plato, Atlantis made an ‘‘unprovoked’’ expedition against
Europe and Asia 9,000 years before Solon’s day. In all too real hostilities, the
Persians twice attacked the Greek mainland (in 490–489 and 480–479 BCE) in
an act of revenge against Athens’s meddling in the Ionian revolt against Persia
in 499 BCE. The kings of Atlantis built canals for defense and for communication. Xerxes attempted to make his fleet’s crossing to Greece easier by digging
a canal across the Chalcidice—the remains of which can still be seen today.
Athens headed up the Delian League, a defensive alliance of Greek city–states
established in 478 BCE. Athens built long walls to connect her city to her port at
Piraeus. This extraordinary defensive building project is echoed in the great defensive wall surrounding the island of Atlantis. The Delian League of Athens
aimed to defend against further Persian aggression, free all Greek city–states
under Persian rule, and restore all the sacred places destroyed by the Persians.
By 462 BCE, the Delian League successes in the Aegean forced a truce with
the Persians. Athens, having come to dominate the league, insisted that the members continue to join forces to preserve the terms of the treaty. Several of the original members of the alliance tried to secede, only to have Athens force their
compliance. The Delian League became the Athenian Empire, collecting tribute
to support imperial enterprises. Did Athens, like Atlantis, lose her ‘‘divine portion’’ to the more base ambitions of human nature? Or was she, like Plato’s victorious Athens against Atlantis, the leader of the Hellenes, who stood alone, ‘‘when
the rest fell off from her,’’ who ‘‘generously liberated all the rest’’ under the
thumb of the ruthless Atlantis (Persia)? Athens’s treatment of her league members
might be deemed hubristic, even unjust. Was Plato attempting to rewrite history
or simply to invent a more just image of Athens as in earlier days?
Sparta
The Athenian Empire was challenged by the Spartans for most of the second
half of the fifth century BCE. The Socratics admired Sparta for her political stability. The people of Atlantis were ruled by hereditary kings and princes.
Although absolute authority was held by the descendants of Atlas, the elder of
the eldest set of twins of Poseidon, there was a sense of duality to the power he
held. Sparta was ruled by a dual monarchy of hereditary kings who traced their
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lineage to Zeus by way of Heracles. Poseidon gave Atlantis her law code. Spartan lore claims that Lycurgus, a great king, had the Spartan law code approved
by the god Apollo before passing it on to the Spartan people.
The Spartan warriors who defended the Spartan way of life serve as the
model for old Athens’s guardians as portrayed by Plato. Xenophon tells us in
Spartan Constitution that the Spartans trained and lived in common. They outlawed the hoarding of gold and silver and perceived all property as held in common. The Spartans trained and studied war and the Spartan ideal, separating
themselves socially and politically from the craftsmen and herdsmen they relied
on for survival. Plato’s guardians of the perfect state have a passionate yet philosophical temperament; they are highly educated; they maintain order within the
state, while protecting it from outside threats. The guardians have great virtue and
no love of gold or silver; they hold all property in common. Furthermore, in a nod
to the eugenic practices of the Spartans, Plato described a process in the perfect
state by which the ‘‘good’’ people were to be ‘‘interbred’’ with other ‘‘good’’ people
to produce the best offspring. The ‘‘bad’’ sort were bred with other ‘‘bad’’ sorts and
settled into performing the more subservient tasks of society.
The Spartans were an interesting throwback to the Homeric ideals of the
Bronze and Archaic ages. They held on to kingship and a warrior ethic long after both had fallen out of fashion in the democratic, citizen soldier states of the
fifth century BCE. Sparta ultimately won the Peloponnesian War against Athens,
but the decline of that great state was already evident to Plato and his students.
The Ideal State
As told by Plato, Atlantis was an ideal utopian state, hugely successful until the
‘‘divine portion’’ of her leadership gave way to human baseness. The ideal political organization described by Plato in the Republic and the Timaeus bears remarkable similarities to Athens’s political history, the utopian Atlantis, and the
utopian Athens of old. The whole discussion of Atlantis comes after Socrates
has regaled his students with a description of the ‘‘most perfect’’ state. According to Socrates, all members of the perfect state are divided into classes and
assigned employment based on their nature. Included are the herdsmen, artisans,
and guardians. Critias notes how remarkable the similarities are between
Solon’s Atlantis and the teachings of Socrates on the ideal state, calling them a
‘‘mysterious coincidence.’’ Clearly the ‘‘mysterious coincidence’’ that Socrates’s
ideal state and ancient Athens’s ideal political organization are one and the
same is a rhetorical device created by Plato to repeat and, thus, reinforce Socrates’s ideal. Atlantis’s kings are philosopher kings. Furthermore, the story serves
to demonstrate that, unlike the Athens of Plato’s day—defeated and demoralized—the Athens of 9,000 years ago was a golden age of political organization
that Athens of the fourth century BCE should aspire to recover.
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The Undersea Kingdom
Over time, the myth of Atlantis has become associated fancifully with stories about
an undersea kingdom where humans—or their descendants—continued to thrive,
often by breathing water. These stories probably originated with folktales about
mermaids and naiads, and by the 19th century, the interest in ancient civilizations
inspired many mystics to claim connections to Atlanteans (through channeling,
reincarnation, knowledge passed down, etc.) as well as Egyptians and Sumerians. In
the early 20th century, pulp magazines popularized the notion of Atlantis as a secret undersea land of water-breathers, and in comic books, Namor the Sub-Mariner, Aquaman, and Superboy’s mermaid girlfriend Lori Lemaris all had connections
to Atlantis.

Finally, we should note that as we read the Timaeus and the Critias, there
is a sense of competition among Socrates’s students to not only demonstrate
that they have mastered their teacher’s concepts but also that they are goodnaturedly competing with one another to provide the most entertaining story.
Timaeus’s creation epic is monumental in scope, demonstrating that the Greeks
are not so immature as Solon’s Egyptian priest might think. Critias’s story of a
fabulous and, ultimately, ideal utopia is filled with drama but also serves as a
model of Socrates’s teaching from the previous day.
Conclusion
The story of Atlantis has intrigued Western minds for centuries. Atlantis fever
spiked in the 19th century with the theories of Ignatius Donnelly, a former U.S.
congressman, whose Atlantis: The Antedeluvian World (1882) claimed Plato’s
Atlantis was historical and connected with the Garden of Eden. Donnelly served
in Congress just as the United States, a product of global imperialism, began to
become an industrialized and imperialistic power herself. Such a young and
growing country in an age of progress naturally looks to the past for guidance
and to ascertain her place in the grand scheme of history. There are other
romantics who claim the Atlanteans sailed to North America and created new
civilizations in the Great Lakes region. Others suggest that the sailors of Atlantis transmitted Old World culture to the New World, intimating in the process
that those of us with traditions in the Western Hemisphere could not have
developed ‘‘civilization’’ on our own. Some even contend that the founders of
Atlantis represent a colony from outer space, suggesting in the process that the
architectural and military capabilities of Atlantis could not be products of
human endeavors. After all, could our forefathers really have been so capable?
Those familiar with Plato and the ancient contribution to global history are
at once amused and outraged by such speculations. The same culture that gave
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us Euclid and Archimedes also gave us wonderful ideas about human nature that
we categorize as political theory and mythmaking. Such far-flung theories rooted
in modern prejudices about ancient peoples cannot be supported by a careful reading of Plato or even a layman’s appreciation of history and archaeology.
All the actual civilizations noted in this section can be discerned through
readings of primary sources created by the people who lived them and a general
perusal of the archaeological remains recording their existence. Minoan Crete
thrived as a culture, as did Persia and Sparta and Athens. One can argue that
the absence of archaeological evidence for Atlantis is no evidence that the civilization did not exist. That is always a possibility. But when it comes to Atlantis
there is no argument from silence. Plato speaks volumes. Atlantis did not thrive
as an actual civilization; Atlantis thrived as the main course of a philosophical
‘‘feast,’’ a pretty story to help elucidate Socrates’s political theory while offering a brighter picture of the Athens of old, engaging in a selfless, heroic act of
war. We as students of the past and living beings of the present take comfort in
the hope that such states as Atlantis and the fabled Athens of long ago actually
existed; that human beings joined together in peace and justice to create great
things in common and to prevent injustices of states that had grown too large
and aggressive. Plato paints a beautiful and ‘‘perfect’’ past for Athens at a time
when Athens had little to boast of. While the story was a lovely way to teach a
lesson and spend an afternoon, we will do well to end our discussion of the historical existence of Atlantis by remembering that in Greek, the word utopia
means at once, both ‘‘good place’’ and ‘‘no place.’’
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Lemuria is not the invention of religious enthusiasts,
but rather, actually existed.
PRO Laszl
o Kocsis
CON Claire Brennan

PRO
Another sibling of the Atlantis controversy is the existence or inexistence of
Lemuria or of Mu, another lost continent(s) and civilization(s), this time in the
Indian Ocean or in the Pacific. The positive theories affirm that these were continents existing in ancient times, which sank beneath the ocean as a result of
gradual geologic transformations or because of a sudden, cataclysmic change.
Lemuria is the name of a hypothetical lost continent, located in the Indian or
Pacific Ocean, submerged around 16,000 BCE, well before Atlantis in 9500 BCE.
The concept originates mainly in the 19th century when serious discontinuities in biogeography were discovered, which could have been only solved by
admitting the earlier existence of a continent that split into pieces, most of it
sinking beneath the ocean, while the remnants share that common zoological
heritage which lies at the origin of its idea of existence. The concept of Lemuria
began with Ernst Haeckel, a German zoologist who proposed the existence of
Lemuria as an explanation for the absence of ‘‘the missing link’’ fossil records
between the primates and humans, which he called the halfway step between
apes and humans and named Pithecanthropus alalus, translated as ‘‘the ape man
without speech.’’ Although the missing link, Homo erectus, was later discovered
by Dubois, first in Java and in East Asia, it created the impression that the first
upright human appeared there some 1.8 million years ago according to existing
fossils. Later finds occurred in Africa and Europe as well, but Haeckel located
the origins of the human species on this lost continent of Lemuria, already prior
to that. Lemuria served as the land bridge between the apes of Africa and those
of Indonesia and modern man, claiming that the fossil records could not be
found because the continent had sunk beneath the sea (Haeckel, 1868).
The continent’s name, however, was given later, in 1864 by English zoologist Philip Lutley Sclater, due to the wide spread of its icon species: the lemur,
a primate, which would be found from Madagascar to Malaysia, emphasizing
the zoological coincidences between Madagascar and India. The name lemur is
derived from the Latin word lemures, meaning ‘‘spirits’’ or ‘‘ghosts of the
179
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Lemurs
The name lemur comes from a Roman belief that during the night, your spirit (or
lemur) could become restless and this was the cause of nightmares. Crassus and
other famous Romans sometimes decided on their actions based on this belief.
This is not that dissimilar from beliefs in other cultures, such as the Malay view
that a spirit from your body wanders around during the night and your dreams are
its experiences.
The name lemur was then applied by Carl Linnaeus to the Red Slender Loris,
which he called the Lemur tardigradus (it is now known as the Loris tardigradus)
because most lemurs wandered around at night, and the facial expressions of some
of them made them seem as though they were from the spirit world. By tradition,
the Aye Aye, the rarest of the lemurs still in Madagascar, has been connected with
some superstitions. It has long fingers, and many people on Madagascar felt that if
it pointed its finger at a person, that individual was likely to suffer. For this reason
the Aye Aye was hunted almost to extinction.

night,’’ referring to the monkey’s large, reflective eyes and their wailing cries.
Though nowadays living lemur species are only found in Madagascar and several surrounding islands, the biogeography of lemurs extends from Madagascar
to the Indian subcontinent and onward to Malaysia.
In parallel emerged a circle of adherents of Lemuria, claiming that it was
not only a continent but also an ancient civilization, which existed prior to and
during the time of Atlantis. Its location alternates; it is believed that it existed
either in the Indian Ocean or in the southern Pacific. The location in the Pacific
gave birth to the alternative name of the ‘‘Motherland’’ or ‘‘Mu,’’ which is
thought to have been an enormous continent existing from ca. 98,000 to 8,000
BCE, appearing long before the birth of Atlantis.
The Lemurian Age
The start of the Lemurian Age is placed at the end of the Hybornean Age, which
followed the tragic end of the Polarian Age, coinciding with the end of the age of
dinosaurs, about 65 million years ago. This didn’t mean that saurians could not
have and perhaps did indeed linger into the following age, sharing the planet with
mankind for quite some time. It is considered that humans appeared much earlier
that the Hybornean Age, but became similar to the modern man only by that time.
According to the believers, at some point of evolution, this missing link may
have appeared as the Lemurian root race of humans. Due to many climatic and
geographic changes and the subsequent changes in fauna and flora, during this
Lemurian Age, the early humans evolved into different Lemurian subraces, and
the final transition to this root race was marked by the permanent settlement of
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humans, thus ending a purely nomadic way of life. Many scholars considered
the inhabitants of Lemuria as one of the master races of humanity, as the ancestors of the inhabitants of Atlantis or Atlanteans. The latter were in turn the forefathers of the Aryan race, which emerged from that subrace of Lemurians, which
didn’t degenerate throughout its historical evolution.
Starting from the 19th-century rise of nationalism in Europe, those ethnologists and linguists who became ‘‘racial theorists’’ argued that humanity is divided
into biologically distinctive races, one of them, the most valuable Aryan. The
denomination was borrowed from the old Sanskrit language of India, meaning
‘‘noble’’ or ‘‘honorable.’’ In particular it was claimed that the Germanic people
are the pure and obviously nondegenerated descendants of the proto Indo-Europeans, suggesting that the ‘‘Nordic race,’’ characterized by blonde individuals of
pale skin, are innately superior to all others. Automatically this line of thought
suggested that the ‘‘Aryan-Nordic’’ or ‘‘Nordic-Atlantean’’ race is the master
race, the only human race that can and is willing to create civilizations. The
other races were and still are considered inferior, simple consumers of these civilizations, which had or will ultimately destroy these cultures. These arguments
were originating in the works of the German-Russian-American medium, philosopher, and spiritualist leader of great influence Helena Blavatsky, who postulated that the ‘‘Aryans’’ are the fifth of her seven ‘‘root races’’ (Blavatsky 1888).
Her third root race lived in Lemuria, being described by her as hermaphroditic,
egg-laying, mentally less developed than the subsequent races, which may signal
a reptoid appearance. As a counterbalance she considered that these people were
spiritually purer than the following root races. The spiritual but also intelligent
Lemurians established trust between them and most animal species, thus domesticating them. As some Lemurians turned to bestiality, as a punishment the gods
sank Lemuria into the ocean and created on Atlantis roughly 1 million years ago
the ‘‘fifth root race’’ more endowed with intellect. Thus Blavatsky concluded that
the present Aryan race still coexists with the fourth root race from a half a million years ago, and that’s why some present inhabitants of the Earth are ‘‘degenerated spiritually’’ while others simply became ‘‘semianimal creatures.’’
Although the Lemuria continent argument suffered considerable weakening
after the acceptance of actually dominant theories of plate tectonics and continental drift, modern anthropological theories using phylogeography proposed
two competing hypotheses about the origins of our own species, the Homo sapiens, based on the dispersal of skeletal fossils and ancient human remnants: the
single-origin hypothesis and a multiregional hypothesis. The first hypothesis,
also called the Out-of-Africa with replacement model, asserts that the last emigration out of Africa occurred around 100,000 years ago and as a result the
modern humans displaced all previous human populations in Eurasia, like the
Homo neanderthaliensis, which were present due to earlier waves of emigration
out of Africa. The multiregional theory claims that individuals from the recent
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expansion from Africa, all representing Homo sapiens or the ‘‘man who thinks,’’
intermingled genetically with those human populations of more ancient African
emigrations. The recent phylogeographic and genetic findings emphasize Africa
as the cradle of humanity, conferring a central role to the single origin hypothesis but also some consideration to the multiregional hypothesis.
Human population might have been reduced to only 1,000 breeding pairs,
according to the Toba volcanic catastrophe theory, the eruption in Sumatra
some 75,000 years ago. Due to this event, the genetic variety of present-day
humans is remarkably small; the closer the group lives to Africa, the higher is
its genetic variety. Recent archaeological findings suggest that in fact modern
humans survived relatively unscathed in some settlements of India, which support the Lemurian origin hypothesis. The analysis of the genetic diversity in
Helicobacter pylori, the bacteria causing stomach ulcers that infects 50 percent
of the global population, revealed that central place of origin: East Africa, based
on the assumption that humans were already infected with these bacteria prior
to their widespread emigration some 58,000 years ago.
Historical Accounts of Lemuria
The English theosophical author W. S. Elliott described the continent of Lemuria as stretching from the east coast of Africa across the Indian and the Pacific
Oceans. He considered that a set of islands stretching from India to Madagascar—
the Seychelles, Mauritius, the Comoro Islands, a line of coral atolls and banks,
including the Laccadives, Maldives, the Chagos group, and the Saya de
Malha—all indicate the existence of a submerged mountain range or ranges,
which possibly formed the backbone of a tract of later Paleozoic-Mesozoic, and
early Tertiary land, proposed to be called Indo-Oceania or Lemuria. He claims
that Lemuria existed starting from the Triassic and continued throughout the Jurassic and Cretaceous when the third (Lemurian race) coexisted with the famous
dinosaurs, living in pine and palm forests. He believes that such humans still
populate the Earth today, being largely recruited from the animal kingdom,
pointing to the Aborigines of Australia, the Andaman Islanders, some hill tribes
of India, the forest people of Ceylon, and the bushmen of Africa. According to
the theory, the Lemurian continent was full of active volcanoes, the central
mountain range being the most active, as evidence stands the chain of active
underwater volcanoes. These volcanic eruptions caused fire, and their subsequent suffocation killed most of the Lemurians. Following this intense volcanic
activity, the continent had finally sunken due to tectonic movements. The origins of the human sin leading to the destruction of the continent are also to be
found in the act of some of the degenerated Lemurians who created ferocious
man-animals, while the intelligent survivors founded Atlantis and subsequently
the fifth root race and the Aryan subrace.
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Theosophical map of Lemuria, juxtaposing the present oceans and continents with how
the Theosophists envisioned the distribution of land and water over one million years
ago, when the Lemurians lived. (W. Scott-Elliot. The Lost Lemuria. London: Theosophical
Publishing Society, 1904)

In W. Scott-Elliott’s (1904) theosophical map, accounting for a continental
positioning existing more than 1,000,000 years ago, Lemuria was found in the
Indian Ocean, marked with red. James Bramwell (1974) located Lemuria in the
south Pacific Ocean. Another British occult writer of the 19th century, engineer
J. Churchward (1931), took his inspiration from Indian priests while being a tea
planter on the island of Sri Lanka (Ceylon). He identified Lemuria with Mu, in
fact another hypothetical lost continent considered to be the original cradle of
mankind, stretching from Micronesia to Easter Island and Hawaii, and subsequently the Pacific islanders are supposed to be its last survivors. This location
of Mu is, however, contradicted by the oral historical traditions of the Polynesian people and by the absence of large continental masses in the area, since the
Pacific basin may represent the missing land mass that gave birth to the moon.
A much better candidate to be the remnant of Lemuria is Sundaland, since
it is part of the Indonesian continental shelf, and due to its high elevation it was
possibly dry during the Ice Age, forming a land bridge that enabled humans to
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reach Australia. As Sundaland slowly submerged, volcanic eruptions like the
Toba Lake catastrophe took place there, producing the presumed ‘‘population
bottleneck,’’ described earlier.
Blavatsky, author of the The Secret Doctrine, one of the foundational works
of the theosophical movement, claimed to have been inspired from a manuscript
of the pre-Atlantean Book of Dzyan found while studying in Tibet. The Book of
Dzyan is a reputedly ancient text of Tibetan origin, related to the main Buddhist
teaching of the Kalachakra Tantra and also to Chinese taoism. She claimed that
it was kept hidden from profane eyes by the initiates of the Great White Brotherhood, but had been shown to her by the Mahatmas (saints in Hindu). The work
had originally been written in the sacred language of Senzar, but her critics were
skeptical of her having read anything like that, although Max M€
uller, a great
German philologist and orientalist, one of the founders of Indian studies, creator
of comparative religious studies, and the translator of the Sacred Books of the
East from Sanskrit, is reported to have said that she was either a remarkable
forger or she had made the most valuable gift to archaeological research of the
Orient.
The Vedic language, Sanskrit, was thought to be the oldest of the languages, and scientists like M€
uller considered that it could help to reconstruct
the earliest form of the proto Indo-European root language, enabling us to
understand the development path of the classical European cultures, as descendants of the Vedic culture. Blavatsky was charged by some with second-degree
plagiarism for quoting primary sources without acknowledging the secondary
sources from which they came. However, important ufologists claimed that the
Book of Dzyan had originally been produced on the lost continent of Atlantis,
which would be another presumed evidence of a previous civilization of Lemuria, which was carried forward by Lemurian descendants: the Atlanteans.
Possible Evidences for Lemuria
Fossil Evidences
Although living lemurs are found mainly in Madagascar and on its surrounding
islands, fossils of lemurs abound in the Indian subcontinent and also in Indochina. Since none can be found in the Middle East or Africa, Haeckel proposed
the existence of Lemuria, a large continent stretching from Madagascar to India
and beyond to Indochina, which was the possible land bridge that enabled the
migration of the lemurs (Haeckel, 1868).
Later a synthetic science—biogeography—emerged, which concerned the
study of the distribution of biodiversity over space and time, dealing also with
evolution, extinction, dispersal, endemic areas, and vicariance. According to the
vicariance concept, new lineages came into being when a continuous population
(or species) was divided by a new river, mountain range, or rising sea levels, and
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as a result two different populations (or species) are created. The patterns of species distribution then can usually be explained through a combination of historical factors such as extinction, speciation, continental drift, glaciation, and river
capture, in combination with the area and isolation of available landmasses and
food. Thus the biodiversity or richness of species in a certain area could be predicted in terms of habitat area, immigration, and extinction rate. Climate changes
such as the glaciation cycles of the past 2.4 million years, have periodically restricted some species into disjunctive refuge areas, which, due to their restricted
ranges, may have resulted in population bottlenecks that reduced genetic variation. When a favorable climate change occurred, it allowed for a rapid emigration
of specimens out of the refuge habitat and spread into newly available areas.
So regional and local biodiversity are influenced by history, and the makeup
of the regional species pool results from the balance of speciation and extinction.
The population composition is influenced by the interaction between local extinction and recolonization. A good example of this is the existence of the orangutans
in Indochina where they do not show up in India and the similarity of the mammals of the Indian subcontinent with that of Africa. All these show that India and
Africa, including Madagascar, were one landmass before or that another landmass
connected the eastern shores of Africa with that of India and Indochina.
A good testing ground for biogeography was the Mascarenes Islands in the
16th century until the European settlement, as no peoples were known to exist
there before, so much of the islands’ original wildlife was still flourishing during the early days. These islands had no native mammals, except for bats. After
human settlement, only 16 endemic bird species survived, but 15 became
extinct later, since many of them evolved into flightless forms as there were no
predators. The most famous extinction was that of the dodo bird, a flightless
giant pigeon of the Mauritius. The dodo, standing 1-meter high at 20 kg, fell
prey to hunting and the destruction of its habitat as well as plundering of its
nests by human-introduced predators like pigs and monkeys. Some other extinct
and related species are the Rodrigues solitaire, and the Reunion flightless ibis,
constituting the Raphinae subfamily in the pigeon family.
Another great loss encompasses more species of giant tortoises, which comprised the genus Cylindraspis and is found today only on the Galapagos Islands.
There are 13 living endemic reptile species, including a number of species of
day geckoes, but most of the original fauna and flora became extinct since the
settlers cleared most of the forests and introduced exotic animal species, such
as rats, cats, monkeys, and mongooses.
Genetic research based on their remnants from the 18th century fostered
their close relationship and suggested that the Nicobar pigeon, or Caloenas nicobarica, from the Nicobar Islands and nearby southeast Asia, which belongs to
the Australian, Pacific, and Southeast Asian pigeon family, was the closest living relative of the dodo, but genetic evidence available today only partially
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supports this theory. The dodo and solitaire have been linked variously with
birds of prey, parrots, and even with the ostrich and emu, but their DNA comparison showed that the dodo evolved away from its relative, the solitaire, due
to its geographic isolation about 25 million years ago, long before Mauritius
became an island, which is an indirect support for the existence of Lemuria.
Mythical Evidence
In the reptilian literature, the sunken continent of Lemuria or Mu is sometimes
shown as the homeland of a reptilian race of creatures, often identified with
dragons. Reptilian humanoids, snakepeople, or lizardmen are common motifs in
folklore, crypto-zoology, science fiction, mythology, and ufology. They are presented as being evolved on Earth parallel to mankind or as the remains of a prehuman civilization, eventually extraterrestrial. The myths and legends of many
cultures throughout history abound in reptilian humanoids; in the Indian Naga,
reptilian beings are said to live underground and interact with human beings on
the surface. It is said that they once lived on a continent of the Indian Ocean
that sank beneath the waves, which points to Lemuria. Indian texts also refer to
a reptilian race called the Sarpa. Perhaps the supposedly best known of all
‘‘lives’’ on the other side of the Pacific; it highlights the early prehistoric connections between India, America, and Eurasia. The Aztec main god and sky
god, Quetzalcoatl, the ‘‘feathered serpent,’’ was variously depicted either as a
man, a serpent, or a reptilian humanoid.
Similar impersonation appears in the Bible in the book of Genesis, when
God punishes the serpent for deceiving Eve by decreeing, ‘‘You should go on
your belly from now on,’’ implying that the serpent had legs before then. Thus
the snake is therefore often portrayed in Europe as a woman with a snake’s tail.
East Asians venerate the dragons, and the underwater realms are referred to as
where the dragon kings and their descendants live. The main mythology states
that there is a direct human lineage descending from dragons, claimed often by
East Asian emperors, who were believed to be able to interchange from humans
to dragons at will. This lineage is not solely characteristic of Asian mythology;
Greek mythology also abounds of reptilians like Cecrops I, the mythical first
king of Athens who was a combination of man and snake. Lamia, a childdevouring female, was half woman–half serpent, and the god of the cold north
wind, Boreas, was a winged man bearing snakes. Paleontologist Dale A. Russell
came up recently with the hypothesis that the Chicxulub meteorite, which left a
crater 180 km wide on the Yucatan Peninsula and on the surrounding seabed
some 65 million years ago, did not exterminate all the dinosaurs and some of
them became intelligent bipods called troodontids, who had fingers and binocular vision similar to humans, enforcing the rationale of the mythical persistence
of such creatures (Russell 2009).
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Geologic Evidence
India and Meganesia, comprised of Australia, New Guinea, Tasmania, New
Zealand, and New Caledonia, are fragments of the once existing supercontinent
called Gondwana. Seafloor-spreading separated these land masses from one
another, but as the spreading centers became inactive, they fused again into a
single plate. So in the region of question there exist two sunken continents: Zealandia at the western edge of the Pacific and the Kerguelen plateau in the Indian
Ocean. There is also another significant plateau near the Rodrigues triple point,
where the mantle’s thickness is double the average (roughly 20 km), although
nowadays there is no known geologic formation under the Indian or Pacific
Oceans that corresponds to the hypothetical Lemuria. However, drilling carried
out in 1999 from a research vessel discovered that the Kerguelen plateau was
submerged about 20 million years ago due to rising sea levels. Samples of a 90
million-year-old sediment, collected from the seabed, revealed the existence of
pollen and fragments of wood.
The Kerguelen plateau (continent), which presently is submerged 1 to 2 km
below sea level, was formed beginning with volcanic eruptions 110 million years
ago. Its size might have been even bigger than it is now, since the Broken Ridge
underwater volcanic plateau, located west of Australia, was contiguous with
it. Geologic evidence presented layers of soil and charcoal, which prove that
this was dry land with flora and fauna. Its sedimentary rocks are similar to the
Australian and Indian ones, suggesting they were once connected, possibly forming Lemuria.
Zealandia or Tasmantis, with its 3.5 million square km territory being larger
than Greenland, is another nearly submerged continent, with New Zealand being
its most notable remnant. It broke away from Gondwana, then from Antarctica,
and lately from Australia and became almost completely submerged (93 percent)
about 23 million years ago.
An interesting huge geologic formation in the Pacific is the approximately
2 million square km volcanic basaltic Ontong Java Plateau near the Solomon
Islands, located close to the Antarctic-Pacific ridge by the Louisville hotspot,
formed by a mantle plume, which is a lifting of hot rock from the Earth’s mantle. This resulted in the 4,300-km long Louisville underwater chain of over 70
seamounts in the southwest Pacific, stretching to the Indo-Australian plate, and
specifically to New Zealand, and which may be connected with other ridges
reaching the eastern islands of the Pacific.
The Indo-Australian plate may have been connected to the African plate
and the Antarctic plate, forming one plate that could host the Kerguelen continent or similar formations in the past. The theory of plate tectonics states that
Madagascar and India were parts of the same continent, and if we accept the
Lemurian timeline we may conclude that early humanoids may have lived on
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this former continent, sharing the same genetic heritage, although the land itself
has now drifted apart.
The clusters of islands filling the Indian Ocean between Madagascar and
India remain as possible geologic evidences. The Mascarene Islands east of
Madagascar have a common volcanic origin and form a distinct ecoregion, comprising the Mauritius, Reunion, Rodrigues islands, the Cargados Carajos shoals,
and the banks or former islands of Saya da Malha, Nazareth, and Soudan. The
Mascarene plateau, with an area of over 115,000 square km extending from the
Seychelles to Reunion, is another evidence for the submerged Lemurian continent, as it has very shallow waters, having depths varying between a mere 8
meters to 150 meters. The plateau presents banks consisted of former coral reefs,
some of which might have been islands in the geologic near past, when sea levels were even 130 meters lower than today.
The Saya de Malha bank (in English mesh skirt) is a very shallow bank of
40,808 square km, lying southeast of the Seychelles, which reveals that the whole
was above water during the Ice Age. The bank is so proper that it was the site of
an attempt to create an artificial island by creating seacrete and biorock. The
other bank—Nazareth—has an area of about 11,000 square km (according to
some sources, this varies between 7,625 and 26,000 square km). Other remnants
of Lemuria may be the islands of Seychelles, Reunion, Zanzibar, Mauritius, and
Chagos. Reunion, Comoros, and Mayotte are closer to Africa, while Chagos is in
the middle of the ocean, halfway from Tanzania to Java.
Seychelles is an archipelago nation of 115 islands in the Indian Ocean, altogether a mere 451 square km, located 1,500 km (930 miles) east of mainland
Africa, northeast of the island of Madagascar. The main islands—the inner
ones—are located on a shallow bank called Seychelles bank or Seychelles plateau, while the outer islands are situated at 230–1,150 km from the main island
Mahe. The inner, central group are composed of 42 granitic islands called the
Granitic Seychelles, which form the northernmost part of the Mascarene plateau,
all being fragments of the ancient supercontinent Gondwana and thought to have
been separated from other continents 75 million years ago. The Outer Islands
comprising 46 percent are the Coralline Seychelles, five island groups made up
of low-lying coral islands with dry, infertile soils. The fifth, the Amirantes
Island, stretches at a distance of about 155 km, all on the shallow Amirantes
bank/plateau, with depths varying between mostly 25 to 70 meters.
The Chagos group consists of 60 islands and seven atolls, having an area of
around 15,000 square km, of which 12,642 square km form the Great Chagos
bank, including lagoons. The Pitt bank, with almost 56 km in length and a
width between 20 and 30 km, of an area of 1,317 square km and depth varying
between 7 and 44 meters, makes the third largest atoll structure in the world.
The Maldives encompass 1,192 islets and 250 islands, being the lowest
lying country with a maximum natural ground level of only 2.3 meters above
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sea level. This must have been much bigger in the period of glaciations, so this
may be a reference to the classical Sanskrit texts dating back to the Vedic times
mentioning the ‘‘Hundred Thousand Islands’’ (Lakshadweepa). This generic
name, which would include not only the Maldives but also the Laccadives and
the Chagos groups, is evidence that it was known and inhabited since ancient
times, very possibly before the presumed sinking of Lemuria in 16,000 BCE, and
it has been made part of it.
Lakshadweep or Laccadives/Minicoy/Amindivi Islands (the ‘‘hundred thousand islands’’) are located between Arabia and India. It officially consists of
about 36 islands and islets covering in total 28 square km, but it also comprises
12 atolls, three reefs, and five submerged banks. Two banks farther north are
not considered part of the group—the Angria and the Adas banks—but they
have considerable size. Angria bank is a big, shallow, sunken coral atoll on the
continental shelf, off the west coast of India, 40 km long by 15 km wide, with a
minimum depth of 20.1 meters. Between Angria and the Laccadives lies the
Adas bank, with 70 meters at its shallowest point, but all these could have been
islands during the last Ice Age, with even more uplift in the previous ages, subsequently of much bigger size when Lemuria presumably existed.
Although current plate distribution may suggest the opposite, the flora and
fauna of a portion of land on one plate may be the same as that of the adjacent
land belonging to another plate. A good example is the northern boundary of
the Indo-Australian plate with the Eurasian plate, which form the Himalaya and
Hindu Kush. Its subducting boundary crosses the ocean from Bangladesh to
Burma, Sumatra, and Borneo and is not parallel with the so-called Wallace line,
which is the biogeographic boundary between the Asian and Australian indigenous faunas. That is also the case for Madagascar and India; although separated
now, they preserved their original fauna or part of it in fossils, which is another
indirect evidence for the possible existence of Lemuria.
Historical and Legendary Evidence
Lemuria and Kumari Kandam
South India’s Tamil Nadu province and the Tamil region of Sri Lanka conserve
the myth of Kumari Kandam, the name of a legendary sunken kingdom. One
account for this is Blavatsky’s description of the dark-skinned Lemurians (the
‘‘third race’’), showing a similarity between the main inhabitants of southern
India, the Negroids, and the Aborigines of Australia, Papua, and Melanesia, all
being inhabitants of the former continent of Lemuria. Classic Tamil literature
such as the Cilappatikaram places the original ancestral land of the Dravidians
south of present day Tamilnadu, in a land that became submerged following a
series of floods. The epics also mention the existence of a submerged city called
Puhar and Mount Meru. On the other hand, Mount Meru is a sacred mountain in
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Hinduism and Buddhism and is considered to be the center of the universe,
being located at or in the middle of the earth. The Tamils believe that Mount
Meru lies on the sea floor southward from Sri Lanka.
One can find identical geographic denominations in Africa as well: a Mount
Meru is located in Tanzania, opposite to the Kilimanjaro, and there exists also a
town of Meru located at the foot of Mount Kenya. All this identity of geographic denominations may be more than a simple coincidence—it can serve as
a piece of evidence of their relation to the old Sanskrit names and the correspondent Hindu and Buddhist mythology. All together, these represent an indirect evidence supporting the hypothesis that people from East Africa and India
were influenced by or shared the same civilization some place in time, the
source of which was the continent positioned between them, called Lemuria.
According to the Dravidic mainstream thinkers, mankind also had appeared
in this region at ca. 500,000 BCE and evolved into a human race or rather subspecies called Homo Dravida, which during the existence of Lemuria, gave
birth to a great civilization. This was called Kumari Kandam, and it reached its
apex by around 50,000 BCE and existed until 16,000 BCE, when Lemuria presumably submerged. Whatever the origins of the Tamil people may be, there is evidence of traces of the lost civilizations in the region as far as the Easter Islands,
which may date back to 20,000 BCE. It is considered by some as the relics of a
lost Tamil culture. However, placing the origins of the Easter Islands civilization at a location 20,000 km away from the open sea is not that fortunate. It
must not be overlooked that sailors could navigate along the equator by hopping
from one small island to the next. They claim that the survivors of these Lemurian civilizations traveled around the region and established their language,
which was more original and archaic than the Sanskrit, considered to be a semiartificial composite literary dialect, a kind of the Indian Esperanto. Ancient Dravidic is considered by them as being the prototype of the Indo-European
languages, which spread from India into Europe.
Anthropological and Theosophical Evidence
According to theosophists, sex differentiation appeared in humans for the first
time during the Lemurian age, when they started to have the modern physical
appearance. It is believed that some of them evolved further into the present
fifth root race, while others maintained their direct lineage of the semianimal
latter-day Lemurians. According to Blavatsky and her followers, these are the
Aborigines of Tasmania, Australia, and of various islands in Indochina, even an
entirely hairy mountain tribe in China, which are considered inferior subraces,
dying out quickly due to ‘‘natural selection.’’ I might add that they also die out
due to the conflict of civilizations, where the more powerful brings in its diseases and coercive societal structure. Unfortunately, the Tasmanians died out as
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many other indigenous people did, and the world became less rich in anthropological diversity than it was before.
The main argument of the theosophical secret doctrine that had a profound
impact on many influential writers and politicians of the 20th century is that
mankind is ‘‘of one blood’’ but not of the same essence. This view is shared by
many if not the majority of people even today. Blavatsky and her followers
argued that the great intellectual difference between the Aryans, Turanians, and
Semites, on one hand, and the savage aborigines of Melanesia, Ceylon, and
Africa, on the other hand, is inexplicable on any other grounds than racial and
the latter’s belonging to the third race. The mainstream argument in this racial
doctrine is that no amount of culture nor centuries of training could raise the
intellect or behavioral patterns of these human specimens to a minimum acceptable level, since they miss the ‘‘sacred spark’’ of intelligence, while the fourth
(Atlantean) and the present-day fifth root races possess it. According to the
theory, a considerable number of racially mixed, so-called Lemuro-Atlantean
people were born from various interbreedings, which resulted in degenerated
semihuman stocks, such as the Negritos, the Andaman Islanders, and the gypsies, although these argumentations are rejected by the mainstream of science.
The mainstream rather stands on the ground of theoretically and ideologically
based equality, expressed in the conviction about the existence of universal human
rights and the necessity of abolition of all discrimination and segregation. In reality
it can be accepted that there are many ‘‘subcultures’’ and ‘‘groups of individuals’’
who do not attain the acceptable minimum modern standards of intelligence and
behavior in spite of having been given vast opportunities for education, although
they can be of mixed (sub)racial origin and need not necessarily be of Negroid or
mongoloid stock. Albeit the theory and some visible evidence shows that human
races or subraces cyclically replace one another, a series of other less favored
groups vanishes for good from the entire human family, and we cannot assert that
mankind is not essentially ‘‘of one and the same essence.’’ In this way the racial
theory also permits the real life existence of the giant Cyclopes; being the last subraces of the Lemurians, their single eye equated to the eye of wisdom. As the
theory goes deeply into the occult, it lies outside mainstream science, but such
assertions that legends preserved historical facts better, since written documents
relied on one single nonverifiable source (the author) and could have been forged
as well, are gaining more and more popularity among respectable historian circles.
Linguistic and Historical Linguistic Evidence
As a possible evidence, Tamil writer Gnanamutha Devaneyan claimed that
Tamil is the root language of Earth and that language originated in Lemuria,
which was the cradle of civilizations and the place of origin of the language. He
claims that the ‘‘primary classicality of Tamil’’ presents features as phonological
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simplicity, morphological purity, agglutinative character, absence of morphological gender, traceability, originality, and natural development (Devaneyan 1967).
The Tamilic substratum of the Aryan family of languages is evidenced by the
presence of the words amma and appa in some form in almost all widely spoken
languages. However, these words are preserved almost invariably as anya and
apa in Uralian Hungarian, which supports the most widely accepted proposal by
the scientific community that an Indo-Uralic language family existed once,
encompassing the proto-Indo-European and the Uralic languages. Dravidian linguists and a number of Western scientists support the theory of linguistic connection between the Dravidian languages and the Uralic language family. The
latter is represented nowadays mainly by Hungarian, Finnish, and Estonian. Confirming this view, Tamil, as one of the main Dravidic languages spoken mainly
in south India and eastern Pakistan, is accepted to be related linguistically with
the Uralic and Altaic language families, thus belonging to the larger Scythian
language family. Scythian is a somewhat collective denomination of non-Semitic
and non-Indo-European peoples of Eastern and Central Europe and Western
Asia, characterized to be living in a traditional horsemen society and possessing
great artistic skills. Scythia extended from northern India across the Hindu Kush
to the Eurasian steppes of what is known today as Kazakhstan, southern Ukraine,
and Russia and as far west as Hungary and Romania (Scythia minor), and is
described in many ancient Indian sources.
Presumably, Dravidian speakers might have been omnipresent throughout
India, before the arrival of Indo-European speakers, which now separate them
far from the Ural-Altaic speakers. Legends attesting to Scythic ancestry are
found among Hungarians, Scottish, Welsh, and some Slavic people, as well as
among Yakuts (Sakha) and Kazakhs, but the Ossethians or Alans of the Caucasus are especially considered genetically and linguistically closest to them.
Going on a parallel route, the new Paleolithic continuity theory asserts that
the more ancient roots of civilized man can be traced to the Paleolithic era, tens
of millennia earlier than the Copper Age or the Neolithic. The hypothesis suggests
that the hypothetical Proto-Indo-European language arrived in Europe together
with Homo sapiens in the Upper Paleolithic. The theory builds on the lexicon of
‘‘natural’’ languages, which may be ‘‘periodized’’ along the entire course of human
evolution, and states that archaeological frontiers coincide with linguistic frontiers. This Indo-European common heritage traceable back to Africa can also be
seen as a theoretical evidence of a lost continent linking Africa and Eurasia.
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CON
Lemuria is the name given to an imaginary continent once thought to have disappeared beneath the waters of the Indian or the Pacific Ocean. When Lemuria
was first proposed it was as a pathway that might explain the presence of similar species, both fossil and living, on the island of Madagascar and in Asia. As
such it was created by a particular moment in science, as deep time opened up
and Darwin’s published theory of evolution changed thinking about what the
distribution of similar species could mean. These changes in the understanding
of nature produced a requirement to explain connections between species that
had similar forms even when they were widely distributed. Land bridges and
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the lost continent of Lemuria enjoyed a short vogue among scientists, before
being replaced by the realization that continents cannot sink. During the second
half of the 20th century the far more romantic and astounding reality emerged
as tectonic plate theory became widely accepted and unknown sunken continents were replaced by the reality of movement and extraordinary rearrangements among the continents we already know.
By the time that Lemuria’s foundations in scientific speculation were
destroyed, the continent had somehow gained a life of its own. Lemuria had
attracted supporters who believed that a variety of texts, archaeological remains,
and direct revelations supported its past existence. Much of this activity was
based in the United States, and for those proponents of Lemuria the lost continent had sunken beneath the Pacific rather than the Indian Ocean, as a Pacific
location would allow a direct American connection. For some of these supporters of Lemuria the sunken continent’s usefulness lay not so much in providing
a land bridge across the Pacific as in adding weight to the phenomenon of the
more famous missing continent Atlantis. At the same time that Americans
embraced Lemuria, the continent also gained existence as a feature of Tamil
nationalism in southern India, where it still exists within the national curriculum
and in official government pronouncements.
The Scientific Origins of Lemuria
During the late 18th and throughout the 19th centuries the sciences of geology
and biology were undergoing upheaval. The first major step in that process was
the discovery of deep time in the late 18th century when it was realized that the
formation of some types of rock, and the manner in which they were arranged,
would occur over a large amount of time. Previously the form of the modern
world had been explained by a series of catastrophes as Western thinkers considered Earth to be only 6,000 years old (rather than the present accepted age of
4.5 billion years). This age had been calculated using the Bible, estimating the
age of Earth from the genealogies contained in the Old Testament and accepting
Adam and Eve as their starting point. With a 6,000-year-old Earth, catastrophes
were used as a possible explanation for observations such as fossils of extinct
species. As the estimation of the age of the Earth increased, other explanations
became possible, and in 1832 William Whewell described the slow processes
that, over a very long time, could create the physical features of Earth—a process
he named uniformatarianism. Charles Lyell made geology into a respectable science with the publication of his three volumes of Principles of Geology: An Attempt
to Explain the Former Changes of the Earth’s Surface between 1830 and 1833. In
the process, he publicized the idea of uniformitarianism and introduced the idea of
gradualism—that large geologic features could be explained by slow processes
operating over a long period of time rather than by catastrophes. Lyell’s work influenced that of Charles Darwin and the publication of On the Origins of Species in
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Philip Lutley Sclater and Lemuria
Philip Lutley Sclater, the zoologist who developed the concept of Lemuria, was the
son of a landowner and born on November 4, 1829, at Tangier Park, Hampshire,
in the south of England. Educated at Winchester College, he won a scholarship to
Christ Church, University of Oxford, where he studied mathematics, natural history, and modern languages. He then started studying law, but it did not interest
him, and he began to focus on ornithology.
His interest in fauna took him to the United States in 1856, where he traveled
down the Mississippi, and then returned to England where, two years later, he
developed his idea of the six zoogeographic regions of the world—linking Madagascar with India because of similarities in the wildlife. He later went back to North
America, and also to South America and South Africa.
Sclater’s studies were interrupted by having to practice law for a while and also
being the private secretary to his brother who had been appointed president of
the local government board. Always keen on meeting and helping other zoologists,
some found him arrogant and aloof. He died on June 27, 1913, from a carriage
accident.

1859, which provided a biological counterpart to the geologic theory of uniformatarianism. One consequence of Darwin’s theory of evolution was the necessity of
finding physical connections between similar species separated by large distances
as such species had been linked until recently in their evolution.
Lemuria emerged from this period of scientific reassessment of Earth, and its
name was first proposed by the biogeographer Philip Lutley Sclater in a scientific
article published in 1864. In the article, Sclater reviewed the animal species that
occurred on the island of Madagascar, which lies about 200 miles from the east
coast of Africa. He noted that much of the fauna of the island was very distinct,
but that its few similarities were to animals found in South America and India
rather than to those on the much nearer African continent. He noted that a number of distinctive and widespread African species (such as antelopes and the hippopotamus) were absent from the island, and that the famous lemurs of
Madagascar were quite different from related species found in either Africa or
Asia. As a result he concluded that Madagascar had never been part of Africa,
but that Africa contained land that had once formed part of Madagascar; that Madagascar and its nearby islands had long been separated from any other landmass, but
that some land-connection must once have existed between India and Madagascar;
and that there must once also have been a land connection to the Americas. According to Sclater, portions of that lost continent joined with Africa, some perhaps with
Asia, and others formed Madagascar and its associated islands. As lemurs are the
most famous species endemic to Madagascar, Sclater proposed, in the last sentence
of his article, that the missing continent be called ‘‘Lemuria.’’
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Sclater was correct in his assessment of the distinctiveness of the animals of
Madagascar and in the connections that had once linked Madagascar with Asia
and South America, but he was wrong only in requiring a lost continent to explain
that position. However, Sclater was not the only 19th-century scientist to consider
Lemuria as a possible explanation for observed evidence, and the continent
received acceptance in mainstream sources for a while. For example, the German
evolutionist Ernst Haeckel proposed Lemuria as the probable cradle of mankind
in an 1868 work published in German (and republished in English in 1876 as The
History of Creation). The idea was also briefly accepted in broader intellectual
circles, appearing in Frederich Engels’s essay The Part Played by Labour in the
Transition from Ape to Man and in H. G. Wells’s Outline of History.
However, even in the 19th century, Lemuria was not always accepted as
fact. While the missing continent was at first accepted by Alfred Russel Wallace (the codiscoverer of the theory of evolution), it was later rejected by him
because it could not explain the distribution of species between islands in Asia.
Wallace rejected the idea of a sunken continent because while it might explain
similar creatures now found at a distance from one another, it could not explain
the mystery of very different clusters of creatures located very close to one
another. Wallace observed this phenomenon in Southeast Asia, for example, in
the very different biotas of the islands of Lombok and Bali. While located just
over 20 miles from each other, these islands are different in soil type and in the
animals endemic to them. The channel separating the two islands may be narrow, but it contains strong currents and is too deep to have been left dry by falling sea levels during an Ice Age. As a result of observations across the region,
Wallace proposed the ‘‘Wallace line,’’ now recognized as Wallacea—a zone
that marks the edge of the Asian continent and its biota. Such an observation
cannot be explained by a sunken continent and helped Wallace decide against
the existence of Lemuria as an explanation for the distribution of species.
Replacement of Sunken Continents with Tectonic Plates
Lemuria was not a plausible explanation for the distribution of species or of the
arrangement of the world, and another theory gradually rose to force its rejection
by scientists. A related problem to that of species distribution was the arrangement of the Earth’s landmasses and whether there might be continents missing.
As early as the 16th century, cartographers had noted that Earth’s landmasses
appear to fit together along their edges. Nineteenth-century observations of the
wide distribution of some kinds of fossils and of some sequences of rock formations again pointed to previous connections between now separated landmasses.
Associated with this question of continents was one of mountains and how they
came into existence. The most popular 19th-century explanation for mountains
was that Earth had been warmer in the past, and that as it cooled it had
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contracted, scrunching up its surface into the formations known in the present.
This theory allowed for the instability and collapse of continents to form the seafloor and the raising of areas that had been seafloor to dry land. It also explained
the presence of marine fossils on land and of similar fossils wide apart as this
process of scrunching deformed Earth’s surface unpredictably. And it allowed
for the presence of sunken continents.
By the 20th century the theory of cooling and scrunching was challenged by
three sets of evidence. The first was the careful mapping of mountain ranges,
especially the Swiss Alps and the Appalachians. That careful mapping indicated
that there was simply too much rock contained in these mountain ranges to be
explained by contraction and scrunching. The second line of evidence came from
the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India that took place in the 1850s. During
that survey there were problems with measuring the relative locations of places
separated by the Himalayas. This led to a separate survey of the gravity associated with the Himalayas and the discovery that in this case there was less gravitation deflection than there should be, indicating that there was less mountain than
might be expected. This observation could be explained in one of two ways—
either the continents were less dense than the layers of rock below, or the Himalayas had deep roots but floated in the layer below like giant icebergs in water. In
either case the gravitational measurements provided clear evidence that the continents were lighter than lower levels of the Earth’s crust, and that ocean beds and
land masses could not swap places—a theory, now known as isostasy. The third
contradictory piece of evidence was physicists discovery of radiogenic heat. The
discovery of heating due to radioactive elements simply contradicted the idea of
a steadily cooling Earth and so destroyed the roots of the theory of contraction.
As these factors removed the credibility of the contraction and scrunching
theory of the Earth’s surface, other explanations were sought for the arrangement of the continents and the distribution of species. The first scientist to propose drifting continents as a solution was a meteorologist rather than a
geologist. Alfred Wegener, in a series of papers published between 1912 and
1929, proposed that the continents floated around Earth, rather than rising and
sinking. This would explain their matching coastlines, allow them to have had
different connections in the past, and explain fluctuations in global climate. His
theory was widely rejected at the time, but supporting evidence was added by
European scientists who suggested possible mechanisms for movements of the
Earth’s crust. While the theory gained some acceptance in Europe during the
early 20th century, it continued to be rejected in North America where land
bridges were used to account for perplexing fossil and species relationships
instead. The only data available to support the theory of land bridges were the
very data that the theory sought to explain, meaning that the argument was circular. However, in North America rising and sinking land bridges were seen as
less far-fetched than the drifting continents accepted in Europe.
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Yet further evidence for drifting continents continued to emerge. Investigations of Earth’s magnetic field in the middle of the 20th century led to interest
in its past. It had been noted that as rocks cool and become solid, they reflect
the orientation of Earth’s magnetic field. Once the rock is solid, that original
alignment remains even when the rock is shifted within the magnetic field. This
observation led to an examination of the magnetic field orientations of different
ages of rock across Earth’s continents. Massive amounts of data yielded evidence that the polarity of Earth’s magnetic field periodically reverses. That data
also indicated that either the magnetic poles wandered or the continents had
moved. By comparing the magnetic records of different continents with one
another, it became clear that either different magnetic poles affected different
continents (a physical impossibility) or the continents had changed their relative
positions in the past. Continental drift had been proved in this fashion by 1956,
yet North American scientists remained hostile to the idea.
However, further evidence in support of drifting continents continued to
emerge. World War II had led to an interest in mapping the ocean floor, supported by government money on both sides of the Atlantic. As a result, evidence emerged that the ocean floor remained geologically active—it was not an
inactive sunken remnant as required by theories of sunken continents and land
bridges. Work in mapping the oceans finally demonstrated that new ocean floor
was formed by the eruption of submarine volcanoes, and that the oceans were
being split apart at their centers and sinking back down when colliding with the
continents, causing compression. In the Pacific this results in the Pacific Ring
of Fire, the circle of volcanic and earthquake zones that ring the edge of the Pacific plate. By the end of 1968, the theory was fully developed and was named
plate tectonics. The existence of different arrangements of Earth’s continents in
the past became evident. The continents were once clustered together in supercontinents, on which related species of plants and animals evolved. As the
supercontinents fractured and drifted, they carried these species with them, leading to the presence of lemurs in Madagascar and doing away with the need for
Lemuria. The strange truth that Earth’s crust is formed of fragments 45 to 60
miles thick that move against one another at a rate of one to four inches a year
had finally been accepted in North America. This understanding of the structure
of Earth provided explanations for a wide range of phenomena, including volcanoes, earthquakes, and mountains. It also explained the distribution of species,
both fossil and living, across Earth—including Sclater’s lemurs. Tectonic plate
theory does not leave any room for sunken continents.
Lemuria’s Connection with Atlantis
During the time between Lemuria’s proposal and dismissal in scientific circles,
this phantom continent had drifted into stranger company and become established
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among nonscientists. In the process, the legend of Lemuria became intimately
intertwined with that of another lost continent, Atlantis. While, to paraphrase
Lady Bracknell in The Importance of Being Earnest, ‘‘To lose one continent
might be regarded as a misfortune, to lose both looks like carelessness,’’ it did
not appear in this light to those linking Lemuria with Atlantis. To them, the loss
of a second continent might indicate the feasibility of sinking a large mass of
land, and that Lemuria was first proposed by a scientist seemed to add to its validity. Atlantis’s genesis was more problematic than that of Lemuria as it was
drawn from fragments written by Plato and nothing else. No further evidence
supporting the existence of Atlantis has ever been discovered, making the seemingly scientific proof of another lost continent useful. Despite this enthusiasm for
scientific support, the evidence advanced by Lemuria’s later enthusiasts tended to
be of a type unacceptable in scientific circles.
The first major nonscientific appearance of Lemuria was in the writings of
Helena P. Blavatsky, founder of a group known as the theosophists in the late
19th century. Blavatsky was originally Russian, but was based in New York by
the time she published her writings on Lemuria. Her book, The Secret Doctrine,
first published in 1888, was based on a set of writings she claimed came from
an Indian guru, and on direct revelation. The existence of the guru cannot be independently verified, and handwriting analysis has indicated that Blavatsky herself wrote the work she attributed to him (Nield 2007: 50). Her clairvoyant
revelations of Lemuria clearly linked it to the other lost continent, Atlantis. Her
writings implicated both lost continents in a scheme of human evolution that
involved a series of root races. The third of these root races lived on Lemuria,
laid eggs, were hermaphrodites, and were destroyed when their discovery of sex
led to bestiality and the displeasure of the gods. The few survivors then moved
to Atlantis where they became the fourth root race, had access to airplanes and
explosives, and a type of wheat donated to them by aliens. Once Atlantis was
destroyed the fifth root race developed, to which modern humans belong. Such a
sequence of human evolution is not supported by any physical evidence. Blavatsky also had her Lemurians coexisting with the dinosaurs, although mainstream
science indicates that humans did not evolve until long after the dinosaurs were
extinct. However, while Blavatsky’s writings might seem entirely unbelievable,
she attracted a following of 100,000 people and contributed to the continued existence of Lemuria by moving it from the Indian Ocean to the Pacific. Such a
location allowed it a connection with North America, and the attraction of considering that North America was integral to the development of humanity and of
civilization ensured that the legend lived on.
Blavatsky was not the last of Lemuria’s enthusiasts. The great proponent of
physical evidence for Lemuria in the 20th century was Lewis Spence. Spence
had earlier championed the existence of Atlantis and the association of Atlantis
with the somehow weightier continent of Lemuria is promoted in his 1932 book
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The Problem of Lemuria. Much of Spence’s evidence was drawn from interpretations of archaeological evidence (Spence dismissed the possibility that Polynesian people might be responsible for the stone structures he observed in
Polynesia) and on interpreting traditional stories as referring to a vanished continent. However, his work depended on the idea that it has been quite common
for Pacific islands to appear and disappear. He interpreted early European sightings of land that could not be refound—such as the 1688 sighting of land by
the Dutchman John Davis—not as evidence of the difficulty of seeing islands
from a distance, ineffective navigational instruments, and the problem of determining longitude before the availability of reliable chronometers on ships, but
as evidence of islands that had actually disappeared. In addition, he claimed that
well-known islands had at times been submerged and later reappeared. Modern
understandings of the formation of Pacific islands as the result of volcanic eruptions (either directly, as with the Hawaiian chain, or indirectly, as with coral
atolls perched on the top of submerged volcanoes) do not allow for them suddenly disappearing. Instead, sightings of phantom islands must be understood as
a result of the difficulties of navigation during early European exploration of
the Pacific and as the tainting of observation by expectation. Mariners hoped to
find islands and sometimes saw them in the distance where they did not exist.
Blavatsky and Spence might be excused their fascination with sunken continents as they wrote before tectonic plate theory was fully developed. They both
benefited from publicity in North America, where the idea of continental drift
was not accepted and the idea of a local lost continent, and so an association
between the Americas and early human civilization, might be attractive. No
such excuse exists for David Childress who promoted Lemuria in 1988 in his
book Lost Cities of Ancient Lemuria and the Pacific. The book is a travelogue
of Childress’s time in the Pacific, and he finds hints of a lost continent in his
observations of the Pacific islands. The book was not presented as a careful academic argument, and it was not one, but it served to defend the notion of a lost
continent in the Pacific. Childress’s argument relied on an acceptance of
changes in scientific understanding indicating that science is unreliable and on
the possibility of ancient texts surviving in secret and revealing an entirely
unknown continent (1988: 6, 8). The book served to continue the myth of
Lemuria, but it presented no verifiable evidence to support its assertions.
Instead it promoted Lemuria by means of a charismatic host, noting seemingly
ancient artifacts and yarning about the secret history of a lost continent.
Another Lost Continent—Mu
The connection between Lemuria and the later lost continent of Mu is problematic. The names appear similar, the location is again the Pacific, and the style
of evidence proposed by the continent’s supporters again includes mysterious
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This illustration depicts the destruction of the Lemurian continent of Mu by flood,
which is to have occurred in approximately 10000 BCE. (Mary Evans Picture Library/The
Image Works)

ancient texts, lost languages, and connections between India and the Americas.
The vision of Mu put forward by its supporters is similar to that of Lemuria put
forward by Blavatsky and Spence. According to its greatest publicist James
Churchward, Mu was a vast and pleasant continent in what is now the midPacific. It enjoyed a high level of civilization, peace, and a large population.
Megaliths, such as those that remain on Easter Island, were flown into place as
gravity had been overcome, and communication over distance was accomplished by inner vibrations. Migrants from Mu were responsible for the civilizations that later developed elsewhere—including those of Atlantis, the
Mediterranean, Asia, and the Americas. Lemuria and Mu are not generally identified as the same lost place, but their similarities make it worth examining
Mu’s shaky foundations in order to finish destroying those of Lemuria.
In theory, the existence of the lost continent of Mu was discovered in
Mayan texts read by Charles Etienne. The problem is that Etienne believed he
was decoding the tablets, but no key to Mayan writing exists. As a result he
applied a letter-based understanding to a system of writing that is not letter
based, and then constructed a narrative from the fragments of writing he had
available to him. His ideas were picked up in Philadelphia by Ignatius Donnelly, and from him by Churchward, who was Mu’s strongest promoter.
Churchward’s evidence for this continent is not convincing. For example, he
‘‘discovered’’ his continent by deciphering 5,000-year-old clay tablets he
claimed to have seen in India, but which have not been verified by any other
source. The tablets were written in a language understood by only three people
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and, as Churchward explained, understanding the tablets was not simply a matter of reading them. Instead the real meaning of the tablets required interpretation, as ‘‘many of the apparently simple inscriptions had hidden meanings’’
(Churchward 1931: 18). The degree of interpretation necessary is evident from
Churchill’s explanation of select symbols—a rectangular block was the symbol
of the lost continent, and could be interpreted as ‘‘Moo, Ma, mother, land, field,
country’’ or ‘‘mouth.’’ Churchward’s interpretation of images that he claimed to
depict the destruction of Mu shows a similar interpretative license. He claimed
to have found two depictions of the destruction of Mu, one in Egypt and one in
North America. He noted: ‘‘There is, however a marked difference in the two.
The Egyptian depicts Mu falling into an abyss of fire, the North American Indian tells of the waters flowing in over her and submerging her.’’ Churchward
did not see these two completely different depictions as problematic, instead
asserting that the images show ‘‘two phases of the general description of her
destruction—so that both the Egyptian and the North American Indian are
shown to be correct. Although these two peoples are so widely separated on the
earth’s surface now, at that time both knew the scientific cause of Mu’s destruction’’ (Churchward 1931: 67–68). The North American image is depicted in
Churchward’s book and does not obviously show a land being flooded.
Both Mu and Lemuria owe some of their attractiveness to finding the origin
of civilization in the Pacific rather than the Old World. However, the way in
which evidence is drawn from remaining artifacts in the Pacific is problematic.
Churchward wrote:
Throughout the length and breadth of the Pacific Ocean are scattered groups
of small islands. On scores of them are the remains of a great civilization.
There are great stone temples, cyclopean stone walls, stone-lined canals,
stone-paved roads and immense monoliths and statuary—works that required
continental resources and workmen of skill. Yet we now find them not on a
great continent, but on mere specks of land inhabited by savages and semisavages. (Churchward 1931: 87)
This passage is an example of the unthinking racism required to depict the societies of Polynesia as degenerate remnants of a lost civilization rather than energetic and adaptable cultures. Pacific islanders and their ancestors were perfectly
capable of erecting stone works such as those that have regularly perplexed visitors to Easter Island. Further study of Easter Island, a key example for Churchward, has revealed both the methodology of the erection of the statues and the
ways in which the island environment changed, robbing islanders of the resources to maintain their previous lifestyle. No sunken continent was required.
Mu is suspiciously close in form to Lemuria and appears to be a revival of
old ideas about sunken continents, which seeks to avoid an association with
lemurs and with ideas about the evolution of humans from primates. It does not
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seek to use Lemuria’s scientific beginnings to claim ongoing scientific credentials, but instead falls within a mystical understanding of prehistory and a similar rejection of mainstream science. It is not supported by tangible evidence of
any kind, but by imaginative interpretations of scattered and fragmentary artifacts. It is undermined by the sheer depth of the Pacific Ocean, which does not
harbor any lost continent of the magnitude proposed for Mu, or indeed even for
the slightly less ambitious Lemuria.
Tamil Adoption of Lemuria
Sumathi Ramaswamy (1999, 2000, 2004) has explored the last existence of
Lemuria—the continent lives on among the Tamil people of southern India. As
a result of British colonialism, Lemuria made its way to India during its period
of acceptance in scientific circles. The existence of a lost continent seemed to
constitute a neat explanation of the language division between northern and
southern India, with the speakers of Tamil seen as refugees from the large, lost
southern continent of Lemuria. It was as a result of British approval that Lemuria first appeared in an Indian textbook, in 1876. Lemuria was swiftly adopted
by the residents of southern India, finding favor with Tamil intellectuals from
the 1890s onward. A lost continent seemed to match Tamil stories of a homeland
that was lost twice over and meshed with Tamil understandings of themselves as
different from the people of northern India. As with the promotion of Lemuria
in North America, the lure of claiming a close connection with the birthplace of
humanity and the cradle of civilization was attractive. As a result Lemuria continued to appear in school textbooks in the 20th century and to become more
and more acceptable in public discourse in southern India. As Tamil nationalism
emerged during the 1920s and stood in opposition to both British rule and an Indian nationalism dominated by language groups from northern India, the appeal
of a Tamil-associated birthplace of civilization only became stronger. After
1950, Lemuria appeared in public speeches and it was the subject of a government-approved documentary in 1981. Some aspects of Lemuria’s past, particularly its associations with Sclater’s primates and with the strange beings
described by Blavatsky, lessened its attractiveness as a homeland, but these were
outweighed by the way in which science seemed to lend authority to Tamil traditions. These two competing factors led to a compromise—Lemuria still exists in
official textbooks in southern India, but from 1903 it has often appeared under a
traditional Tamil name—Kumari Kandam.
Conclusion
Lemuria never physically existed. There is no need for it, no room for it, and
no evidence for it. When developments in geology led to theories of drifting
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continents (a notion surely more romantic, and yet true), sunken pieces of land
were no longer needed to explain scientific observations of the distribution of
species. Such observations could instead be explained by the breakup of supercontinents and the drift of fragments into their present positions. However, the
brief and limited approval given by science to Lemuria lent it weight in stranger
circles, even though those circles often explicitly rejected the virtues of science
as a way to understand the world. The scientific genesis of Lemuria allowed it
a reality denied to its cousin Atlantis, and so supporting the existence and loss
of Lemuria supported claims about the reality of Atlantis, and about the significance of the Pacific, the Americas, and India in the history of civilization.
These portions of the world have been denied prominence in scientific stories of
human evolution and the birth of civilization, and by lending them significance,
the lost continent of Lemuria has become attractive in those regions. This attraction has led to a variety of strange bedfellows promoting Sclater’s continent, a
promotion that continues in official circles in southern India and among those
that believe in mysterious texts and revealed knowledge elsewhere.
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Native American peoples came to North and South
America by boat as well as by land bridge.
PRO Peter N. Jones
CON James Seelye

PRO
Ever since Euro-Americans first arrived in the Americas and discovered that
they had been inhabited by Native Americans, various arguments have been put
forth concerning how, and by what means, Native American peoples came
to North and South America. Early theories concerning the peopling of the
Americas were largely grounded in myth or legend. In fact, it was not until
Thomas Jefferson demonstrated in 1784 that contemporary Native American
tribes were responsible for the large mounds found throughout the North American southeast, as opposed to being related to the mythical Atlantians or one of
the lost tribes of Israel, that theories became grounded in empirical evidence.
However, this did not stop people from continuing to speculate about possible
Old World cultures peopling the Americas. For example, during the 19th and
early 20th centuries, a wide range of theories were put forth concerning the peopling of the Americas, ranging from the argument that voyagers in Chinese
junks crossed the Pacific and reached the Northwest Coast, or that Phoenicians
from the Mediterranean made their way across the Atlantic, or that West Africans reached eastern Mexico at some point during the late Holocene epoch.
By the beginning of the 20th century, however, with the development of
certain fields of inquiry and the adoption of empirical scientific methods, scholars
began to conclude that Native American peoples must have come to the Americas
from Asia. Historically, the most commonly accepted means by which this
colonization was thought to have taken place was via a land bridge that was
hypothesized to have formed intermittently during the Pleistocene epoch (126,000–
11,000 years ago) across the Bering Sea, connecting northeast Asia with northwest
Alaska. By 1933 enough data had been compiled for W. A. Johnston (1933) to use
estimates in his ‘‘Quaternary Geology of North America in Relation to the Migration of Man’’ of a lower sea level to demonstrate that a land bridge had in fact
existed between Asia and North America during the last glaciation.
As the melting continental glaciers discharged their stored water into the
oceans at the end of the Pleistocene, the sea level rose, flooding the Bering land
207
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This fresco at the National Anthropological Museum of Mexico depicts hunters migrating from Asia across at the Bering land bridge. North, Central, and South America were
populated over a period of thousands of years after nomadic hunters crossed over a
land bridge into North America ca. 35000–9000 BCE. (The Art Archive/National
Anthropological Museum Mexico/Dagli Orti)

bridge and establishing the Bering Strait that separates North America and Asia
today. This theory, which came to be known as the Bering land bridge theory
of migration, was largely based on the faunal data evidence that such migrations
took place. For example, by 1938 scholars had generally concluded that, as
written by Ernst Antevs in ‘‘Review: The Holarctic Region’’:
‘‘[T]he subsequent interglacial and glacial ages induced repeated northand-south migrations of the biota between the refuges and the glaciated
areas. There were also west-and-east movements, which resulted in mixtures
of the forest biota—but not of the steppe biota—of Eurasia and North America. There was especially a spread from Asia via a Bering land bridge or isthmus to North America.’’ (1938)
It was not a far stretch for scholars, therefore, to conclude that along with various floral and faunal biota, humans also migrated into the Americas via this
land bridge. When exactly did the land bridge cease to be a corridor for migrations remained undetermined. By 1967 enough geologic evidence had accumulated, however, to enable David M. Hopkins, in The Bering Land Bridge, to
speculate that the Bering land bridge was inundated by the rising sea level for
the last time sometime shortly after 10,000 years ago.
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Clovis-First Theory Debated
Known by various other names, such as the Clovis-First theory or the singlemigration wave theory, the general theoretical model that Native American peoples migrated from Asia to North, and subsequently South, America by means
of the Bering land bridge at the end of the Pleistocene held sway until multilateral evidence could no longer support it. Historically scholars, as discussed by
David M. Robinson and Elizabeth Pierce Blegen (1933) in ‘‘Archaeological
News and Discussions,’’ thought Native Americans first arrived in the Americas
no earlier than 11,500 years ago, based on the distinctive style of fluted lithic
point found in 1932 near Clovis, New Mexico. According to the Bering land
bridge theory, a small group of Native American hunters, possibly numbering
under 100 individuals, entered North America from northeast Asia by means of
the Bering land bridge at the end of the last Ice Age approximately 11,500 to
12,000 years ago. Before that, it was believed that most of Canada was covered
by the Cordilleran ice sheet centered over the Rocky Mountains and the Laurentide ice sheet centered over Hudson Bay, effectively blocking any way for
Native Americans to enter North and subsequently South America. Furthermore, it was argued that glacial ice from various Alaskan and coastal glaciers
blocked any passage along the Northwest Coast of North America and that the
land bridge was the only viable option. At the end of the last Ice Age, Bering
land bridge theorists, according to Robson Bonnishsen and Karen Turnmire
(1999), in ‘‘An Introduction to the Peopling of the Americas,’’ hypothesized that
Native Americans funneled through an ‘‘Ice-Free Corridor’’ as a result of the
melting of the two ice sheets into the plains of North America, subsequently
populating Central and South America.
Although a widely held theory, the Being land bridge model was not universally accepted, and scholarly debates about the peopling of the Americas continued to be wide ranging. For example, Alex Krieger (1962), in ‘‘Comments on
‘The Paleo-Indian Tradition in Eastern North America’ by R. J. Mason,’’ argued
that it was impossible to believe that the Americas were unoccupied before the
appearance of fluted points, primarily because there were several known sites
that seemed to predate Clovis-era points. These early sites, because they could
neither be conclusively dated to the pre-Clovis era nor demonstrated to be of
human manufacture, were often ignored by those who argued for the Bering land
bridge model of entry. The rigorous criteria for proof demanded to properly
evaluate claims of pre-11,500 before the present occupation of the Americas
were expressed by C. Vance Haynes in ‘‘The Earliest Americans’’:
For establishing man’s presence, the minimum requirements met for the Folsom site still apply for future excavations. The primary requirement is a
human skeleton, or an assemblage of artifacts that are clearly the work of
man. Next, this evidence must lie in situ within undisturbed geological
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deposits in order to clearly demonstrate the primary association of artifacts
with stratigraphy. Lastly, the minimum age of the site must be demonstrable
by primary association with fossils of known age or with material suitable for
reliable isotopic age dating. (Haynes 1969: 714)
In fact, not until Tom Dillehay (1997) empirically proved in Monte Verde:
A Late Pleistocene Settlement in Chile 1: Paleoenvironment and Site Context
that people had been in the Americas before the Clovis era with the excavation
and dating of the Monte Verde site in southern Chile did any of the other sites
in the Americas, such as Meadowcroft, Cactus Hill, and Pedra Furada become
seriously considered.
Evidence from Linguists and Molecular Anthropologists
Along with archaeologists, linguists also entered the debate concerning the peopling of the Americas, either siding with those who favored a Bering land bridge
model or with those who came to be known as ‘‘early entry’’ modelers and who
argued for a pre-Clovis peopling of the Americas. In contributing to the debate,
linguists analyzed Native American languages and argued that Native Americans
had been in the Americas for over 12,000 years based on interlanguage separation and diversity. Furthermore, based on the location and density of different
languages found throughout the Americas, according to Lyle Campbell (1997) in
American Indian Languages, linguists argued that the Americas were colonized
in a west-to-east, north-to-south gradient. Molecular anthropologists also contributed to the debate by examining the frequencies of certain genetic traits in both
Native Americans and indigenous Asian populations. The molecular anthropological data indicated that Native Americans came from several different geographic locations within Asia and that the various genetic lineages had different
time depths. As a result of these multiple lines of evidence, the debate shifted
from favoring a Bering land bridge model of colonization to one that took into
account multiple pathways and modes of transportation in the colonization process. One of the different modes and pathways considered was the Northwest
Coast route via watercraft and glacial refugias. The current empirical evidence
conclusively proves that Native American peoples came to the Americas via several pathways, one along the Northwest Coast route through the use of watercraft, and another via the Bering land bridge and terrestrial means.
Early Debate Camps
Early debates concerning the peopling of the Americas, as a result, could be
placed into two camps: those favoring the ‘‘early entry’’ model or those favoring
the Bering land bridge model. The Bering land bridge was a landmass that
resulted from sea levels lowering during the Pleistocene epoch, and evidence
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indicates that this land bridge remained generally ice free even during continental glaciations of the Pleistocene. It stretched from the present-day Kolyma
River in Siberia to the Mackenzie River in Canada, a distance of over 3,200 km
in length. The Bering Strait was located at the center of the land bridge, which
was bound on either side by the Chukchi and Bering seas. During glacial periods, the worldwide lowering of the sea level caused the continental shelf
beneath the Bering Strait to be exposed as dry land, resulting in an intercontinental connection that stretched 1,600 km north to south.
Paleontologists, according to Richard Morlan (2003) in ‘‘Current Perspectives on the Pleistocene Archaeology of Eastern Beringia,’’ believe that the
Bering land bridge was a major pathway for faunal exchanges between the hemispheres, as well as an important evolutionary center on its own, resulting in the
area’s distinctive regional fauna. Because the Bering land bridge was so extensive, it was originally argued that early Native Americans must have followed
caribou and other fauna across this land bridge. However, because the Laurentide and Cordilleran ice sheets covered almost all of interior Canada during the
Pleistocene, it was also hypothesized that early Native Americans were trapped
in interior Alaska until the ice sheets melted at the end of the Pleistocene. This
picture, however, is no longer tenable based on recent empirical data. Rather,
the evidence now indicates that early Native Americans also used watercraft to
hop from glacial refugia, nunataks, and coastal islands that remained ice free
during the Pleistocene.
Supporting Evidence for Boat Arrivals
This new understanding is supported by several independent lines of evidence and
conclusively resolves the debate. Evidence indicating that early Native Americans
traveled along the Northwest Coast involves several different empirical lines of
evidence. For example, there is now substantial evidence indicating that a pervasive ice sheet did not cover the Northwest Coastal ranges, but rather during the
Pleistocene, there were a series of valley and alpine glaciers, punctuated by icefree refugias and nunataks. Similarly, evidence, as discussed by Julie BrighamGrete and colleagues (2003) in ‘‘Chlorine-36 and 14C Chronology Support a Limited Last Glacial Maximum across Central Chukotka, Northeastern Siberia, and
No Beringian Ice Sheet,’’ indicates that Pleistocene glacial ice extent across Chukotka and northwest Alaska was noncontinuous, and most of central and western
Beringia was arid. However, when global sea levels rose and inundated the Bering
land bridge, much of the exposed Northwest Coast was also inundated, covering
most of the evidence of these early migrants. N. Toth (1991), in ‘‘The Material
Record,’’ has suggested that if we assume a model for the colonization of the
Americas that uses an ever-increasing population over time, the odds of documenting the very earliest evidence of human occupation are very slim.
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Monte Verde
A site in modern-day Chile about 40 miles from the Pacific, Monte Verde was excavated in 1977 by American Tom Dillehay and Chilean Mario Pino. The site was home
to about two dozen people, who lived in a tent-like structure divided into individual
rooms by walls of animal hide. Each room was equipped with a clay brazier, and two
communal hearths for tool making sat outside the tent. The many plant remains from
over 100 miles away indicate that the Monte Verdians either traveled great distances
to collect food and other supplies or had a trade relationship with some other group.

Further, there is no need to think of human migration as a specific event.
According to D. J. Meltzer (1989), in ‘‘Why Don’t We Know When the First
People Came to North America?,’’ humans may have populated the Americas in
small numbers, or migratory dribbles, over long periods of time, an assumption
that accords with the Northwest Coast route model. Complicating this picture is
the fact that some of these small groups of early migrants could have been genetically swamped by later groups, exterminated by warfare, or eliminated by
the introduction of disease. Groups may have been too small to be viable or may
have died out because they were unable to adapt to new environments. If the
earliest migrants were few in number and used artifacts primarily manufactured
from perishable organic material that survived for only a short time, the evidence
of their presence would be extremely difficult to detect in the archaeological record. According to James Dixon (1999) in Bones, Boats, and Bison, this would
be even more difficult if these early people lacked what archaeologists consider
to be diagnostic artifact types, such as fluted stone projectile points.
Despite these initial limitations, several scholars have argued in favor of
this model over time. The most influential proponent of the Northwest Coast
route has been Knut Fladmark (1979). He argued in ‘‘Routes’’ that with the use
of watercraft, people gradually colonized unglaciated refugia and areas along
the continental shelf exposed by the lower sea level. Fladmark’s hypothesis
received additional support from Ruth Gruhn (1988), in ‘‘Linguistic Evidence in
Support of the Coastal Route of Earliest Entry into the New World,’’ and R. A.
Rogers (1985), in ‘‘Wisconsinan Glaciation and the Dispersal of Native Ethnic
Groups in North America,’’ who pointed out that the greatest diversity of Native
American languages occurs along the West Coast of the Americas, suggesting
that this region has been settled the longest.
Biological, Archaeological, and Linguistic Evidence
Currently there are three independent lines of evidence—biological, archaeological, and linguistic—that conclusively support the hypothesis that Native
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Americans came to North and South America by watercraft as well as by land
bridge.
The biological evidence consists primarily of dental and skeletal remains,
as well as mitochondrial deoxyribonucleic acid (mtDNA) and Y chromosome
genetic data. Dental evidence, according to Christy G. Turner II (1994) in
‘‘Relating Eurasian and Native American Populations through Dental Morphology,’’ indicates that early Native Americans migrated into the Americas from
northern Asia sometime around 20,000 years ago. Based on about 20 dental
traits, such as the shape of the tooth crowns and the number of tooth roots,
Turner defined an overall dental pattern called sinodonty. This distinctive dental
pattern is shared among Native Americans and people from northeast Asia.
Another, less complex dental pattern called sundadonty, is shared among people
of Southeast Asia and occurs in some early Native American skeletons. Turner
concludes that because there has been less dental evolution in North and South
America, the Americas have been occupied for less time than Asia, and that
widespread sinodonty demonstrates a northeast Asian origin for Native Americans. This evidence also indicates that there were several migratory waves of
people from north Asia into the Americas, one along the Northwest Coast of
North America via watercraft and then another one later that moved through the
Bering land bridge and into the plains of America. Early skeletons found along
the coast of North America and its tributaries exhibit sinodontal traits, such as
the Kennewick skeleton found on the Columbia River and dating to 9,000 years
ago, while those found more inland exhibit sundadontal traits.
Craniometric data, while not providing any chronological dates to tie down
these migrations, also indicate that Native Americans arrived in the Americas at
the end of the Late Pleistocene. The craniometric data provide further evidence
that the Bering land bridge was not the only means by which Native Americans
migrated to the Americas. For example, findings from Santana do Riacho in
Brazil exhibit strong morphological affinities with present-day Australians and
Africans, yet show little resemblance to contemporary northern Asians and Native
Americans. Walter Neves and colleagues (2003), in ‘‘Early Holocene Human
Skeletal Remains from Santana do Riacho, Brazil,’’ argue that this indicates that
two very distinct populations entered the Americas by the end of the Pleistocene
and that the transition between the cranial morphology of the first migrants and
the morphology of later Native Americans, which occurred around 8,000 to 9,000
years ago, was abrupt. Within these populations, long, local mircoevolutionary
processes also mediated by selection and drift took place, accounting for the discrepancy between contemporary Native Americans and the first colonizers of the
Americas. In fact, like the dental evidence, the craniometric data argue for the
conclusion that an early migratory group came to the Americas by means of
watercraft along the Northwest Coast route, quickly moving down the coast into
Central and South America. Later migratory groups apparently originated in
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central and northeast Asia, using both the Bering land bridge and the Northwest
Coast, spreading inland as the Pleistocene glaciers retreated.
The genetic evidence, based on haplogroup frequencies of genetic markers
found on both the mtDNA and the Y chromosome, corroborates this conclusion.
The first Native Americans reached the Americas between 20,000 and 35,000
years ago from northern Asia or Siberia. These early migrants are hypothesized
to have followed the Northwest Coast route until they were south of the glacial
ice sheets, where they expanded into all continental regions and brought with
them mtDNA haplogroups A–D and Y chromosome haplogroup P-M45a and
Q-242/Q-M3 haplotypes. The molecular genetic evidence further indicates that
a later migration entered the Americas, bringing mtDNA haplogroup X and Y
chromosome haplogroups P-M45b, C-M130, and R1a1-M17, possibly using an
interior route.
Another line of evidence arguing for such a model is archaeological. With
the exception of the Diring Yuriakh site, which is not universally accepted by
all scholars, no credible archaeological evidence of human presence earlier than
the late Pleistocene has been discovered in north Asia. The oldest accepted sites
in north Asia are known from the middle and lower Aldan River of Sakha
(Ust-Mil 2 and the Ikhine sites), which date to around 35,000 years ago. The
largest group of sites in north Asia thought to be tied to the first Americans lies
in the Lena river basin, which contains a massive river system that drains the
Central Siberian Plateau and higher upland areas and mountains to the south
and east. With the exception of Dyuktai Cave on the Aldan River, these sites
all represent open-air occupations located on low or medium river terraces near
stream confluences. Localities on the Aldan River include Ust-Mil 2, Ikhine 12, Verkhne-Troitskaya, Ust-Timpton 1, Ezhantsy, and Tumulur. Several important sites from this period are also located along the Olekma River, including
Kurung 2 and Leten Novyy 1.
Evidence further indicates that these north Asian first Americans most
likely moved into the Lena basin from two concentrated areas: the Middle
Amur River and the southern Primorye. Sites located in the Middle Amur area
are found in the Zeya-Bureya Lowland and include one possible early locality
along the Zeya River (Filimoshki) and several sites along the Amur River
(Kumara 1-3). Sites in the southern Primorye occur on both sides of the
Sikhote-Alin Mountains, which extend along the coast of the Sea of Japan.
They include Geographical Society Cave on the Suchan River and several
open-air localities situated along small rivers, most notably Osinovka and
Gorbatka 3 on the Illistaya River, and Ustinovka 1 and Suvorovo 3 on the
Zerkalnaya River.
All of this evidence argues that the early Native Americans focused their
subsistence economy around rivers and the ocean and were familiar with watercraft and water travel. As such, it is highly logical that these early Native
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Americans would have kept their subsistence economy as stable as possible as
they expanded into new lands. Further, in relatively linear environmental zones,
such as along coastal margins, colonization might be expected to be rapid, possibly resulting in a rapid migration down the North American coast and into
Central and South America in conjunction with the use of watercraft. With colonization occurring along major environmental zones, it is reasonable to assume
that different environmental regions of the Americas were colonized at different
times and possibly at different rates of speed. For example, coastal zones may
have been inhabited long before the interior plains or deserts, a conclusion supported by the archaeological evidence of the earliest known sites. The Northwest Coast model suggests an economy based on marine mammal hunting,
saltwater fishing, shellfish gathering, and the use of watercraft. Thus, the Northwest Coast route would have proven to have similar subsistence resources as
those familiar to early Native American migrants originating in north Asia and
proven more attractive than an interior route. Specific archaeological sites supporting this model include On Your Knees Cave in southeast Alaska, Namu and
Werner Bay in British Columbia, several sites on the Channel Islands of
California, and Quebrada Jaguay, Quebrada Tacahuay, Quebrada Las Conchas,
and Monte Verde along the western coast of South America. For example,
according to James Dixon and colleagues (1997), in ‘‘Late Quaternary Regional
Geoarchaeology of Southeast Alaska Karst,’’ the data from On Your Knees
Cave indicate that early Native Americans were experienced coastal navigators
and adapted to the maritime environments of the Northwest Coast.
Perhaps some of the strongest evidence demonstrating that early Native
Americans used watercraft to reach the Americas comes from the Channel
Islands. These sites were never connected to the mainland during the last Ice
Age, and at the time of earliest human occupation would have been separated
by a 10-km-wide channel. There is also evidence, as discussed by Jon Erlandson
(1994) in Early Hunter-Gatherers of the California Coast and Erlandson and colleagues (2006) in ‘‘Beads, Bifaces, and Boats’’ that these early Native Americans
followed a maritime subsistence practice that included hook-and-line technology
and nets made out of grass cordage.
The linguistic evidence also argues that the first Native Americans came from
north Asia. This is based on phylogenetic language comparisons that indicate that
Native American languages are more closely linked to north Asian languages
than any other known languages in the world. Linguistic analysis, however, is
unable to give any finer resolution to the question of where in north Asia the first
Native Americans originated. Furthermore, the linguistic evidence also supports
the argument that multiple pathways of entry were used by early Native American migrants. For example, there is much greater linguistic diversity in territories
that drained into the Pacific (37 language roots) and along the Pacific coast (22
language roots) than that on the Atlantic coast (only 7 language roots). This
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evidence indicates that the western coast of the Americas were inhabited longer
than the rest of the continent, further supporting the arguments presented here.
Transoceanic Voyage Capability Evidence
Transoceanic voyages across the Atlantic or the Pacific have been considered as
a possible means by which humans may have first colonized the Americas.
Recent archaeological discoveries in Australia and western Polynesia indicate
that ocean-going watercraft have been in existence for the past 35,000 to
40,000 years, and possibly for more than 100,000 years. The current evidence
argues that early Native Americans colonized the Americas via a coastal route,
moving inland at a later time. It is easier for people to exploit their current environmental zone, using their existing subsistence knowledge, than to move to adjacent foreign environmental zones. Thus people were likely to settle the coasts
before moving very far inland. Current evidence indicates that the Northwest
Coast route provided the environmental avenue essential for the initial human
entry into the Americas. The coast formed part of a continuous marine coastalintertidal ecosystem extending between northeastern Asia and northwestern
North America and farther south to the Southern Hemisphere. It would have
facilitated coastal navigation via boats and provided similar subsistence resources in a continuous ecological zone linking Asia and North America. With the
use of watercraft the human population moved rapidly southward along the
coastal-intertidal Pacific ecological zone.
Conclusion
Several independent lines of evidence conclusively argue that early Native
Americans migrated to the Americas by means of several pathways. Although
the old theory of the Bering land bridge still carries some weight, the empirical
evidence indicates that this pathway was used only after the Pleistocene glaciers
melted. Before this, early Native Americans followed the Northwest Coast route
of entry into the Americas, using watercraft as they moved south along glacial
refugia and ice-free islands.
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CON
The question over the Bering Strait land bridge has been controversial and
heavily debated ever since it was put forth. Some see it as racist, because it
claims that Native Americans were never indigenous to the Americas, but initially came from elsewhere. Others have issues with time and dates. For that
group, there needs to be clear, concise dates that the bridge was open. Such evidence proves elusive, and it seems that too many people worry about that question as the only question even in the face of a great body of evidence. Still
others cannot believe that people dispersed throughout the American continents
as rapidly as they did. To have done so, according to that group, people would
have had to have arrived much earlier than the firm date range that many consider as being the only time the land bridge was not submerged.
There are many issues with these questions and arguments. First, it seems
clear that the Bering Strait land bridge was open at different times. It was submerged for a period and then reappeared before disappearing again. The time
frame available is flexible and varied. Furthermore, many people imagine the
land bridge as simply an oversized footbridge, when it was in fact a great landmass with variations in geography and even in climate. The evidence is clear
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Meandering river flats near the coast of the Bering Sea in the Bering Land Bridge
National Preserve, Alaska. The preserve is a remnant of the land bridge that connected
Asia with North America more than 13,000 years ago. (Greta Burkhart/National Park
Service)

that the Bering Strait land bridge, also known as Beringia, was open around
15,000 to 18,000 years ago. However, it also appears that it was open prior to
that as well. (O’Neill 2004)
Archaeological evidence suggests that the most active period of migration
through Beringia started around 18,000 years ago. However, there is a strong
evidence of several other periods where the ocean levels dropped enough for
the land bridge to be exposed: 50,000 to 60,000 years ago, 40,000 to 45,000
years ago, 28,000 to 33,000 years ago, and 13,000 to 23,000 years ago. During
the latter period, ocean levels were 300 feet lower than at present, and a lowlying landmass was exposed. At that time the land bridge covered most of the
Chukchi Sea and stretched as far south as the Alaskan Peninsula in North
America to the Gulf of Anadyr in Siberia. (Madsden 2004)
Origins of the Theory and Early Debates
During the first half of the past century, academia studied Native Americans in
much greater detail than they ever had before. The disciplines of anthropology
and archaeology emerged and grew in popularity as well. For the most part,
these early scholars took a conservative point of view regarding the origins of
Native Americans and felt they were relatively recent arrivals in the Americas.
The question that remained was where they came from in the first place.
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During the early decades of the 20th century, archaeologists established that
modern man and his predecessors lived and evolved in Africa, Europe, and Asia
amid four major ice ages from approximately 1 million years ago to 10,000
years ago. Technological advances improved with each succeeding ice age.
Using fire, improved shelters, better and more powerful weaponry, and clothing
increasingly suited to the environment, these people were able to survive the
harsh conditions presented by the ice ages. According to the theory put forth
during this era by scholars, people long removed from the fully modern man
reached the far eastern portion of Asia. Those people, commonly referred to
at the time as Mongoloids, migrated through Siberia and crossed into the
Americas via the Bering Strait between 10,000 and 15,000 years ago. At that
time, the Earth experienced an ice age and ocean levels dropped to allow a land
bridge to develop that Mongoloid hunters used to follow animals of prey.
Thomas Jefferson wrote Notes on the State of Virginia in 1781. In it, he
postulated the Bering Strait land bridge theory. He discussed an Indian burial
mound he had located and excavated, and his work led him to believe that the
Indians of America came from Asia through the far north. After Jefferson, the
noted naturalist and explorer Alexander von Humboldt gave further credibility
to the theory when he described what he saw as a striking resemblance between
Native Americans and the ‘‘Mongol race.’’ Later anthropologists such as
Harvard’s Ernest Albert Hooton agreed. He discussed the mongoloid characteristics he felt all Native Americans had, including dark, straight hair, dark eyes,
medium brown skin, relative lack of facial and body hair, and wide cheek
bones. Eskimos, he said, were the last migrants to arrive and the most mongoloid of all, with their smooth foreheads, marked eyelid folds, ‘‘infantile’’ nose,
and yellow skin. Needless to say, many of these arguments are incredibly problematic, especially because of their simplicity and overgeneralizations. Indeed,
not all Native Americans were alike, and they had, as they continue to have
today, a great deal of variation in both appearance and lifestyle.
Another group of people that must be mentioned are those who felt that even
10,000 years ago was too recent of an arrival time for Native Americans from
Asia. The leader of this group, Ales Hrdlicka, who was with the Smithsonian from
1909–1941, said that Native Americans arrived in the Americas no more than
3,000 years ago. He said that there was absolutely no possibility of an ice age or
glacial age community, because the massive sheets of ice that covered much of
North America had to recede and melt before habitation could occur. He felt that
people arrived by boat. The Bering Strait is 56 miles across at its narrowest point,
and he said people at that time could have easily traveled that distance by boat.
The majority of scholars who read Hrdlicka’s work believed him. They
believed his theory so much that it took over 30 years for a serious debate and
dissent to come forth against his ideas. There were clearly many people who
believed in the Bering Strait land bridge and a number who did not feel it was
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possible. On the far end of the latter spectrum were people like Hrdlicka. However, as the 20th century progressed and scientific research and dating techniques became more advanced, it became increasingly clear that people lived in
the Americas long before the 3,000-year-ago point. Evidence pointed to habitation much, much earlier (Adovasio 2002).
Evidence: Folsom and Clovis Points
The first skeleton discovered in North America that dated from the last ice age,
which occurred between 10,000 and 70,000 years ago, was found in Minnesota
in 1931. It appeared to be a drowning victim who had many similarities to modern Native Americans. Opponents of the age of the skeleton stated that it was
simply a recent burial of a member of the Sioux tribe.
Perhaps a cowboy in New Mexico found the most important piece of evidence during those early years of debate in favor of the Bering Strait land
bridge. George McJunkin was riding near the Cimarron River in 1908 in northeast New Mexico, near the town of Folsom. While looking for lost cattle, something caught his eye. When he rode over to the glistening whiteness that he
originally noticed, he found a bleached skeleton. He dismounted and began digging around the skeleton. While the bones of lost cattle were a common sight in
that area, the skeleton in question was buried 20 feet below the surface of the
ground. As he dug, he uncovered several flint projectile points that were quite
different from the arrowheads commonly found in that region. In fact, almost
every aspect of the projectile, from its shape, markings, and size, was different.
Furthermore, the bones were different, because they were much larger than typical cattle bones. It turned out that McJunkin had located the skeleton of a bison,
a species that had been extinct for around 10,000 years. His find was proof that
areas of the North American continent were in fact inhabited during the last ice
age. The area where he discovered the skeleton, now commonly known as the
‘‘Folsom Site,’’ was excavated and explored by archaeologists in 1926.
A discovery a few years later gave further credibility to the Folsom find
and also provided more evidence that illustrated the diversity of the first inhabitants of North America. Again, it was amateurs, rather than members of academia, who made the find. Near Clovis, New Mexico, a man found a projectile
point that was different from the Folsom projectiles in 1929. In 1932, a formal
excavation of the area commenced. The Clovis Site yielded the skeletons of
extinct horses, camels, and at least four mammoths. As with other Folsom sites
discovered after 1908, several projectiles were found imbedded in the skeletons
themselves. (Dixon 1993) This proved that man existed alongside these animals.
The Clovis projectiles were different from their Folsom cousins. They were longer and heavier, which corresponded to the larger prey the Clovis-wielding
hunters pursued, namely the wholly mammoth. They hunted larger prey and
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Molecular Anthropology
Molecular anthropology examines DNA sequences to determine relationships
between population groups, which is helpful in tracing migratory patterns and the
discovery of common ancestors. Molecular anthropologists have determined a
close common ancestor for humans and chimpanzees, for instance, and by studying
mitochondrial DNA, have hypothesized ‘‘mitochondrial Eve,’’ a 200,000-year-old
African woman from whom all humans must have descended. Some tangential support for theories about prehistoric matriarchies comes from the discovery that
prehistoric women traveled more than men did, which might be an indication of
their social importance. Genetic evidence has also been used to indicate the date
that the non-African populations diverged from the African one—about 50,000
years ago. These dates are constantly adjusted as new finds are made, providing
molecular anthropologists with more data.

therefore required larger, more powerful weapons. Archaeologists also found
other artifacts at the Clovis site, including a knife, hide scraper, and other various projectile points.
Evidence: Monte Verde
Bands of hunter-gatherers reached modern-day South America at least 11,000
years ago. They chased after a diversity of game, including the guanaco and
the ground sloth, which are now extinct. One of the better-known sites in South
America is Monte Verde. It is located on the banks of a small river approximately
9 miles from the coast of the Pacific Ocean in modern Chile. Preservation at the
location is remarkable. The river drains a moist bog in a humid sub-Antarctic forest that has been in the same place since the end of the last ice age. Not only do
stones and bone fragments survive from the original settlers, but wooden objects
do as well (Fagan 1987).
Excavations of Monte Verde revealed many interesting discoveries. The
north side of the river has many areas where activity appeared to have centered.
Twelve wooden dwellings were uncovered that were joined together to form
two rows. Several of the dwellings were furnished with clay-lined braziers, and
two large outdoor fireplaces were located. There was also a wishbone-shaped
wooden structure whose purpose is not yet known. Support poles were found
near that structure, leading some to believe that there could have been sidewalls
around the wishbone made of branches.
There appears to be evidence that the people of Monte Verde at least
exploited the mammoth, even if they did not hunt it. It seems that they were
scavengers, because although mammoth bones were located, no butchery sites
were found. Large quantities of edible plants and fruits were discovered, as well
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as tools. There were modified mammoth bones and branches that were curved
and possibly used as handles.
Evidence: Eastern United States
There have been a number of interesting discoveries that point to human habitation east of the Mississippi River around 12,000 years ago. Dozens of individual projectile points have been found. That points toward widespread, yet
scattered, occupation from approximately 12,000 years ago. However, researchers have found more concentrated locations. Once such discovery is the Meadowcroft Rockshelter. This prehistoric site is located on Cross Creek, a small
tributary of the Ohio River, approximately 30 miles from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. In the late 1970s a team of archaeologists, botanists, and soil experts
excavated the area. It is a superb location for a shelter. It is of good size—914
square feet—and the prevailing winds carry both smoke and insects away from
the shelter during the summer months. Excellent sources of fresh water, including natural springs, are located nearby, and the entire region was once plentiful
with large game.
A number of specimens were retrieved during subsequent excavations.
These included charcoal remnants, hand-made blades, a lance-shaped projectile
point, and a great deal of debris generated from flaking larger stones. Furthermore, as the team dug through layers of strata, they found at least 45 species of
mammals and 68 species of birds, in addition to a variety of plants. The region
was a good location for habitation, and it appears that those among the earliest
people to travel to North America found the location good as well.
Evidence: Southern Florida
Archaeologists working underwater off Florida have found a great deal of evidence that shows habitation dating back to between 11,000 and 12,000 years
ago. A number of human remains, artifacts, and the bones of animals long
extinct were located in natural sinkholes. The evidence located brought scholars
to the realization that life in that part of the continent was quite different from
what they previously thought, as well as being much different from what it is
today. The evidence revealed that Florida was cooler and drier than it is today,
and the use of the sinkhole areas by prehistoric peoples was ingenious.
At Warm Mineral Springs, located in modern Sarasota County, a human
burial was located on a ledge more than 40 feet below the current water level.
The body had been deposited into a grave that had subsequently been submerged under water. A shell hook was located with the skeleton that was dated
to be approximately 10,300 years old. Again, it is clear that people were able to
populate the Americas quite rapidly once they crossed Beringia.
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Evidence: Sustainability of Life on Beringia
The climate of Beringia was incredibly harsh. It was one of the coldest places
on Earth, and at the height of the Ice Age would have been even colder. It was
also dry. On the surface it seems that Beringia was uninhabitable. However,
many pieces of evidence were discovered that proved the opposite to be true.
Beringia was not necessarily a barren landmass. Both land-based studies
and deep-sea cores show a varied environment that contained a number of rivers and an array of vegetation, although they had shallow roots systems, which
prevented predictability, and periods of temperature changes. Nevertheless,
Beringia was an arctic environment with no trees and in many ways was similar
to the tundra seen in Alaska today. It should be noted that some scientists
believe that the prevailing view of Beringia is a bit too pessimistic. In reality,
they feel the land was much more diverse, more of a steppe than tundra, where
a variety of animals lived and reproduced. Furthermore, in the center and south
there were swamplands and shallow ponds where the environment became
grass-dominated wetlands. Large rivers, including the Yukon, carried glacial
melt water, which produced flood plains.
In the late 20th century a 400-square-mile area of Beringia, previously hidden
under volcanic ash, was discovered. Found within it were samples of grasses,
mosses, and other varieties of ground cover that appeared in a nearly continuous
pattern. However, the root system was extremely shallow, which proved that the
plants of Beringia had no long-term stability. There was also evidence of climatic
extremes and strong winds. Beringia most likely had a low population density,
and animals would have found the region to be most inhospitable as well.
One of the difficulties in studying the Bering Strait land bridge theory today
is the fact that the land in question is under some of the coldest, roughest waters
imaginable. Many important finds were unearthed on the shores of the Bering
Strait. Furthermore, a number of specimens of large mammoth bones were
recovered from the ocean floor. Luckily for modern researchers, the extreme
cold of the region allows for ancient specimens to be found in near perfect condition. Occasionally evidence turns up in ancient animal burrows. One such find
indicated the presence of both cottonwood trees and aspen trees on Beringia.
The study of Beringia vegetation was first made possible in 1916 by a
Swedish botanist names Lennart von Post. He discovered that fossilized pollen
grains that were found in Scandinavian bogs and marshes could be used to
reconstruct patterns of vegetation during the past Ice Age over periods stretching thousands of years. Von Post discovered great vegetational variations in
Scandinavia toward the end of the last Ice Age. His studies pioneered the development of a looking glass into Beringia climatic and vegetational history.
Dozens of core borings were taken from lakebeds, swamps, mud, and a variety of other deposits of Ice Age material. The findings were impressive, as
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myriad plant and animal life was found to have possibly, and some say likely,
existed in Beringia. The interpretations run the spectrum from those who
feel that there is not enough clear, concrete, and unequivocal evidence to prove
anything about the climate and vegetation of Beringia, to those who feel that
Beringia was in fact a distinct ice age subcontinent.
Many scholars urge caution when too generous a picture of Beringia is presented. In the 1960s botanist Paul Colinvaux felt that there was a possibility that
the southern region of Beringia had been warmed by the Japanese current and
was consequently more hospitable. However, his findings proved that the southern region was just as harsh as the northern region, and he became a leader of
the view that Beringia was a mostly unproductive place. The food resources there
were limited and unpredictable at best. As opposed to those who feel Beringia
had a variety of landscapes, tundra was scarce and ice prevailed. However, none
of this refutes the evidence that humans could and were moving across from Asia
(Goodman 1981).
Argument against Boat Crossing
Proponents of the theory that humans entered the Americas much earlier than
previous thought possible, perhaps 35,000 to 40,000 years ago, run into a substantial hurdle. Migrants and hunters who reached the far eastern reaches of
Asia would have most likely seen nothing but water. To cross the Bering Strait,
they would have needed some sort of boat. The weather in that region has
always been unpredictable, and the rough seas would have made the 50-somemile crossing nearly impossible with the watercraft available at the time. Scholars simply do not know how sophisticated the boats were. Inhabitants of the
world tens of thousands of years ago could likely have known that animal skins
stretched around a frame could make a boat, but not one capable of crossing the
Bering Strait. Modern inhabitants of the Arctic hunt sea mammals, but do so
cautiously. They rarely venture far from shore, and it is likely their predecessors
exercised the same types of caution.
Other issues persist as well. The majority of the scholars who claim people
inhabited the Americas up to 25,000 years ago generally talk of incredibly simple,
basic people who had basic hunting, fishing, and gathering lifestyles. They also
claim they had little knowledge of tool use. However, the amount of evidence to
the contrary is staggering. Most archaeologists feel confident that the first settlers
of the Americas were fairly sophisticated and highly adaptable people.
Conclusion
Anthropologists posit the Bering Strait theory as the way ancestors of all American
Indians immigrated into North America. There is archaeological, biological, and
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geologic evidence to support this, although Native American creation stories submit other ideas, and neither the Bering Strait theory nor creation stories can be proven conclusively. The biological evidence that supports the Bering Strait theory
includes numerous physical similarities between Native Americans and eastern
Asian populations, including skeletal features, hair, teeth, coloration, and the lack
of body hair. Linguistic evidence also exists.
The largest debate over Beringia today is over the question of timing. Did
the first people arrive more than or less than 15,000 years ago? Evidence supports both schools, although the less than 15,000 years ago school has more concrete evidence. In the early 20th century bison bones were discovered near
Folsom, New Mexico, which were around 10,000 years old. Spear points were
also discovered there, which proved that humans had been there at the same
time. Other evidence shows a human presence at least 15,000 years ago, while a
recent find in Pennsylvania suggests the possibility of a much older first settlement date. It is conclusive that people migrated from Asia into North America
during the last Ice Age. The question that remains is whether they were the first
inhabitants or not. The evidence at present points conclusively to the fact that
they indeed were.
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The ancient Egyptians used volunteers, not slaves, to
build the pyramids.
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The pyramids of Egypt are more than landmarks, more than manifestations of
the architectural know-how of the ancients. These structures impress by their
monumental proportions, and the biggest, the pyramids of Giza, range among
the Seven Wonders of the ancient world. The pyramids have spurred the
imagination of the human mind for many generations, and the most fantastic
speculations have been popularized about their origin, their builders, and their
purpose.
For some, the pyramids of Egypt are a symbol of grandeur, of a great civilization that once existed and whose impulses are still felt in our modern world.
For others, those constructions are a symbol of vanity, of the megalomania of
omnipotent rulers who had monuments erected for celebrating their immortal
memory. Those who live by the standards of our modern materialistic world
have the least understanding for the cultural embedding of those monuments
and the spirit of the civilization that created them.
In order to erect the pyramids, tens of thousands of workers were needed.
In the 19th century, when archaeology was in its infancy, students of Egyptian
history jumped to conclusions about the recruitment of the pharaoh’s workforce.
The easiest and seemingly conclusive way to explain the assemblage of such a
huge workforce was that it must have been recruited from slaves. In the works
of the theoretician of socialism, Karl Marx (1818–1883), the degradation of
human beings in a state of slavery is decried and Egypt was scourged as one of
the slaveholder societies of antiquity. There was no doubt in Marx’s mind that
the pyramids were the product of forced labor and, for him, these monuments
were a symbol of inhumane conditions and cruelty.
In a way, it was common practice to associate the monumental architecture
with slaves as laborers. That was the prevailing view of the time, the zeitgeist
of the 19th century. With the rise of socialist ideology and its implementation
in the socialist states of the 20th century, the popular image of the whip-driven
slaves who built the pyramids persisted in the ideological perspective of history.
227
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Egyptology and World War II
One of the leading Egyptologists was Iorwerth E. S. Edwards (1909–1996), whose
book, The Pyramids of Egypt (1947), was one of the best-selling works on the
pyramids.
Born in London, the son of a Persian scholar who worked at the British
Museum in the department of oriental printed books and manuscripts, he went to
Merchant Taylors’ School and the University of Cambridge. He then studied Arabic
before starting work at the British Museum where he worked for this next 40
years. During World War II he was posted to Egypt to help translate confidential
documents for the British Foreign Office.
Because of the concerns about bombings during the war, most of the artifacts
were hidden in the west part of the country. After the war, they were brought back
to London, and Edwards had the task of sorting out the collection to prepare it
again for the public. It was during this time that he wrote his book on the pyramids.

Also outside socialist ideology, this stereotype of the pyramid builders continued from generation to generation, and it inspired several Hollywood movies.
There are some famous monuments that were indeed erected by forced
laborers, and these may have served as an analogy for explaining how the pyramids came into being. As we learn from historical sources, hundreds of thousands of forced laborers were engaged in the construction of the Great Wall,
built between the 2nd century BCE and the 3rd century CE. This defensive structure runs for 5,000 km from east to west across northern China. During the
period of construction, more than 100,000 workers died of exhaustion, and
many of them were buried in the foundations.
In many cases, the workforce of monumental buildings remains anonymous. In
one case at least, the forcefully recruited workforce of an amazing construction can
be identified. One may ask people about the greatest monument of Jewish history,
and most would look for it in the Near East, suggesting perhaps the lost temple of
Solomon in Jerusalem. In fact, the greatest Jewish workforce that was ever
assembled comprised the captives of war whom the Roman Emperor Vespasian
(ruling from 69 to 79 CE) brought to Rome after the victory over Israel and the conquest of Jerusalem in 70 CE. The Jewish captives were forced into labor to erect the
Coliseum in Rome, the biggest amphitheater of the Roman world, in the 70s CE.
A factor that is common to the Great Wall, the Coliseum, and the pyramids
is the authority of a centralized state, which made the large-scale organization
of a numerous workforce possible for such monumental enterprises. Since ancient China, the Roman Empire and the Egyptian kingdom waged wars with
their neighbors, obtained slaves, and used them for different purposes and services, it seems conclusive, at first sight, to identify the workforce in all these
cases as forced laborers.
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It is noteworthy that the input of state organization is no prerequisite for the
motivation to erect monumental architecture. The earliest monumental structures were erected by hunter-gatherers at G€
obekli Tepe in eastern Turkey in the
ninth millennium BCE, thousands of years earlier than the pyramids. Those
bands of workers were not recruited by any political authority because elite
power or dominance did not yet exist. Those who built the temple at G€
obekli
Tepe were volunteers whose work was inspired by their beliefs in forces of the
supernatural, which were revered and celebrated.
Other great monuments of the Old World were constructed by people that cultivated plants, but these communities of early agriculturalists did not yet know the
institution of a state. Those who erected the megalithic temples of Malta in the
fourth and third millennia BCE and the stone circles of Stonehenge in Salisbury
Plain (UK) in the third millennium BCE were sedentary people with agrarian lifeways, not slaves, who organized themselves as members of a voluntary workforce.
The fruits of their labor have persisted throughout the ages up to the present.
Who Were the Pharaohs?
It is technically an anachronism to speak about the pyramids and the pharaohs’
workforce. The title of pharaoh (based on Egyptian per-aa ‘‘the great house’’)
was associated with the rulers of Egypt as late as the era of the New Kingdom,
that is, from the 15th century BCE onward. The pyramids were built 1,000 years
earlier. At that time the rulers of Egypt were addressed as hemef (‘‘his majesty’’) or nesw (‘‘king’’). Therefore, the titulary ‘‘pharaoh’’ is not used in scientific literature referring to the Old and Middle Kingdoms in ancient Egypt.
Among the attributes that were in use for those kings who had the pyramids
erected was nebty (‘‘bull of the Two Ladies’’). This was a metaphorical allusion
to the two parts of the Nile Valley that started out as independent states and
were united to become dynastic Egypt around 3050 BCE. These regions were personified as female figures: Nekhbet, symbolizing Upper Egypt (wearing a white
crown in imagery), and Uadjet, the Lady of Lower Egypt (wearing a red crown).
The pharaohs wore a double crown as a symbol of the unified state. In addition,
the allusion to the ‘‘Two Ladies’’ also makes reference to the dimensions the
king united in his persona—the cosmos and the land—both of which were personified as female figures in Egyptian mythology.
Society in ancient Egypt was strongly hierarchical, with distinct social and
professional groups being assigned their particular roles in the conventionalized
web of social conduct. The state of Egypt was theocratic because the ruler (i.e.,
the pharaoh) was perceived as of divine descendancy. Being the incarnation of
Horus, a former sky god and offspring of Osiris and Isis, the king ‘‘was the
absolute authority, the ruler for life, and the intermediary between the gods and
mankind’’ (Brewer and Teeter 1999: 411). The goddess Isis is often sculptured
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in her role as mother holding the Horus child. In the later tradition, the pharaoh
was identified as the son of the sun god Ra. Under the auspices of the Egyptian
system of sacral kingship, whatever decision the pharaoh made, its contents
became law and was absolutely binding.
The absolutist state of the divine ruler did not only bring an accumulation of
privileges to the royal family, it also stipulated ample responsibility of the central
figure of Egyptian society for the well-being of his subjects. The pharaoh took
the divine assignment as the guarantor of the continuity of life in the order prescribed by the gods. The images of royal figures (i.e., of the pharaoh, his wives,
and children) are associated with one of the foundational symbols of Egyptian
worldview, the ankh, which, in its shape, resembles the motif of the cross. For
this reason, the ankh symbol is sometimes referred to as the ‘‘Egyptian cross.’’
According to Egyptian beliefs, the ankh symbolizes the principle of life.
The rhythm of existence in this world (i.e., birth, growth, aging, death) and in
afterlife depends on the proper operating of the powers of the ankh. A network
of relationships based on trust arises. The pharaoh is entrusted, by his divine father, with the responsibility of surveillance of the right order of life. The subjects in the pharaoh’s realm put their trust in the ruler that he will fulfill the
divine task to keep up the right order in the world.
The ancient Egyptians imagined that the right order would be transmitted—
in addition to proper education in Egyptian families—through a natural medium, the air. The patron of the right order (Egyptian mayet) was the goddess
Ma’at who is sometimes depicted as winged. The right order the pharaoh represented was literally ‘‘breathed in’’ by his subjects.
Which Pyramids?
At this point of the inspection of the scenario of pyramid building and the organization of the workforce, an identification of the architectural complexes in
question is needed. Pyramids in Egypt were built at different times, and the
knowledge of the chronology of building periods facilitates assessments about
the availability of slaves in greater numbers.
A pyramid is not just one clearly defined form of architecture since, in the
history of ancient Egypt, different types of pyramids were erected. In the various
structures that are subsumed under the category of pyramid, several phases of
development can be discerned. The earliest pyramids were step pyramids, of the
type called mastaba. The first mastaba, in six steps, was erected by king Zoser,
second ruler of the 3rd dynasty (ca. 2686–2613 BCE). The first monument that
can be defined as a ‘‘true’’ pyramid was built by Seneferu (Snefru), first ruler of
the 4th dynasty (ca. 2613–2494 BCE), who founded a necropolis (precinct for
royal tombs) at Dahshur. There, a pyramid with a slope of 60 degrees was constructed, which is the typical measure of a true pyramid.
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Egyptian archaeological sites.

Pyramidal structures were built in Egypt over a longer span of time (i.e.,
some 500 years), throughout the Old Kingdom, extending from the 3rd dynasty to
the 6th dynasty and ending in 2181 BCE. Altogether 23 pyramids were built during
that time, most of them in a relatively small area west of Memphis, at Giza,
Zawijet el-Aryan, Abusir, Saqqara, and Dahshur. Two pyramids are outliers,
located at some distance from the others at Abu Roash and Meydum (Maidum).
When we think of the famous Egyptian pyramids, we mean ‘‘the gigantic
stone pyramids, the classic pyramids of popular imagination’’ (Lehner 1997:
640) at Giza, west of Memphis (south of Cairo). These pyramids that attract the
most attention among visitors were erected during only three generations—
roughly between 2590 and 2510 BCE, by Kh’ufu (Cheops), Khafre (Chephren),
and Menkaure (Mycerinus). Kh’ufu’s pyramid, the Great Pyramid, is the biggest
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ever built, rising more than 146 meters from its base. It has been estimated that,
for constructing Kh’ufu’s pyramid, about 2.3 million stone blocks were used.
The best-known view of the pyramids is perhaps that of Khafre’s pyramid with
the famous Sphinx in the foreground. The Sphinx is a hybrid figure, with a lion’s
body and a human head, featuring the image of King Khafre.
One can perceive the magnitude of these gigantic classic monuments when
comparing them to other pyramids. The three most famous pyramids at Giza
contain almost double the mass of stone material than all other pyramids of
Egypt combined.
Pyramids were also built during the Middle Kingdom (ca. 2055–1795 BCE)
and the New Kingdom (ca. 1550–1069 BCE). These structures, however, differed
in size and function from the classic pyramids of the Old Kingdom. The later
pyramids were much smaller and more like decorative upper parts of the main
cult chamber of tombs, termed ‘‘pyramid tombs.’’
Were Slaves Available in Greater Numbers during
the Era of the Old Kingdom?
The two predynastic state organizations in the Nile Valley that had emerged in the
late fourth millennium BCE, Lower Egypt and Upper Egypt, were united around
3050 BCE to form pharaonic Egypt. The early dynastic history of the Old Kingdom,
the period of the 1st and 2nd dynasties (ca. 3050–2700 BCE), was an era of consolidation of Egyptian traditions as we know them from later periods. During this
time, the system of hieroglyphic signs, which had originated in the predynastic period, was further elaborated and conventionalized. The habit of furnishing the
tombs with funerary statues was also perpetuated from predynastic times.
Settlements grew in size, and building activity increased. The typical genre
of Egyptian architecture was still missing from the record of material culture in
the early centuries of dynastic Egypt, and those were the monuments for which
Egypt would become famous. The beginnings of monumental architecture lie
with the 3rd dynasty in the 27th century BCE. State authority provided the
organizational means to gather a workforce that had not yet been brought together earlier. There were ample human resources among the population of
the Nile Valley to recruit the number of laborers that were needed for the big
enterprise to build the pyramids. However, one social group in Egyptian hierarchical society was underpopulated at the time when the pyramids were built:
the slaves.
Certainly, there were slaves in Egypt from the beginnings of pharaonic rule
over the country. The slaves of the early days were assigned work in the households and in the royal precinct, but their numbers were far too small to provide
the bulk of the workforce for the big public building projects. The reason for
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this situation can be easily identified. The source for obtaining slaves in greater
numbers was not yet activated in Egyptian politics of the 3rd dynasty.
The source that provided Egypt with greater numbers of slaves was war
with its neighbors. Captives of war might have been brought to Egypt, as
slaves, during the troubled years of the first intermediate period (22nd century
BCE), but that was almost 500 years after the construction of the pyramids at
Giza. It would take another 500 years before slaves in greater number would be
put to work in the Nile Valley.
Slaves in greater numbers—either as captives of war or forcefully recruited
workers in Egyptian-occupied foreign territory—were obtained by the Egyptians from two directions: the south (i.e., Nubia) and from the north (i.e., the
Near Eastern region as far north as Syria).
Nubia and Its Human Resource for the Pharaoh’s Workforce (Nubian Slaves)
Nubia in the south was the first foreign region that the rulers of Egypt tried to
obtain. The first victory of the Egyptian army over Nubia is recorded for a ruler
of the Middle Kingdom, Senusret I (Sesostris I), king of the 12th dynasty, in the
19th century BCE. The oldest pictures that can serve as evidence for the transfer of
slaves from foreign territory into Egypt are reliefs on a stela of that period, showing rows of bound captives of war. That stela was erected at Buhen (a site at the
Second Cataract) to commemorate the victory of the Egyptians over the Nubians.
At times, the relationship between Egyptians and Nubians was friendly; at
other times they waged wars against each other. During periods of peace,
Nubians were allowed to establish settlements in Egypt (e.g., north of Aswan).
At times of war, captives from Nubia were brought to Egypt and forcefully
recruited for the pharaoh’s workforce. In the 15th century BCE, during the reign
of three pharaohs of the 18th dynasty (i.e., Tuthmose I, II, and III), the Egyptian
army launched decisive offensives against Nubia, which ultimately resulted in
the conquest of the entire Nubian territory. The occupation of Nubia brought
a steady supply of human beings. The role of slavery in ancient Egypt is not
well understood but there are enough references in the texts to prisoners and
depictions of them in tomb paintings and sculptured reliefs and on memorial
buildings to make it clear that considerable numbers were taken to Egypt.
. . . It seems likely that much of the work of restoring forts and erection of
new buildings as well as the uncongenial work of quarrying for stone was
done by these prisoners. (Shinnie 1996: 82f.)
Such recruitments, well known from the Egypt of the New Kingdom, added to the
pharaoh’s workforce 1,000 years after the pyramids of the Old Kingdom had been
built. In no way could Nubian forced laborers have participated in their construction.
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The Near East and Its Human Resource in Service to the Pharaoh (Asiatic and
Aegean Slaves)
During the era of the New Kingdom, the Egyptians exerted political influence in
Palestine and, to some extent, in southern Syria, although the grip of Egyptian supremacy was never stable in those regions that were never systematically colonized by the Egyptians, unlike Nubia in the south. From the mid-second millennium
BCE onward, smaller groups of nomads from the Sinai desert infiltrated the region
of the Nile Delta, eventually establishing settlements. The time for recruiting
slaves in the Near East came with the military campaigns of the Egyptian army
against the alliance of the so-called Sea Peoples (from different regions of the eastern Mediterranean), who raided the coastal areas of the Near East and Egypt in the
13th and 12th centuries BCE. One ethnic group among these peoples became well
known in Egyptian sources and in the Bible, the Philistines, who were later
allowed to settle in Palestine (which they named) and in the Delta area.
The captives from the wars with the Sea Peoples were mostly forced into
the Egyptian army. They participated in the Egyptian military campaigns in
their own units and, after serving successfully, the veterans received land grants
and continued to live in Egypt. The same holds true for captives from the western desert, the Libyans, who had participated in the alliance of the Sea Peoples
and were defeated by the Egyptian pharaoh Merenptah (19th dynasty), successor of Ramesses II. For obvious chronological reasons, neither Philistines nor
Libyans could have been among the pyramid builders of the Old Kingdom.
Even at times when slaves were available and could have been recruited for
large-scale construction projects, this was not necessarily done. Illustrative of a
situation of voluntary workmen (nonslaves) being engaged in the building project of a pyramid—though of a smaller size than the classic big ones—is the
discovery of a village of workmen (Kahun) who built the pyramid at Lahun for
Senusret II (Sesostris II), ruler of the 12th dynasty, in the 19th century BCE. The
seasonal inhabitants of the village were free workmen, and
the domestic wares, the workmen’s tools, the agricultural equipment, weaving equipment, children’s toys, the make-up and jewellery of the women, and
the articles associated with their daily religious observances have all been
discovered. (David 1986: 4)
Spiritual Incentives to Do Voluntary Work for the Ruler:
The Evidence from Ancient Egyptian Mythology
Against the background of the history of the import of slaves to be used as
forced laborers in service to the pharaoh, it becomes evident that slaves were
no factor in the composition of the workforce mobilized to build the pyramids
of the Old Kingdom. The workmen who were recruited for that enterprise came
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from among the Egyptian population of the Nile Valley. They were voluntary
workers. The question arises: What motivated tens of thousands of workers to
do hard labor for a public construction project?
The answer does not lie in the conditions of the economic system of the
Old Kingdom. The point was not how many resources in natural goods or
wealth state authorities could mobilize to start the building projects. The search
for the motivation that mobilized huge masses of laborers takes us to the realm
of Egyptian worldview and belief systems, because it is here that one finds the
clues to an understanding of the spirit governing the great enterprise.
It was believed that death was not the end of the life cycle but rather an intermediate stage on its continuum. The worldview of the ancient Egyptians was permeated with thoughts about life after physical death. The sum of the individual’s
actions in his or her worldly existence, that is, in the span of time between birth
and death, became a measure of a person’s status and well-being in the unlimited
period of afterlife. If ankh symbolizes the principle of life, then ba is the symbol
for the physical existence of a human being, and ka his or her immortal soul,
which copies the identity of the deceased and enters the realm of afterlife.
Entering the realm of the dead was no automatic passage, but every deceased
individual had to pass a test of validity. In an imaginary tribunal, the ka (soul) of
the deceased was placed on the scales and measured against mayet (‘‘truth; righteousness; right order’’). The god of knowledge and learning, Thoth, presided over
the final judgment and recorded the results. The god of the underworld, the

Anubis and Thoth weigh the heart of the deceased in the hall of judgment. Casket for
Ushebtis, 21st dynasty (1085–950 BCE), Louvre, Paris. (Giraudon/Art Resource, NY)
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shakal-headed Anubis, supervised the movements of the scales. In case the individual had accomplished good deeds during his or her lifetime, the ka would
be heavy enough to tilt the scales in the individual’s favor so he or she would
be welcomed into the afterlife. The ka of those individuals who came to the tribunal with a bad record would be too light to reach a balance with mayet. Those individuals would be eternally damned and their souls would suffer in eternal unrest.
It is not surprising that the ancient Egyptians spent much of their time with
preparations to ensure a decent afterlife for themselves. According to myth, the
god Thoth gave human beings the gift of magic (hekau in Egyptian) to ward off
evil spirits, which could put the good intentions of the king’s subjects in jeopardy. Descriptions of social life and religious customs in ancient Egypt abound
with accounts of preparations for afterlife.
Activities relating to preparations for the afterlife of a ruler were of the
utmost priority and assumed a magnitude that surpassed any other enterprise in
the Egyptian world. Erecting a pyramid comprised much more than merely constructing a burial site for a ruler.
Whilst it is common to emphasize the mortuary character of pyramids and to
see them primarily as tombs with temples ancillary to them, the way in
which they were in fact organized and referred to suggests that the emphasis
should be reversed, and they be regarded first and foremost as temples for
the royal statues with a royal tomb attached to each, which, acting as a huge
reliquary, gave enormous authority to what was, in essence, an ancestor cult
and an important factor in the stability of government. (Kemp 1983: 85)
The pyramid was a symbol of sustainability of community life, both with
respect to the institution of divine kingship (with the living king as guardian of
the life principle) and to the memorial function in the ancestor cult (with the
dead king as a revered divine ancestor). In addition, a pyramid was the materialized expression of people’s devotion to the gods from whose ranks the
pharaoh would come down to earth.
It is needless to emphasize that the king’s request to construct a pyramid as
a monumental manifestation of his status and role in society held the highest priority in a world where such a belief system functioned. Joining the pharaoh’s
workforce for such a majestic enterprise was not only a holy duty to serve Egyptian society but also a blessing that put the individual in the position to increase
his or her personal merits for the passage to afterlife. Building a pyramid was
the most sublime expression and manifestation of communal solidarity.
Organizing the Ruler’s Voluntary Workforce
The construction of a pyramid requires diversified technical and mathematical
know-how, ranging from the choice of the building site via the selection and
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form of the stone material and the techniques to lift stone blocks to ever-higher
levels. The command of separate technical skills does not suffice. For the grand
scheme of a complete pyramid, there has to be a mastermind with the capacity
to integrate all the partial aspects for the overarching view of the whole.
Some names of architects who built the pyramids are known. The architect
of ‘‘Zoser’s Step Pyramid, the first large-scale stone building in the world’’
(David 1986: 24), is the legendary Imhotep, the king’s vizier. In the New Kingdom, Imhotep was identified as the son of the creator god Ptah. Later, he was
revered as a god of healing and, in this role, compared with the Greek Asclepius. The architect of Kh’ufu’s pyramid was Prince Hemiuen.
The construction of a pyramid requires many personnel who have specialized
professional skills, among them masons, engineers, technicians, carpenters (who
took care of the scaffolding), and others. In addition to those technical skills that
were required for the construction of the monument itself, there were a host of
other professional fields whose services were in demand. Workshops had to provide the many ropes that were used to move and lift the stones. For transportation, sleds were preferred, although the Egyptians knew wheeled vehicles.
Specialized workshops produced the sleds according to the requirements of the
technicians who were in charge of transportation of the stone blocks from the
quarries to the building site. The sleds were drawn on specially prepared paths,
paved with poles that were lubricated with animal fat to facilitate the movement
of the vehicles. A fleet of barges had to be available for transporting stones over
greater distances along the Nile.
Since the construction of the royal pyramid had the highest priority in building activities, the most skillful craftsmen from all over Egypt were summoned to
accomplish this task. The specialized craftsmen, though, made up only a smaller
portion of the entire workforce. The bulk were laborers, unskilled workers, who
extracted stones in the quarries, engaged in the transport of the stone blocks to
the building site and in their maneuvering into the right position, digging cavities
for the foundations, amassing sand for the ramps to lift stones to a higher level,
and so forth. For these tasks, many thousands of workers had to be mobilized
and organized. In addition, overseers had to take care of vast supplies of foodstuff and its storage for the workers. Estimates of the number of workers range
from 20,000 to some 100,000.
Among the social and professional groupings of ancient Egyptian society at
the times of pyramid building there was only one group that was populous enough
to allow the recruitment of masses of laborers from among them: the peasants
who worked the fields in the Nile Valley. They made up more than 70 percent of
the Egyptian population. The routine of horticultural and agricultural activities
was seasonal, with intensive peaks during the periods of sowing and harvest.
The ecological conditions of the Nile Valley depended entirely on the fluctuations of the waters of the big river. The river would inundate at Aswan in
late June and, during July, the fertile muddy slit would arrive and cover the
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fields. Inundation would reach the area of Cairo in late September. Seeds were
sown in fall. That was possible in October, once the waters from the river with
its seasonal flooding had receded behind the banks. The river would reach its
lowest level in the following year, in April.
Throughout the winter season, the peasants were available as a workforce
that could focus on communal tasks without preoccupation for the crops. And
this is the point of departure for the far-sighted management of human resources in service to the king. Perhaps Imhotep was not only the mastermind behind
the architectural endeavor of the first large-scale stone building in the history of
humankind for which there was no precedent, but he may have also been the
first to make provisions for the gathering of the huge workforce that he would
have to rely on. The mobilization of the peasants during the period when they
were not needed in the fields was to become the greatest communal endeavor
of Egypt’s history.
Gathering a crowd of unskilled workers at the building site was only the first
step. These workers had to be organized in smaller work gangs and assigned
tasks according to the requirements of the work schedule. ‘‘Peasant farmers from
the surrounding villages and provinces rotated in and out of a labor force organized into competing gangs with names such as ‘friends of Kh’ufu’ and ‘drunkards of Menkaure’’’ (Hawass 1997).
The composition of work gangs was not stable but changed to optimize the
efficiency of the team. What made a team efficient depended on the collective
spirit of working together among individuals, on the one hand, and on the flexibility to cooperate with other teams in a wider range of coordinated buildingactivities, on the other. These gangs would be given assignments according to
their skills in teamwork.
Although it had been assumed for some time that the pyramid builders of
the Old Kingdom were peasants—as were those who built pyramids during the
Middle Kingdom (see above for the workmen at Kahun)—it was as late as the
early 1990s that settlements of those builders were discovered. As it sometimes
occurs in the history of archaeology, the first settlement was discovered by accident. In April 1990, an American tourist who visited the pyramids at Giza was
thrown off her horse that had stumbled on the remnant of a hitherto unknown
mud brick wall. This event prompted excavations in the vicinity of the Great
Pyramid, which lead to the unearthing of a vast area with the remainders of the
houses of the seasonal pyramid builders.
From the distribution of graves in a nearby cemetery and the inscriptions found
there, it became clear that those who commanded the workmen (called overseer
of masonry, inspector of the craftsmen, or director of workers) were buried in one
section and ordinary workers who died during the campaign in another. In the
households, many items of daily life were found (e.g., pottery, tools, figurines from
domestic altars). The settlement also harbored temples, and these sacred buildings
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were mostly dedicated to Hathor, the goddess of motherhood and also of dance and
music. Apparently the wives of the workers were engaged, other than in domestic
affairs, in the service to the goddess, either as priestesses or as their aides.
The masses of laborers were trained to act in a cooperative spirit for their
seasonal work at the site where the pyramid was erected. The same people were
released to fulfill their duties as peasants and take care of work in the fields
when it was the right time. Pyramids were built over many years, and the seasonal interruptions of labor became part of the regular schedule. After several
seasons of building activity, the peasants had been conditioned to teamwork
and, consequently, it would be unfair to continue to call them ‘‘unskilled,’’ despite the lack of any formal professional training or specialization.
The labor for the divine ruler hardly brought any significant material gain
for the peasants. And yet, one can imagine that those who participated in the
construction project were apt for certain privileges, for instance, concerning the
rationing of food supply for their families, the distribution of highly fertile
patches of land, not to mention the special attention that these individuals must
have received in their village communities. On top of the list of advantages of
being a member in the king’s workforce stood the reward of an accumulated
merit that guaranteed access to a pleasant afterlife.
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CON
Most modern Egyptians and their foreign scholarly supporters hold strongly to
a collective historical and cultural consciousness argument. The argument proceeds as follows: With a strong sense of local, national, and regional identity,
most of ancient Egypt’s populace volunteered when their free-time allowed
(when each of their agricultural duties for their families and communities were
completed on a seasonal cycle) in the most recent state and national projects
being undertaken, in pyramid building. It was regarded by most Egyptians as a
never-ending religious gesture of fidelity and goodwill to the god Amen-Ra and
his deified representative on Earth, the pharaoh. By regularly contributing to
the maintenance of stability and order to the afterlife and the material world
which they inhabited on Earth, the ancient Egyptian’s ultimate hope was that
his or her individual, family, and communal life continue uninterrupted.
Such interruptions could occur, as Egyptians clearly recognized, in a heartbeat. Horrific change could unfold, through regular annual disasters, with the Nile
River bursting its banks during its usual rise in the late summer months. During
such events, the Nile River would overflow and destroy their harvest and, in most
cases, the villages they inhabited. By volunteering, they were not merely conveying pride in their local and national identities, which they strongly possessed, but
more significantly, they were looking out for their self-interest. By satisfying the
god Amen-Ra and other lesser deities, they were contributing to the aversion of
the abysmal state of famine, civil strife, and disunion that could ensue, as often
related to them through their oral traditions by their parents and grandparents over
the family hearth. The parents and grandparents had at one time or another in their
lives witnessed the destructive consequences and imbalances. Their greatest fear
was that such calamities would be revisited on their children, grandchildren, and
great-grandchildren. The climate and natural environment clearly had a daily
impact on Egyptians’ lives. The local and national religious mission was centered
on the primary belief that in any manner possible dictated by their immediate need
to survive and continue to thrive, it was of the essence that they volunteer and contribute to their individual, communal, and national salvation.
To sum it up, ancient Egyptians’ willingness to volunteer and contribute to
the construction of their most current state and national project of pyramid
building was a mission driven by pure love and equal self-interest, which was
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tightly woven into their daily, local, communal, and national fabric. Egyptians
believed the god Amen-Ra and the lesser deities would guarantee that, especially if that spirit of requisite devotion and acts performed in a ritual sense, by
each Egyptian and his or her extended community, was undertaken in an altruistic and selfless manner. But were these volunteers the only workers in the construction of the pyramids?
By the beginning of the Pharaonic and Old Kingdom period (3100 BCE),
boatbuilding had attained an admirable high standard. With the annual replenishing waters and fertile black silt earth that the ancient Egyptian farmers depended
on to help settle Egypt’s earliest agricultural communities, the harvest increased
significantly in ways that their forefathers had never experienced. This provided
more stability to the individual ancient Egyptian farmer’s life and provided
him with more free time that could be expended on national pyramid- and tombbuilding projects throughout the nation. Having mastered the currents of the
Nile, with the growing navigational skills exhibited by a few skilled Egyptian
seafarers, the nation was prepared to challenge not only their surroundings, but
time itself. Over the next 3,000 years, the task would prove Herculean, but in
hindsight, over 5,000 years later, the ancient Egyptians appear to have succeeded
in conquering time in ways that future civilizations and empires had fallen significantly short. The ancient Egyptians became the original gold standard bearers
by which future civilizations and empires would measure themselves and others.
That would not have surprised the ancient Egyptians, since they held to the very
strong conviction that what they had accomplished was something that needed
to be done. The awe by which Egypt’s early civilization was held by the earliest
Greeks and later Romans caused them to use it as a rich repository of ancient
wisdom, as they evolved and progressed within their own civilizations. This
practice and phenomena would continue in Western Europe, the United States,

Ancient Symbols: The Pyramids and Angkor Wat
The building of the pyramids and the great temples of Angkor, in modern-day
Cambodia, built in medieval times, has caused controversy and debate. The Cambodian Royalist tradition celebrates King Suryavarman II, whose vision led to the building
of Angkor Wat, the largest religious complex in the world. As a result, it appeared on
the flag used by nationalist groups and by the country after independence in 1953.
In 1970 Jan Myrdal published a book on Angkor where he argued that the great
temple and the other monuments were constructed by the peasants and slaves
forced to toil, as had their compatriots in Egypt. This thinking was adopted by the
Communist Khmer Rouge of Pol Pot when they came to power, and although they
changed the flag, they left the silhouette of Angkor Wat in the middle of it. When
they were overthrown by a rival Communist faction in 1979, the image of Angkor
Wat remained on the flag.
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and Asia, well into the current 21st century. This phenomenon would have
deeply puzzled the ancient Egyptians. For, as earlier mentioned, they strongly
felt that what they individually and collectively accomplished was something
that needed to be done.
When it came to building the pyramids by 3100 BCE with the expertise and
manpower available to them, the ancient Egyptians first had to settle on a site.
The site would have to be in the direction in which the sun would set, for
according to the ancient Egyptian’s belief system, one would locate the underworld where the sun would set. The pyramids, therefore, would have had to have
been built west of the Nile River. They would have built them on high ground,
so that when the Nile’s banks overflowed in the late summer months, the sites
would remain untouched. With the heavy lifting and Herculean efforts that
would be expended in moving the tons of limestone boulders from atop the ships
moored at the river’s banks, they would have located the site not too far from
the banks. According to ancient Egyptian thinking, it would have needed to be
completed in one simple motion—pull down the limestone boulders from the
quarries, load it onto the boats, pull the boats at the river’s edge, pull the boulders off the boats at the sites, and pull and place them on their permanent sites,
after having chiseled the rocks into the measured diameters that they wished to
complete. The coup de grace would be later transporting from the east bank of
the Nile an abundant supply of fine-quality limestone from the Tura quarries,
within a short distance of the capital, to encase their latest pyramid project with.
It would be a genuine and magnificent offering to the god Amen-Ra.
The precise manner by which the huge finely chiseled and smoothed limestone boulders were lifted into place remains a mystery, but many theories
abound. One method might have involved the use of workers within designated
teams, which alternated regularly with other teams, in the heavy, backbreaking
effort to raise the completed boulders into their permanent location on the site by
the use of ramps. As each level was completed, the same effort would be exerted
by the worker teams for the next level, after raising the ramp. Another method
might have been using a circular path that was devised around each level of the
pyramid, also by the use of ramps, as construction continued from the base of the
pyramid to its peak. By the time the worker teams had reached the peak, they
would remove the ramps, pulleys, and all manner of other contraptions used
that allowed them to reach the pyramid’s peak. Then they would apply the finequality limestone, from the top down, as they descended to the base of the
pyramid. The final method suggested was by the early classical Greek historian
Herodotus, and that was after his brief visit to Egypt. He mused, as he often did in
many of his writings on Egypt, which often did not lend to accuracy or a neutral
historical rendition of the facts, that Egyptian workers used levers to move their
finished limestone blocks from one level to the next. But whatever method was
actually used to place those blocks in their final resting place, it must have been an
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awesome sight to behold by all those exhausted participants that ultimately uplifted
their spirits. The new pyramid became, as many others before and numerous others
after, a continuing genuine testament and reaffirmation to the omnipotence of their
god Amen-Ra, their pharaoh, and their own nation’s greatness.
The Ancient Egyptians Used Slaves to Build the Pyramids
From the initial survey, it seems as though some workers were volunteers, others
may have been prisoners, and some may, indeed, have been slaves. But
what was the definition of a slave in ancient Egypt? The initial idea of ancient
Egyptians using slaves to build the pyramids was first referenced in the Old Testament, in the second book written by Moses, the book of Exodus. It states that
‘‘the people of Israel groaned under their bondage, and cried out for help, and
their cry under bondage came up to God’’ (Ex. 2:23). But, also, earlier in Exodus, it made it clear, that ‘‘the Egyptians were in dread of the people of Israel’’
(Ex. 1:12) because their population continued to multiply within Egypt. The idea
being that the new Pharaoh, or ‘‘new King over Egypt, who did not know
Joseph’’ (Ex. 1:8), would attempt to use the Israelites as a useful distraction,
from his attempt to consolidate his powers within Egypt and further to extort
taxes from the entire Egyptian population, in order to build a stronger military
force to fortify Egypt’s borders and possibly extend its hegemony over its neighboring eastern, western, and southern neighbors. This would have continued a
steady increase and influx of treasures with which he sought to glorify his reign
and self. The Old Testament stipulated that Pharaoh therefore ‘‘set taskmasters
over them [the Israelites] to afflict with heavy burdens; and they built for Pharaoh store cities, Pithom and Raamses’’ (Ex. 1:11). Also, Pharaoh and his taskmasters ‘‘made the people of Israel serve with rigor, and made their lives bitter
with hard service, in mortar and brick, and in all kinds of work in the field; in
all their work they made them serve with rigor’’ (Ex. 1:13–14).
If one were to look up the word ‘‘bondage,’’ as described in Exodus, in the
latest edition of Webster’s Dictionary, it would read as an ‘‘involuntary personal
servitude (as serfdom or slavery) [Middle English bonde ‘peasant, serf,’ from
Old English bonda ‘householder.’’’ Historians, cultural anthropologists, and other
scholars have differed as to how future generations of believers and secularists
should interpret and reinterpret the word ‘‘bondage.’’ Was it the bondage of serfs,
as the institution of serfdom existed during the European Middle Age? Or that
of an indentured servant working the fields and households? Was it similar to
pre-1860s slavery in the United States, where slaves did not have any legal
rights within American society—for the simple fact, that American laws and the
courts did not recognize the very existence of a slave to execute any matters in
the courts or express their grievances against any injustices inflicted upon them
by their owners or taskmasters? Was that similar to the set of circumstances with
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the Israelites in Egypt, prior to the advent of Moses’s pharaoh? The Old Testament states that the Israelites, from the time of Joseph to that of Moses, lived in
Egypt for ‘‘four hundred and thirty years’’ (Ex. 12:40). That number of years is
41 years longer than the accepted estimate of when William Bradford and the
Mayflower pilgrims first landed in what is presently Provincetown at Cape Cod,
prior to their final landing in 1620 at Plymouth Rock, in what is currently the
town of Plymouth in Massachusetts; also, 87 years less than when Christopher
Columbus landed in the Bahamas, on October 12, 1492, in what was later
renamed the town of San Salvador. The point being, that was a large undocumented swath of history where much transpired within the settled Jewish community Egypt between Joseph’s time and that of Moses. Some historians,
cultural anthropologists, and scholars question as to what kept the Jewish community at Goshen and other locales within Egypt during that period of time in
Egypt, prior to the arrival of Moses’s pharaoh on Egypt’s political landscape.
Did the story of the Exodus events color what had actually existed within the Jewish community and their relations with their Egyptian neighbors prior to the
advent of the new pharaoh? After all, a few of those scholars ask, why would thousands of Egyptians willingly loan their silver and gold to their Jewish neighbors
prior to their departure with Moses if there were not actually strongly held feelings
of trust and amiability by the local Egyptian population toward their Jewish neighbors, let alone loaning the family heirlooms embodied in most of those treasures
to a group of departing slaves? It doesn’t seem to pass the simplest litmus test.

Pyramids served as royal tombs for Egyptian pharaohs beginning in the era of the Old
Kingdom. The pyramids of Giza demonstrate a highly sophisticated level of engineering,
and the method of their construction is still debated today. (Corel)
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The conflict between Moses and Egypt’s latest pharaoh was one within the
royal court—a crisis within Egypt’s leadership (Moses being perceived by
Egypt’s populace as a beloved Egyptian prince). Conflicts as such have always
existed in Egypt’s long history. So, according to the general Egyptian population, it was par for the course. It was of no concern to them. They suffered under
the same oppressive policies and laws as their Jewish neighbors and other ethnic
minorities. It all amounted to who held the scepter of Egypt’s present and future.
Some pharaohs, such as Joseph’s pharaoh, ruled justly. Others, such as the adult
Moses’s pharaoh, ruled unjustly and tyrannically. It was a simple apple and
oranges paradigm. The important matter was how Egypt’s populace, and other
ethnic minorities such as the Jewish population, accommodated themselves to
the political, religious, economic, social, and cultural realities. What directly
served their self-interest? This extensive 430 years, a defined time with its own
rich and dense period of situational specificity regarding the Jewish presence in
Egypt, has been a rarely researched period in Jewish, Egyptian, and world history. It should prove to be an extremely fertile and rewarding landscape and period for unbiased research by conscientious and dedicated historians and diverse
scholars within the rich and vibrant traditions of Jewish, ancient Egyptian, and
world religious, literary, social, and cultural histories.
Another instance of a reference to the use of slaves in building the pyramids
was the classical Greek historian Herodotus. In his The Histories, he rails against
the oppressive nature of pharaohs Kh’ufu (ca. 2589–2566 BCE) and Khafra (ca.
2558–2532 BCE), the pharaohs with the two largest of the three pyramids on the
Giza plateau; the third pyramid belonging to Menkaure (ca. 2532–2503 BCE). He
stated that it took 20 years for over 100,000 men slaves to build Kh’ufu’s Great
Pyramid. Herodotus’s rendition was of the same nature, that it was not beneath
Pharaoh Kh’ufu to use his daughter’s sexual wiles in the local taverns to allow
him to gather more money to finance the construction of the Great Pyramid.
Much of his information appears to have been hearsay that was bantered around
by high priests, who may have had their own individual scores to settle with the
royal family. Modern classical historians have learned to take much of what
Herodotus has written about his travels to Egypt and other foreign locales as private exaggerations, which often had no factual basis upon which to place his evidence. But no one can take it away from him that he did have a very fertile
imagination. He talks about how he measured both pyramids by himself and
reached the conclusion that Khafra’s pyramid was 12 meters (40 feet) lower than
that of his brother Kh’ufu. Anyone who has visited either of those pyramids and
internalized the gigantic scale with which they were built would find it a stretch
of one’s imagination to see Herodotus scaling both pyramids in the sixth century
BCE, pulling out his measuring tape, and measuring their heights in order to precisely determine that Kh’afra’s pyramid was 12 meters shorter than Kh’ufu’s.
Also, another note he makes about Kh’ufu’s son Menkaure, who Herodotus was
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less critical of than he was with his predecessors, states that after Menkaure discovered from his physicians and oracle that he was dying and would most likely
be dead within six years, he decided to party day and night. The idea, according
to Herodotus, was that Menkaure, by doing so, would double the amount of time
he would live on Earth (i.e., instead of 6 years, he’d be stretching it to 12 years,
with no time factored in for any sleep, except for possibly very brief catnaps); he
could go back to his physicians and oracle and accuse them of lying. Only
Amen-Ra knows what would have become of them after that.
Another theory of slaves having built the pyramids alludes to competing
prison gangs, who might have been promised by pharaoh’s officials that those
who proved they could pull their weight would either be pardoned or given an
early release. Except this theory does not prove that slaves were actually used.
These prison gangs could have been brought in to help the average Egyptian
farmer who volunteered his or her services in building this latest national project. Possibly they could have been given specialized work by the taskmasters
and kept separate from the rest of the average Egyptian nationals who were contributing their services.
But being a prisoner does not imply that you are a slave. As a prisoner, one’s
liberties are limited. In some cases, many of them would be regarded and possibly treated as indentured servants with a limited reward system. But, in no way
does that imply that the person was a nonentity within the larger society. For all
it was worth, the person still had some rights, or the officials would not be dangling the carrot of freedom (which a complete pardon or early release would have
established) to the competing prison gangs. Also, slave labor, if it was used,
could be used year-round. But, from archaeological evidence, it appears that this
theory has gradually become discredited. The seasonal cycle period of work
appears to have taken hold among most classical historians, archaeologists, and
the scholarly community. As daily excavations in Egypt are regularly being
unearthed, it appears slaves did not leave behind an immense amount of documents within different shaped houses or homes with interior decorations next to
the pyramid sites at which they worked. This has included wills, veterinary, and
genealogical papyri. The towns within which these workers lived while the pyramid-building projects were under way have revealed a multitextured and more
profound insight into the daily lives of the Egyptian pyramid builder. In the end,
the evidence is inconclusive but seems to support the idea that the pyramids were
built by a mixed workforce of volunteers, prisoners, and, perhaps, slaves of one
definition or another.
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In order to understand the means by which ancient Egyptian obelisks were raised,
it’s important to gain insight into the purpose for their existence and benefits
accrued by their presence. How were they constructed and then transported? This
is a mystery that has interested and continues to interest archaeologists, Egyptologists, ancient historians, and the average layperson. Was there an undiscovered
technology used by them, that 21st-century aficionados are not aware of? These
are all important questions posed that need to be pursued to satisfying conclusions.
Besides the perfection and precision executed by the ancient Egyptians in
most of their construction endeavors, other than the numerous pyramids and temple sites, as in the city of Karnak in southern Egypt, none were more imposing
and elegant than their obelisks. Obelisks in the future would be imitated, stolen,
and expropriated, such as in buildings in Washington, D.C., New York, London,
Paris, Istanbul, and Italy. The rape of Egyptian antiquities and obelisks was so
extensive that it’s not fully known by most scholarly accounts how many priceless Egyptian pieces have left its antiquarian shores, as Rome’s power increased
throughout the Mediterranean. It is clear from early Roman accounts that the
Emperor Hadrian fancied different-sized Egyptian sculptures. In the ruins of his
villa in 1771, the head of an Egyptian female sphinx was found, among numerous
other Egyptian statues, coin pieces, and amulets. The imposing granite found on
ancient Egyptian obelisks, with their rich yet undecipherable hieroglyphic writings, peaked the curiosity and excitement of most Romans. Later, from 306 to
337, Constantine the Great, Rome’s first Christian ruler, would plunder Egypt’s
obelisks in order to quench his insatiable taste for them. In time, an enormous obelisk that had been commissioned by Pharaoh Tuhtmosis III, around 1500 BCE,
was torn from its base at Thebes and shipped to Constantinople, which is presentday Istanbul, to arrive a few years after Constantine’s death. In 390, Emperor
Theodosius I would command that the obelisk be permanently rested at the Hippodrome. With the advent of Islam, the Hagia Sophia Mosque would be built
next to its imposing structure, where it continues to stand.
249
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With the arrival of European colonialism during the 18th and 19th
centuries, only five obelisks would
remain in Egypt, while at least 50
obelisks continue to sit in the capitals
and main squares of these former imperial powers. The obelisks made
their journeys from Egypt to Rome,
where one stands at St. Peter’s
Square in front of the Vatican, where
it was moved to from the great Circus Maximus in 1587. The obelisk
had lain discarded and completely
neglected for over a millennium. A
papal order by Pope Sixtus V would
have it transported to the main square
in front of the Vatican, where it has
remained as a constant and eternal
fixture. This earliest Roman fascinaEgyptian obelisk at the Place de la Concorde tion with Egyptian antiquity can be
in Paris, France. (iStockphoto)
best summarized in graffiti that was
etched by an early Roman tourist
onto an ancient Egyptian temple in Philae, in Alexandria, Egypt. The tourist
alluded to how one will attain a long, prosperous, and happy life if he or she
prayed in earnest to Egypt’s goddess Isis. This also explains why, after Italy was
eliminated by South Korea’s soccer team in the quarterfinals of the World Cup in
June 2002, Italian fans, shocked by the defeat, emotionally took to the streets and
headed to the ancient Egyptian obelisk at the center of Rome’s Piazza del Popolo
to lament their individual and collective grief. Besides the heat of that summer
day, which made the fountains in that square an alluring prospect in which to
cool themselves, their individual and collective passion got caught up in a very
revealing and subconscious manner, which many of the participants might have
not been truly aware of at that historic moment. Feeling stunned, robbed, and
devastated by the loss to South Korea, they brought their collective grief to the
ancient Egyptian structure, which earlier Romans would have reflexively also
done to alleviate the excruciating pain of their nation’s loss. Like the tourist in an
earlier age, they were hoping that God, or ‘‘the gods,’’ would help them cope and
shower them at that shared moment of national grief (one needs to truly understand the passion many Italian soccer fans exhibit for their local and national
teams to appreciate this), through a long, deep, and genuine prayer, with a long,
prosperous, and happy life—especially for Italy and its national soccer team. To
gauge the intensity of emotion being exhibited at the time, a middle-aged woman
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fan called out to a newly proclaimed Franciscan and Italian priest Padre Pio, ‘‘Oh
Padre Pio, Padre Pio, pray for Italy!’’
Other obelisks would find their way from Egypt to Florence, Paris, London,
and New York. In Paris, one obelisk would be placed at La Place de La Concorde between 1831 and 1834; in London and New York, the two obelisks, better known as Cleopatra’s needles, would occupy public areas provided for them
in 1878, in the City of Westminster, England, and later in 1881, in New York
City’s Central Park. Some scholars have said that the phenomena of obelisk
plundering and reerection in each of these world power’s capitals was a strong
indication, using current parlance, that all these European powers didn’t possess
the innate spiritual and psychic confidence essential to what constituted or
established their credentials as imperial powers during their very brief ascendancy and ultimate collapse in world history. That is, these powers felt they
needed (and continue to need, in order to establish their bygone kudos as individual global powers in world history) to expropriate ancient Egypt’s mojo to
bestow on themselves some sense of legitimacy. If that was actually and continues to be the case, then that would be a sad legacy, indeed, for modern and
future history; and the rectification of such standing policies by these varying
nations by the return of these obelisks, along with other plundered and pillaged
Egyptian symbols and treasures to their rightful Egyptian owners, would be a
first positive step. But, many Egyptologists, ancient historians, and scholars,
possibly justifiably so and being cognizant of the cynical nature of nations’ political and cultural leaders, do not seem to be holding their collective breaths.
For many, most things ancient-Egyptian have become too tightly woven into
the fabric of what constitutes and defines Western civilization’s core identity.
The English term obelisk, known in French as obelisque, Latin as obeliscus,
and Greek as obeliskos, derived from obelos, with ‘‘pointed pillar’’ as its meaning, was regarded as a four-sided straight pillar structure which would have a
gilded minipyramid, better known as a pyramidion, at the apex of the structure.
At its creation, an obelisk would have been a truly awe-inspiring sight. The
gilded pyramidion, when struck by the sun’s rays, would have projected a beautiful shining white light. As the ultimate representation of the ancient Egyptians’
solar religious fixation, the obelisk would have taken on a complete life of its
own, as the sunlight traveled down the four-sided smoothly sanded and polished
structure and inundated the average Egyptian’s sense of comfort and balance,
knowing that the king of Egypt’s god, Amun-Ra, was so concerned with their
being and daily schedules, that through his sunrays, he was forever looking
down on each person with light and warmth, from dawn to dusk. That was especially the case from 2686 to 2181 BCE, during the Old Kingdom.
It was during the Old Kingdom that pyramid and obelisk building reached
their zenith. It was in old Heliopolis that the elderly priests of Egypt propagated
the cult of Amun-Ra, which in time, after acquiring a very strong cult following,
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would become the state’s official religion. Pharaoh, in time, would be regarded
as a divinity because of his recognition by most, if not all ancient Egyptians, as
being the actual human embodiment of Amun-Ra, since he was his son. In time,
the squat standing stone unearthed in old Heliopolis archaeological digs would be
recognized by most Egyptologists and ancient historians as possibly the earliest
prototype of what would evolve into a pyramid-building mania in Egyptian society. This squat stone was called a benben stone. The true meaning of that word
in ancient Egyptian texts was in reference to a ‘‘rising,’’ which would allow us to
better understand why, when the obelisks were completed, the pyramidion at the
apex of the structure was capped. Its meaning is taken from an ancient Egyptian
pyramid text, which referred to a benu-bird, or in current slang a phoenix, who
would become, with the arrival of the Book of the Dead, a gray heron bird with a
straight and long beak and a crest that was double-feathered. According to the
Book of the Dead, by being transformed into a benu-bird, one was creating a
direct link to the god Amun-Ra and the sun. It would include the regular daily
process of rebirth. Therefore, through this capping process, the ancient Egyptians
were collectively giving the ‘‘green light’’ for Amun-Ra’s sunrays to hit the pinnacle of the pyramidion at dawn and have his essence flood the internal and
external essence of what was Egypt’s daily society. That cap, at the pinnacle of
the obelisk, would come to be called a benbenet, signifying the existence of a
small pyramid structure at the very top of a long rising pyramid. It was to be fine,
exquisite, and beautiful. It was built during the first Egyptian dynasty.
As if possibly being aware by instinct of the chaos existent geologically in
Earth’s primordial past, the benben stone mounds might have symbolized to the
ancient Egyptians the rise of order from the goddess Nun’s watery chaos. This
order would be symbolized by the daily rise at dawn of the sun, which according
to ancient Egyptian beliefs, occurred on the first day of creation. Ancient Egyptians viewed the benben stone mound as a representation of the god Atum’s petrified semen. They regarded Atum as the god of Heliopolis. Not to be ever accused
of lacking any deficiency in their imaginations, ancient Egyptians in their discovered earlier texts had attributed to this great god of Heliopolis a rather creative
act of masturbation, which at its climactic conclusion, brought forth the representations of air, in the divinity of the lesser god Shu, and moisture, in the divinity of
the lesser god Tefn’t. Over time, the stone mounds were replicated in most Egyptian sun temples. These sun temples, by the fifth dynasty, would begin to play a significant role in royal funerary rituals and processions. These stone mounds, in time,
would be directly identified with growing pyramid structures for the royal families’
burial. They would also be directly related to the sun god Amun-Ra.
Obelisks were often built from red granite (with weathering, they took on a
pinkish tone) carved out from one single piece of rock from the Aswan quarries
in southern Egypt. An unfinished obelisk discovered in Aswan has provided information to archaeologists that other standing obelisks have never been quite
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able to do. If that unfinished obelisk had been completed and then raised, most
scientists agree that it would have stood as the tallest Egyptian obelisk in the
world, at 41.75 meters, weighing an impressive 1,168 tons. The second tallest
and heaviest would have been the Lateran obelisk, which was commissioned by
Pharaoh Tuhtmosis III and expropriated by the Romans to stand near the ancient Roman palace in Laterano, which would later become a Papal residence.
In the Middle Ages, the obelisk would occupy a prominent spot, which would
be directly adjacent to the Basilica di San Giovanni—a building complex within
the Apostolic Palace of the Lateran. Next to the unfinished obelisk in Aswan,
Thutmosis III’s obelisk in Laterno pales in comparison. The obelisk’s height is
32.18 meters, and it weighs 455 tons. Pharaoh (Queen) Hatshepsut’s obelisk in
Karnak, at a distant third, measures 29.56 meters high and weighs 323 tons.
The Vatican, New York, and London obelisks, all also commissioned by Thutmosis III, measure in height, 25.37 meters, 21.21 meters, and 20.88 meters,
respectively; and 331 tons, 193 tons, and 193 tons in weight, respectively.
The unfinished Aswan obelisk provided insight into the stone-digging and
quarry-lifting techniques that were adopted by the ancient Egyptians. It appears
that dolerite hammers were used on all the sides of the agreed-upon single stone
quarry piece that would be raised. After pounding and chipping away with the
hammers, for long, hard, hot hours with temperatures regularly reaching 120
degrees Fahrenheit during the day for months on end, in a year’s span, the most
skilled among them would descend to the bottom of the carved out obelisk and
continue to pound and chip away the granite, in unbelievable contortionist body
positions. Ancient records have alluded to 5 to 10 percent of the quarry workers
dying from the heat and exhaustion. So it would not be an intellectual reach to
state that once the work was completed at the quarries, and later at the obelisk’s
final resting place, it would have been nothing short of a man-made miracle.
The time and effort that would have been expended by these workers, on that
earliest stage of the project alone, would have been excruciatingly backbreaking. That does not factor in that when that stage of the project was completed,
the obelisk would then need to be lifted and transported to its permanent site.
So, with the unfinished Aswan obelisk, all archaeological evidence indicates
that it was abandoned by the project overseers after their discovery of a few
potentially fatal cracks and fissures throughout the structure, especially in the
middle of the emerging edifice. That must have been a very hard blow to most,
if not all, the workers who had labored extensively for months on end.
At Hahtshepsut’s obelisk at Karnak, the only remaining one of the four she
had mounted at the temple, there’s an inscription claiming that the obelisk was
completed in seven months—that is, locating it, digging and chiseling it out,
removing it, then transporting it by using sleds for the trip near the Nile banks,
where upon arrival at its final destination, hieroglyphs were inscribed on all its
four-sides, and then it was raised and finally stabilized on preconstructed turning
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grooves permanently set at the base of its foundation. A magnificent feat, if that
was based on actual facts. Except, as history has regularly taught us, some leaders, especially pharaohs such as Ramses II and Queen Hahtshepsut, among
numerous others in Egypt and throughout the ancient world, felt the perverse
need to embellish most, if not all, of the facts and tenaciously glorify multiple
accomplishments, or often the lack thereof. The driving need to project preconstructed false images has lightheartedly proved to generations of scholars that
the era they live in was similar to most eras that predated them, or evolved after
them, in all civilizations that existed in world history. The facts often got overlooked by the original perpetrators, or lost, not so much in the magnificence of
what was being accomplished, but rather, in how the story was being told. Even
the ancient people had a ready small army of spinmeisters, at the behest of the
‘‘supreme’’ leader of the moment, to regularly construct and reconstruct the narrative at hand. That, since man’s earliest beginnings, has emerged as an all too
common human trait often witnessed in individual and collective fragile psyches
and natures, especially, while straining to realize one’s magnificent ambitions.
It is known that sleds that had been rubbed down heavily with animal lard
and fat, as well as levers, ramps, a limitless supply of rope, and hundreds of
workers, were used in the transport and raising of the obelisks. Multiple grooves
on the sides of each of the obelisks were used by the workers to stabilize the
multiton structure as it was being loaded onto the wooden barges that would
transport them hundred of miles down the Nile River. The barges would be capable of withstanding the weight of each obelisk, since the outer skin would be
so meticulously fitted, like a tight jigsaw puzzle, that when the thick airtight
inner hull was bound by limitless amounts of rope, and the inner joints were
secured, it would have been possible for the barge or vessel to withstand any
overwhelming structural weight. That was accomplished without the incessant
worry by the overseers and the workers as to whether the barge or large vessel
in use would immediately capsize. The grooves on the side of the obelisks also
helped support the structure as it was being unloaded onto the chosen site, and
then later, being raised by four or five teams of men. Each team comprised 200
to 300 men. If the overseers felt that more men were required for the painstaking
task of transporting or raising the obelisk, there was always an abundant supply
of volunteer workers available, along with military conscripts, indentured servants, and imprisoned criminals who might have been promised amnesty or early
release if pharaoh’s overseers felt that they had put their individual and combined might into the project. Also, there were the ongoing contributions of prisoners of war, if they were available at the time. The participants would be
spread out on all equidistant sides of the obelisk, pulling with their collective
might on the large thick ropes tied around those precreated grooves. Strong cyprus wood beams were used to construct a large framework by which skilled
workers first climbed all sides of each obelisks and sanded and polished them
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down for weeks, who then turned them over to the skilled artisans who would
meticulously etch in 1- to 1.5-inch deep images and hieroglyphs using smaller
dolerite stones, then pieces of sandstone and quartzite. Finally, small hammer
stones were used to chisel in the finest details. Once foremen and fellow workers
completed their jobs, after a long wait, the skilled artisans handed the framework
and individual obelisk back to the skilled workers. Their jobs would have
required them to softly, once again, sand and polish down each of the obelisks,
only this time, with meticulous care and skill. It would be polished to smooth
perfection so that it could radiantly reflect the sun. Finally, when the job was
completed on all sides of the obelisks, then the same large wood-beam framework
that had supported the diverse skilled artisans and workers would be torn down,
relocated, rebuilt, and if need be, bolstered anew. That would have allowed for it
to endure the final stage of the project, which would have required for it to withstand the enormous pressure and weight of raising and stabilizing each of the obelisks. This tearing down and rebuilding of the wood-beam framework could have
been an endless process of minor readjustments to the overall needs of the project.
Clearly, the project, from beginning to end, was not for the fainthearted. As
for the contention that most, if not all of the obelisks, when completed were simply raised and hauled up preconstructed ramps and then slowly eased into prefilled sand bases, which would have constituted hundreds of tons of sand at the
base that had hypothetically been gradually drained as the obelisk was being
lifted, seems to be a creative idea and in some cases practical in scope, but, not
proved beyond a shadow of a doubt. That this was actually the way the ancient
Egyptians raised their obelisks and placed them permanently on a turning groove
at the base of the foundations is unproven. The final trick was that each of these
obelisks would support itself, mind you, into eternity, by standing on its own
weight. Despite most Egyptologists’ skepticism concerning the validity of the use
of ‘‘sandpits’’ for the lowering of a 400-ton or more obelisk, they accept the fact
that the use of sand was common at ancient temples and palatial construction
sites throughout Egypt. Tomb shafts were known to have had sand poured down
them, while large sarcophagi were eased down them. Ancient documents and hieroglyphic carvings have alluded to sand use in raising some smaller-sized obelisks. An ancient papyrus, over 300 years old, has one scribe comically goading a
fellow Egyptian as to how sand needed to be removed from under one large
monument to make room for another—that their pharaoh might be pleased.
Whether that monument was a large statue, sculpture, or even an obelisk was not
quite clear from the information on the papyrus. All the same, most Egyptologists, archaeologists, and other scholars strongly believe that sand was used for
many construction projects, especially at ancient Egyptian temple sites. The primary puzzle for these scholars is how extensive its use was, especially when it
came to raising into a vertical position a 400- or 500-ton or more single structure,
especially a well-carved and proportioned obelisk. Raising a 30- or 40-ton obelisk
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Experimental Archaeology
Experimental archaeology is the art and science of reconstructing ancient or prehistoric processes in order to inform a hypothesis. For instance, Thor Heyerdahl
famously built his balsa raft, the Kon-Tiki, in order to sail from Peru to Polynesia—
just as he theorized the first Polynesians had done. Proving that it can be done
doesn’t prove that it was done, but it at least addresses some of a theory’s detractors. Attempts have also been made to replicate Damascus steel, Greek fire, and
early medicines, the compositions of which are unknown because they were kept
secret or because the ancient terms for their components are a mystery to us now.
The form of experimental archaeology best known to students is probably flintknapping, which can be done by anyone with a few pieces of stone (and eye protection, however inauthentic it may be).

is quite a different undertaking than having to raise a 400- or 500-pound obelisk.
What ancient technology, if any, was applied to it?
The use of large sandpits at the resting base of the obelisks might have been
one of many approaches used by the Egyptians. But, with more diligent excavations and research, hopefully, in time, and much sooner rather than later, archaeologists, Egyptologists, and ancient historians will discover the final few pieces that
will complete the puzzle and narrow the possibilities. That leaves us with possibly
yet another creative means used besides the sandpits: the possibility of the use by
the ancient Egyptians of an as of yet undiscovered ancient technology in their regular practice of raising their obelisks onto their permanent foundations. The idea
of an undiscovered technology should be regarded just as valid as any other earlier possibilities considered. It’s clear from the facts made available to Egyptologists and other scholars that two very important hitherto ‘‘undiscovered’’
technologies have been discovered in the process of obelisk building in ancient
Egypt. First are the turning grooves discovered at the base of all the foundations
of the stolen and fallen obelisks throughout Egypt. Each of these obelisks had to
have turning grooves in place prior to being permanently placed on their foundations. Second, and possibly much more importantly, the ancient Egyptian worker
had to bring with him an unquenchable passion and unconquerable spirit of selfsacrifice. Having mastered the arts and architecture, they appeared to have developed very keen, curious, and searching eyes. They always attempted to operate
fluidly within the natural world that surrounded them, imposing their collective
supreme wills on the realities that must have clearly changed with the creation of
each of these colossal structures. Their earliest mathematics and geometric skills
were astounding, compared to the simplest measurement tapes and wooden devices available to them. It was a trial-by-error learning process that had been perfected to a science by the time the Old Kingdom emerged in 2686 BCE. They
brought to their diverse projects an indomitable and contagious can-do attitude.
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As each obelisk-raising project came to an end, the sense of group cohesiveness
and national identity grew stronger. There was a wholeness and certainty of purpose, plus an increasingly overwhelming feeling of excitement as each of these
edifices’ pyramidion tip would seem to touch the sun above, in one more supreme
endeavor and gesture to Amun-Ra. It was the penultimate climactic spiritual beginning that, by pleasing Amun-Ra, they knew in the deepest recesses of their
being they would, in time, lead their pharaoh, nation, communities, and themselves to the salvation they strongly sought in the afterlife. That, from all evidence gathered so far, seems to be the real ‘‘undiscovered technology’’ that
existed at the time. It was the technology of the earliest civilized representatives
of the human race, putting its supreme individual and collective willpower to the
task and creating an immortal society and civilization in an ever so secular world.
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CON
The ancient Egyptians may not have been the first civilization to produce monumentally sized construction projects—the earliest civilizations of Mesopotamia
claimed that distinction—but certainly Egypt produced the greatest number and
the most awe-inspiring architecture in the preclassical world. The Egyptians
built temples to their gods, monuments to their ruling dynasties, and magnificent burial chambers for their pharaohs that continue to astound us after 5,000
years. Among the most impressive of ancient Egypt’s monumental constructions
are the numerous obelisks that were erected in upper and lower Egypt. These
obelisks were often meant as expressions of divine reverence, but mostly as
commemorations for its rulers.
Obelisks from ancient Egypt fascinated the European West from the days of
the Roman Empire. Obelisks were transported from Egypt and reerected during
the classical period and again during the days of the high Renaissance. Baroque
Rome was decorated with several by its popes during the 16th and 17th centuries. Later, in the 19th century, as Egyptology entered its most popular period,
obelisks were removed from Egypt and transported to the imperial capitals of
London, Paris, and New York. The massive engineering projects that were
required to transport these obelisks were well covered by the European and
American periodical press. The huge frames and pulley systems that allowed
modern engineers to erect the massive obelisks are carefully illustrated and
documented for posterity. We are also fortunate to have extensive illustrations of
the engineering methods used during the baroque period, which depict similarly
elaborate frame and pulley systems lifting the ancient stones to the amazement
of Roman crowds. There are even some relief carvings from ancient Rome that
provide at least the basic ideas of how obelisks were transported and reerected
in classical times. Unfortunately, however, there is no definitive depiction or epigraphic evidence (that is, ancient written evidence carved in stone) from ancient
Egypt that records how the Egyptians managed to erect and position such massive monuments. This leaves archaeologists and historians of technology with a
frustrating, but tantalizing, mystery. How did the ancient Egyptians manage to
transport and then lift these obelisks into an upright position?
The Obelisks
Obelisks were carved out of quarries, most often of red or black granite, which
can be found in the area near Aswan. They were removed from the mass of rock
by using extremely hard balls of dolerite, which were inserted into crevices and
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then pounded downward until the appropriate depth was reached. The dimensions
of the obelisks could be staggering in size. They were often 120 to 150 feet tall
and between 12 and 14 feet across at their widest point at the bottom. It is most
important to remember that these obelisks were created as one complete unit of
granite, rather than being constructed out of successive blocks. The weight
involved in such a huge monument was immense. The Luxor obelisk, for example, weighs some 227 tons, or nearly half a million pounds. Understanding the
scale of these monuments can help us to appreciate the extraordinary difficulty
involved in lifting an obelisk out of the quarry, transporting it to the desired location, and then lifting it up from its side until it was upright on just the right spot.
Some have projected that the Egyptians must have possessed a technology we
don’t know about to repeatedly accomplish such an amazing feat. These could
have been such devices as machines, pulley systems, or even kites. But this
assumption does not stand up to the remaining evidence. Only one theory about
the engineering techniques for erecting obelisks can be squared with everything
else we do know about ancient Egyptian engineering and society.
The Tilted-Sand Technique and Its Proponents
The most widely accepted method that has been proposed for erecting obelisks
is known as the ‘‘tilted-sand’’ technique. It was first formally proposed in print
by Egyptologist Reginald Engelbach (1923) in his book The Problem of the
Obelisks. Engelbach helped define the tremendous challenge the Egyptians
faced and then set out to calculate how this could have been accomplished. His
proposal involved both the tilted-sand design approach and the calculations for
manpower required.
The obelisk, once carved out of the Aswan granite quarries, was lifted out
via crowbars and ‘‘rockers’’ and then lifted with ropes and prying poles. Once
out of the quarry, it was dragged down the slopes to the Nile. This transport was
carried out most likely on wooden sleds pulled by men with ropes. There is evidence of this sled method for transporting extremely heavy cargo in the Egyptian
painting and carving record. Once at the Nile, it would seem highly likely that
the huge obelisk was transported down river by a massive barge. There is again
evidence for this in the epigraphic record, with a famous depiction in the Temple
of El-Deir el-Bahari from ancient Thebes. The carving/painting shows a massive
barge with the two obelisks of Queen Hatshepsowet strapped onto its deck.
Additionally Labib Habachi, in his book The Obelisks of Egypt, discusses one of
his own discoveries of an inscription by Sabni, the governor of Aswan during
the 6th dynasty. According to Habachi, Sabni recorded that he had gone south to
Nubia to construct large ships specifically for the purpose of transporting obelisks. His inscription goes on to say that he was successful in his project,
although Habachi tells us that no sign of those obelisks has ever been found.
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Once the obelisk arrived at its intended site, workers constructed a large
earthen ramp, which ended, at its highest point, immediately in front of the
intended location for the upended obelisk. The earthen ramp was supported by
brick and timber retaining walls and filled with soil and sand. The obelisk then
was dragged up the ramp, bottom first and most likely without the aid of a sled,
until it reached the end of the ramp and its bottom section overhung the ledge.
At that point laborers grasped hundreds or thousands of ropes and pulled from
the opposite (top) side as a stabilizing force, as other laborers continued to pull
the obelisk slowly over the edge. The greater weight of the bottom of the obelisk generated enough gravity, as it ‘‘fell’’ over the side of the sand rampart, to
elevate the top of the obelisk, flipping it slowly upright as it descended. The pit
into which the obelisk was sinking and in which it would eventually rest on its
base, was filled with sand. Other laborers then cleared out the sand systematically, with the obelisk able to continue its slow, regulated descent as the sand
disappeared.
The bottom of the obelisk slowly descended the side of the rampart and into
the sand-filled pit, and when it reached the bottom, the inside edge of the base
was fit into a groove carved in the base stone. With the obelisk’s bottom edge
securely in that groove, sand then was cleared out from under the base, allowing
the obelisk to rotate downward until it rested with its base flush against the base
stone. The pit was then cleared of all excess sand and the ramparts taken apart
and removed, leaving a freestanding obelisk in an open space, or very often in a
temple. This would have required massive amounts of manpower to accomplish,
but it would not have required more complex engineering mechanisms, like pulleys. Engelbach, for example, calculated that to pull the Luxor obelisk up a modest ramp would have required the force of 2,000 men.
Since Engelbach, other scholars have endorsed his basic idea while adding
small refinements. Dieter Arnold (1991), for instance, believes that the scale of
the ramp projected by Engelbach, and later Henri Chevrier, was too great to
have been workable in already-existing temples. Engelbach and Chevrier projected that an obelisk would slide down the gradual angle of a sand ramp that
was nearly as high as the obelisk itself. Arnold proposes that the ramps could
have been much smaller than this, only perhaps a third the height of the obelisk,
and the obelisk could have pivoted on the edge and into the pit, rather than
needing to slide down the side.
The Problem of Evidence
Regardless of the finer points of execution, the general idea of the tilted-sand
technique is the most widely proposed and accepted theory by scholars. The
principal reason for this is that the tilted-sand method is consistent with other
areas of Egyptian life. Still, it must be emphasized that no direct evidence for
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An unfinished obelisk at Aswan, Egypt. (iStockphoto)

this method exists. There are mountains of recorded inscriptions, temple drawings, and paintings from ancient Egypt, but no clear depiction of the process for
erecting of obelisks has been found. There is, however, one scene that deals with
the subject and illustrates the ‘‘symbolic erection’’ of two obelisks, included in
Arnold’s book. This is the pictorial inscription of Ptolemaios XII pulling two
obelisks, which are at a tilting angle, upright. Around the obelisks are two pieces
of rope, and Ptolemaios XII is pulling one rope in each of his hands. The obelisks are sitting atop a flat base stone, but no indication of how they pivoted into
place is included in the rather plain illustration. Though not definitive, this representation does incline toward the method of human labor pulling obelisks into
place with rope. Of course no pulleys or frame constructions are depicted, but
neither are ramps nor sand pits. Absolute proof of the method for erecting obelisks will have to await the discovery of new epigraphic or archaeological evidence. But the tilted-sand theory can be tested somewhat by examining it within
other ancient Egyptian contexts. Is the tilted-sand theory consistent with what
we know about Egyptian construction methods at the time of the earliest obelisks? Did other contemporary civilizations in contact with Egypt use more complex technologies for such lifting in their own monumental building? Finally, are
the enormous labor requirements consistent with what is known about Egyptian
societal norms and the cultural meaning assigned to the obelisks?
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The Context of Egyptian Building Methods
The first of these contexts is that of the extant evidence of Egyptian construction
and architectural technology. It is in assessing this that Dieter Arnold’s work
Building in Egypt is exceptionally important. Arnold brings together most of the
important work and evidence surrounding this topic and includes his own projections. Some of these are solid endorsements of the tilted-sand method. The most
important question is that of ramparts. Did the ancient Egyptians use ramps, such
as those suggested by Engelbach and Chevrier, in their other monumental building projects? This can be answered with a definitive ‘‘yes.’’ Somers, Clarke, and
Engelbach (1930) endorsed this method for the building of pyramids in
their book Ancient Egyptian Masonry. Arnold lists several examples of ancient
Egyptian ramp building and, significantly, includes photographs from the
archaeological sites. Most ramps, of course, would have been removed when the
work was done, and so this is a difficult area to discern, but some remains do
still exist. Arnold includes the ramp at the pyramid of Amenemhat I at Lisht and
the ramp at the pyramid of Senwosret I among his examples of excavated ramparts. He explains that these ramps were made mostly of bricks and Nile mud,
though they were held together by brick retaining walls. They were quite long to
allow inclining at fairly gradual angles, an obvious advantage when pulling a
massive stone uphill. Ramp building then was a common practice in the construction of monumental architecture and would present no aberration in being
part of the process for erecting obelisks.
The tilted-sand method is also consistent with our knowledge of Egyptian
methods for lifting heavy stones. There were three principal methods for this.
First, the lugging of heavy cargo up an inclined plane such as the ramp being
pulled by ropes directly attached to the cargo or sleds. Next, Egyptians used ropes
to lift and may well have used wooden frames to assist in this process. There have
been several instances of hollow holes in excavated ramps and construction areas
that would accommodate wooden posts. What exactly these were used for is still in
question, and it brings up the tricky question of pulleys in ancient Egypt.
For many decades Egypt was assumed to have had no knowledge of pulley
systems, but this is becoming less clear. E. A. Wallis Budge (1926), a giant in
the field of Egyptology, in his book Cleopatra’s Needles and Other Egyptian
Obelisks, rejected the method of pulleys in moving and erecting obelisks. There
was simply no evidence for this in the archaeological record, according to
Budge. J. J. Coulton, a renowned historian of technology, also rejected any evidence of pulleys in Egypt. Arnold, however, in his more recent study, includes
examples in his work of quite primitive wheel pulleys, the oldest dating from
the end of the 12th dynasty, or approximately 1800–1700 BCE. These primitive
wheels, though, are not seen by Arnold as part of genuinely load-bearing pulleys, but instead merely as instruments for changing the direction of pull. Given
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these facts, it would seem likely that the posts along construction ramps were
part of wooden frames that accommodated proto-pulleys that allowed laborers
to pull from the ground and lift a stone partially upward, while others pulled
from the front to advance it more easily. This is, however, conjecture without
any written or pictorial evidence. But, despite these primitive rope wheels or
proto-pulleys, it remains the most widely acknowledged view that the Egyptians
did not have the advantage of weight-relieving pulley systems to aid them in
the erection of obelisks.
The third acknowledged method the Egyptians used for lifting heavy loads
was levers. This method was almost certainly used to lift obelisks out of their
quarry. For use in the tilted-sand technique, levers plausibly could have been
used to tip the obelisk as it approached the edge of the ramp and was ready to
pivot. Regardless, the tilted-sand technique would certainly not appear to be
inconsistent with the ancient Egyptians use of ramps, the use of ropes and simple frames or wheels, or the use of levers.
Another method of moving heavy loads in the ancient and medieval worlds
was the employment of animal power. However, this has been discounted by
scholars in the case of the ancient Egyptians and their monumental building.
One possibility that comes to mind, given the geographic location of Egypt, is
the employment of elephants in pulling enormous loads. Elephants, however,
were no longer indigenous to Egypt after approximately 2900 BCE and were
never common enough, even if imported, to have made a contribution to construction techniques. Egyptologist Mark Lehner asserts that there is evidence
for the use of cattle in labor projects, but the numbers that would have been
required to move obelisks would have been very difficult to manage. Both logic
and pictorial evidence of monumental construction suggests that it was human
labor that was more abundant and easier to command.
Finally, there is another important question bearing on the ancient Egyptians’ ability to have used more complex technologies—their use of metals. To
allow a pulley system to be effective, given the extraordinary weights of the
obelisks, the axles for the pulleys would have had to be very strong. To attain
that level of strength, Egyptians would have needed iron or steel. The Egyptians, however, erected many of their most prominent obelisks before the Iron
Age ever reached Egypt in the first millennia BCE. The strongest metal in general use before that time was bronze, and this would not have produced pulley
system components of sufficient strength to support the kind of weight involved
in transporting or lifting obelisks.
The Context of Contemporary Civilizations
Another way of establishing connections to Egyptian building methods is to
examine the methods of contemporary civilizations that were in contact with
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The Shedu of Assyria
The benevolent demons of Assyrian mythology most often portrayed in art are
the shedu and the lammasu—winged bulls and winged lions, both with human
heads. These liminal creatures were the protective spirits of dwellings and cities,
and as such were carved in bas-relief on a variety of available surfaces. They always
appeared in pairs—generally one at each side of an entrance—and small representations of shedu could be buried beneath the thresholds of private homes to
ensure the safety and well-being of those who lived there. They were also the subjects of statues, sometimes enormous statues. Famous examples are kept at the
Louvre, Chicago’s Oriental Institute, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Egypt. One important example is the Assyrian Empire. Scholar Robert Heizer
(1966) assembled a comparative study of ancient cultures and their engineering
methods in his article ‘‘Ancient Heavy Transport, Methods and Achievements.’’
Heizer opined that the Egyptians did not possess technology beyond the lever
system and sled transports for heavy architecture on land. He also found pictorial
evidence in Assyrian inscriptions of the Assyrian methods for transporting great
monuments. A panel excavated from Nineveh depicts mass labor moving one of
the famous Assyrian winged bulls by hundreds or thousands pulling on ropes
directly attached to a great sled. Other laborers hold ropes attached to the winged
bull itself, which sits on the sled, presumably to provide stabilization and prevent
the great sculpture from tipping. Behind the sled, laborers use a basic wooden lever to lift the back to make pulling the sled forward less difficult. Finally, long
lines of other laborers and carts of extra poles and rope follow behind. It is a remarkable image that confirms the Assyrians of the 8th century BCE, many centuries after the Egyptians began to move obelisks, routinely organized their
projects using mass labor forces and simple ropes, sleds, and levers.
During the same period, similar techniques were used in archaic Greece.
Scholar J. J. Coulton (1974) studied ancient Greek building and lifting methods.
In his article ‘‘Lifting in Early Greek Architecture,’’ Coulton identified great similarities between the two cultures, including some that have influenced our ideas
about the limitations of the ancient Egyptian ability to lift massive obelisks.
Coulton reviewed such ingenious developments of the early Greeks as the use
of the U-shaped hole to lift. This method consisted of drilling a U-shaped hole
into a heavy block of stone, threading a rope through it, and then attaching the
two ends of the rope to a pole. That pole was then used to lift the block by placing it on another log and pressing on its far end, creating a lever mechanism. Despite this kind of advance, Coulton found early Greek methods to be generally
primitive and quite similar to Egyptian methods of the time. He finds no evidence
for weight-relieving pulley systems in either early Greece or Egypt. He was
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convinced the heaviest lifting was done by wooden levers and not cranes or
hoists. He also found some similarities in the Greek use of temporary ramps,
which, he asserted, was the most widely used method of the Egyptians. He concluded that the early Greeks possessed no winch or pulley systems before the
sixth century BCE and that their methods were quite similar to the Egyptians’,
from whom they had learned the techniques of ramps and levers. The appearance
of complex pulley technology, then, according to Coulton, was a later Greek
advance and cannot be credited to the older Egyptian cultures, which Coulton
maintains never developed such tools. So neither the Assyrians nor the Greeks
were using technology beyond simple ropes, sleds, ramps, and levers during the
8th century BCE, even though both civilizations were certainly in contact with the
Egyptians and had presumably derived their technologies from Egypt over the
centuries.
The Context of Egyptian Society
Another way of evaluating the plausibility of the tilted-sand technique is to
examine whether the organization of labor for such a project is consistent with
the values of ancient Egyptian society. In assessing the force required for moving a 224-ton obelisk up a temporary construction ramp, Engelbach estimated
that 94 tons of force would be necessary to move it in short, repeated intervals.
To generate this level of human force would have taken the efforts of some
2,000 laborers pulling and pushing the obelisk. Is there evidence in the written
or archaeological record to support these kinds of mass-labor projects?
It has become axiomatic that the ancient Egyptians used thousands of
forced laborers, probably slaves, to perform the backbreaking work of constructing monumental structures such as the pyramids of Giza. Newer work on
the plains of Giza by Egyptian director of Giza excavations Zahi Hawass and
Lehner is changing our view of these projects. The conditions for laborers
appear to have been far better than had been supposed; these laborers appear to
have had their families living with them and to have received medical care.
Therefore, the view that these were slave laborers has come under dispute. A
different view is emerging that these may have been willing volunteers working
in a prestigious assignment to the glory of gods and the pharaohs. This new evidence may point to a religiously motivated labor force similar to those communities that built the medieval cathedrals in western Europe.
Whether willing communities of laborers undertook these projects or not,
one thing the excavations at Giza do support clearly is that massive numbers
were involved. Hawass projects that 36,000 laborers may have been working on
the great pyramids at any one time, and that laborers were constantly being
rotated in and out of the workforce. There is ample pictorial/epigraphic evidence for mass labor projects as well. Some who contest the tilted-sand method
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and project that the Egyptians possessed more refined technology do so based
on the assumption that the Egyptians would have sought more efficiency in
their building. However, unambiguous depictions exist of enormous stone
monuments being transported and moved into place by mass labor, using the
simple rope and sled method. One of the most famous of these depictions is
a 12th dynasty tomb painting at El Bersheh dating from approximately 1800
BCE. The painting shows a massive alabaster statue of Djehutihetep being pulled
on a sled by a mass of laborers pulling on ropes directly attached to the sled.
Atop the statue a work leader claps cadence for the laborers. There is no sign of
pulleys or any technologies that would relieve the need for thousands of
laborers, but instead a massive workforce is depicted in organized columns with
a corps of others carrying extra timber and water.
The use of mass labor is apparent in Egyptian pictorial records, although no
examples of labor-saving technologies, beyond those already discussed, have
come to light. This use of mass labor would also be consistent with the meaning
and intent of obelisks. Obelisks were dedicated almost exclusively to Egyptian
gods and placed in temples or to pharaohs to commemorate the accomplishments of their rule. These monuments then were built and erected as permanent
memorials, according to William A. Ward (1966) in his article ‘‘They Built for
Eternity in Ancient Egypt.’’ Ward cites written evidence from the records of
Ramses II that temples were explicitly meant to be places for gods to occupy
forever. The use of massive labor forces then would have certainly been worth
the effort and human costs in the Egyptian worldview, according to Ward. With
the pharaohs’ virtually absolute power over the people and in light of the religious meaning of these constructions, the inefficiencies of mass labor required
in lifting obelisks would have been a minor issue by comparison.
Tilted Sand in Practice and Experimental Archaeology
Finally, to establish that the tilted-sand technique is the most plausible theory
and that this method can work in practice should be proved. Methods proposed
in scholarly articles and diagrams are useful and necessary, but the final determination as to whether this method was practicable can only be made through
experimental archaeology, the practice of duplicating proposed functions or
manufacture of material artifacts while re-creating ancient conditions as closely
as possible. This process often results in a new appreciation of the difficulties
our ancient ancestors faced and the ingenuity they displayed in meeting these
challenges. Fortunately some archaeologists have undertaken to test the tiltedsand method.
Lehner and fellow archaeologist/engineer Martin Isler each took different
approaches to using the tilted-sand method in an experiment in 1994 and again
in 1999. Lehner and his group were part of a project produced by the television
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program Nova in which they attempted to transport and pivot a 40-ton obelisk.
In 1994 that team was successful in moving the obelisk, with the help of many
local experienced Egyptian workers, into position and pivoting it onto a groove
in its side until it rested on the side of the sand hill. However, Lehner’s team
was unsuccessful in pulling the obelisk the rest of the way over into an upright
position. With time, it would appear this would have been accomplished, but
the television show’s production schedule did not allow the team to continue
work. Eventually, however, another team’s subsequent effort was successful.
This proves that the method is practicable, although extremely difficult. It
should be said that the obelisks used by the various experimental archaeologists
were far smaller and lighter than the largest erected by the ancient Egyptians,
which could be as heavy as 400 tons. Thus the experiments conducted by
Lehner and Isler can be seen as quite convincing in terms of the engineering
and techniques, but they cannot be decisive until and unless obelisks of similar
size and similar-sized work crews are used. Given the restrictions of resources
from university funding or television programs and the limits of space and
human resources, an experiment on that scale is unlikely to be undertaken.
Other Propositions
There are some remarkable new projections as to how the ancient Egyptians
erected the obelisks. The most imaginative of these is the notion that the
ancients could have harnessed the power of the wind through the use of a kind
of kite. A group at the California Institute of Technology has worked on this
theory for nearly five years and has run some successful experiments and simulations with smaller obelisks. A great kite made of solid material would be connected by ropes to a ‘‘clutch and frame’’ brake mechanism on the ground in
front of the obelisk. The main rope from the kite would pass through the brake
and connect to the top of a tall wooden frame that housed a series of weightbearing pulleys. Passing through the pulleys, the ropes would be connected
directly to the top of the obelisk. As the wind filled the kite, it would move,
pulling the ropes and eventually lifting the head of the obelisk until it could be
positioned completely upright.
The problem with such possibilities, however, is that they do not appear to
be consistent with existing evidence of Egyptian society. Pulleys mounted on
frames, all of immense strength, would be necessary to transfer the power of
the wind to the obelisk itself. As we have seen, no convincing evidence exists
to suggest the Egyptians had mastered pulleys during the preclassical age. Further, no evidence exists to suggest that the ancient Egyptians were familiar with
aerial technologies like kites or balloons. So while such theories are fascinating
and can even be proved workable, they are not consistent with the evidence we
have about Egyptian society, materials, labor, and construction methods.
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Conclusion
It is a tantalizing and frustrating engineering riddle how the ancient Egyptians,
as early as the Old Kingdom, raised stone obelisks of up to 400 tons. No conclusive textual or epigraphic evidence exists to tell us beyond a doubt how the
ancient engineers solved such an immense problem. In the absence of such evidence, we can only attempt to construct the most plausible way this could have
been done. But, to be truly plausible, any theories about such engineering methods must be consistent with the conclusive evidence we do possess about other
areas of Egyptian life.
Engelbach’s proposal of the tilted-sand method provided a method that
appealed to our common sense in functional terms. Tipping the obelisk over a
sand ramp until it rested over its intended location and then gradually pulling it
into place (or removing sand from a pit) to allow a gradual descent appears logical and workable on a diagram. But, it is when we begin to analyze this
method within the context of other fragments of evidence that it becomes such
a persuasive candidate. The tilted-sand method would have required massive
amounts of human labor as an energy source. This is perfectly consistent with
the evidence that exists from other large construction projects in the Egyptian
world. Textual and pictorial evidence exists that indicates that enormous crews
of laborers were typical for large projects. Archaeological excavations, such as
those at the labor camps of Giza, support this beyond question. Conservation of
human resources does not appear to have been a driving motivation when projects were undertaken to honor pharaohs or the gods. We also have pictorial and
archaeological evidence of the equipment used by such laborers. Their methods
appear to quite simple, using ropes directly attached to heavy objects or transport sleds with human laborers pulling at the ends. No evidence of pulleys or
more elaborate technologies is available, but there is ample evidence of the use
of ropes, sleds, earthen ramps, and levers. Further, the Egyptians lacked materials like iron and steel to have made pulleys genuinely productive. Additionally,
no evidence exists to suggest that the Egyptians used draught animals consistently as a source of power. Elephants were not common enough in Egypt to
have made a meaningful contribution, and there are no depictions of cattle or
oxen directly involved in monumental architecture.
Finally, we can see the values of Egyptian society embedded within the
methods involved in the tilted-sand technique. Obelisks were constructed and
erected as permanent memorials to pharaohs and gods and to last through eternity. Given the divine status of pharaohs and their absolute power over the populace, they had no misgivings about the tremendous human and nonhuman
resources involved in these projects. The kind of mass labor necessary for the
simple technologies of the tilted-sand method would have been routine in pharaonic construction, while the motivation to develop ingenious systems of pulleys or even kites would have been highly exceptional.
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The Beta Israel (or Falasha) People of Ethiopia are
one of the Lost Tribes of Israel.
PRO Barry Stiefel
CON Talaat Shehata

PRO
The view that the Beta Israel people of Ethiopia, often called the Falasha, is
one of the 10 Lost Tribes of Israel is a notion asserted by the Beta Israel, the
Rabbinate of Israel and the Israeli government, and by various other groups of
African and Jewish affiliation. Others argue a different origin for the Beta Israel,
either from a migration of Jews long after the biblical period or through conversion of local Ethiopian peoples. Based on the available historical record, the evidence does suggest that the Jews who settled in Ethiopia came from multiple
sources. Examples include origins in southern Arabia and the upper regions of
the Nile River in Egypt, local Ethiopians who converted and become part of the
Jewish population, Ethiopian Christian heretics who chose an expression of
Mosaic monotheism, as well as others based on local myths and legends (Kaplan
1992: 209–11; Quirin 1993: 301–2; Pankhurst 1992: 567). However, the historical record on the arrival of Judaism in Ethiopia is unable to exclusively point to
the specific instance in history for the establishment of this first settlement.
Unfortunately, the known historical record dwindles down to a trickle the farther
one goes back into history. By means of methodological deduction, the question
begs to be asked: When did the Jews first come to Ethiopia? The answer to this
question may resolve the mystery of whether the origins of the Beta Israel could
have come from one of the 10 Lost Tribes of Israel.
The purpose of this section is not to refute the historical evidence that claims
that the Beta Israel descended from postbiblical-period Jewish migrations from
Egypt or Arabia, or if some of the local inhabitants converted to Judaism. The
argument is only that there are reasons to suggest that the first Jews to settle
in Ethiopia may have done so during the biblical period, at a time when the Israelites still identified themselves as 12 different tribes within a nation. Research
has revealed that the origins for the Beta Israel are very ancient, possibly so old
that the initial Jewish root of it may date from the biblical period, and this creates a possible connection of descent with one of the ancient 10 Lost Tribes of
Israel. In respect to these other explanations, from Egypt or Arabia, or through
271
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conversion of members of the local population, there appears to be sufficient historical evidence to support that these events may have happened as studied by
other historians. In fact, these findings do much to explain the origins of the cultural and religious practices of the Beta Israel in the present and why they differ
in the ways they do from more familiar mainstream Judaism—as an infusion or
addition to an already present Jewish root population and culture.
Furthermore, it should also be clarified that the 10 Lost Tribes include Asher,
Dan, Gad, Issachar, Naphtali, Rueben, Simeon, Zebulon, and the half-tribes of
Ephraim and Manasseh (which together make the whole Tribe of Joseph). The
‘‘un-lost’’ tribes are Judah, Benjamin, and Levi. During the biblical period, Ethiopia was also often known as the land of Cush.
Beta Israel Cultural Traits and Religious Traditions
The most important work within Judaism is the Torah, which is often called the
Bible or Old Testament in non-Jewish circles. Among the Beta Israel this work is
called the Orit, which means the same in the Ge’ez language—the language historically spoken by many Beta Israel. In mainstream rabbinical Judaism the biblical canon is called the Tanakh, which includes the Torah (the five books of
Moses—Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy)—as well as
the prophets (the books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, Isaiah, Jeremiah,

Ethiopian Jews pray in Jerusalem during the Sigd holiday in November. The prayer is performed by Ethiopian Jews every year to celebrate their community’s connection and
commitment to Israel. (AP Photo/Emilio Morenatti)
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Ezekiel, and the minor prophets) and writings (the books of Psalms, Proverbs,
Job, Songs of Songs, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, Esther, Daniel, Ezra,
Nehemiah, and Chronicles). The Beta Israel have all of these books as part of
their biblical canon in addition to the apocrypha books of Enoch, Jubilees, and
Baruch. Furthermore, the Beta Israel have their own unique texts that they study
on the lives of the prophets Adam, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, Aaron, and
Elijah; as well as on topics pertaining to the sabbath, priestly responsibilities,
the calendar, and holidays. Important holidays in the Beta Israel include Rosh
Hashanah (New Year Festival), Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement), Succoth (Festival of Booths), and Passover (Festival of Matzoth); however, they are all known
by their respective Ge’ez names. Historically, these are the oldest holidays within
Judaism and they are shared by mainstream rabbinical Judaism. However, the
Beta Israel lack more recent holidays, such as Hanukkah (Festival of Lights),
which dates from the second century BCE. Furthermore, the Beta Israel have a holiday unique to themselves called Sigd, which occurs in the month of November
(specifically the 29th of the month of Cheshvan in the Hebrew calendar), which
celebrates the Orit. The Beta Israel also follow the practice of kashrut, which has
more similarities with the food taboos described in the Bible (mostly defined in
Leviticus), compared to the more intricate kashrut practices of rabbinical Judaism, which are expanded upon in the Talmud. Finally, the Beta Israel also observe
rules of ritual purity in a similar fashion to mainstream (orthodox) Judaism, specifically in regard to a married women’s menstruation cycle and the ritual immersion
in a bath at the end of the cycle before returning to her husband, as well as the custom of male infant circumcision (Weil 1991: 30–40).
Judaism of the Beta Israel Compared to Mainstream
Rabbinic Judaism
Religion for the Beta Israel, before the 20th century, hardly resembled mainstream
Judaism as it is known today. Beginning in the 20th century this began to change
as the isolation of the Beta Israel became diminished with frequent contact with
other Jews, especially with the Israeli airlifts of Ethiopian Jews, called Operation
Moses and Operation Solomon, which took place in 1984 and 1991, respectively.
Historically, Beta Israel cultural and religious practices of Judaism were very different from the stereotypical image of the Eastern European orthodox Hassidic
man wearing a black suit, a tall fur hat, with a long beard and long curly payes
(sideburns); or even the young American reform urban professional female, with
a colorful prayer shawl and ornate yarmulke. Though worlds apart in their thought
and philosophy on what Judaism is—between ultra-orthodoxy and liberal
reform—both of these expressions of Judaism fall within the larger umbrella of
rabbinical Judaism based on the precepts of the written Bible (called the Tanakh)
and the oral Bible (which was later written down and called the Talmud).
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Though almost monolithic today, Judaism was once more diverse in its
expression, with historical examples including the Sadducees, Pharisee, and
Essenes; with the one surviving example being the Karaites. The fundamental
difference between all of these Jewish groups versus rabbinical Judaism (which
includes the orthodox, conservative, reform, and the reconstructionist movements) is the use of the Talmud and the institution of the rabbi as the religious
and spiritual leadership of the people. Many of these different expressions
developed (and fell) during the last centuries BCE and the early centuries CE.
With the fall of the Roman Empire during the 400s CE, rabbinical Judaism had
become entrenched as the primary expression of Judaism for the majority who
practiced the religion. This rise to prominence filled the void left by the
destruction of the second temple in 70 CE, during the Judean revolt against the
Roman Empire. With the destruction of the second temple came the end of an
era in Judaism that had been focused on the sacrificial practices centered in the
second temple and its predecessor the first temple (often called King Solomon’s
temple). The temple of King Solomon was destroyed by the Babylonians in
586 BCE. Rabbinic Judaism replaced the practice of animal (livestock) sacrifice
with verbally spoken prayers performed in a new institution called the synagogue. The synagogue and prayers served as a substitute for the sacrificial practices of the temple, and so rabbinic Judaism continues to use prayers as the
means of worship and the synagogue as the place worship (Barnavi and EliavFeldon 1992: 30–37, 42–43).
Presuming a settlement date toward the end of the biblical period for the
ancestors of the Beta Israel in Ethiopia, this arrival would have predated the rise
of rabbinic Judaism as the preeminent practice of the religion. Due to the remoteness of the region in Ethiopia, where the Beta Israel lived during the historical
period, rabbinical Judaism was not in a position to exert much authority or influence over the Beta Israel as to how they should conduct religious practices following the destruction of the second temple. However, this is not to say that the
Judaism practiced by the Beta Israel is a surviving relic of the original sacrificial
cult of 2,000 years ago. It is known that during the historical period, cultural
influences from the Beta Israel’s neighbors, who were Christian, Muslim, and
various pagan groups, also had some impact. One of the most significant examples recorded took place during the 15th century with Abba Sabra and Abba
Amlak, two Christian monks who fell out favor with the Christian Ethiopian
Orthodox Church and converted to Beta Israel Judaism. These monks infused
some Christian Ethiopian orthodox-like interpretations of the Orit after their conversion into Beta Israel Judaism because of their Christian background and prior
education from the Old Testament (Quirin 1979: 239–42). Therefore, the Judaism
as practiced by the Beta Israel has to be seen within the context of its near isolation from mainstream rabbinic Judaism, impacts from its non-Jewish neighbors,
and its own independent development over the millennia. This is also why the
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Beta Israel lacked understanding of the Hebrew language in the 20th century,
before contact increased with the outside world. Since there has been more frequent contact between the Beta Israel and mainstream Judaism during the 20th
century, Beta Israel Judaism has changed to reflect rabbinical influences.
Available Historical Record
Reconstructing the historic past of Judaism in Ethiopia is wrought with difficulty because of the scarcity of written record, which forces the researcher to
rely on outside sources that are sometimes controversial. The earliest known
available records date from the fourth century from early Christian missionary
accounts. However, according to these earliest Ethiopian records and traditions,
up to half of Ethiopia was Jewish at the time that Christianity spread into the
region (Kessler 1982: 3, 77). The early modern historical record on the Beta
Israel within Ethiopia begins in the 14th century, almost 1,000 years later,
where the Beta Israel are mentioned as having participated in local military conflicts. During the 1410s, the Christian Emperor Yeshaq declared war on the
Beta Israel, and following his victory over them he declared: ‘‘He who is baptized in the Christian religion may inherit the land of his father otherwise let
him be a Falasi [a landless person, a wanderer]’’ (Kaplan 1992: 216). This is
the first recorded mention of Falasi directed toward the Jews in Ethiopia, the
root word for Falasha, which refers to someone without land or a foreigner. The
term Falasha often has pejorative connotations in Ethiopian society.
Up until 1624, with the defeat of the Beta Israel by the Christian Emperor
Susenyos, the Beta Israel had some level of autonomy. According to legend, the
Beta Israel historically ruled an expansive amount of territory within what is

Prester John and Ethiopian Christianity
During medieval times in Europe, Christians told legends of Prester John, often
believed to be the emperor of Ethiopia, and shown on maps of the later Middle Ages
and the early modern period. Many hoped that he would be an ally of Christian
Europe against the Turks during the Crusades, and later against the Ottoman Empire.
The story of Prester John rests on the traditions surrounding Thomas the apostle, who was said to have ventured around that area and converted the people
there to Christianity. His success was said, in part, to stem from a Jewish population there, which was connected with the legend of the queen of Sheba. Indeed
when two Portuguese explorers Pero da Covilha and Afonso de Paiva visited the
region in the late 1480s, they did find a Christian civilization in Ethiopia, and many
centuries later historians were able to find the Falashas, which was seen as confirmation of some aspects of the legend.
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now Ethiopia. With the loss of their lands and autonomy, employment opportunities available to the Beta Israel changed to craftsman and laborers in Ethiopia’s economy. This was considered less preferable to the more esteemed
agricultural-related professions in Ethiopian society, which is dependent on land
ownership. Thus, over the centuries, the position of the Beta Israel within
greater Ethiopian society gradually deteriorated (Quirin 1979: 241–43). By the
16th century, the term Falasha in reference to the Jews of Ethiopia is found outside of Ethiopia, which appeared in a letter written in Jerusalem by Abraham
ben Eliezer Ha-Levi in 1528 (Kaplan 1992: 216). What is interesting about this
is that Abraham ben Eliezer Ha-Levi was also Jewish.
Prior to the 15th century, the Beta Israel were referred to as Ayhud (Quirin
1993: 299–301), a term used to refer to Jews throughout the region in multiple
languages and having a Hebraic-Arabic origin (of ya-hud). Also during the 16th
century, the chief rabbi of Egypt, David ben Solomon ibn Abi Zimra (also
known as the Radbaz), had ruled within Jewish law that the Beta Israel were
undeniably Jewish. His findings were in agreement with other rabbinical authorities at his time and before, some of which mentioned the presence of Jews in
Ethiopia. The most significant example was by Rabbi Moses Maimonides (also
known as the Rambam), who declared during the 1100s that all Jews were of
the same people regardless of skin color, even though it is not known if he was
aware of the Beta Israel in Ethiopia (Corinaldi 1998: 195–97).
One of the oldest surviving testimonies of a Jewish presence in Ethiopia is
the account of a Jew named Eldad the Danite. Originally transcribed in what is
now Tunisia during the ninth century, Eldad stated that he was the lone survivor
of a shipwreck and that he originally came from Ethiopia where his people were
pastoralists. He is described as having very dark skin and knowledge of a
‘‘strange sort of Hebrew,’’ as well as a descendant of the Israelite tribe of Dan—
one of the 10 Lost Tribes! Eldad’s account of a Jewish presence is not found
among the Beta Israel (since it was recorded outside of Ethiopia); however, there
are local legends and an oral tradition that corroborate a Beta Israel origin from
the tribe of Dan. Furthermore, Eldad’s description also lists the whereabouts of
three other ‘‘Lost Tribes’’—Naphtali, Gad, and Asher—as residing in close proximity to his tribe (Adler 1987: 4–21). Eldad’s description of Jewish life in Ethiopia mentions their lack of knowledge of the Talmud. However, as fantastic as
the narrative by Eldad is, there are sections that must be taken with a grain of
salt due to embellishment, exaggeration, or improbability. One example is his
description of a river comprised of grinding stones (instead of water), which
ceased its flow on Saturdays (the Jewish sabbath). These issues raise the concern
of how much of Eldad’s story can be accepted as fact for the purposes of historiography. However, many other noteworthy accounts from the European medieval period contain significant embellishment and fantasy, such as Marco
Polo’s account of various kinds of monsters in Asia in his book, Travels
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(Jackson 1998: 82–83). Therefore, historical information can be obtained and
inferred from Eldad’s account, but cannot always be taken at face value.
According to Eldad and other legends of the Beta Israel, the tribe of Dan
settled in what is now Ethiopia during the civil war that erupted in King Solomon’s kingdom of Israel shortly following his death (around 928 BCE). This
civil war concerned the succession of his son, Rehoboam, to the throne, which
was objected to by many of the tribes under the leadership of Jeroboam. The
end result was the splitting of King Solomon’s realm into two kingdoms: Israel
in the north and Judah in the south (Judah is named after the tribe that dominated this kingdom). Eldad’s testimony mentions that much of his tribe left at
this time for Africa. With the conquest of the kingdom of Israel in 722 BCE by
the Assyrians under King Sennacherib, the 10 tribes that resided there were
expelled (thus becoming the 10 Lost Tribes). It is believed that many were
taken back to Assyria into captivity. However, based on Eldad’s account, a significant contingent of the tribes of Naphtali, Gad, and Asher joined the tribe of
Dan in northeastern Africa (Adler 1987: 4–21).
Predating the account of Eldad by about 500 years are the records of the
early church historian Philostorgios, from circa 327 CE. In his account of the conversion of the peoples of Ethiopia to Christianity, he mentions the firm opposition to the missionaries of the Jews who were already living there. This date
predates the short-lived Jewish kingdom of Himyar, which was located on the
opposite side of the Red Sea during the sixth century CE. Upon the fall of Himyar
in 525 CE (Lecker 1995: 636), many Jewish refugees are believed to have fled
south into Ethiopia, bringing an infusion of the Jewish population. Therefore,
there is historical evidence that supports a Jewish presence in the region of Ethiopia that predates the emergence of Islam and the spread of Christianity.
Unfortunately, the attention given to a Jewish presence in Ethiopia in the
Talmud, which was written between third century CE (beginning with the compilation of the Mishnah) and seventh century CE (ending with completion of the
Gemora), is relatively scant. However, considering that the Beta Israel were historically without the Talmud and are not known to have participated in the
Responsa during this period or later, this is not surprising. The Responsa, as it
is known today, first developed during the third century CE and is a rabbinic exegesis literature on the Tanakh, Talmud, and other aspects of Jewish religious
law. In many instances, Responsa were correspondences (or responses) between
communities in the Jewish Diaspora about issues that needed resolutions from
prestigious rabbinic authorities, some dating as late as the 18th century. With
the destruction of the second temple in 70 CE and the defeat of the Bar Kokhba
revolt (132–135 CE), world Jewry found itself without a centralized node to connect and keep the diaspora communities together. Eventually, rabbinic Judaism,
with its emphasis of reliance on the Torah, Talmud, and use of the synagogue,
arose to fill in this void (Strack and Stemberger 1996: 1–7, 216–18). However,
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it is obvious that the Beta Israel residing in Ethiopia were unable to connect
with the recentralizing influences of early rabbinic Judaism and so remained
isolated from the rest of world Jewry.
However, predating the first centuries CE was a very old Jewish presence in
northeastern Africa that has been documented. From a very early date a sizable
community of Jews is known to have resided in Elephantine, which was a
prominent city in the ancient world located near the present location of Aswan,
just north of the Egyptian-Sudanese border. The archaeological record for this
Jewish presence dates to the sixth century BCE, which is significant because it
places a substantiated Jewish presence in the region in the midst of the first
expulsion by the Babylonians, when tribal identification and distinction among
the Jews were still very important. In fact, the Jewish community of Elephantine was so significant in the ancient world that a separate temple from the main
one in Jerusalem was built, which was used until the early fifth century BCE.
During this period, Elephantine served as a military and commercial trade center on the southern frontier of the ancient Egyptian kingdoms, and many of the
Jews who lived there were known to have served as mercenaries and merchants
(Rosenberg 2004: 4–13). Seafaring trade routes are also known to have existed
for centuries between the Middle East and East Africa that utilized the Red Sea
and other coastal waters on the Indian Ocean, which could have also exposed
the Jews of Elephantine to Ethiopia and its economy.
Last, but not least, within the Jewish biblical canon a Jewish presence in
Cush (the biblical term for Ethiopia) is mentioned. According to the prophet
Isaiah, Jews are described as living in Cush:
And it shall come to pass in that day, that the Lord will set his hand again
the second time to recover the remnant of His people, that shall remain from
Assyria and from Egypt, and from Pathros, and from Cush, and from Elam,
and from Shinar, and from Hamath, and from the islands of the sea. And He
will set up an ensign for the nations, and will assemble the dispersed of
Israel, and gather the scattered of Judah from the four corners of the earth.
(Isa. 11:11–12; trans. from Scherman 2000)
Furthermore, the prophet Zephaniah implies that Jews were living in Ethiopia
through his statement: ‘‘From the other side of the rivers of Cush, My supplicants, groups of My scattered ones, will bring my tribute’’ (Zeph. 3:10; trans.
from Scherman 2000). Unfortunately, the biblical record of the prophets is difficult to take at face value for studying history. Isaiah is believed to have lived
during the eighth century BCE and Zephaniah during the seventh century BCE,
but there is disagreement among scholars of biblical history as to the authentic
authorship of these books in the Bible on whether or not these respective prophets did write the first editions of these books or if someone else did subsequently (particularly concerning Isaiah and a Deutero-Isaiah). Regardless of the
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truth on the authorship of these prophetic books of the Bible, what is significant
in relation to the argument for an ancient origin for the Beta Israel in Ethiopia
is that Jews are mentioned as being there during this period in history on more
than one occasion. It is thus not unreasonable to assume that a Jewish presence
in Ethiopia was known in Israel at this time. Therefore, it is possible that this
Jewish presence could have been the initial colonizing Jewish population in
Ethiopia, who were subsequently joined by others over the centuries and, together, became the ancestors of the Beta Israel that we know today. During this
period, the Jews, more commonly known as Israelites, comprised 12 different
tribes. This Israelite group could have been one of the tribes (or a significant
part of one), such as Dan, that was being dispersed across the ancient world due
to the conflicts the kingdoms of Judah and Israel were having with the Assyrian
and Babylonian empires.
Other Legends and Oral Traditions
Besides these early accounts from the biblical period there also exist ancient
legends that report on other instances of Jewish settlement in Ethiopia. The oldest, in regard to chorological order, pertains to Moses prior to his leadership of
the Jewish people, when he led them on the exodus out of slavery in Egypt to
freedom in Israel. According to the legend, Moses resided in Ethiopia for 40
years as the leader of the local inhabitants during his self-imposed exile prior to
returning to Egypt to begin the exodus. A group of Israelites from Egypt accompanied him on his sojourn in Ethiopia and chose to remain (Zegeye N/A: 10).
A second legend involves King Solomon and the queen of Sheba. According
to the legend, part of the queen of Sheba’s dominion included what is now Ethiopia. The queen of Sheba, captivated by the wisdom and reputation of King Solomon, visited him at his palace in Jerusalem. Their relationship involved more than
platonic friendship (different variations on specific details of this legend exist),
and they produced a son, Menelik I. The queen of Sheba and Menelik I eventually
returned to northeast Africa, where Menelik I became the founder of the Solomonic Dynasty—a dynasty that ruled Ethiopia for centuries. However, the religion
this dynasty practiced during the historical period was Christianity, not Judaism. A
variant of this legend also claims that when Menelik I left Israel for Ethiopia, he
smuggled out with him the Ark of the Covenant from King Solomon’s temple as
well as an entourage of temple priests (Isaac 2005: 125; Zegeye N/A: 6, 9–10).
King Solomon was of the tribe of Judah, and Moses and the temple priests
were of the tribe of Levi, implying a migration of members of these tribes to
Ethiopia in addition to the others discussed earlier. However, the tribes of Judah
and Levi are two tribes that were not part of the 10 Lost Tribes. While provocative and interesting as legend and oral history among the Beta Israel and other
peoples of Ethiopia, these stories are difficult to use as evidence to substantiate
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the argument that the Beta Israel are descended from a Lost Tribe. Furthermore,
these stories beg the question on whether descent from a single individual from
the Jewish people is sufficient to claim descent from a Lost Tribe, particularly
considering that the tribes of Levi and Judah were never among the groups that
were ‘‘lost.’’
Conclusion
It is certain that the origins of the Beta Israel in Ethiopia are ancient and
shrouded in mystery. The oldest information on a Jewish presence in Ethiopia
is from biblical accounts and legends, which is considered less reliable as an
objective historical document. Most of the stories that originated from ancient
Israel and Ethiopia are not in agreement with one another; however, they do not
discredit one another either. What they do have in common is that the earliest
Jewish presence in Ethiopia, the ancestors of the Beta Israel, could have begun
during the biblical period. The Judaism of the biblical period was far from the
form that the modern world identifies as the Jewish faith, and in Ethiopia it
developed almost independently from the rest of world’s Jewry following the
destruction of the temple(s) in Jerusalem. This raises the question of who the
first Jews that came to Ethiopia during this ancient time in history were, as well
as to the fates of the 10 Lost Tribes of Israel. While there does not appear to be
sufficient evidence to unequivocally identify one tribe over another (lost or not)
as the ancestors of the Beta Israel, there does exist a plausible theory that the
Beta Israel are descended from the Lost Tribe of Dan based on the oral tradition
and legends of the Beta Israel and the account of Eldad. Although the ninthcentury account of Eldad is wrought with embellishment and can’t entirely be
taken at face value, there is some viable historical information that can be
extracted, in a similar fashion as has been done with Marco Polo’s Travels as
well as with the application of oral history and traditions.
An example of an oral tradition with some historic merit found across many
parts of the world concerns the Jewish people and the priestly clan of the Kohanim
within the tribe of Levi (one of the non-lost tribes). For millennia, the Kohanim
have continued to identify their descent and place among the Jewish people through
an oral tradition that dates back to the biblical period. According to Jewish tradition,
the founding male ancestor was the prophet Aaron, the first high priest. Recently,
genetic studies of Y-chromosomal DNA have been conducted that corroborate the
oral tradition of the Kohanim as coming from a single founding male ancestor (Boster, Hudson, and Gaulin 1998: 967–71). Similar genetic studies have been conducted on the Beta Israel, but no positive correlations for the Y-chromosomal DNA
of the Kohanim have been found (Kleiman 2004: 83–84). This conclusion only
excludes the possibility of descent from the Kohanim founding male ancestor. This
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finding is significant because an oral tradition claiming descent from the Kohanim
is not prevalent among the Beta Israel, whereas individuals who claim descent from
this clan can be found throughout the Jewish diaspora. Due to our still limited
knowledge of the human genome, scientists and historians still have yet to define
the limits of when genetic testing is an appropriate method for confirming or disconfirming questions pertaining to migration patterns and genealogical studies in
ancient human history. However, the oral traditions of the Kohanim among the Jewish people, which was later scientifically reaffirmed in the late 20th century to have
some historical credit (with a single founding male ancestor), is significant as supporting the validity of some elements of oral tradition, even when they are ancient.
Therefore, due to the combined information provided by the historical record in Ethiopia and elsewhere, the biblical record, and the oral traditions and
legends of the Beta Israel, it is not unreasonable at this time to conclude that
the founding ancestors could have been from one or more of the 10 Lost Tribes
of Israel and that this population could have been added to as described in the
other historical theories proposed by this theory’s cynics.
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CON
The debate regarding the authentic Jewishness of the Beta Israel (Falasha) people
of Ethiopia, since the 1984 airlift of 10,000 members of the tribe from outside
the Gondar province of Ethiopia to Israel, has persisted unabated to our present
day. Perceived as genuine members of a lost tribe of Israel, Beta Israel (House of
Israel) tribe members, as the Lemba people in South Africa, were later proven
through genetic tests to be direct descendants of the Cohanim (direct bloodline to
Old Israel’s priest class), after a sizable portion of its membership had broken
away from Israel, around 931 BCE, shortly after King Solomon’s death. As the
Lemba tribe members, Beta Israel tribe members have also always been convinced, even prior to their airlift to Israel in 1984, that they were one of the 10
Lost Tribes that had broken away. They have been supported in their claims by
numerous African American Jewish groups, and gradually, by fellow Israelis and
global members of the Jewish community. Other members of Israeli society and
the global Jewish community, many of whom are of Ashkenazi (European) parentage possessing the racist preconceptions acquired from those former lands
their ancestors had lived in, have been discriminated against and annihilated in
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and during the alienating diaspora period. They had resettled in Israel and ironically used these same stereotypical preconceptions that had been earlier burdened
within their history and applied them against fellow brethren members of the
Jewish faith, who had just rejoined Israeli society after their own brutal and languishing diaspora period. This hostility toward foreigners, or other nonsimilar
human groupings, has been historically experienced in the political, social, cultural, and moral settings of most societies in varied multihued layers. Except in
this case, the only difference, or so it seems, is that many members of the Ashkenazi group within Israel—who have been considered the more dominant sect in
society since independence in the late 1940s, to which they would never admit as
the real motives behind their individual or collective perceptions—do not ‘‘seem’’
to be ‘‘real’’ Jews. That, to many Jews and non-Jews, would be perceived as tantamount to some Jews not living up to the ideals to which modern Israeli society
had initially been created. For most, if not all members of Israeli society, such
references would be regarded as code words for the fact that Beta Israel members
were singled out as blacks ‘‘claiming’’ to be Jews; instead of accepting the fact
that they were real Jews. This leads to a much more profound question as to
what, or even more important who, within the Jewish faith defines or represents
to whom within the faith what constitutes a real Jew? The important identity
issue has continued to challenge Israeli Jews, as their history unfolds, in regard
to their innate self and collective perceptions and assumptions about their society.
The historical facts and sources, as will be shown in this section, do not seem to
unequivocally support those proponents who believe they’re not a Lost Tribe.
In accordance with early biblical texts, with the death of King Solomon in
931 BCE and the ascension to the throne of his son Rehoboam, 10 of Israel’s
northern tribes broke away from the greater Israel, which they had earlier identified with and given allegiance to. They followed their new king, Jeroboam. Two
new territorial entities were created within Israel. One would be located in the
north, the other in the south. The only two Jewish tribes remaining that followed
the house of David were the tribes of Judah and Benjamin. The other 10 tribes
faithfully followed Jeroboam. The tribes of Judah and Benjamin were located in
the southern area and became known as the kingdom of Judah (obviously from
the name, the tribe of Judah predominated the tribe of Benjamin). The other 10
tribes controlled the northern area under King Jeroboam’s rule, despite his lack
of legitimacy as a ruler of any greater Israel entity, since he was not in the
accepted royal line of succession in the house of David. The dominant tribe in
the north was Ephraim, like Judah in the south, which had held its sway in the
naming of the new political entity (the 10 tribes to the north named their political entity Ephraim). After two centuries of separation, some members and tribes
from the north, as the Levites, returned to the southern portion. According to
those early biblical texts, this return to Judah was pursued because King Jeroboam and his successors had turned their nation into that of idol worshipers.
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Besides Ephraim, the tribes of Simeon and Manasseh would also later return to
Judah. By 722 BCE, the Assyrian Empire to the north of the Israeli kingdom
invaded and conquered it. The Assyrian king Shalmaneser V ordered that Israel’s
inhabitants be exiled, after a few revolts by its Jewish inhabitants. They were
forced out of their land into what is present-day Syria, Iraq, and Iran. While this
chaos ensued, by 716, other northern Jewish tribes returned to the Judean kingdom, which was ruled by King Hezekiah. In the book of II Chronicles of Bible,
it is stipulated that King Hezekiah declared to the Jewish inhabitants of his
Judean kingdom that as children of Israel, after this protracted intratribal infighting period, all dispersed, returning, and Judean Jews alike, in a new and reinvigorated unity, needed to ‘‘turn again unto the Lord G-d of Abraham, Isaac, and
Israel,’’ and only if they did so, then G-d ‘‘will return to the remnant of you that
are escaped out of the hand of the Kings of Assyria’’ (II Chron. 30:6, emphasis
added). Those were very powerful words that would return to haunt and test the
new Jewish national entity two millennia later. In accordance with that text, despite the people’s dispersal, it did not in any way imply that they were lost or
forgotten by God. So, under that pretext, if the Lord God doesn’t forget his children, as affirmed since the beginning of creation through the eternal essence of
their individual and shared humanity, then what man or woman, despite whatever misguided notions of ‘‘superiority’’ or ‘‘exclusiveness’’ they might strongly
wish to believe in and impose on others, can cast God’s words asunder?
Living in complete ignorance of Africa and its interior until the mid-19th
century, European nations and their subjects relegated Africa’s inhabitants to
the same predicament that they had earlier done with North America’s Native
Americans. In each of the European capitals’ foreign offices, Africans were simply not regularly factored into the ‘‘grander’’ imperial designs and schemes
drawn up by them, their civil servants, and proxy ‘‘adventurers’’ in the neverending quest to penetrate and control the treasures, overland trails, and waterways within the African continent. An insidious sense of ‘‘whiteness’’ during that
period, despite the abolition of slavery in England earlier in the 19th century,
and Europe, and later in the United States, the foundation of racism held its economic and psychological sway on many white citizens, who felt they could benefit from the privileges often bestowed upon them in their subtle and often notso-subtle continued identification with their race. The archaeological, social, and
cultural interpretations of the period, which usually were dominated by a racist
European scholarly preorientation, especially in relation to recently conquered
societies and tribes, invasively persisted to regularly imbue all whites with a
sense of ‘‘superiority’’ in racial discourses that would unfold with the recently
subjugated local inhabitants. The insidious aspect to this preconstructed discourse introduced by the European powers and their representatives would infuse
this illusory sense of superiority to working-class whites, who often were and
felt marginalized by unfolding economic, social, cultural, and class differences
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and realities they suffered under within the larger settings of their own societies.
For being ‘‘white’’ in relation to the newly conquered and acquired territories
and societies, along with their diverse local inhabitants within the global context,
provided and secured for them, along with their European, more educated, elite
countrymen, a social deference and rights that most, if not all, the conquered
local inhabitants were not permitted to enjoy. In such global ventures, the workingclass white populations of Europe and the United States solidified their bonds at
any opportunity with their fellow white countrymen, who identified with a more
elite class than they had been able to. They put aside any earlier labor, social, and
class grievances they might have held toward members of their own country’s elite
class. According to them, it was all for the public and global racial good. It
morphed and became synonymous with the old and often well-referenced metaphor
of having two (very comfortable) peas in a pod. Of course, that played out at the
expense of the recently conquered colonies and their diverse local inhabitants. It’s
within that specific context that the existence of the Beta Israel tribe would be discovered in the late 19th century.
The Beta Israel tribe had existed in the Gondar province of the northwestern
Ethiopian highlands, centuries prior to them playing any public role in Ethiopian society at the beginning of the 17th century. The term used for them by
Ethiopians prior to the 14th century and into the early 17th century was ayhud
(Arabic), which was later adapted into the Amarinia (Amharic) language for
Jews. In an attempt to later marginalize their presence and influence in society,
they were called Falasha (which meant strangers or wanderers in Amarinia) by
the surrounding non-Jewish population, which members of the Beta Israel tribe
considered derogatory and recoiled at its use to describe them. Then, shortly
thereafter, during the Gondar dynasty, which ran from 1632 to 1755, Beta Israel
tribe members acquired work as artisans and tenant farmers. From 1632 until
the mid-18th century, Beta Israel settled in the urban areas and evolved
into critical and vibrant members of the larger Ethiopian Amarinia and Tigrespeaking community. Elites within the Beta Israel tribe gained enough favor that
they were awarded significant land grants. It helped that they were perceived by
fellow Ethiopians, who were all primarily of the orthodox Ethiopian Coptic religious persuasion, as being very skilled carpenters and masons who played a central role in the construction of local and regional palaces and churches.
But, from 1755 to the late 19th century, Beta Israel, Muslim, and other nonChristian minorities were singled out by the larger Ethiopian Christian community as contributing to the economic and social decline and rampant state of
famine that they individually and collectively experienced. General hearsay and
Ethiopian folklore, with no documented proof available to scholars and historians, asserted that as a renegade Christian tribe, Beta Israel took up arms against
the majority of decent orthodox Christian Coptic Ethiopians and lost. Thereby,
to supposedly spite the majority, they embraced Judaism. Once they did that,
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according to local lore, the majority of Ethiopian Christians took their lands
and left them landless, forcing them to enter the lowest of the artisan trades in
order to survive economically. This had the result of radicalizing the Beta Israel
people, alienating them from Ethiopian society, and causing them to seek a new
affiliation. It was, of course, a very convenient scapegoating technique used by
a dominant majority against its vulnerable minorities during times of hardship,
as one often sees used in most, if not, all societies and human gatherings
throughout world history. Besides the brown shirt youth and gestapo tactics of
Hitler’s early years in power as Germany’s chancellor in the early 1930s, with
its confiscation of Jewish and fellow minorities land and extensive property, a
similar incident that infamously stands out in U.S. history during World War II
was not only the detention of Japanese Americans in labor camps, but also the
excuses creatively and despicably conjured up by former neighbors of the
interned Japanese American citizens and town officials that their individual and
collective legal ownership of land was to be confiscated and sold to more ‘‘patriotic’’ Americans. The dominant majority in most of these historical contexts
was not motivated by any sort of genuine patriotism, racism, or even religious
intolerance; though sometimes, as history has regularly shown, it was convenient for the instigators or culprits of such deeds, to refer back to them by exhibiting no regrets or serious qualms of guilt as an excuse. It was cold-calculated
minds and motives that reigned supreme. They were simply motivated by raw
and jaded greed, and of course, the ever important bottom line. That has often
been the sad standard during such wrenching historical moments.
The Gondar province was also often invaded by the Mahdist Muslim Sudanese forces, which of course, didn’t help much in the alleviation of the harassment and discrimination against marginalized minorities as Beta Israel, the
Muslims, and other non-Christian minorities. With the later arrival of Protestant
European missionaries, matters didn’t improve much for Beta Israel. The resentment and persecution they endured during that period were only further aggravated with the unique home-bred brand of tunnel-vision intolerance that most
European missionaries brought to the African landscape in general, and within
Ethiopia’s northwest highlands in particular. The swill of that new imported
brand of persecution was especially directed at the Beta Israel tribe, since most
members of the tribe refused to succumb to European Christian conversion
efforts. It was only later, following the reestablishment of contact with members
of Western Jewry, that some of the harassment and discriminatory practices
imposed on the Beta Israel tribe, with the increasing widespread momentum of
religious conversion campaigns at the hands of European missionaries in conjunction with the official support of political representatives of European foreign
powers, began to slowly recede.
The Lost Tribe perspective at that juncture began to reassert itself and grew
stronger within the ranks of the tribe members. They strongly believed that they
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were direct religious and ethnic descendants of the earliest Jewish migration into Ethiopia. It was the
authentic Judaism, according to them, that their ancestors brought as they traveled from Jerusalem to
Syria, through the Arabian Peninsula, into Yemen, and finally settling in Ethiopia. They were not
merely the direct descendants of King Menelik I, the son of King Solomon and Makida, the queen of
Sheba, who most, if not all, Ethiopian Christians attribute their royal families’ origin to over the past
two millennia; but, instead, they were authentic members of a lost Jewish tribe that migrated through
the Arabian Peninsula and Yemen and finally settled in Ethiopia.

Menelik, son of the Queen of Sheba, standing before his mother who is holding a mirror.
Illuminated page from The History of the Queen of Sheba (Ge'ez and Amharic). Ethiopia,
produced in the late 19th century. (Bildarchiv Preussischer Kulturbesitz/Art Resource, NY)

The Celebrated Search for the Lost Ark of the Covenant
One of the regular stories concerning biblical-times-Ethiopia surrounded the legend of the Ark
of the Covenant, and that it might have survived in Ethiopia. The legend was that King Menelik
I, believed by tradition to be the son of the queen of Sheba, brought it back with him to Ethiopia
after visiting his father, King Solomon. This legend has led to many books, magazine articles,
and television documentaries. The most famous of these was the entirely fictional film Indian
Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981).
Certainly members of the Ethiopian orthodox church claim to have the Ark of the Covenant in
the Church of Our Lady Mary of Zion, in Axum, where it has been used for a range of ritual
purposes. The original church on the site of the present one was probably built in the fourth
century, with Emperor Haile Selassie and the Ethiopian imperial family paying for the
construction of a new chapel there.

On the other hand, a counterargument with a “convert” interpretation makes the claim that
members of the Beta Israel tribe were originally Christians who had not experienced a mass
migration as the Lost Tribe idea entails. Instead, the “convert” argument supporters believed
that this local Ethiopian Christian sect might have been influenced by a few Jewish migrants into
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Ethiopia over the past millennium or so; but within their hearts they knew they
had adopted some Jewish practices, so that they would stand out in relation to
other Christian sects within Ethiopia. By doing so, members of the Beta Israel
tribe had hoped to seize the higher moral ground or religious standard that they
knew their fellow Christian believers would be unable to claim, despite the fact
that they collectively knew that the earliest Christians owed their existence and
teachings to the influence of the Old Testament prophets and their people. Therefore, Ethiopian Christians strongly believed that instead of being direct descendants to one of the 10 lost tribes of Israel, the earliest members of the Beta Israel
tribe were direct descendants of these earliest Ethiopian converts from Christianity to Judaism. The local Christian inhabitants were definitely not going to be
out-notched in their most basic beliefs and values by a group of fellow ‘‘Christians’’ just because they took it upon themselves to reembrace Judaism. This would
feed into a more renegade or rebel interpretation as to the constructs of the Beta
Israel tribe. That goes much further into the former Christian argument and
unabashedly claims that not only were the ancestors of the Beta Israel tribe former Christians, but Christian influence saturated the core essence of the Beta
Israelis faith. According to this argument, all beliefs and practices of members of
the Beta Israel tribe can be adduced to a common Christian origin.
That, therefore, should finally bring one to question the motives and intrinsic hatred of the dominant majority group toward Beta Israel during most, if not
all, of its earlier historical periods of brutal discrimination of the Beta Israel
tribe. Was it simply a matter of sour grapes within the Ethiopian national psyche (‘‘How could members of the Beta Israel tribe be calling themselves the
real Jews when in reality everyone should know we’re the ‘‘real’’ Jews?’’). Ethiopian Christians strongly felt that Beta Israel had stolen their thunder. This
might explain why in the past two millennia most of Ethiopia’s Christians felt
they needed to subvert the real set of facts and history of Beta Israel, regularly
infusing it with their own unique brand of disinformation, throwing up regular
smoke screens to distract and deflect interested scholars and outsiders from
gaining clear insight into what the historical evidence and facts actually were.
Like the Ashkenazi Israelis and their identity crisis as to what defined a Jew,
the dominant Ethiopian Christian Coptic group had a very difficult time of coming to terms with their own identity as early Christians, let alone as Ethiopians.
In both cases, it appears that scape-goating the Beta Israel tribe to somehow
compensate for their individual and collective shortcomings was, and continues
to be, a very shallow way of dealing with such profound issues. When the
objective reader follows those threads, specific patterns, beliefs, value systems,
and practices stand out. First, there’s no archaeological or historical documented
evidence that in less than 300 years, from the early 15th to the late 16th centuries, any ayhud group, or mix of united groups, emerged to battle their Christian
Ethiopian brethren. Second, there’s no evidence, written or otherwise, that
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stipulates that the ayhud were a heretical Christian sect. The only evidences that
have survived are the oral traditions and Jewish daily religious practices performed by all members of Beta Israel—like that of the Lemba Jewish tribe in
South Africa. They only worshiped Adonai, the God of Abraham, Moses, and
Isaac. They performed circumcisions, held to Shabbat, and ate kosher food.
They withstood horrific suffering at the hands of their Ethiopian Christian
neighbors. Their tenacity was fierce in their pitched battles with Ethiopian
Christians. Their individual and collective readiness to die for their faith grew
legendary in local Ethiopian folklore. In one such battle, a Beta Israel woman
jumped off a high cliff, holding on fiercely to one of her Christian tormenters
and pulling him down with her, beseeching Adonai to save her. With that kind
of readiness to perish and martyr oneself for one’s beliefs, which according to
their earliest traditions was permissible, so that God’s name might be sanctified,
al Kiddush ha-Shem; and what fierce fighting and sacrifices had ensued from
their ancestors in their battles against Greece’s forces, while the latter were
attempting to reach out for a larger swathe of the Mediterranean World; it’s,
therefore, very hard to believe that that woman or members of her tribe were
recent converts from Christianity as Ethiopian Christians would have others
believe. It would have been much easier for the woman or members of Beta
Israel to reembrace Christianity, instead of so obstinately holding on to what
they very strongly believed was the faith of their ancestors, who made that long
trek, centuries earlier, from Jerusalem. It was hardwired into the deepest
recesses of their souls and spirits. That is, they were Jews.
In the status of continued limbo during that unique period of diaspora that
Beta Israel experienced, readers should also consider that during much of the
period which had spanned almost two millennia, they didn’t have the comforts
of present-day technology or access to 24-hour nonstop cable news. They
couldn’t have easily been influenced by the latest fads in intellectual, religious,
or resistance to power logic (i.e., talking truth to power); instead they held very
tightly to traditions and practices handed down to them by their ancestors over
those millennia. To Beta Israel, those traditions and practices were as (and in
most cases more) important, for they strongly believed it was given to them by
God, as if one had received a family heirloom, and they were told by their elders to hold on to it, treasure it, and then pass it on to the next generation(s).
Beta Israel had grown very mistrustful of their neighbors (can’t say we can
really blame them, with the kind of reception they received) and withdrew into
a more monastic lifestyle, which was very much in touch with the practices and
traditions of their earliest ancestors. Many detractors of Beta Israel have attributed their monastic lifestyle to practices they took with them, or became influenced bythem, from their Ethiopian Christian neighbors. That argument appears
to fly against traditions in all old Jewish communities, as in the old Jewish sects
of the Essenes and Therapeute. Historical records show that many of their
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inhabitants lived in celibacy, while retaining their independence from surrounding Jewish communities, often living monastic lives. These were very old,
established Jewish practices from years prior to the arrival of Jesus of Nazareth
and later evolving small Christian communities in Jerusalem and beyond. Christianity didn’t introduce monasticism to the Jews, it was the other way around.
Over 20,000 Beta Israel tribe members experienced their own unique exodus
from Ethiopia in 1977 to 1985, which could be equated in the scope of its trauma
to the biblical exodus from Egypt. They set out on foot to the southern border of
Sudan, following another wave of persecution instigated this time by a whole different set of circumstances. Ethiopia’s new political and economic system
emerged into an Ethiopianized secular Marxist version of the ailing Soviet
model. Mengistu Haile Miriam became the country’s new leader, after years of
bloody succession intrigues, which followed Emperor Haile Selassie’s murder in
his bed in 1974. Now it wasn’t only the religious Ethiopian Christian locals that
had Beta Israel in their sights, but also the new Marxist junta that was out to
eradicate all traces of religious practices throughout the country—including the
Beta Israel variety. Beta Israel picked up their belongings and never looked back.
The trip from Ethiopia to Sudan was fraught with all kinds of dangers. Many
Ethiopian locals victimized them and attempted, during consistent intervals, to
intimidate and regularly rob them of their possessions during the long trek. They
suffered from seriously dwindling food, water, and medical supplies. But a lack
of shade or cover from the merciless heat of the day seemed to be one of their
major obstacles. It is believed that Beta Israel lost around 4,000 members of the
original 20,000 who had set out on the trip back to their perceived homeland,
Israel. When they finally reached Sudan, they were placed in hastily constructed
camps, where they were isolated and in some cases mistreated by the locals.
They remained in worsening wallowed conditions for two years. The fortunate
ones were airlifted a year after their arrival. Their mettle had been tested. The
only thought that seemed to sustain them during this very difficult time was that
they were returning to the Promised Land, land of their forefathers and -mothers.
But once they had arrived, they experienced the genetic and pseudo-scientific racism that thrived in the late 19th and much of the 20th centuries in
Europe and the United States. It was and continues to be so invasive, within
certain Jewish groups within Israeli society, as many of the Ashkenazim, that it
poisons the discourse between members of Beta Israel and some of the larger
Jewish groups within and outside of Israel. Instead of showing empathy to Beta
Israel for the horrific experiences they endured during their diaspora over the
past two millennia, that most, if not all European Jews, had experienced in
Western Europe with the Spanish Inquisition, the Holocaust, and the daily
slights with the usual painful slings and arrows that would grow into blatant
and violent anti-Semitism, they ironically singled and continue to single out
Beta Israel, fellow Jewish brethren within the faith, as they had been regularly
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singled out during their shared experiences during their European and American
diaspora by non-Jews. Quaint dismissive comments of some of the Ashkenazi
variety have questioned that if they were real Jews, how come they’re unfamiliar with the Talmud and do not practice regular Jewish dietary laws. Innocuous
comments persisted about Beta Israel: ‘‘They don’t understand or speak Hebrew. They didn’t know regular Jewish practices and festivals, as Shavuot (the
Pentecost), Purim, and the New Year for Trees, Tu Bishvat.’’ What many of
those subtle and not-so-subtle dyed-in-the-wool racists consciously ignore are
the historical facts, that the Talmud and all the shared dietary laws, daily practices, and festival recognitions were consensually agreed to during varying
reform movements that arose during the Jewish diaspora period in Eastern and
Western Europe. At that time, Beta Israel was in total isolation from much of
the known world. That’s why they’re referred to as a ‘‘lost tribe.’’ They ‘‘lost’’
and had become completely ‘‘disconnected’’ from the unfolding Jewish history,
outside in the world. Their ties inadvertently had become severed. The most important reality they tried as hard as they could, even under repressive circumstances, to hold on to for over two millennia was their bond with their God.
The fact that the Judaism they brought to Israel did not mesh exactly with the
Judaism being practiced by the majority did not make them any less Jewish. It
is similar to cases one reads about in the current news where a child was lost to
his parents and was reunited decades later with his family. The child’s memories will not be similar to the shared memory of his or her biological and cultural family. Does that make that child in any way less their child then when he
or she lost touch with them during childhood? In such matters, special circumstances and details need to be taken into consideration so that the child, or adult
for that matter, is happily reunited with his or her parents and siblings. Each
Jewish individual and group has had their own unique experiences to share as
Jews with the larger extremely diverse Jewish whole within Israel. Polish Jews
brought parts of Poland and their experiences, negative and positive, with them.
The same can be said for Russian Jews and all other Jews who had settled, and
continue to settle, Israel from the most far regions of the world. No one ever
questioned their Jewishness.
Why then should they start with Beta Israel? Judaism, as most dedicated
and conscientious Jews have always recognized, was and is a religion and a set
of moral precepts to be daily practiced and reformed, if need be. It was never
and will never be a race. So, the important question that needs to be asked is
why, at this time in a more enlightened and sophisticated 21st century, are there
still intelligent Jews in Israel questioning the initial Jewishness of a lost tribe
within their midst, as many other members of other lost tribes from the original
10 tribes that left and then returned to Israel, never had their Jewishness ever
questioned? They all had to learn the Hebrew alphabet from scratch, as Beta
Israel has had to do. All resettled Israelis, by legal and common human
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decency, would have to emphatically include Beta Israel in the shared birthright
to a promised land within the larger Israeli entity. For if it is just blatant racism,
in its ugliest and most corrosive form, as it clearly seems to have become for a
few sad sorts within Israel, it is betraying within their individual psyche the historical bondage they and their families suffered while living in the diaspora
under what they justifiably attributed to be the perverse nature of many nonJewish pogroms and oppression; but, they later found themselves in their resettled lives in Israel living under the rubric of Greece’s Homer, who was quoted
by Plato as saying, ‘‘If you make a man a slave, that very day / Far-sounding
Zeus takes half his wits away.’’ With half their wits gone, then one might be
able to understand why most of these troubled sorts betray a lack of general historical knowledge: specifically, their own rich Jewish history as to what, if anything, defines ‘‘whiteness’’ (if there is ever an intelligent definition for such a
term, as hard as many specialists and scholars have unsuccessfully sought to do
over the centuries, or for that matter for any other race) and ‘‘Jewishness.’’
Many of those who would be willing to marginalize the Beta Israel from the
mainstream of Jewish life, as practiced in Israel and throughout the global Jewish community by mixing Jewishness with whiteness, needs to remember those
historical lessons. There’s a better than odd chance, being the robust and
strong-willed Semites that they were in the part of the Mediterranean world
within which they resided, that the prophets Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, David, and Solomon and their people were not white, biologically,
culturally, or otherwise. Besides most likely possessing dark features and complexions, they all saw themselves as Jews. What they shared with Beta Israel is
that they were all Jews. They identified with their Jewish faith and its strong
bond with God and sought to meticulously cultivate their essential shared Jewishness as a chosen people, instead of only perceiving themselves as a chosen
people. Race never was a factor. That, according to them, was not the most
humane decent Jewish prism through which they needed to view such matters.
They and many of their followers were busy trying to be decent, caring, loving,
humane Jews. Therefore, in regard to Beta Israel, that’s what some of these few
discriminating Jews within Israel and beyond need to seriously consider—not
only that they need to be decent humans in the eyes of God, his prophets, their
communities, and families, but, most importantly, within their individual selves.
For, by consciously and conscientiously doing so, they will be able to live up to
the highest ideals of their ancient people, and that is to be good for their individual selves, toward one another, and ultimately toward the Lord.
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PRO
Professor Friedrich Delitzsch, eminent German Assyriologist, was delivering a
series of three lectures starting on January 13, 1902, on the recent findings of
cuneiform research in connection with the Bible before the newly established
German Oriental Society under the sponsorship of the German emperor Kaiser
Wilhelm II. A great stir arose among the populace in anticipation of Delitzsch’s
address. He was the son of the distinguished and admired German Old Testament professor Franz Delitzsch, the latter being quite conservative in his views
on the Bible, a devout Lutheran, and even a sympathizer of modern Judaism.
As a result, the attending audience expected Friedrich to confirm their traditional, orthodox views regarding the Old Testament (or Hebrew Bible).
In his first lecture the German professor, though more reserved in his initial
address, argued that Babylonian culture and religion (‘‘Babel’’) were superior to
the culture and religion characterized in the Old Testament (‘‘Bible’’). What’s
more, Babylonian culture directly governed and even permeated biblical culture.
In Delitzsch’s opinion, it was obvious that the connection between the Old Testament and Babylonian culture was not a matter of simple comparison, but that
Babylon itself was the ultimate source of Old Testament thought and religious
practice. He contended that the name of Israel’s national deity, Yahweh, was already present in tablets from Babylon dating to the 2500 BCE (certainly too
early!). Delitzsch regarded this as proof that monotheistic religion had been practiced by nomadic tribes in Babylon 1,000 years before the Israelites conceived of
monotheism (according to the conventional dating of Delitzsch’s time).
Delitzsch’s deep antipathy to the Israelite religion, as a consequence of nurturing a growing infatuation with German fascism, was hinted at in the initial
lecture when he suggested that the wife of the famous Assyrian king, Assurbanipal, was ‘‘a princess of Aryan blood.’’ These and other claims were later discredited by notable scholars in the field of Old Testament studies.
In the second lecture, presented on January 12, 1903, Delitzsch went
even further in his extreme views on the Old Testament. Three themes were
295
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Akhenaten and Monotheism
A recurring theory in biblical scholarship is that the religion of the Pharaoh Akhenaten inspired the monotheism of the Israelites. There are two ways it could do
so: either Akhenaten could have been the pharaoh during the time when the
Hebrews were enslaved in Egypt, or his religion could have survived in some form
so that they could encounter it later when they were so enslaved. Neither is well
supported by what we know of Egyptian chronology, but Akhenaten is a mysterious figure, capable of surprise.
Akhenaten was the founder, and perhaps only true member, of the religion of
Atenism: the worship of the Aten, the disc of the sun. Like Abraham, Akhenaten
and his immediate family had a highly personal relationship with his deity; like
Hebrew monotheism, Atenism eschewed the worship (and even the validity) of
any other deity; and like Yahweh, the Aten was more vast and unknowable than
the human-seeming petty gods of many polytheistic pantheons.

salient: (1) the denial of the ‘‘inspired’’ nature of the Old Testament; (2) a continuation of the ethical superiority of Babylon religion and culture to Hebrew
religion and culture; and (3) a critical appraisal of Israelite monotheism.
Delitzsch assailed the Christian doctrine of ‘‘inspiration,’’ which claims that
God was the impetus behind the human authors when they wrote his message in
the Bible. According to him, no divine revelation was contained in the Old Testament; rather, it was merely composed of the human will, whose ultimate derivation could be found in Babylon. Whichever Old Testament doctrines had been
previously regarded as unique, Delitzsch attempted to demonstrate as common
to the Babylonian worldview, which he always depicted to be the superior of the
two. The second lecture, then, showed a marked contrast from the previous one.
Shifting from comparative depictions between Babylon and the Bible, Delitzsch
had begun an all-out assault on the importance of Old Testament religion.
It is helpful to step back momentarily and view these events from the perspective of their own historical background. Most of what Delitzsch was alleging was not new to the scholarly and public circles of his day. Indeed, a
fraction of the German school of critical-historical theology had already shown
signs of hostility to modern Judaism and the Old Testament. Moreover, in hindsight, Delitzsch acted as one might have expected, namely as a defender of
Assyriology, which for many years had been relegated to an ancillary discipline
of Old Testament studies.
The third and final lecture was delivered on October 27–28, 1904. Since his
second lecture, Delitzsch had expressed orally his personal opinion to Emperor
Wilhelm that he no longer believed the Old Testament was the inspired word of
God. The emperor, in response, felt it necessary to issue a brief publication
affirming his conviction in the divine inspiration of the Old Testament. Now, in
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this final lecture, the emperor was not present nor was the audience of the
German Oriental Society enthusiastic. (Nevertheless, Delitzsch did continue to
have close relations with the emperor and the German Oriental Society for years
thereafter.) Within the content of this final lecture, the focus of which was to make
comparisons with the New Testament, the professor came dangerously close to
saying that Jesus himself was not of Jewish, but of Aryan, stock and asserted,
moreover, that many of the concepts held by Jesus found their origin in Babylon.
In subsequent publications by Delitzsch, what had been revealed only in part
was now disclosed in full. He discussed in Die grosse Ta€
uschung (The Great
Deception) the opinion that the Old Testament essentially was the ‘‘Great Deception’’ and that much of it could be falsified or demonstrated to be primitive. In its
place, the professor recommended that Wilhelm Schwaner’s Germanen-Bibel
should be esteemed. Now, furthermore, he openly attacked Judaism, declaring that
it comprised a dangerous and impoverished people. He claimed that Jesus was only
a newcomer to Judaism, not Jewish per se.
This section will outline some of the specific evidence that has been most
persistent and influential in the Babel–Bible controversy and will defend how
the findings from Babylon (or better, Mesopotamia) serve to confirm and
authenticate the Old Testament.
The Evidence: The Creation Story
The Mesopotamian version of the creation story is told in the famous Enuma Elish
(Akkadian meaning ‘‘when on high’’). Even though the main deities differ from
the Babylonian to biblical accounts—Enuma Elish with the god Marduk and Genesis 2, with the god Yahweh (not chapter 1)—there are several parallels between
the Babylonian and the biblical creation stories. They are as follows: both refer to
the watery beginning of Earth, which is then separated into the heavens and the
earth; the terms for the water are etymologically related; the creation of light precedes the creation of the celestial bodies; the number seven figures prominently.
The creation of man is the final act of creation and bears importance in both
accounts. On the basis of these parallels, Delitzsch felt it necessary, in Babel and
Bible, to state that ‘‘Indeed, the Old Testament poets and prophets even went so
far as to transfer Marduk’s heroic act directly to Yahwe’’ (1903: 49).
Several significant variances, nevertheless, may be observed between the two
accounts. In the Babylonian creation story, the watery beginning of Earth is more
specifically the goddess Tiamat (‘‘ocean’’); in Genesis, the water is inanimate,
that is, not a living goddess. Moreover, whereas the gender of the Akkadian word
Tiamat is feminine, the Hebrew word of Genesis (tehom) could be either masculine or feminine. Recently it has been contended that a direct philological borrowing of the Akkadian word for ‘‘ocean’’ into the Hebrew account is impossible. In
the Babylonian account, Marduk uses the already existing body of Tiamat to form
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the heavens and the earth. According to the traditional interpretation of Genesis,
Yahweh created the heavens and the earth from nothing (creatio ex nihilo).
Under the influence of broader ancient Near Eastern culture, polytheism figures prominently in Enuma Elish. On the contrary, a singular deity, namely, Yahweh, plays the important role of creator in Genesis. The luminous bodies as
enumerated in the Babylonian account were created in the order of stars, moon,
and sun. Genesis, in contrast, follows the order sun, moon, and stars. Moreover,
the concept of gates in the eastern and western horizon is lacking in Genesis. At
present, no reference to the creation of animals or vegetation in any part of Enuma
Elish has been found.
The creation of man, while finding significance in both stories, also has
major differences. In the Babylonian account, man is made for the sake of
relieving the gods from the necessity of providing their own food. Creation likewise is for the sake of the gods. In Genesis, while man is similarly made to
serve God, creation is for the sake of man, who was to be its lord. The luminaries were, in the same way, made to benefit mankind in the biblical creation
story. The Babylonian account is from the perspective of the gods; the biblical
account from the perspective of man.
Conspicuously absent from the Babylonian version is the ‘‘Fall of Man’’ as
it is told in Genesis 3. Some attempts have been made to find Babylonian
archetypes of the fall of man in other texts, but all attempts have failed to convince. Again, the religious institution of the sabbath, as it was established on
the seventh day of creation, finds no counterpart in Enuma Elish or in the larger
religious institutions of Mesopotamia (as Delitzsch first proposed).
In the recent opinion of scholars, there is a definite reluctance to concede that
any part of Genesis was directly derived from Babylonian parallels. Most say that
there was no direct borrowing taking place from one account to the other. Some
scholars even contend that even the most indirect borrowing is still beyond proof.
The Flood
The most remarkable parallels between Old Testament and Mesopotamian literature may be observed in the comparison of the flood narratives in the biblical
book of Genesis with the famous Gilgamesh Epic and in the related story of
Atrahasis (both titled after the names of the heroes, who are counterparts of the
Noah of Genesis). Common to these stories is that the hero is instructed to build
a boat with pitch. He loads his family and animals aboard. Both traditions agree
that the boat landed on top of a mountain. In each, there is a bird scene in which
one bird is sent out after another to search for dry ground. The raven and dove
figure in both traditions. The hero offers a sacrifice to (the) God(s), who then
blesses the hero. These and other parallels prompted Delitzsch to conclude that
the story, as it was written down, was transmitted to Canaan. Many scholars
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writing after Delitzsch believed this provided indisputable proof that the Hebrew
authors of Genesis had borrowed directly from the Babylonian flood accounts.
Notwithstanding their basic commonality, there are considerable discrepancies between the Mesopotamian and biblical flood narratives at almost every
level. The terms commonly translated as ‘‘boat/ark’’ are linguistically unrelated
between Hebrew and Akkadian. The type of craft in Gilgamesh appears to be a
cube, fashioned more after a type of large building. The biblical version more
naturally resembles a kind of sea vessel. In the Mesopotamian tradition, a large
number of survivors board the boat, whereas in the biblical story, only eight
members of Noah’s family survive.
The name of the mountain in Mesopotamian tradition is Mount Nisir, but
Genesis recounts that the landing place of the ark was on (one of?) the mountains of Ararat (the Greek tradition reads differently). The bird scenes vary from
tradition to tradition. The Mesopotamian version has only a series of three trials,
in each of which a bird is sent out—first, a dove; second, a swallow; and third, a
raven. In contrast, the Bible speaks of four trials, in which a raven is sent out
initially, followed by three doves. Whereas the divine blessing refers to immortality in Mesopotamian tradition, in Genesis, God promises never again to
destroy the Earth with a flood, a promise he seals with ‘‘his bow in the clouds.’’
God also makes a covenant with Noah stipulating that man is forbidden to eat
the blood of an animal and that whoever sheds the blood of another human will
have his own blood shed. Furthermore, Noah only leaves the boat after he is
summoned by God. The Mesopotamian hero leaves the boat of his own will.
Of course, in the biblical account, one singular deity is all-powerful
throughout the entire flood narrative. At variance with this, in Mesopotamian
tradition, the announcement of the flood takes place in the divine assembly—a
meeting of the gods to take counsel and make decisions concerning the fate of
humanity as well as the gods themselves. The Mesopotamian assembly of gods
seeks to conceal its plan to destroy mankind by inundation. The biblical account
does not indicate any such concealment of God’s plan to flood Earth.
Consequently, recent scholars in Old Testament and Assyriological studies
have concluded that there was never any sort of direct borrowing from the Babylonian flood account into the biblical account or vice versa. This has given rise to the
view that two independent traditions have descended from a common original tradition. While this makes sense of both similarities and differences between the two
accounts, we possess no real evidence to test the validity of this proposal. Would
this common tradition have been in written or oral form? The evidence from Mesopotamia demonstrates, too, that there was certainly more than one distinct tradition
of flood and creation stories. This is even evident in the differences of the flood stories between Gilgamesh and Atrahasis. One may argue further that, although there
was a common conceptual framework concerning the flood, texts at our disposal
indicate much diversity and diffusion of views in the ancient Near East.
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How is the borrowing from one literary text into another detected and measured? The following comparative spectrum could be proposed as John Walton
(2006) has done in Ancient Near Eastern Thought and the Old Testament, moving from differences to similarities: totally ignores and presents a different view
altogether; hazy familiarity leading to caricature and ridicule; accurate knowledge resulting in rejection; disagreement resulting in polemics, debate, or contention; awareness leading to adaptation or transformation; conscious imitation
or borrowing; subconscious shared heritage. Furthermore, do the documents in
comparison have a distinct or like purpose, do they employ similar or distinct
textual genres, and are the similarities in vocabulary—especially in the case of
etymology—enough to establish a readily identifiable connection among texts
separated in space and time?
Patriarchal Narratives
Delitzsch did not go into any detail about the historicity of the patriarchal narratives—the stories about Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph, as contained in
Genesis 12–50—or whether they had been influenced heavily by Babylonian
culture. In the following decades, newer finds from Near Eastern sites such as
Mari, Nuzi, Alalakh, and Emar gave rise to much speculation over the authenticity of the patriarchal accounts. Scholars such as John Van Seters contended that
the stories of Abraham and his descendants did not reflect the time period in
which they were purported to have taken place (early second millennium BCE);
rather, they reflected only the views of later generations (first millennium BCE).
These later narratives, in their estimation, were mere fabrications of Jewish writers to serve the purposes of their immediate social context. References to camels
and the ‘‘Philistines’’ in these earlier episodes of Israelite history were alleged as
only coming into Israel later than the time of Abraham by approximately a millennium. While the domestication of camels in Mesopotamia (the origin of Abraham’s descendants) was actually quite early, all must admit that the Philistine
peoples had not yet inhabited the region during the time of the patriarchs.
Early responses, however, to Van Seters were similar to those that came
against Delitzsch after his initial lecture in 1902, mainly along party lines. Furthermore, no evidence surfaced to favor any one opinion. To date, there are no texts
mentioning Abraham or his family by name, nor should we expect simple sheepherders to be mentioned in royal or private archives of Mesopotamia. The problem
of continuity in Near Eastern culture must be acknowledged, namely, that the traditions of the Near East appear to be very durable and resistant to change. As a
result, many of the customs and patterns present in the patriarchal narratives, such
as nomadism, legal customs, and religious practices, could also have been at home
in later periods of Israelite history. Therefore, if proof cannot be furnished of cultural features that can only be attributed to the time of the patriarchs, then this is a
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Artist’s rendering of the temple and palace complex of Ur in Abraham’s time. (Balage
Balogh/Art Resource, NY)

weakness inherent to a belief in the historical reliability of these portions of the
Hebrew Bible. However, scholars continue to argue that they can furnish proof of
cultural characteristics that cannot belong to a later time in Jewish history.
Dan Fleming (2003) has recently argued this in ‘‘History of Genesis’’ on the
basis of evidence from the ancient site of Mari, where roughly 20,000 cuneiform documents have been unearthed. He argues for a connection between the
‘‘Benjaminites’’ of the Hebrew Bible and the Binu Yamina ‘‘Sons of the Right
(that is, north)’’ of the Mari archives. He suggests, moreover, that these ‘‘Benjaminites’’ possessed ties in antiquity with the famous Mesopotamian site of
Harran—also known as the place where Abraham’s ancestors had settled after
coming from distant Mesopotamian inland to the south. The vicinity of Harran
was the birthplace of many of Abraham’s later descendants. The Mari documents
suggest a strong link between the site of Harran and the tribe of Benjamin. In fact
the word ‘‘Hebrew’’ may itself be related to a term used to designate herding
groups among the Binu Yamina (’ibrum). In contrast to this group from the north,
there existed at Mari the Binu Sam’al ‘‘Sons of the Left’’ (that is, south). In the
Hebrew Bible, there is a passage that is at least interesting in light of these
parallels:
Abram said to Lot, ‘‘Let there be no strife between me and you, between
your herdsmen and mine, for we are men (and?) brothers. Is not all the land
before you? Separate yourself from me. If you (go to) the left (smo’l) I will
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go to the right; if you (go to) the right (yamin) I will go to the left.’’ (Gen.
13:8–9; author’s translation)
Comparable to the Mari material, the biblical texts define pastoral landholdings by directional metaphorical language corresponding to ‘‘right’’ and ‘‘left.’’
It may be that the Bible has preserved an ancient conception of tribal separation
in the second millennium BCE. Like Fleming, other scholars believe that the customs of the patriarchs are authentic to the era and are further corroborated by
finds from the ancient Near East. Furthermore, they believe much of what Van
Seters has asserted to be falsifiable. For example, the few references to the Philistines in Genesis are different from references to them in later books of the
Old Testament. It could be that the authors (or updaters) of Genesis employed
the term Philistines to refer to groups of non-Canaanites who were immigrating
into the land of Canaan from the Aegean.

Interpretation: Conservative Views
In the following days after Delitzsch delivered his lecture(s), an ensuing debate
developed over the relationship of Babylon and the Bible. On the conservative
front, counterarguments were limited mainly to philological problems, that is,
matters of language, individual words, and smaller textual issues. However, the
real issue at hand was the underlying theological debate over the Old Testament. Scholars felt that the inspired revelatory character of the Old Testament
had been threatened. Against the belief that it was a supernatural document,
cuneiform findings were regarded by some as having demonstrated its basic
human origin. Some were of the view that, if the uniqueness of the Old Testament in relation to its surrounding environs could not be demonstrated, then a
belief in its revelatory nature would be difficult to embrace. Thus with each
correspondence between the biblical and Babylonian cultures, the death knell
appeared to have been sounded against the uniqueness and inspiration of the
Old Testament. In its most traditional form, the ultraconservative position was
very plastic in its view of scripture. In reality, however, many of them were
only moderately conservative, allowing for similarities between the two cultures, though not to the extent that Delitzsch had suggested.
One of the major points of contention was Delitzsch’s reading of the name
of Yahweh in cuneiform documents from 2500 BCE. Very few scholars, even in
the early days, had accepted this reading of the text, and since then, the dating
of the texts, the reading of the name of Yahweh, and the text’s ties to King
Hammurabi of Babylon, who was supposedly related to the Amraphel of Genesis, have all been adequately rebuffed or updated.
Conservative scholars were also able to make use of Babylonian evidence to
support their views of the Bible. Since early accounts of creation and flood stories
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had been recovered of Mesopotamian origin that contain several parallels in common with biblical material, the traditional (early) dating of certain portions of the
Old Testament appeared to be vindicated. The Mesopotamians clearly regarded
the flood as a truly historical event because they included it in their kings’ lists.
It was as much a defining event for them as it was for the Hebrew authors.
Interpretation: Liberal Views
On the other side of the debate was the liberal point of view, which, in the most
extreme cases, had already renounced the belief in the verbal inspiration of scripture. For them, Delitzsch’s ‘‘low’’ view of scripture was not problematic or even
new for that matter. Still, many liberals were of the opinion that the Hebrew
scriptures were inspired, but that the traditional view of inspiration had to be
altered in view of the scientific study of scripture. This approach was championed
by such scholars as Hebrew/Semitics Yale professor William Rainey Harper, who
later became the founding president of the University of Chicago in 1892.
Liberals sought to protect the views of critical theology, which had accumulated after years of research and debate. Problematic to this goal was that the
theory of the literary development of the Pentateuch had grown in a discussion
void of nonscriptural evidence, such as the discoveries from Mesopotamia of
which Delitzsch spoke. Liberals believed that the majority of the Bible, at least
in its final form, had been written in the period after the Babylonian exile of
the Israelites (587 BCE). Complex theories were devised to determine the sources
lying behind the Old Testament. When Delitzsch claimed in Babel and Bible
that ‘‘Assyriology has re-established the credit of The Tradition of the Old Testament Text, which has so long and so fiercely been assailed’’ (Delitzsch 1903:
166), scholars of the liberal school began to oppose him. They also quibbled
about his claim to have found the name of Yahweh in Babylonian documents.
In this they were very close to conservative scholars, even though their underlying motives were surely unrelated to the latter. They were prepared to agree
with Delitzsch about the heavy influence of Babylonian culture on the Bible,
unless it proved the ancient authenticity or coherence of narratives was thought
to be incoherent (confirming the need for hypothesized sources).
Though Delitzsch was misled in many of his arguments, as it happens, the
German Assyriologist had struck a nerve in Old Testament studies, bringing to
the fore the deep chasm between conservative and liberal scholarship, and doing
so with fresh and hard evidence from the provenance of ancient Babylon. This
made the daggers of his argumentation all the more piercing. To the conservatives, he represented a danger to their idealistic views of the Bible, particularly
with respect to the theological doctrine of inspiration. To the liberals, ironically,
he challenged their views by claiming that the recent cuneiform findings corroborated much of biblical tradition. Hard-to-explain words, which were often
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regarded as errors and emended, were verified and explained on the basis of
new evidence. The Bible, to some extent, was justified by Babylon.
Confirming the Old Testament
The two opposing tendencies of liberals and conservatives can be observed,
depending on whether or not new texts surfacing from the ground show a close
affinity to the Bible. First, if there is believed to be a close affinity with the
Bible, the texts are used by liberals or secularists to demonstrate that the Bible
is not unique and therefore not divine revelation. On the flip side, the Bible is
often demonstrated to be reliable in its telling of historical events by use of
the same documents. Second, if portions of the biblical text are without literary
parallels from the ancient Near East, the Bible, though regarded as unique, has
no way of being verified scientifically with observable nonscriptural literary
parallels. The belief in a unique Bible comes at the expense of having little or
no way to confirm its historical reliability. In contrast, literary parallels that
demonstrate the authenticity or reliability of the biblical texts come at the cost
of the Bible’s unique inspirational message.
More recently, scholars have argued convincingly that the Bible, in order to
be inspired, must show similarities with the culture of its surrounding environs.
In fact, the uniqueness of the biblical message can be observed only because of
its resemblance to the broader culture. This view has been espoused by Peter
Enns (2005) in Inspiration and Incarnation and Walton in Ancient Near Eastern
Thought and the Old Testament. Enns and Walton believe that the modern
reader is often blinded to the message of the Old Testament because of his or
her current expectations that result from reading modern literature and history.
We cannot read the Old Testament like a modern journalistic or historical
textbook. Such reading would be contrary, in many cases, to its purpose and
values. Most of the biblical stories are not eyewitness accounts as is most of
modern history. Therefore, both critical and confessional scholars need to
rethink their views of the text. They must reckon with the limitations of science,
namely, that it cannot nor should be the final arbiter between history and faith.
Though science often corroborates the historical reliability of the Bible, as
Kenneth Kitchen (2003) has fully demonstrated in On the Reliability of the Old
Testament, most often we simply do not have the kind of direct evidence necessary to validate scientifically many of the claims of the Bible. Nor should we
expect such evidence, in many cases, ever to come to light. Furthermore, since
many of the modern concepts attached to scientific empiricism were unfamiliar
to the ancient world, we should not expect ancient readers to write in accordance with our modern principles of historical composition. When a deity is said
to act in historical events, such claims cannot be proved or said to be erroneous
on the merits of scientific study. Miracles and the actions of the divine belong
to the realm of faith, not to the realm of empiricism.
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Since in almost every case the Bible has demonstrable similarities and differences with the ancient world, it can be said that the Bible is authentic and
unique. One is able to believe in the divine inspiration of its message and still
be intellectually honest with the results of modern science. Inasmuch as the Bible is analogous to the prevailing culture, so too its differences relate to how
God transformed the stories of the ancient culture so that he became the focal
point of their message. In contrast to a dysfunctional family of divinities, as we
observe, for instance, in Enuma Elish, Gilgamesh, and Atrahasis, the God of the
Old Testament is amazingly unique and just. His actions are regarded as ethically upright and perfect. Being divinely inspired, the text of the Old Testament
was effective and sufficient to get across its message to Israelites and Jews of
its time. It also was influential in the developing concepts and beliefs relayed in
later Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, never mind its place of honor in Western
civilization.
Conclusion
In the final analysis, who can say whether the events of creation and the great
flood did not actually happen as they were recorded in the book of Genesis?
Can science or modern literary theory? For the Mesopotamians as well as the
biblical writers, they were facts of history. Once the Bible is viewed on the basis of its own cultural assumptions, it may be regarded as self-confirming.
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CON
Many of those who were first to travel to the Near East from the West to study
the archaeological remains of ancient cultures did so with the Bible in mind. Frequently these early archaeologists were members of the clergy. They and some
lay archaeologists sought to bolster the Bible’s claim to historical accuracy by
unearthing evidence supporting it. Even early scholarly archaeologists, such as
William Foxwell Albright, believed that archaeological evidence could offer biblical proof. The beginnings of what was called biblical archaeology saw a search
for sites named in the Hebrew Old Testament and evidence for the historicity of
individual people named in the texts. While it has been decades since these early
works were published, these ideas remain a legacy to modern archaeologists. It
should come as no surprise that archaeology of the Near East still attracts those
who wish to prove the Bible is true and supports Judeo-Christian beliefs. Some
individuals—religious, scholarly, and lay alike—have interpreted their occasional ‘‘finds’’ as evidence for a broader confirmation of the biblical historicity.
Proposed sources had come from throughout the Near East, including sites relating to the neo-Assyrian and neo-Babylonian empires.
In the early to middle first millennium BCE, the ancient Near East saw the
beginning of the rise of empirical powers. Between 722 and 598 BCE, the neoAssyrian Empire held Israel in subjugation and the southern nation of Judah as a
vassal. The neo-Assyrian conquest spread throughout most of the Near East, placing this region in a position of utmost political power. But in the late seventh century BCE, the neo-Babylonians rose against the Assyrians. Beginning in 598 the
neo-Babylonian Empire began to exert power over Judah, and by 587 it held control over the southern kingdom. However, the neo-Babylonians remained in power
only until 539, when the Persians under Cyrus came to power. One method used
by the neo-Assyrian Empire and the neo-Babylonian Empire to maintain their
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hegemony over a broad portion of the ancient Near East was the forceful exile of
individuals from their homes to be resettled in different parts of the empires. The
Assyrians used this tactic in their conquest of Israel, but left the Judeans, instead
exacting tribute from them. When the neo-Babylonian Empire was faced with
rebellions, it forced some of the people in Judah into exile in Babylon.
There was clearly a prolonged period of cultural and political contact
between Judah and Israel and both the neo-Assyrian and neo-Babylonian
empires. Because of the large period of time involved in contact and exile, it
should be expected that some evidence of the events and people involved
should appear in the neo-Assyrian and neo-Babylonian sites. Archaeologists
and epigraphers have found such evidence in many different sites. However,
there is a large difference between proving a single event or the historicity of a
biblical individual and confirming the Bible’s narratives as a whole. Based on
archaeological evidence, limitations, and theory, any pronouncement that excavations in neo-Assyrian or neo-Babylonian sites have proved the Bible as historical must be seen as oversimplification at best and at worst a false
interpretation of what has been found.
Use of Assyrian Written Record
The neo-Assyrian Empire and the neo-Babylonian Empire both represented
complex societies, which required large amounts of recordkeeping. Because of
this, writing was an important part of both cultures and turns up frequently in
the archaeological record. Included among such remains is an inscription found
at the Assyrian site of Kurkh on a monolith. This inscription mentions Ahab of
the land of Israel. This appears to match with a king known in the Hebrew Old
Testament and seen in the book of I Kings 21–22. Thus the monolith inscriptions provide extra-biblical evidence for the existence of a biblical character.
Many attempts have been made to prove biblical historicity based on such evidence. Aspects of the Kurkh monolith make it difficult to believe that the mention of Ahab of Israel is capable of acting as a support of the Bible as a larger
whole.
The monolith found at Kurkh possesses a number of specific contradictions
to the biblical text, with which its mention of Ahab of Israel appears to mesh.
The monolith mentions Ahab as part of a combined force of kings who fought
against the Assyrian king Shalmaneser III at Qarqar. However, the Bible does
not mention that such a battle occurred, despite its apparent importance and the
large scale it seems to have had, either 11 or 12 kings fighting together against
Shalmaneser III. Additionally the forces of King Ahab are enumerated in the
Kurkh inscription as being composed of 2,000 chariots and 10,000 soldiers.
This is contradictory to the strength of the Israelite forces under Ahab as noted
in the book of I Kings 20:15 and 20:23–25. The numbers not only disagree,
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with the Israelites being noted as having a combined force of 7,000 men in I
Kings 20, but they also do so on a large scale.
Clearly the weak Israelite army noted in the book of I Kings does not fit
with the strong force represented in the Kurkh monolith. Two interpretations of
this issue have been presented. First, it has been theorized that the numbers in
the Kurkh inscription represent a coalition of different nations’ armies together
under the control of Ahab. This too is not known from the Bible. Alternatively,
it has been proposed that I Kings 20 and 22, which describe the weak army of
Israel, may in fact include an editing error. These verses may have originally
been written about King Jehu’s reign as seen in II Kings 13. This may have
been possible, as the verses in I Kings predominantly use the term ‘‘king’’
instead of mentioning a specific ruler by name. During this later period, the Israelite army would have been weakened and more along the lines what was presented in the book of I Kings.
The inscription on the Kurkh monolith names a specific biblical figure, Ahab
of Israel. However, the extra-biblical support of this individual does not support
the actual text of the biblical narrative. Instead, it offers reports of a large battle
that is absent from the biblical histories and presents hosts that are incongruent
with those represented in the texts. The mention of the Battle of Qarqar, although
absent from the Hebrew Old Testament, does not disprove its narrative nor does
the alternative to the size of the armies in the Bible. However, the questions
raised by these discrepancies require that the history of the Bible be noted as
incomplete and possibly that redactors may have altered its historicity.
Use of Babylonian Written Record
Much like the Assyrians, the Babylonians left written records that dealt with
figures found in the Hebrew Old Testament. Of these figures, one that is easily
found is Nebuchadnezzar II, the ruler of the neo-Babylonian Empire during its
initial conquest of Judah. There are many formulaic inscriptions left by
Nebuchadnezzar. These inscriptions, and those of other Babylonian rulers, often
deal not with their conquests and campaigns, but with portraying them as guardians of the temples and tireless patrons of their cults. This is contrary to the Old
Testament’s portrayal of Nebuchadnezzar. The biblical text is much more concerned with his effect on Judah, the conquest, and later exile of its people.
Despite the large differences in focus between the majority of Nebuchadnezzar’s inscriptions and the writings of the Old Testament authors, there do
exist some examples of Babylonian texts that offer support for the biblical history. One such text, BM 21946 of the Babylonian Chronicles, is a cuneiform
inscription that tells the history of the early years of Nebuchadnezzar’s rule.
Included in this history is his siege of Judah in 597 BCE. This event is recorded
in II Kings 24:8–17 and Jeremiah 52:28–30. This seems to be a clear
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occurrence of extra-biblical support for an event in the biblical text. In this case
of Jeremiah 52:28–30, it is such a validation; but the text of II Kings 24
presents an issue. While both the Babylonian chronicle and the book of Jeremiah note that the siege occurred in the eighth year of King Nebuchadnezzar II
of Babylon’s reign, II Kings 24 places the battle in the seventh year of Nebuchadnezzar II’s rule over Babylon. While this may seem a minute point in the
larger concordance of the siege itself, it still presents a sticking point in
attempting to confirm the Old Testament. Clearly, if the text of II Kings 24 not
only disagrees with extra-biblical texts but also with the biblical text in Jeremiah, there is an issue with any attempt to present this text as historically accurate or to say that the Babylonian chronicles actually confirm the Old
Testament. It appears more likely that the cuneiform tablet can be used to verify
a single event also mentioned in the Bible, but not the Bible itself.
While Nebuchadnezzar is mentioned in Babylonian material remains and
the biblical narratives, this does not mean that every mention of Nebuchadnezzar found in the Old Testament shares historical authenticity with him. One
need only read the book of Daniel to find evidence of this. Daniel 2–4 deals
with a group of Judean exiles in Babylon and the interaction of one of them,
Daniel, with King Nebuchadnezzar. The various interactions between King
Nebuchadnezzar and the captives cannot be validated as historical through
extra-biblical sources, as can the 597 BCE siege of Judah. The book of Daniel is
a work compiled long after the neo-Babylonian conquest, and any historical
portion of it is written in the third century BCE at the earliest. Additionally it
does not appear to have been written as a history but rather as a theological piece, presenting a specific understanding of the nature of YHWH (Yahweh;
God). For instance, in Daniel 4, Nebuchadnezzar is brought low by YHWH and
forced to live as an animal for seven years. Following this period, Nebuchadnezzar is said, in Daniel 4:31, to have praised God and followed his will. There
is certainly no evidence that Nebuchadnezzar ever worshiped or praised the
Judean god. Neo-Babylonian inscriptions describing the works of Nebuchadnezzar clearly show him offering praise to the Babylonian deity Marduk. This is
clear counterevidence to Daniel 4, and it illustrates the inability to confirm the
Bible through a historic individual’s name.
Difficulty of Matching Archaeological and Written Records
The complex process and long period of time that went into the creation of the
books of the modern Hebrew Old Testament mean that some such historical stories, such as those in the initial chapters of Daniel, cannot be well substantiated
by archaeological evidence. In fact, it appears some later writings concerning
the exilic period clearly go against extra-biblical sources, such as those that
illustrate Nebuchadnezzar II’s worship of Marduk. The neo-Babylonian Empire
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may have left some evidence of
characters or events in the Bible, but
this has not confirmed the Bible; it
has only offered further critiques of
its accuracies and inaccuracies.
The mention of an act, person, or
place in the chronicles of the neo-Assyrian and neo-Babylonian empires
does not confirm every story of them
in the Hebrew Old Testament, but
what happens when there is no evidence of an event provided in the
chronicles of these two powers? Such
an instance occurs concerning the
destruction of the first Jerusalem
temple in 586 BCE. The Babylonian
chronicles are fragmentary, and gaps
appear in the texts concerning 594 to
558 BCE. Thus, there is no supporting
history for the destruction of the temple, one of the most important events
A Kassite relief sculpture of Marduk, the main
of the exilic period to the biblical
deity of Babylon, with a dragon. (Bettmann/
authors. This event is mentioned in II
Corbis)
Kings 25:9–17, II Chronicles 36:19,
and Isaiah 64:11. Evidence of the destructive campaign of 586 BCE has been found at sites throughout Judah and has
been dated to the proper time. However, the neo-Babylonians did not leave collaboration to this event in their own official documentation, or at least those discovered so far. There appears to be no reason to doubt that the temple was
destroyed in 586 BCE under the orders of Nebuchadnezzar II, but it would not be
proper to say that finds in Babylonian sites have confirmed this important historical event on which the authenticity of many biblical passages depend. It is also
important to note that the Babylonian chronicles have many other gaps. The years
556, 552 to 550, and 544 to 540 BCE are all unrepresented in the Babylonian
chronicles, which thus cannot be offered in confirmation of any events in these
years.
Much of the evidence that has been assessed to this point has been textual,
cuneiform pieces that have been found in the ancient ruins of the neo-Assyrian
and neo-Babylonian empires. These texts can serve to tell much about the people,
events, and places that existed in the influence of these two political powers and
have given much aid to the assessment of the Bible’s claim to historicity. Texts
offer many important advantages over other material remains that archaeologists
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unearth. They tell a story in words, which requires less interpretation by the
archaeologist. For instance, seals can name a bearer, telling who used it, possibly
for what reason, or his position. Because of this, it is much more likely to find
support for something that is written in the Old Testament in an Assyrian or a
Babylonian text than in other nontextual remains from such sites.
The role that texts can play in offering support for the events portrayed in
the Hebrew Old Testaments is great, but various issues with the texts of the
neo-Assyrian and neo-Babylonian authors temper it. Perhaps the greatest flaw
in relying on texts is gaps, such as those found in the Babylonian chronicles,
which lack documentation over a broad range of years that included important
events. A similar gap appears in the royal inscriptions of Sargon II, king of the
neo-Assyrian Empire. His inscriptions go without mentioning the deportation of
some Israelites from Samaria that is seen in II Kings 17:6 as well as other Assyrian sources. The addition of other Assyrian sources gives support for this
event, but the presence of multiple sources cannot always be relied on as it can
in this situation. Additionally texts that do survive to be found are often in poor
physical condition, with breaks in the text that must either be extrapolated or
lost. Within these spaces, important names or similar data can disappear from
the historical record. However, these gaps in the presence of writing and in the
physical texts themselves do not disprove the Bible. But they rob scholars of
the ability to confirm it as well.
Perspective and Hyperbole of Text Writers
While the absence of texts offers no support to the Bible, even the study of
extant and intact texts can itself provide issues in looking for support for the biblical text. The writings found in neo-Assyrian and neo-Babylonian contexts represent the beliefs and words of a specific and select group of people. Scribes
associated with the government and temple would have been responsible for
much of the written remains found by archaeologists. These texts would have
represented a limited frame of mind, that of the scribes and those on whose
behalf they were writing. Textual archaeological finds possess an intent that
other material remains do not. For instance, the biblical authors had a specific
intent when they wrote about Nebuchadnezzar II. He had destroyed the most important piece of their cult and brought their divinely appointed ruler into exile.
Resulting from this is a negative portrayal of Nebuchadnezzar and Babylon as
whole within the exilic and postexilic writings in the Hebrew Old Testament.
A contrary writing comes from the Wadi-Brisa Babylonian inscription. In
this, Nebuchadnezzar II is portrayed as a ruler who protects the subjects of his
nation, leads them home from far-off lands, constructs cities and roads, and
does it all for the glory of his god, Marduk. Much of this runs contrary to the
biblical portrayal of the neo-Babylonian ruler, but especially the idea that he
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led scattered people home to their own settlements. This is in direct opposition
to weight given to Nebuchadnezzar’s removal of the Judean upper class. While
this incongruity does not falsify the biblical narrative as a whole, or even the
events of the exile or the conquest of Judah by Nebuchadnezzar II, it does make
evident the agency of the biblical authors. The figure of Nebuchadnezzar II in
the Hebrew Old Testament cannot be seen as truly historic, but as the invention
of authorial agency and intent, a character invented to serve a role in a broader
historic theology.
In addition to issues of portrayal of historical figures in texts, the nature of
recorded events can be problematic. Many of the existing royal inscriptions
from the neo-Assyrian Empire offer evidence of this. These writings, which tell
of the deeds of the kings, are often full of hyperbole and exaggeration when
compared to the more administrative texts from the same period. This creates
an issue of credibility when looking at these texts for support of the biblical
narratives. Even when events can be matched between the exaggerated texts
and the biblical narrative, the specific details can be problematic because of the
neo-Assyrian sources’ hyperbole. These problems with the royal inscriptions
can only be partially overcome by focusing on the administrative texts found in
the form of epistles that are usually more factual. However, their nature makes
it difficult to apply them to historic events that the Bible may mention. They
are often quite terse, dealing with details and short pieces of information. Additionally, the use of such writings did not necessitate that the date be recorded
on them. Thus it is not only difficult to find events recorded on these pieces that
can be compared to other historical narratives, but also to accurately date and
provide a context for each individual text. This lack of context makes it difficult
to form conclusions of the historicity of the epistles—and subsequently difficult
to apply them correctly. Although the textual remains of the neo-Assyrian and
neo-Babylonian empires offer one of the most fertile areas in which to find evidence concerning the Bible’s historicity, these sources also suffer from issues
that make it difficult to fully apply them to the biblical texts.
Lack of Archaeological Corroboration
While many material remains and some textual remains may be problematic
when looking for clear understandings, some archaeological evidence does present relatively clear evidence of historical occurrences. A good example of this
is the Lachish relief found in Nimrud. The relief was spread around the walls of
a room in the southwest palace. It depicts an Assyrian attack on the Judean city
of Lachish. The relief is usually tied to the campaign of 701 BCE, although the
inscription on the Prism of Sennacherib, which records this campaign, does not
record this event. The archaeological evidence from Lachish is also questionable. There are two evident layers that represent destructive attacks on the city.
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Some scholars attribute both layers of destruction to the armies of Nebuchadnezzar II, one from 597 BCE and the other from 587 BCE. Other researchers follow the evidence of the Lachish relief to date the earlier destruction layer to
Sennacherib in 701 BCE and the second to Nebuchadnezzar’s conquests.
Unfortunately the Lachish inscription does not present proof as to whether or
not Sennacherib destroyed the city of Lachish in 701. While it presents a relatively clear support for an Assyrian siege at Lachish during Sennacherib’s reign,
the relief found at Nimrud does not offer clues into the interpretation of other
archaeological remains. This is a clear example of the issues present in nontextual archaeological remains.
While the Lachish relief may offer only a brief glimpse of what went on in
the city when the Assyrians were present, it is still relatively strong support for
the presence of the Assyrians and an associated siege. The omission of the events
from Sennacherib’s other inscriptions does not mean that the event did not occur,
but that it was just likely not recorded there. Lachish was one of the largest and
most important cities in the Judean kingdom. Any battle at such a center would
have been of great political and economic importance, especially since Lachish’s
position served to assist in the fortification of Jerusalem. Thus, if the Assyrians
had laid siege to Lachish, one would expect that it might be mentioned within
the Bible’s historic narrative. Lachish is mentioned numerous times in conjunction with the Assyrian army’s presence in Judah. The book of II Kings 18:14,
18:17, and 19:8 and the book of II Chronicles 32:9 tell of the Assyrians sending
messages from Lachish or moving their forces from the city, but neither book
clearly states that the Assyrians had conquered, let alone destroyed, Lachish.
There are many possibilities as to why the actual siege is not mentioned in
the Old Testament. It is possible the writings were meant to imply that Assyria
had been in control of Lachish, as they are noted as being at the city during a period of war with Judah. Alternatively it may have been completely overlooked by
the biblical author for some reason that has not been discovered. The alternative
that the Lachish relief is itself problematic and not historical has not met with acceptance, as there appears no reason to doubt it, and it does fit an interpretation
of the associated biblical passages. It is clear that the Lachish relief can only be
seen to confirm the Bible in that it shows Assyrians at Lachish. The siege, which
it illustrates, either contradicts the Bible’s lack of such a story or expands on the
modern understanding of the text, showing that it presents a history that is missing important events such as the siege of one of the largest Judean cities.
The manifold examples of archaeological remains from neo-Assyrian and
neo-Babylonian sites that pertain to the historicity of the Hebrew Old Testament’s narratives provide a varied amount of success. None of them offer the
ability to say that the entire Bible is supported or even that the events with
which they deal are entirely confirmed. In this entire discussion, the issue of
role of archaeology has yet to be raised. Many of the earliest archaeologists in
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the Near East went with the mission of proving the Bible as true and confirming
its historical narratives. It has become incumbent on modern scholarly archaeologists to define their role in such contention and address the role of their field
in the confirmation of the historicity of the Hebrew Old Testament’s stories.
Beyond this issue, it is necessary to lay out the possibility of such confirmation
within the broader understanding of archaeological methods and theory.
Confirmation Issue in Decline
The issue of confirming the Bible as a historically accurate document has been
in decline within the recent work of Near Eastern archaeologists and other
scholars. Focus has instead been on using archaeological remains to better
understand life in the ancient Near East and to propose accurate histories for
this region. While these histories are free to take into account the biblical text,
they do not give it special weight when compared to contrasting histories and
evidence present in the material remains that are unearthed. There are many
reasons that such methods and goals have been adopted. Among these is recognition of the nature of the biblical text. Written over the course of many centuries, by many different authors, the Bible has been consistently composed and
revised not only to present historic narratives but also to illustrate theological
ideas. This conclusion has been reached through the analysis of the Old Testament using text critical methodology and in the light of continuing archaeological work in ancient Near Eastern sites.
A good example of this comes from excavation at the biblical city of Jericho.
The early excavation at Jericho by John Garstang unearthed walls that had apparently collapsed catastrophically. Garstang dated the destruction to the 15th century BCE, contemporary to the period of settlement of Canaan by the future
Israelites as seen in Joshua 6. This was seen as a strong proof of the biblical

The Historicity of David
There are undeniably some discrepancies in the Bible’s accounts of King David (he
meets Saul for the first time on two different occasions, and another man, Elhanan,
is referred to as Goliath’s killer in II Samuel 21:19), but even aside from them there
is the question of whether or not he was a real historical figure around whom
legends grew. There are two clear references to a house of David on inscriptions
uncovered in Israel and Jordan, but this establishes only that the monarchy of Israel
had claimed descent from David in ancient times, to which the simple existence of
the Old Testament already attests. Other than the name and timing, there is nothing to connect this house of David with a king who unified Israel and Judah,
defeated a giant, wrote psalms, won the battles associated with David, and so forth.
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historicity and a success of biblical archaeology. However, in the 1950s Kathleen
M. Kenyon reassessed the site and found that the dating was incorrect, pointing
instead to the 16th century, which was too early for the biblical narrative to be
supported. The inability of archaeologists to find walls at the Jericho site that can
be dated to the time of Joshua is a clear illustration of both the problem of biblical historicity and the error of basing one’s work on searching for such.
The active search for archaeological support for biblical historicity has not
only waned in response to further understanding of the nature of the Bible, but also
in response to the ever-evolving science of archaeological methods. The larger discipline of archaeology has become continually more scientific. One aspect of this
development is the methodological belief that evidence should speak for itself.
Searching for specific evidence of the Bible’s historicity does not allow for this,
because it posits the same importance to the biblical narrative and searches for a
specific conclusion, instead of arriving at whatever ends the evidence leads to.
Garstang’s work has often been cited as an example of this problem.
Conclusion
Archaeologists have found many pieces of evidence that have offered some
amount of confirmation of the Old Testament. However, this confirmation has
been of limited importance and scope. Textual and physical remains have given
support to many biblical figures and events, but at the same time they have continually introduced questions concerning the historicity of the biblical narrative.
How could Ahab have sent an army to Qarqar that was so much larger than that
presented in the book of I Kings? How could Nebuchadnezzar II have worshiped YHWH while he is shown in his own writings working for the glory of
Marduk? How could the biblical authors overlook the siege of an important city
like Lachish but specifically note time and again that the Assyrians were at
Lachish? These questions and many others make evident the simple fact that
not only have extra-biblical sources failed to confirm the Old Testament narrative as a whole, but also that such an event is unlikely. This is because of the
nature of the Bible. It may be partly a historic document, but at the same time
it contains a theological aspect, which has at times, such as the book of Daniel,
superseded the historical. Other issues may arise because of the long process of
writing, rewriting, and redaction that has gone into the composition of the biblical text. Such changes may explain why Ahab’s small biblical army was able to
appear in such force at Qarqar. Perhaps it is best to conclude by presenting the
idea that the historicity of the Bible is not supported by archaeology, but by
faith, as Shalom M. Paul and William Dever (1974) posit in Biblical Archaeology. For to believe that the entire Bible can be confirmed as a single historical
document requires that one look at it not in the light of textual criticism and
archaeology but in the context of religious understanding.
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